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The Rejection of'Ambitio' in Latin Elegy 

Introduction 

In the former of the two major divisions into which this 

chapter is divided I shall be concerned with showing how the elegists 

can be said to have been socially removed from the spirit of their 

times. The enquiry will begin by demonstrating that they were dis- 

orientated from an establishment point of view in that they rejected 

the constraints placed upon the class of society to with h they 

belonged, voiced their dissent through their verse, and made it 

clear that they did not wish to be subjected to Augustus' policy of 

social engineering. This will not take into account the imperial plan 

for moral reform to which the elegista ran counter, for I intend to 

treat this issue in its own right in my final chapter. The word 

ambitio' will be employed on several occasions not, however, in 

the narrow sense of canvassing for support at elections, 
(l) 

but 

with the wider meaning of the will to embark upon and succeed in a 

chosen career in the service of the state. Icy information for the 

social background in the early stage of the chapter, probing the 

'ordo equester' and the modifications which the emperor brought to 

bear upon it, rely upon the work of Syme and an article by Taylor 

(T. A. P. A. 211968, pp. 469-86) the latter of whom has summarised the 

reasons for our crediting all of the elegists with possession of 

equestrian status (pp. 479-81). Propertius, it will be seen, was 

content to acknowledge the advantages of peace afforded by the 

emperor but resented any interference by the state with the private 

lives of its citizens. Tibullus likewise welcomes the advent of 

peace while remaining sceptical about the way of life which thrives 

upon it. The evidence does not warrant our view of his as a 
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professional soldier making 'poetical capital' out of the military 

life which he professes to dislike as Williams, (2) for instance, 

would claim. I shall show that he seeks to justify his projected 

way of life with an appeal to philosophy, in particular that of 

Lucretius, by reworking sections of his Epicurean tract in a way 

which, to the best of my knowledge, has not been previously appreciated. 

In his opinion, a life devoted to 'amor' can have a rational basis 

and is not a senseless escape from social responsibility. Ovid shares 

with Tibullus and Propertius a distaste for a career in the service 

of the state and provides us with autobiographical information about 

his intentions in choosing to devote his energies to becoming a poet. 

His predecessors in elegiac poetry were, I suspect, motivated by 

considerations not entirely dissimilar. In the latter major section 

of the chapter I shall examine the political aspect of the elegists' 

verse; a separate introduction will be found prefacing this area 

of enquiry. 

I 
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Gallus. Tibullus, and Poetic Cavitalisation 

In an enquiry into the elegists' rejection of the 

responsibilities involved in pursuing a career in the service of 

the Augustan state the influence of Gallus as an elegist and man 

of action should be considered. His undertaking of the military 

life is at variance with the anti-militaristic thought expressed 

in Latin elegy. He almost certainly exploited the contrast between 

the life of the lover and that of the soldier if Eclogues 10 is an 

example of Callan subject matter and mode of expression. Lycoris, 

whom Gallus celebrated in his 'Amores', had been the mistress of 

Marcus Brutus and then of Marcus Antonius, both great men of action. 

In Eclogues 10 Vergil portrays Lycoris as attracted by a man of 

action, a soldier, with the result that she deserts Gallus in order 

to pursue her new love on a campaign in the North. We will never 

know to what extent this is biographical even if Servius was correct 

in deriving the words attributed to Gallus in the Eclogue from his 

elegies 
(3), 

but it is possible that Gallus may have felt drawn by 

feelings of inferiority - one thinks of Crassus at the time of the 

first triumvirate - to embark upon an even more enterprising military 

career in order to regain favour with Lycoris. Even though this is 

hypothetical, the elegists who succeeded him, had before them the 

example of a love elegist whose military ambitions had gone beyond 

bounds acceptable to the establishment with the result that he drove 

himself to suicide to escape the worst. This event in itself could 

have affected the elegists' attitude to militarism. Gallus had 

probably drawn the distinction between the otiose life of a lover 

and that of a soldier as we find it in the Eclogue, (of-10-32-49 

where submission to 'amor', the affection, clashes with 'amor duri 
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Martis' - the demands of military affairs). In view of his fate, 

a life devoted to 'amor' began to make practical sense and the 

profession of unwillingness to lead a life of adventure ceased to be 

a mere literary conceit and was borne out in reality in the lives of 

Tibullus, Propertiua and Ovid. Williams (4) 
would take issue with 

such an argument applied to Tibullus, believing that he, like Gallus, 

made 'poetic capital' out of his profession as a soldier and poet; 

he could, as a soldier, decry more effectively the military life as 

opposed to an idyllic pastoral existence alongside his mistress 

than if he were a 'civilian' with no barrier preventing him from 

realising his dream. To this I would reply that the evidence that 

Tibullus was a professional soldier to any degree is meagre to say 

the least, consisting of the statement in the 'Vita' that 'ante slice 

Corvinum Messalam oratorem dilexit, cuius etiam contubernalis 

Aquitanioo bello militaribus donis donatus est' consonant with 

Tibullus' claim in 1.7.9 that 'non sine me eat tibi partus honos' 

where the poet relates how he served Messalla well in the Lquitanian 

campaign for which he was rewarded. Elegy 1.3 records how he was 

unable to proceed to the East as a member of the 'cohors' of Messalls 

for he fell ill at Corcyra; when I subject this poem to criticism 

it will become clear that Tibullue was so diffident towards the 

prospect of the expedition and harboured feelings of resentment that 

he had actually been involved in it in the first place, that the 

possibility of any professional interest on his part is unlikely. 

Elegies 1.1 and 1.10 which describe his dislike of the martial way 

of life cannot with certainty be explained as the feelings of 

Tibullus on the eve of any undertakings other than the two already 

mentioned. In the final analysis we are left with Tibullus' state- 

ment that he played his part in helping Mesealla secure the honour 
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of triumphing over the Aquitanian tribes, which is a rather vague 

statement and should not be seized upon as proof that he took part 

in the fighting. What then of the assertion in the 'Vita' that he 

was presented with 'militaribus donis' ? We should share the doubts 

expressed by Postgate (5) 
that the 'Vita' at this point is citing 

a lost source of biographical information about Tibullus. The 

statement may be nothing more than an expansion of line 9 of 1.7 

quoted above. Postgate even reserves judgment as to whether the 

reading of the text for 1.7 is sound at this point, 
(6) 

but even if 

we accept the text as it stands, the coeents of Duff (Lit. Hist. of 

Rome in the Golden Age) are appropriate to my arguments" The words, 

'Not without me was thy glory won'..... have been rejected by several 

critics as an outburst of egotism or pride incredible in one so 

modest as Tibullus. Yet in themselves the words may simply mean 

that he accompanied his patron and was a witness of his exploits. 

It is what a friend could say without offence but what a second-in- 

command dare not say. " (p. 405) and "Baehrens'conjecture 'Non sine 

Warte ibi partus hone', is more attractive than Housman's 'non sine 

re eat tibi', but equally unnecessary. Postgate sees in the 

traditional text 'ill placed egotistical assertion'. Is there 

really more of it in this 'sine me' than in the same phrase at the 

opening of 1.3: 'Ibitis Aegean sine me Messalla per undas'? " (ibid. 

note 1). For these reasons I would hesitate before classifying 

Tibullus along with Gallus as a soldier-poet. On the contrary I 

would feel safer in saying that he had a brief taste of the army life 

which was sufficient to convince his that such a life did not appeal 

to him and which coloured his outlook towards soldiering in general. 

Tibullus in my estimation has much more in common with Propertius 

and Ovid and their distrust of militarism than he has with the self- 
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assured Gallus as this chapter will attempt to de onstrate, but 

first I wish to look at the socio-political background of the late 

republic and early Augustan empire against which the elegies should 

be appraised. 

Th. Seeds of Elegiac Intransigence 

It some that there was an air of disenchantment with 

politics and military affairs prevalent at Rose in Cicero's day as 

a result of upheavals of civil war and dynastic str gles. This 

feeling led to a relazation of aorsl standards and Cicero on several 

occasions calls upon the noble youth of Rome to assnae the 

responsibility of a career in the army or in state administration, 

for he saw the threat which the sexual appetite represented to 

society unless kept under control by the working off of surplus 

energies (Cie. 0 ia. 1,122), 
( 7) It vag moreover a military 

career which Cicero reeoasnded for young seen who were anxious to 

achieve fame (ibid. 2.4 ), 
(8) 

and he attacks those who pursue their 

own 'otivn' at the expense of 'negotia publics' (ibid. l. 69). (9) 
He 

also reeoasnded a career in politics to the Poona non of Rome 

(Pro Best 1.36). After Actium, Augustus likewise sought to encourage 

careers in the service of the state and addressed his call to the 

'equites' in particular. Roam had endured yet acre upheavals since 

Cicero had made his appeal and disillusion had become even stronger. 

This, is addition to the fate of Gallus, might well have been a 

contributory factor in the elegista' distaste for the active life. 

Propsrtius mast have been little more than a child at the time of 

the civil conflict at Perasia in i#1 3. Ce but the event left its murr 

strongly printed on his*nsaory for he vividly describes the death of 
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one Gallus, a victim of the siege of Perusia in elegy 1.21 and in 

1.22 again refers to the death of his 'propinquus' in the same 

battle, and who may be his uncle if the 'sonor' of 1.21.6 is the 

poet's mother. 
(10) 

A revulsion towards militarism experienced in 

his formative years makes more comprehensible the intensity of his 

rejection of such a way of life for himself or any descendant of his 

in the well known statement in the context of 2.7: 

'unde mihi patriis natos praebere triumphis ? 
nullus de nostro sanguine miles erst. ' 

(lines 134+) 

A relaxation in standards of conduct had evidently set in when 

Augustus assumed the task of reconstructing the fabric of society. 

His moral legislation did not become fully operative before 18 B. C.. 

By this time Tibullus' work, the first three books of Propertius' 

elegies, and the first edition of the Amores of Ovid had been published. 

In these works I think it is fair to say that a social and moral 

climate is reflected which had developed with little official inter- 

ference from the last days of the republic. To this extent elegy 

can be said to witness a life-style prevalent at the end of the 

republic and during the early prinsipate., a period when the emperor 

was embarking upon a program, e for the reformation of social habits 

which included a change in the role of the order of society to which 

the elegistsbelonged. Gallus had enjoyed equestrian status and it 

is most probable that both Tibullus and Propertius were 'equates' 

whose family estates had suffered diminution as a result of the 

confiseation of lands for the veterans of Octavian and Antony. 
(11) 

Ovid too was an 'eques', and so all four Augustan elegists belonged 

to an order whose function the 'prineeps' sought to alter. In the 

generation before the *ad of the republic the 'equites' had taken 

part in political intrigues and Augustus wished to Asks sure that 
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there would be no repetition of this in the new society which he 

was creating. He began by encouraging equestrian careers in the 

armer, administration, and finance and awarding the 'latus clavus' 

to the sons of 'equites' with a view to their entry into the senate. 

(see Syme. Ch. 24). The elegists however express considerable un- 

willingness to follow the emperor's lead. 

Social Recalcitrance in Ovid 

In turning to the author's own works I shall deal first 

with Ovid, though chronologically speaking, his works come latest, 

for he is more autobiographical and his language is at times more 

overtly political. Ovid's father had hoped that his son would choose 

a career leading to pecuniary profit. Ovid however, was more 

interested in literature: 

'at mihi iam puero caelestia sacra placebant 
inque suum furtim I4uea trahebat opus. 

saepe pater dixit "stadium quid inutile temptas 
Maeonides nullax ipae reliquit open" ' 

(Trist. 4.10 19-22) 

Nevertheless, he persevered With his legal studies and held minor 

offices, becoming IIlvir capitalis, a member of the oentumviral 

court on inheritance and was destined for the quaestorehip, yet he 

rejected a public career of this sort. As mentioned above, Augnetus 

sought to encourage the 'equites' to assume responsibilities leading 

to a senatorial career, but it is exactly this which Ovid views With 

disapprobation: 

'curia restabat: olavi aensura coacta est 
as ui s erst noetris viribus illud onus 

nee patiens corpus, neo wens fait apta labors 
solicitaeque fu ax ambitionis eras 

et peters Aoniae snadebant tuts sorores 
otia iudicio sesper aaata moo 

(ioo. cit. 35-40) 
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The pursuit of 'otium' as a sans of evading the pressures of 'ambitio' 

can be seen in the life of Atticus at the end of the republic; 

Cicero drew the distinction between the 'honestum otium' of the 

equestrian life and the 'ambitio' of those who had chosen a senatorial 

career. 
(12) 

Once Augustus had established himself at the helm of 

the state the opportunity for the pursuit of 'otium' in the 'ordo 

equester' became increasingly remote. Ovid's story of his abandon- 

ing any with to hold senatorial office as an escape from 'ambitio' 

which he finds 'solliaita', refers to the struggle involved under 

the Triumvirate and Augustus to secure the lover offices in the 

'omens honornm'. In the passage quoted above, Ovid employs the 

words 'onus' and 'otia' by way of contrast, to describe the burdens 

of political life on the one hand, and on the other the carefree 

existence of one who chooses to forego such a life. Elsewhere in 

the Tristia he refers to his poetry as his 'luaus' and his 'otia': 

'non ea to moles Romani nominis urgaet 
inque this umeris tam lore fertur onus 

lusibus ut possis advertere nnmsn ineptis 
excutiasque oonlis o ij nostra this' 

(2,221-4) 

Here the poet tells us that the 'ones' of political obligations my 

prevent seas, notably the 'prinoeps' himself, from reading his works. 

It is possible that he mans no to remember his rejection of a 

career (though now he speaks remorsefully) of service in the Augustan 

state and is implying that the 'onus which such a career entailed would 

have precluded 'otia' without which poetic 'lusns' is ispossible. 
(13) 

In the Amores, Ovid alludes to the mans by which an ordinary soldier 

could, under the new system, obtain equestrian status, whereas under 

the republic a soldier scald rise no hier than the oenturiate: 

'eooe recess dives parto per vnlaera seam, 
praefertur nobis sanguine pastas eques. 

(3.8.9.10) 
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Ovid is annoyed that he, an 'eques' by virtue of his birth, 'per 

Innumeros avos', as he tells us in Ex Ponto 4.8.18, must give way 

to a social parvenu. A similar outcry occurs in Amores 3.15.5-6: 

'siquid id eat, usque a proavis vetus ordinis heres 
non modo militias turbine factus eques' 

- where he states that he did not become an 'eques' through a 

career in the arms, a reference to the policy of Augustus for 

promotion to equestrian status via the arm, but that he inherited 

his rank. It is, I feel, an unusual boast in the concluding elegy of 

Bk. 3 which deals with his poetic 'gloria' but is more understandable 

if we accept that by using the emotive word 'libertas' (line 9) to 

explain the motive of the Paelignians in resorting to 'honesta arme' 

(ibid. ) in defiance of Rome in the Social War, he is himself adopting 

a defiant stance. I imagine Ovid to be claiming that he has 

preserved his 'libertas' by non-involvement in the Augustan design 

to reform the structure of society by stressing the fact that his 

possession of equestrian status owes nothing to the new policies of 

the emperor, but to practices inherited from the republic. His 

expression of disregard for the army as a profession is voiced in 

words no less strong than those of Propertius. It is, for Ovid, a 

form of prostitution: 

'Quaesitum eat illi corpora quidquid habet' 
(`mores 3.8.20) 

I will substantiate this by referring to Ovid's description of the 

career of a harlot in Amores 1.10.22 which used language similar to 

that found in 3.8: 

'stet meretrix oerto ouivis meroabilis sere 
at miseras iusso corpora uaerit opes' 

Additionally, I notice that he thinks of a civilian career in law 

in terms such as these in 1.15.5-6 where he lists the objections 
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of his detractors (Livor line 1) one of which is that - 

'nee me verbosas leges ediscere nee me 
ingrato vocem prostituisse foro? ' 

A legal career would have been a form of self-abasement of the 

worst sort. Propertius too had avoided this profession as Horos 

reminds him in elegy 4.1.133-4, relating how Apollo had steered him 

away from practising as a lawyer (vetat insano verbs tonare Foro. )(14), 

and by referring to his chosen field of work as an elegist as his 

'castra' (line 135) no doubt echoes Propertiua' aversion for the 

military life as well. The life of the professional soldier is 

seen in 3.8.20-4 as banausic and almost diseased compared with the 

exalted position of the elegist: 

'forsitan et, quotiens hominem iugulaverit ille 
indioet: hoc fassas tangis, avara, menus? 

ille ego Masarum purus Phoebique sacerdos 
ad rigidas canto carmen inane fores? ' 

In 1.15.3 Ovid dismisses outright the suggestion that he should 

conform to the 'moo patrum' (non as more patrum.... ) which expects 

him to employ his vigorous youth (strenua aetas) in seeking the 

rewards of military service (praemia militias) and to learn wordy 

legal statutes (verbosae leges) to enable him to engage in the 

politics of the forum (lines 3-6). I consider this 'recusatio' in 

a social sense to stem from an appeal to a superior 'ambitio'. Ovid 

seeks 'fame perennis' (line 7) not 'mortalis', (ibid. ). It is only 

through verse that such fame can be acquired. Poetic immortality, 

a common enough theme since the verse of Pindar and Theognis, takes 

on a new significance by virtue of its context. It is at variance 

with the traditional view of immortality being achieved through 

reputation won in the professions and perpetuated by means of 

inscriptions and a form of ancestor worship. It might be said that 

Roman poets often claim that their work will immortalise their own 
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name. Here, however, Ovid is unique in employing the idea at a point 

where he justifies his chosen way of life in the face of criticism 

from those who insist that he is wasting his time by his continued 

non-involvement with a responsible career. 'Livor edax' in the 

first line calls Ovid's 'carmen' the product of an liners ingeniuml 

which wastes its time slothfully. 'Livor' may be traced back to 

the Callimachean 'Envy' who attempted to alter Apollo's views on 

poetry. 
(15) 

The scholiast maintains that at this point Callimachus 

is answering his critics, and Ovid I suspect, had the Hymn to Apollo 

in mind when he composed Amores 1.15. The aversion which Callimachus 

felt for narrative epic seems to be felt by Ovid for the 'praemia 

militiae pulverulenta' and the 'verbosae leges' of the Foram, 

careers which 'Livor' suggests the poet should undertake ('quod 

quaeris opus' in line 7 being in effect an exhortation) if he is to 

conform to the 'moo patrum'. I would go so far as to say that 

'Livor' echoes the voice of the establishment which was trying to 

persuade its citizens to contribute to the welfare of the state as 

I have already indicated. 

Another elegy in Bk. 1 ought probably to be interpreted 

in the light of Augustus' reorganisation of the. 'ordo equester, ' 

and seen from this angle portrays Ovid as once more adrift from the 

class to which he belonged. Curran (C. P. 61 pp. 47-9) has observed 

how 'eques' in lin. 8 of 1.3 and 'desultor' of line 15 in the same 

elegy are linked in so far as both are 'equestrian' characters. 

The latter is of course a circus performer who jumps frog one horses 

back to another, but since Ovid is talking about his own possession 

of the 'eguus publious' a political significance relating to the 

notorious fickleness of the 'equites' my be the underlying thought, 
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and this would give in turn added dimension to Ovid's insistence 

on the value of his own 'fides' in lines 6,13, and 16. Ovid's 

approach to 'fides' differs radically from their own for he has 

given his own to a 'paella' whereas they now owe theirs to the 

emperor, and Ovid may be saying that his 'fides' is superior to that 

of other 'equates'. Holleman (C. P. 1970 pp. 177-80) has placed 

this political interpretation on the link noticed by Curran, drawing 

particular attention to the fact that the principate received its 

most solid support from this order (referring us to Syme, pp. 354-5) 

and proceeds to offer an explanation as to why Ovid dwells upon the 

figure of Jupiter the 'desultor amoris' par excellence. At first 

sight he is an inappropriate figure to mention in connection with 

the 'fides' which he will bring to his 'puella'. Barsby for instance 

raises this question in his commentary 'Ovid: Amores Book 1': "The 

parallel to Ovid's own situation is not a close one, since Jupiter 

did not write the poetry that conferred immortality on his 

mistresses (as Ovid is claiming to do for his girl). But more than 

that. The three heroines, though apparently introduced to illustrate 

the theme of fame through poetry, in fact point a quite different 

moral, once we are alerted to the possibility of the doubles entendres: 

we are in the world of the deceiver and adulterer (lusit, adulter, 

simulato, 22-3), and the choice of women beloved and betrayed by 

Jupiter, the supreme 'deaultor amoris', is hardly appropriate for 

a poet declaring eternal fidelity to one woman, unless there is some 

ulterior motive. " (p. 55). Holleman explains the motive as follows: 

"he was carefully building a climax by proceeding from 'equitea' to 

senators and finally to Jupiter himself. The reader cannot here 

fail to recognise the Emperor, whose sexual behaviour was the gossip 
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of the time (see the account given with maliciously feigned aloof- 

ness in Suet., g. 69-71). This is consistent with Ovid's way of 

comparing Augustus with Jupiter elsewhere; thus I need not labour 

the point. It is, furthermore, consistent with his keeping aloof 

from the 'fides' of the regime which Augustus so much wished to be 

publicised widely... " (p. 178). (16) It is, then, the emperor, and 

the 'equites' over whom he presides whose 'fides' is compared un- 

favourably with his own. While I am in broad agreement with this 

political interpretation of the elegy, I would make the following 

observations. The tergiversations of the 'equates' had decreased 

as Augustus modified their character by supplementing their ranks, 

depleted by the proscriptions, with 'novi homines' who had merited 

promotion to equestrian status by taking advantage of the opportunities 

afforded by him to use their talents in the service of the state. 

Thus the 'princeps' curtailed the intransigence of their order. 

Holleman (loc. cit. ) compares the Augustan 'consensus omnium' which 

brought their ranks together and gave the emperor the support that 

he needed with those rare occasions when they assumed a more or less 

united stance in support of those who wielded 'imperium', the 

consulship of Cicero which achieved a virtual 'concordia ordinum' 

being put forward as a case in point. In this way Ovid's reflection 

on their desultorian habits will be a retrospective one, but this 

does not in my opinion preclude a criticism on the poet's part of 

the contemporary behaviour of the members of his order. Whereas in 

lines 7.. 10 Ovid speaks of his equestrian status as belying what he 

claims to be his humble origin we should remember that in 3.15 he 

expresses his pride in belonging to a family to whom he owes this 

status while, just as in 3.8, he speaks slightingly of the 'eques' 
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who has merited his status through military service, that is, a 

typical Augustan 'novus homo' of the sort I have described (see 

above on these two elegies). It is as though Ovid was inclined to 

take a detached view of the order as a whole while at the same time 

betraying a preference for the less meritocratic, pre-Augustan 

organisation of the order. Syme's remarks on the effects of the 

emperor's democratisation of the order are to my mind well fitted 

to Ovid's outlook on the subject both here and elsewhere: 

"Aristocratic 'libertas' and 'fides' were supplanted by the vigour 

and industry of the 'novus homo'. The opening of a career to talent, 

however, was not always conducive to honourable behaviour in a 

society where profit and promotion depended upon the patronage of 

the government. To say nothing of the patent vice or rapacity of 

the greater 'novi homines', the friends of Augustus: the lesser 

crawled for favour, ignobly subservient, and practised delation 

for money and advancement. " (p. 456). It is probably with this 

debasement of 'fides' in his own day that the poet is taking issue 

and from which he is dissociating himself. In my final chapter I 

will briefly suggest how the concept of the 'servitium amoris' can 

be said on some occasions to possess political inplications and 

there I will briefly refer to the elegy under discussion. Syme 

emphasises the subservience of some of the members of the class to 

which Ovid and the other elegists belonged and it is interesting 

that in line 5 Ovid reminds us of the concept (tibi qui deserviat., 

of. praeda, line i). In keeping with the spirit in which the elegists 

put themselves at the service of a 'paella' rather than the state, 

so Ovid pledges his 'fides' to a 'puella' and not to the 'princeps'. 
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The Theme of Withdrawal in Propertius and Ovid 

At this point we might usefully turn to Propertius who 

like Ovid feels that his 'modus vivendi' is open to criticism because 

he fails to undertake any active commitment in the interests of the 

state. In the very first elegy of the Monobiblos the poet has 

vividly presented us with a picture of the dominion exercised over 

him by 'Amor' (lines 3-4) with the result that resolution goes by 

the board (nullo vivere oonsilio, line 6). In parading his lack 

of 'consilium' Propertius is diminishing his 'virtus', that is his 

manliness and capacity for undertaking the responsibilities of life 

which a woman did not have to assume, and allowing his 'res', his 

substance and business with the world, to fall into a state of 

neglect. A. similar thought lies behind the statement about 'Amor' 

in elegy 2.12: 'is primum vidit sine sensu vivere amantis, et 

levibus curio magna perire bona' (lines 3-4). Catullus (51) had 

realised the capacity of love for such self destruction when it 

distracted its victim from fulfilment of social obligations; this, 

I believe, is the meaning behind the thought that 'otium' can be 

'molestum' (see lines 13-16). Propertius even more than Catullus, 

is fascinated with the power of love to effect such destruction as 

though he was revelling in its possession of himself; he may request 

a cure at one moment but at another he sees it as affording him a 

way of life which he finds desirable and which will win him fame 

(of. 'hic mihi oonteritur vitae modus, haeo mea fame est, hinc oupio 

nomen carminis ire mei. ' 1.7.9-10). In the introduction to his 

translation of the elegies of Tibullus, Dunlop has recognised this 

approach of Propertius to the subject of love: "He wanted not 
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merely to please the public with his poetic vision, but, helped 

by the style and technique of Callimachus and Philitas, to fire 

his readers with his own sensibility and alter their life-style 

with it". (17) This didactic element he rightly discovers in 

Tibullus (1.4 and 1.6.86), but given the literary milieu to which 

Propertius belonged, it is surely even more striking to find the 

idea expressed so strongly throughout his work when the weight of 

thought emanating from the milieu as to the effect of 'amor' was 

decidedly against giving rein to the emotions at the expense of 

social obligations. One thinks immediately of the disastrous 

consequences which befell Ovid when he developed the element even 

further in the Are Anstoria, that "wade-mecum in wantonness" (as 

someone whose name eludes me called it). Propertius no doubt felt 

that he was treading on dangerous ground and sought various excuses 

to mitigate his advocating a life heedless of personal obligations 

to the state. I will proceed to investigate this apologetic vein 

in the Propertian elegies. One of the more pointed of these 

'apologiae' is to be found in 3.9 addressed to his patron. He begins 

with the generalisation that we are not all suited to grand under- 

takings, initially referring to the writing of epic, but taking the 

elegy as a whole, implying the exigencies of civil services 

'non aunt apta mesa grandia vela rats 
omnia non pariter rerum aunt omnibus apta' 

(3.9.4) 

and then he comments that he is taking a leaf out of Maecenas' 

book: 

'at tua, Neecenas, vitae praecepta recepi' 
(ibid, line 21) 

In strong language Propertius describes how Maecenas has apparently 

withdrawn from the 'rat-race' of Rome: 
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'parois et in tennis humilem to colligis umbras: 
velorum plena subtrahis ipse sinus' 

(ibid. lines 29-30) 

This is obviously a reference to Maecenas' declining to accept any 

official position and being content with his equestrian rank 
(18), 

even though, as Propertius reminds him, Caesar would enable him to 

succeed and receive financial reward: 

'et tibi ad effectum vires det Caesar, et omni 
tempore tum faciles insinuentur open' 

(ibid. lines 27-8) 

Maecenas combined a life free from 'ambitio' with social respectability. 

In the final couplet: 

'hoc aihi, Maecenas, laudis concedia, at a to eat 
quod ferar in partie ipse fuisse tuas' 

Propertius once more attributes his way of life to the lead of 

Maecenas. In lines 29-30 (sup. cit. ) the poet uses the word 'umbra' 

as a symbol of a retreat from social responsibility; the long history 

of its usage in this sense has been discussed by Balsdon (Life and 

Leisure in Ancient Rose pp. 136-44) with copious references which 

support his description of the term ass" 'Life in the shade' - 

the 'vita umbratilis', the cloistered life. The choice of such a 

life, the pursuit of 'tranquillitas' or 'quies', might in certain 

circumstances be excusable: if your health did not enable you to face 

the rigour and strain of a political, administrative or military 

career, or if you had the misfortune to live at a time when 'liberty 

and the state failed' ... Nobody's life could be more shady than a 

writer's, above all a poet's... Writing about serious subjects - 

history, orato. ry, philosophy even - this was more creditable... 

(pp. 136; 138). To this I would simply add that the serious treatment 

which Vergil and Horace gave in their verse to the ideals and 

aspirations of the Augustan state guaranteed that they would be 
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beyond reproach whereas the writer of elegy aas dealing with a 

subject the seriousness of which sight easily appear dubious to the 

practical minded Roma. 
(19) 

Juraaal vas later to use the word 'umbra' with all the 

overtones described by Balsdon when he represented an imaginary 

objector suggesting that the barristers' profession was of more use 

to society than that of the post or historian who are called - 

'genus 1L=vua quod le= gandet at =' 
(Sat. ß. 10g) 

Juvenal shows how men of letters could come in for criticism and I 

think the elegists are, more than any other poets, conscious of their 

vulnerability in this respect. Indeed, in the line quoted above, I 

suggest that he say be echoing lines 541-2 of the third book of the 

Ars Astoria where Ovid expresses disdain for a life given over to 

cosneräial enterprise, legal business or 'asbitio' which, here, could 

easily refer to the fact that he actually abandoned the public career 

on which he had sabarked before he devoted himself to poetrys 

'see nos aibitio, sec snor nos taagit habesdi 
contespto colitur lectan at b ford. ' 

I think it even more probable, however, that Juvenal had in mind 

Amorss 1.9 of Ovid where we find the followings 

'ipse ego segnis eras disoinotaque in otia umtue; 
sollierant anises leeeet e et ate= Uses* 

inpulit iMM&THE forsosae curs paellae 
iussit at in sastris acre serere sais' 

(lines 41-4) 

This elegy introduces us to a fully developed version of 

the motif 'ailitat oanis arns', eleasnts of which appear frequently 

in the elegies of Tibullus and Prepertias, and a topic which will be 

investigated, in considerable depth at the end of this chapter. Ovid 
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claims that the life of the lover is every bit as demanding as 

that of the soldier and invents a novel retort to the critics of 

his 'modus vivendi'; as an aesthete before writing 'amores' he was 

'ignavus' (line 43), but having thrown himself into the camp of love 

he has become 'agilis' like any fit Roman soldier. The message of 

the elegy is summed up in line 31 so. 'Ergo desidium quicumque 

vocabat amorem, / desinat' and line 46 'qui holet fieri desidiosus 

amet'. In effect these statements sunsarise the import of the 

imagery of the 'castra amoris'; the army career upon which the imagery 

draws is rejected universally by the elegists, but by describing their 

own lives in terms of soldiering they polarise even more the two ways 

of life even though they profess that they are not so dissimilar. 

To the establishment the process must have seemed not so much as 

excusatory (the elegists protest that they are not wasting their 

energies) as provocative and mockingly subversive. The writer of 

the Roman Odes who recommended that military training should be de 

rigeur for the youth of Rome would not have been pleased that the 

elegists were counselling a career of love affairs, nor the emperor 

who was doing his utmost to promote the martial arts, for example the 

inauguration of the 'Luaus Troiae' while at the same time seeking to 

curb 1m orality. 
(p) 1 do not intend to dwell on the subject of 

the 'castra anioris' at this point, but it is important to recognise 

that in 1.9.43-4 quoted above, Ovid was fully aware of the 

distinction between an idle life on the one hand9for which he merited 

the epithet 'ignavus' and another of service in a military capacity 

- 'castris aera merere' which he humorously describes as no less 

rigorous than service to a 'paella'. 

In Ovid, the contrast is not only between the idleness of 
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an amatory elegist and the activity of one who is career orientated 

but also between the elegist and writers of different verse. In 

Amores 2.18 Ovid directly equates the writing of elegy with a 

Slothful existence in the shade: 

'nos, Macer, i guava Veneris cessamus in umbra, 
et tener ausuros grandia frangit Amore. ' 

(lines 3-4) 

Macer, who appears in this elegy as a writer of martial epic, is 

portrayed as leading a life of action by virtue of his choice of 

genre; this is more understandable if we remember that in my first 

chapter I emphasised that epic was the vehicle of panegyric which 

lauded the exploits of a patron and the writer of such verse could, 

like Ennius, have witnessed their occurrence. Moreover, it will be 

seen below that in 2.1.17ff. Propertius apologises for not writing 

epical verse using an excuse which he forwards elsewhere to 

exculpate his aversion towards the idea of pursuing a career, and 

so anticipates Ovid in thinking of elegy as a serious undertaking in 

its own right. Propertius, as we have seen, used the word 'umbra' 

to denote a lack of 'ambitio' as reflected in the lifestyle of his 

patron and hoped also to enjoy the 'umbra' by avoiding the demands 

of a formal career and being allowed to write elegy and there are 

possibly similar overtones in Ovid's use of the word in line 3. 

The word had been used in connection with the writing of love-poetry 

as early as the first Eclogue of Vergils 

tu Tityre, lentus in umbra 
formosam resonare dopes Amsryllida silvas 

(lines 4-5) 

However, in 3.9.29 of Propertius (sup. cit. ), just as in the Eclogue, 

there are no overtones of slothful inactivity which incur criticism. 

Tityrus is felicitated by Neliboeus who is envious of his fortunate 

lot just as Maecenas is admired by Propertius for having attained 
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the sort of life which the poet hopes to emulate. The underlying 

reason for the acceptability of the idea of an otiose life in these 

instances is not, I think, difficult to account for; in both cases 

such a life is permissible by the dispensation of a higher authority. 

Tityrus expresses his profound gratitude to the 'dens' for the 

restoration of his land and the 'libertas' to write poetry as he 

wishes 
(21) 

and Maecenas, while being relatively inactive, was never.. 

theless an ardent supporter of Augustus and a believer in the imperial 

plan. Thus the 'umbra' of Tityrus and Maecenas is deserved through 

an acknowledgement of the benefits of the new scheme of things. 

Ovid, by contrast, in 2.18, is as conscious of his 'nequitia' in this 

elegy as elsewhere, and he knows that his own enjoyment of the 

'umbra' will be seen as 'ignava' (line 3) and the subject of his 

verse shameful (lines 7-8). The pursuit of leisure for literary or 

other purposes would seem to be dependent on a commital to the order 

of the day for acceptability, as though a poet's case could be 

justified by his willingness to contribute to the state by writing 

in its praise if not by serving it in a more conventional career. 

As Camps remarks, "the idea was abroad at the time that the man of 

letters can serve his country as well as the soldier and statesman" 

(Vir_Aeneid, p. 19 and note 12). Propertius had been aware that 

by expending his energies as an 'amator' he was exposing himself to 

criticism. The key-word in this respect is 'labor', that is the 

toil which is undertaken in the pursuit of the lover's goal, but 

whereas Propertius generally refers to the 'labores' endured by the 

successful lover, I discover that there is a notable exception in 

elegy 2.22s. addressed to Demophoon. In lines 21-2 Propertius denies 

that he is dissipating his vigour as a lover: 

'sed tibi si exilis videor tenuatus in artus, 
falleris: haud umquam est cults labors Venus ' 
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In the following lines he uses the 'exempla' of Jupiter, Achilles 

and Hector to illustrate his contention that such a life need not 

prevent one from performing feats of strength or military prowess. 

We have seen how in 'Amores' 1.9 Ovid used the motif of the 'castra 

amoris' to parry the imaginary critic's censure of his conduct and 

he too pointed to the lives of these heroes of the Iliad (lines 33-8) 

which strengthens the view that the elegy of Propertius, though 

addressed to a friend (real or imaginary), was intended to be a wider 

defence of his behaviour. Indeed in lines 17-18 of this elegy (inf. 

cit. ). Propertius seeks to excuse himself by appealing to the 

workings of nature and fate in order to justify his behaviour, and 

it is on such grounds that elsewhere he excuses his reluctance to 

follow a conventional career. A good example is to be found in the 

sixth elegy of the Monobiblos in which Propertius declines an 

invitation to be one of the 'comites' who were to accompany Tullus 

who had been sent to Asia on official business. (22) It is likely 

that the poet is refusing to seek advancement or adventure such as 

Catullus had sought when he accompanied Memmius to Bithynia in the 

hope of gaining sow financial profit (of. 'et quonam mihi profuisset 

aere'. Cat. 10.8). Propertius had the opportunity to play his part 

in maintaining Roman influence abroad following the disorder in Asia 

attendant upon the demise of Antony. 
(23) 

The political situation to 

which Propertius is referring is a contemporary one with the result 

that his expression of non-involvement is quite forceful. First of 

all he makes an appeal to destiny: 

'me sine quem semper voluit c gs iacere 
hanc animam estremae reddere nequitiae' 

(lines 25-6) 

- fate has held it in store that he should not lead the life of an 

active career-. minded Roman. Again four lines later he says: 
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'hanc me militiam fats subire volunt' 
(line 30) 

I find that this particular excuse for his lack of 'ambitio' is 

extended in the fourteenth elegy also addressed to Tullus. 

Propertius repeats that he is not 'natur idoneus armis' (line 29) 

maintaining that we inherit our predilections and capabilities, and 

lays the responsibility for his condition at the feet of genetic 

probability. Looking more closely at his apology for a lack of drive 

it will be seen that it assumes an astrological tone, for he concludes 

by telling Tullus that the stare are the cause of his way of life: 

'tam tibi ei qua mei verriet non immemor hors 
vivere me duro sidere certus eras. ' 

(1.6.35-6) 

It should come as no surprise that in Bk. 4 an astrologer, Horos, 

is made to state that astrology is the only true way of knowing the 

future - 

'aspicienda via eat caeli, verusque per astra 
trams:, et ab zonis quique petenda fides' 

(4.1.107-8) 

- and that he proceeds to read Propertius' stare (nunc ad tua 

detrahor astra, line 119), reminding him how he had avoided a legal 

career and devoted himself to poetry (lines 193-4). The appeal to 

astrological influences was not perhaps the most tactful way for him 

to absolve himself from the duties of a career which, taking into 

account the reforms brought to bear upon the order of which the poet 

was probably a member, was most likely to be one of service to the 

state; as recently as 33 B. C. Octavian's lieutenant Agrippa had 

expelled astrologers and fortune tellers from the city, an action 

reflecting a religious conservatism such as the emperor preserved 

throughout his reign, an attitude manifested in later years by 

Claudius who likewise drove them out in 52 A. D. The stars were 
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decidedly an unofficial method of prognostication, the state favour- 

ing augury as a basis for decision making. Horace's attitude to 

astrology was unfavourable; in Satires 1.6.114 he tells how he found 

amusement listening to the predictions of its practioners in the 

Circus without having any faith in then and in Odes 2.17.17-22 he 

speaks in astrological terms while expressing indifference for it. 

Odes 1.11 condemns it as a vain superstition, and Cata (Aa. 4.4. ) 

as well as Columella (R. R. 1.8.6) writing on a down to earth and 

typically Roman subject are hardly more complimentary. 
(24) 

In the elegy to Denophoon which I said reflected Propertius' 

consciousness of his vulnerability to criticism, the two excuses, 

namely that on grounds of inherited disposition and the other based 

on a belief in determinism go hand in hand: 

'uni cuique dedit vitium natura creato 
mi fortuna aliquid semper amare dedit' 

(2.22a. 17-18) 

In the 'recusationes' both pleas occur, in 3.9 that pointing to 

natural factors: 

'hio sates ad paces, hio castrensibus utilis armis 
naturae sequitur semina quisque suae' 

(lines 19""20) 

- which dictate whether one will be more inclined to peaceful 

pursuits or drawn to a martial life, and in 2.1.17ff. fate has decreed 

that Propertius will not be suited for writing epical verse just as 

in 1.6.30 as we saw earlier it decreed that he would not accompany 

Tallus to the East. It is noteworthy that he uses these excuses 

both for opting out of a conventional career and refusing to write 

heroic verse as though he equated the two; the fulfilment of either 

of these alternatives would constitute a contribution to the welfare 

of the state which he is unwilling to make. 
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Ovid, I believe, was aware that Propertius' distaste for 

heroic poetry was akin to his aversion for a career and it was only 

a short step for him to contrast his own inert life as an elegist 

with that of Nacer as an epic poet in . Amores 2.18 which I 

discussed above, and where it appears that to Ovid this writer of 

heroic epic was engaged in a career compared with which his own life 

was slothful. Tibullus provides us with an instance of 'fatal but 

only when referring to his love for Nemesis in elegy 2.6.34, but 

nowhere in the Amores (or the Are Amatoria) does Ovid speak of 'fatum' 

in the same sense that the victim of passion had been subject to an 

inflexible law which accounts for his plight. We do find it in the 

Heroides (25) 
but these are not poems which concern the poet's own 

life. The part played by 'fate' in the Heroidea may represent Greek 

mythological influences upon the poem but the lack of any mention of 

it in the Amores is due, I think, to Ovid's assuming personal 

responsibility in a spirit of bravado for his own way of life as we 

find in several passages. 
(26) 

Tibullue' Philosophical Basin for Retreat 

Having examined the nature of Ovid's and Propertius' 

dissavowal of careers in the Augustan state I must now conduct an 

investigation into Tibullus' attitude to the pressures of a regular 

occupation. In the elegies we find a process at work which, by 

attributing features of the 'Golden Age' to his favourite theme of 

the 'vita rustica', seeks to enhance and justify his 'ratio vitae'. 

He is also fond of moralising for such the same reason and I feel 

sure that Horace must have been aware of this characteristic of 

Tibullus' verse when he pictured his 'taciturn silvas inter reptare 

salubris= ourantem quicquid dignus saniente bonoque eat' QIDD. 1.4.4-5). 
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The philosophical strain in Tibullus' work and in particular the 

first elegy which announces the programme of his verse, is calculated 

to rationalise his feelings of contempt for a life governed by 

'ambitio'. Boucher (Eitudes... p. 30) considers that the escapist 

element in Propertius has such in common with Epicureanism: "ce 

caractere d'echappatoire auz pressions sociales at politiques, 

d'evasion hors de la societe lui eat commun avec l'epicuriame; il y 

a parallelisms entre la recherche de 1'ataraxie at cells de l'otium. " 

The evidence, however. seems to indicate that such philosophical 

colouring is rather a mark of Tibullan elegy. Before presenting my 

evidence that Tibullus attempts to formulate a philosophical system 

upon which to base his escapism I will look at various elements which 

should alert us to the philosophical tenor of the elegies. 

Reacting against the pursuit of wealth by his contemporaries 

Tibullus asserts that he will be 'contentus vivere parvo' (line 25) 

and with an air of detachment declares 'dates despiciam despiciamque 

famem' (ibid. line 78). He clearly intends to follow a mean course 

avoiding the extremes of affluence and penury. The double use of 

the verb 'despicere' in line 78 is all the more effective because 

of its rarity in Tibullus, appearing elsewhere only in 1.8.32-3. 
(27) 

Having asserted that he will be happy with small resources in line 

25, in line 77 he tells us that he will be 'composito seourus acervo' 

- free from care with whatever he has managed to accumulate. His 

country retreat begins to take on the appearance of the 'hortulus' 

of a philosopher and I believe that Horace is hinting at Tibullus' 

quasi-peripatetic existence when in the passage quoted above he 

describes the elegist as quietly strolling among refreshing woods 

(silvas inter salubrie); in Epistles 1.4 Horace speaks of Tibullus' 
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'sapientia' and I propose that the use of the word 'silvae' in 

Epistles 1.4 is comparable with its use in Epistles 2.2.45 in the 

phrase 'inter silvas Academi' where it refers to the olive groves 

and plane trees in the grounds of the famous school of philosophy 

at Athens, and is a symbol of philosophical study in general. 
(28) 

In hoping to be 'contentus' and 'secures' Tibullus seems to be in 

search of a personal form of ataraxy and his picture of a self- 

sufficient existence on his estate suggests an autarky of sorts. It 

is as though he were following that part of Epicurean thought which 

recommended that one should live sparingly while preserving tranquility 

of mind (of. vivere parce / aequo animo. Luor. 1118-9). We can only 

speculate as to how far Tibullus could have been influenced by the 

philosophical thought of his day but it is interesting to note that 

lasonius was later to pronounce a pastoral existence as best suited 

for a philosopher. 
(29) 

'Actor' however, plays a major part in the idyllic life of 

which Tiballus dreams and it was specifically this emotion which 

Lucretius denounced as irrational and pernicious, categorising it as 

a species of 'furor' in lines 1058-1287 of Bk. 4 of the Do Rerun 

Natura. 
(30) 

The sexual instinct is not denounced as such; it is 

emotional involvement of a romantic sort of which the wise man is 

warned to beware, for this leads to mental blindness with regard to 

the failings in the object of ones passion and results in a wastage 

of 'labor' and 'wires' Which in turn allows 'res'bfficia' and 'fame' 

to deteriorate. In other words 'actor' constitutes a threat to ones 

career, as substance, responsibilities and reputation are thrown 

overboard (lines 1121-40). One can however enjoy the 'Veneris fructus' 

without the pitfalls of emotional entanglement. In this case the 

subject is 'sanus' as opposed to 'miser', hence 'amor' is of two 
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sorts which we may call 'sanus amor' and 'insanus amor' respective- 

ly (lines 1073-6). In seeking to defend 'amor' Tibullus cleverly 

meets criticism such as this, for instance the 'ambitio' which 

drives men to war in search of fame and fortune is attacked by the 

elegist in 1.10 in the following terms: 

'quas furor eat atram accersere Mortem 
(line 33) 

It is the martial instinct which for Tibullus constitutes 'furor' 

and so he inverts the criticism that the passive erotic way of life 

is inspired by irrationality. I suspect that Gallus vas initially 

responsible for this inversion. In Eclogues 10 Gallus complains: 

'nunc insanus amor duri as Msrtis in armis 
tela inter media atque adversos detinet hostis' 

(lines 44-5) 

Here Gallus calls the martial instinct 'insanus auor'. I understand 

this as being Gallus' reply to Apollo's earlier question in line 

22 Sc. 'Galle, quid insanis? ' where the questioner had assumed 

that frustrated love was the cause of his 'madness'. The possibility 

of Gallus' influence upon Tibullus in this respect hag not, it appears, 

been given serious attention. If for the moment we accept the 

contention of Skatach 
(31) 

who argued that Gallus was the author of 

the Ciris, and that the song of Silenus in Yergil's Eologue 6 is in 

effect a catalogue of his poetic output, then Gallus was well 

acquainted with Epicurean philosophy for we are told that he intended 

to dedicate a 'de rerun natura' to IIlessalla (Ciris. lines 35-41, 

of. also 1-18; on 12-18 see below) and Silenue' song has Lucretian 

overtones. 
(32) The question of the authorship of the Ciris is not a 

crucial one for stir argument for I as mainly concerned at this point 

to show that there was an interest in Epicurean thought in the 

circle of Messalls with whom the writer of this epyllion was well 
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acquainted. I find that both Tibullus and the author of the Ciris 

seem to have had an eye on a particular passage in Lucretius, and 

Tibullus' philosophical turn of mind was probably responsible for 

leading him to develop the suggestion of Gallus in Eclogues 10 - 

which I believe may reflect the similar philosophical interests of 

the founder of amatory elegy - that the pursuit of war can be as 

irrational as the pursuit of love. Skutach recognised that there 

were similarities of idea and expression between passages in 

Tibullus and Eclogues 10 and referred to the contrast between war 

and peace in elegy 1.10 which is parallel to that found in lines 

42-45 of the Eclogue, the latter two of which (sup. cit. ) I have 

singled out for attentions "Derselbe Gegensatz zwischen dem 

SchlachtgeAhl und dem Frieden auf dem Lande, wo man sich ruhig 

mit der Geliebten ausleben will, liegt bei Tibull auch (emphasis 

mine) der zehnten Elegie zu Grunde. " (Aus Vergils Frühzeit p. 15). 

Of course Gallus also uses the word 'furor' in its amatory sense 

(Eclogues 10.38 and 60) but I think that Tibullus may have seized 

upon the suggestion in the words attributed to Gallus - that this 

condition was no lese a form of 'insania' which might benefit from 

'medicinal (line 60) - for his own ends. Of Skutsch'a theories 

concerning the work of Gallus, the most widely accepted one at the 

present day is that Vergil is drawing upon the elegies of Gallus 

and that the elegist's speech in the Eologue is derived from his 

own work so it is fair to surmise that Tibullus may be responding to 

the work of Gallus directly. I intend briefly to demonstrate how 

Tibullue modified the thought of Lucretius - which will I think help 

towards an appreciation of the possibility that Tibullus was waxing 

philosophical in elegy 1.10 - before summing up the relevance of 

this feature of Tibullua' work to this enquiry. 
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In the opening elegy of Bk. 1 Tibullue clearly had part 

of Lucretius' treatise on Epicureanim in mind. I refer to the 

passages for comparison not out overleaf. Similarities which I 

have detected between the second Lnoretian passage and the Cirie 

will be dealt with after a discussion of the Incretian echoes in 

Tibnllus. 
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Lucretian echoes in Tibullus' programme elegy. 

Tibullus 1.1 

Quaa iuvat iss<ites ventos audire cubantem 
et doainam tenero continuisse sinu 

aut, gelidas hibernas aquas cum fuderit Auster, 
securum soanos iabre iuvante sequi: 

(lines 45-50) 

Divitiss alias folio sibi cosgerat auro 
et teneat oulti iugera aulta soli, 

quer labor adsiduus vicino terreat koste, 
Martis oui soanos classics pulse fugent: 

(lines 1-4) 

hio ego dux ailesque bonus: vos signs tubaeque, 
its procul, cupidis vulnera forte viril: 

ferte et oet ego couposito securus acervo 
de®uiciam ditee despicianque fames. 

(lines 75-8) 

Lucretius 3.59-64 

denique avarities at honorns caeca Cupido 
quae siseros hoaines cogunt transcendere finis 
iuris at interdua socios seelerum atque ainistros 
nootes atque. dies aiti praeetante labors 
ad suseas . rgere ones, haeo vulnera vitae 
non sinisas partea mortis foraidine aluntur. 

Lucretius 2.1-13 

Suave, sari aagno turbantibus aequora ventis 
e terra magma alter= specters 2&! 3. L 
non quia vexari queaquaast iuaunds voluptas, 
sod quibus ipso salis caress quis corners suave est. 
suave-stiam belli certaaina magna tueri 
per caapos iaatructa tua sine parts perioli. 
sod nil dulcius est, bone quas munita toners 
edits doctrine sapientna teapia serene, 
desvic_ uede queue silos paseinque videre 
errs" . tqus visa palantis gnserere vitae, 
oertare ingenio, contenders nobilitate, 
noctes'atquo dies eiti prsestante labors 
ad awmas easrgsre 9j reruaque potiri. 

. ý. ý.;, 
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In the passages fron sly 1.1 of Tibullus, the post 

contemplates the pleasure (avas isst) of holding (oo sn) 

his mistress in his embrace while listening to the gala (ventos 

raging outdoors. He is content to let another (alius seek to 

enrich himself by enduring the hardship ab of managing a large 

estate or of serving in military campaigns. After personally dis- 

associating himself from the aror life, Tibullus hopes that while 

the soldier will reap financial reward (oven), he will also receive 

wounds (vulnera) which he did not bargain for, but which will serve 

as a punishment for his avarice (midis), For himself, Tibullus 

will be content with his modest resources, and will look down upon 

with disdain (d g +i the extras,. of wealth and want alike. 

The two Luos tiara passages rhieh are lint. d by the 

reflection that the pursuit of wealth arises from a lack of under- 

standing, and which both contain the k. 7 phrase 'ad sums easrgsre 

opss' and the identical pioodina Uses (3.62 and 2.12) describing 

the activity, **stain ao woes similarities of word and ias«s to 

Tibnllus' program *lea. The philosopher spaalu of the pleas 
(m-avv) xhioh we szpsrisaos when v* look out on a sea made turbulent 

bfr the wind ( tls) and rids w ars safe on land observe soasone 

loss fortunate than ourselves ( 
ºs 

) who is in difficulties 

(labor., ). V. feel a like plissnrs As with no danger to oar person 

-aAaýý-2 ý 
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we are the spectators of armies clashing in battle. This 

phenomenon is attributable to the sense of relief we feel when we 

realise that we are not suffering the same misfortune. So when a 

man embraces philosophy, or as Lucretius puts it, in order to complete 

the analogy, when a man occupies (tenet) a peaceful citadel fortified 

by wisdom, he is in a position to feel the wise man's pleasure in 

looking down (despioere) from his tower of wisdom upon the irrational 

behaviour of mankind who will suffer the hardships incurred by their 

greedy desire (cupido) to acquire wealth (ores) and power. The 

consequences of this is that they inflict sores on their own life 

(vulnera) as well as on the lives of others through their conduct. 

Ihr grounds for maintaining that Tibullus is echoing the 

philosopher in this elegy are strengthened by the following 

considerations. I find in the Ciris a passage which evokes the 

latter of the two Lucretian passages quoted above in the context of 

an address to )lessalla: 

'aed nil dulcius eat bane quay aunita tenere 
edits doctrines ntum teapla serene, 
despicere undo queas allos passimque widere 
orrare atque viam palantis quaerere vitae. ' 

(Lucr. 2.7-10) 

'Quod si mirificum genus o Nes(sala.... ) 
(mirificum sod enim, modo sit tibi tells libido), 
si as ism summ Savientia pangeret arcs, 
quattuor antiquis heredibus edits consors, 
unde hominum urrotes longs lateque per orbem 
despicere atque humilis posses contemnere cures; ' 

(Ciris 12-18) 

The similarities are again striking. To 'Sapientia edits' in the 

Ciris correspond the words 'edits' and 'sapientum' in the Lucretian 

passage. The author of the Ciris employs the metaphor of the citadel 

of philosophy (arz) just as Lucretius did (edits teipla) and both 

do so in order to explain the vantage point which wisdom affords 

eäýr`Eý. 
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whence we can look down (unde despicere) and contemplate the 

aimless ways of mankind (errores 
- Ciris, errare - Lucr. ). The 

quotations from Lucretius, the Ciris and Tibullus all contain a 

forceful use of the verb 'despioere' to emphasise the superior 

perspective afforded by a rationale. If, as may be the case, the 

Ciris is the work of Gallus, then there is a strong possibility 

that Tibnllus is alluding to Gallus' interest in matters Epicurean; 

he may have been led to the Lucretian passages through his 

familiarity with the Ciris, and his defence of 'amor' as a way of 

life may be coloured by an acquaintance with this philosophy, and 

by seeking to accommodate 'amor' he may to a certain degree be 

following in the footsteps of Gallus who, as I explained above, seems 

to have defended 'amor' against the charge that it was a species of 

'furor' in Eclogue 10. The Azores of Gallus may also have possessed 

a philosophical vein which Tibullus found appealing and particularly 

relevant to his own situation. I would conclude that it appears 

that Tibullus was not only aware of Lucretian philosophy which he 

modifies in order to give 'amor' an important place in the scale of 

human values but he may have known that Gallus' acquaintance with 

Lucretius and Epicureanism had led him to question the view of 'amor' 

as a species of 'furor' which, as I have mentioned, is possibly the 

point of the question and reply in Eclogue 10. Tibullus' defence of 

'amor' then, can be seen as coloured by Epicureanism, elements of 

which may have been evident in the Acores of Gallus; it has been 

recognised that Eclogue 6 contains echoes of the Ciris, (33) but 

I do not think it has been observed that there is an affinity 

between the latter work and Tibullus' programme elegy both of which 

draw upon a common philosophical source in the context of an address 

to Messalla. Even if argument is incapable of being conclusively 

ý'-_: 
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proven, we must still admit that the poet of the Ciris was acquainted 

with Epicureanism and knew that Messalla would be sufficiently well 

disposed towards it that he would accept the dedication of such a 

work. The evidence of the Ciris suggests that there was an interest 

in philosophical matters shared by a least two of the friends of 

Messalla and the contention that Tibullus is echoing Lucretius is 

strengthened by the appearance in the Ciris of a passage similar to 

that found in Tibullus and the former is undoubtedly a reference to 

Lucretius' philosophical tract. 

In view of what I said at the beginning of the chapter to 

the effect that Tibullus saw little campaigning, it would appear 

that he (unlike Gallus? ) actually practised his philosophy of life. 

He may have witnessed army life at first hand only to discover that 

he was unsuited to it and the philosophical element in his verse 

could be a reflection of a modified view of life. Tibullus extolls 

a passive existence for different from the sort of life which 

Messalla led, and with reference to this contrast between the lives of 

poet and patron I would like to draw a comparison between the 

circumstances surrounding the verse of Lucretius and Tibullus. 

Roller (C. P. §11970) has argued that Lucretius "saw Memnius as a 

flagrant example of the corrupt and wanton society in Rome that he 

was striving to eliminate. " (p. 248). I consider this to be a rather 

extreme view but there is a lot to be said for the view that Memius 

was not so such a patron of Lucretius than an equal, to whom his work 

tenders advice as to others 'ad aumsum sucoedere honoree certantes. ' 

Though Tibullus, as is apparent from the elegies, shared an intimacy 

with Messalla such as Lucretius does not seen to have enjoyed with 

Meaaius, it is conceivable that the philosophical tone of the elegies, 
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like that of the Lucretian tract, is protreptic in its aim; while 

being an admirer of Messalla, Tibullus we shall see, is less 

enthusiastic about his military achievements than his success in 

civilian undertakings and he values him above all as a friend. When 

he philosophises, the poet can be regarded as tendering his patron 

polite advice. 

Finally, before leaving this area of enquiry, we ought 

perhaps to assess briefly the Epicurean philosophy within the 

context of the difficult times covering the gears which witnessed 

the downfall of the republic and the birth of the principate. In 

an article entitled 'Epicureans in Revolt' (J. R. S. 1 1941 pp. 151-7) 

Momigliano takes as a starting point the conversion to Epicureanism 

in 46 B. C. of Cassius who rapidly came to the conclusion that Julius 

Caesar had to be eliminated because of what appeared to be his 

tyrannical tendencies. The author emphasises that during this crucial 

period the adherents of the philosophy did not maintain a passive 

political aloofness. While some Epicureans actively supported Julius 

in a moderate way, a number opposed hin, among whom were L. Manlius 

Torquatus, Trebianus, L. Papirius Paetus, X. Fadius Gallus, and, as 

the evidence suggests, L. Saufeius and Statilius. Momigliano 

concludes the article with the statement that "On the whole, the 

events of 44 B. C. prove that Cassius was not an exceptional case 

among the contemporary Epicureans. The majority stood for the 

Republic against Caesariem. " (p. 154). Now in the first chapter we 

saw that Horace seems to have felt an antipathy towards Tibullue and 

his patron Massalls which can be explained to some extent by 

political factors, in particular the strong republican sympathies 

which the latter still professed under the principate. Of Messalla, 

Momigliano writes: "Horace in later years wrote of him, 'quanquan 

-a A6,6L, 
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Socraticis madet sermonibus', a dubious expression, but the Ciris 

(whatever its date and author) shows him well acquainted with the 

Epicurean circle, and his leader was, as he proudly proolaimed, 

Cassius (Tac., nn 4.34; Dio 47.24.5; P1ut. Brut. 40). I suspect then 

that he was a definite Epicurean. " (p. 153). It is, then, I think 

possible that Messalla's political persuasions were coloured by his 

philosophical thinking and that his intellectual interest in 

Epicureanism was not merely of an ethical nature. Momigliano, 

arguing along the lines of Diels, maintains that in a passage of his 

treatise on the gods (1.25.22ff. ) Philodeaus the Epicurean was 

expressing a political views "the words reflect the indignation of 

a man who saw the defenders of the Republic play into the hands of 

the tyrant. " (p. 154). Similarly in his treatise on death (35.6.11 

ff. ) the same philosopher recowends that men should be ready to 

face death in the event of political persecution (ibid. ). Epicureans 

were capable of reacting decisively to political circumstances, this 

being a major point advanced by Momigliano who maintains for instance 

that the sale Saufeius mentioned above was not outside politics 

absorbed in the 'interauadia' but. that he mingled philosophical and 

political thinking in writings mich probably account for his being 

exiled and falling victim to the proscriptions, and that Cicero's 

friendship with a number of Epicureans was based on the fact that 

adherents of the philosophy possessed political feelings with which 

he sympathised (pp. 152-53). Both democracy and the non-tyrannical 

state found approval in the Epicurean theory of the social contract 

though the adherent of the philosophy was generally advised to 

remain outside politics (p. 156). When we consider Mesealla's 

resignation. from the office of 'praefectura urbis' on the grounds 

that the power with which he was invested was unconstitutional 
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(incivilis ; see Putnam p. 8, C. A. H. 10 p. 134) I suspect that 

republican scruples combined with his adherence to a philosophical 

mode of thought which preached political aloofness, affected his 

decision. "His was a detached involvement" comments Putnam (loc. cit. 

note 26) on Messalla's republican sympathies and resignation from 

office in 25 B. C., and suggests "political as well as stylistic 

sympathy between Messalla and Tibullus" (ibid. ). The philosophical 

overtones in Tibullus' work in my opinion reflect this sympathy and 

remind us that both poet and patron had reservations about contributing 

wholeheartedly to the advancement of the new regime and its ideals. 

In the programme elegy it is a detachment from the sort of life which 

would contribute to the welfare and strength of the state which the 

poet manifests. His political scepticism is the subject of enquiry 

in the latter half of this chapter. 

Expressions of Disillusion in Tibullue 

Having examined the philosophic tenor of Tibullus' verse 

and suggested the motives for its prominence, I wish to return to 

the question of his vision of a personal realisation of the Golden 

Age. He looks back to a primitive carefree age in his search for 

a future ideal, and this he does mainly to justify what to an out- 

sider would appear to be a socially negligent existence. In the 

introductory elegy which is programaatic, he is anxious to justify 

his 'iners vital (line 5) as opposed to the Roman preoccupation with 

'adsiduue labor' (line 3). The description of these two ways of 

life are contained closely in three lines 3-5 for the ask* of 

contrast. Boucher (Stgdes our lrorerce. 'note 39 pp. 23-4) came to 

the conclusion that 'inertia' in the Mork of the elegiste stands for 

a lack of interest in affairs of state, reminding us that the 
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'iners vita' of Tibullus does not preclude physical work on his 

own estate. For example, line 5 so. 'me mea paupertas vita traducat 

inerti' is immediately followed by 'ipso seram' and a list of country 

activities which will keep his estate in good trim. To support 

Boucher's view I would cite the case of Sallust whose account of his 

own career highlights the problem posed by early retirement from the 

world of public affairs and who similarly anticipated the charges 

of 'inertia' and 'desidia' which would meet his decision to devote 

his life to 'otium' whether in country pursuits or in cultivating 

literary interests. Later under this heading I shall argue that 

Tibullus' vision of retreat is not a poetical fancy - no more than 

the belief that he was a soldier at heart 'cashing in ' literary 

wise by feigning disaffection for the military life - but is 

explicable in terms of a real prospect of premature retirement, hence 

the theme of reduced circumstances, not necessarily a stock elegiac 

attitude, and the same awareness of the sort of criticism which 

Sallust describes. We should remember that the latter was in his 

early forties when he abandoned all thoughts of a conventional 

career and undertook a new type of 'labor' which he knew others, 

whose lives were ruled by 'ambitio' would brand as 'inertia', that 

is, the antithesis of a political career: 

'atque ego credo fore quip quia decrevi procul a re publica 

aetatem altere, tanto tamgnam utili labori meo nomen inert ae 

imponant certe quibus mamma industria videtur salutare plebes st 

conviviis gratiam quaerere' (Ju$,. 2). 

'Igitur ubi animus ex multis miseriis atque periculis 

requievit et aihi reliquam aetates a re publica procul habendem 

decrevi, non fuit consilium socordia atque desidia bonus of um 

conterere neque vero agrus colundo auf venando servilibas officiis 

._ 
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intentum aetatem altere, sed a quo incepto studioque ambitio mala 

detinuerat, eodem regressus statui res Bestas populi Romani carptim, 

ut quaeque memoria digna videbantur, pereoribere' (Cat. 4). 

I think that Tibullus himself is more explicit as to what 

he means by 'adsidnus labor' and 'iners vita' in lines 57-60 of 

this elegy: 

'non ego laudari curo, mes Delia: tecum 
dum modo aim, quaeso seanis inersgue vocer. 

to spectem, supreme iihi cum venerit hors, 
to tenesm moriens defioiente ssnu. ' 

Here the contrast is surely between 'lawdari' and liners vocaril. 

If we can discover what sort of 'laudes' he is contemplating then 

we should be in a strong position to interpret what he means by 

'inertia'. The clue is to be found in the previous four lines: 

'to bellare decet terra, Messalla, marique, 
ut doitus hostiles praeferat exuvias: 

me retinent vinctum formosae vinola puellae 
et sedeo duras ianitor ante fores. ' 

(lines 53-6) 

These two passages of four lines each I would assess - as I imagine 

the author intended us to do so - as a whole. In fact line 53 in 

the latter passage is syntactically parallel with line 57 in the 

forcer With both containing pronoun, infinitive, verb and proper 

noun respectively: 

'te bellare decet terra, Messalla..... ' 
'non ego laudari anro, area Delia...... ' 

in lines 53-6 Tibullus emphasises the difference between Nessalla's 

life as a soldier with his own as the captive of a 'paella'. By 

using the impersonal 'decet' he intends ne to think of the 'decus' 

to be von in military campaigns and the image of enemy spoils hanging 

outside the victor's house expands this description of the personal 

prestige to be von in war. In lines 57-60 he is saying that unlike 

Mes alla he is content td forego the 'laudes' of a successful military 

43. 
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career. Of course Tibullus had to be careful not to offend his 

patron in deprecating a military career and he handled his objections 

with tact; Messalla's motives are honourable in so far as they 

differ from those of others who campaign because they hope to enrich 

themselves (lines 1-4 and 75-7). However, in 1.10 which is his 

strongest denunciation of ware we find that Tibullus considers that 

there is a superior sort of praise to be wons 

'quarr potius laudandus hic est quern prole parata 
occupat in parva pigra senecta case: ' 

(1.10.39-40) 

- namely that of the man who lives to old age in peace surrounded 

by his children. When Tibullue says 'non ego laudari curo' he is, 

then, registering his disregard for the rewards of a military way 

of life and it is this which renders his Isegnis' and liners'. His 

shrinking from a martial life is not seen as a renunciation of a 

patriotic-service but as a personal sacrifice; he can comfortably 

dispense with renown. I agree with Postgate (Tibullus: Select Elegies 

p. xix) that "the most natural explanation of 1.1 is that in it the 

poet says farewell to war and devotes himself to peace. " I am not 

so sceptical as he in doubting whether Tibullus took part in the 

Gallic campaign shortly after Actium and which culminated in 

Messalla'a kquitanian triumph. As I argued at the outset of this 

chapter there is no conclusive evidence that the poet was a soldier 

in the sense in which Messalls was, rather he may have witnessed the 

hostilities and given his aid in a eon-military capacity. After 

this experience he may have become disillusioned with war and elegy 

1.1 could be a record of his sentiments. Indeed, I do not think 

1.7 is primarily a eulogy of Nessalla's military success. Lines 

1-8 introduce us to the ostensible subject of the elegy namely the 

celebration of the Aquitanian triumph of his patron, yet viewing the 
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work as a whole surprisingly little is made of it, the military 

aspect being virtually ignored. One was led to expect a celebratory 

poem on the merits of Messalla as a warrior. By contrast the author 

of the 'Panegyricus I4essallae' was at pains to extol Messalls as a 

masterly exponent of the martial arts. With regard to the opening 

lines of the Tibullan elegyýPutnam (Tibullus. pp. 118-9) has commented 

how they are strongly reminiscent of Catullus (64) in particular the 

song of the Fates which discloses the destiny of the warrior Achilles 

who was to be the cause of the death of many; the song is filled 

with gloom on what should be an otherwise happy occasion, the 

marriage of Peleus and Thetis, and Catullus closes with a picture 

of the decline from the Golden Age hastened by warring feuds among 

mankind. The Tibullan echoes of Catullus are unmistakable and sure- 

ly do not constitute the most auspicious device with which to 

announce the subject of the elegy. Tibullus is hinting that Messalls 

is a second Achilles; there is a measure of compliment in this but 

also an expression of reserve as to the misuse to which martial 

prowess can be put. At line 23 an extensive digression occurs 

continuing to line 48 the subject of which is somewhat unexpected, 

namely'the praise of Osiris the teacher of mankind in the techniques 

of agriculture, viticulture, song and love, all of which are peace- 

ful activities. Tibullus draws a parallel between Messalla and 

Osiris and by doing so implies that he has greater regard for the 

deeds which Messalls performed in peace-time. A fuller examination* 

of 1.7 will be found below in the section devoted to the politics of 

elegy where the nature of Tibullus' praise will be seen to reside 

outside military considerations, and to honour Messalls on a political 

basis. Elegy 1.7 then, should not be viewed as an exception to the 

poet's distrust of military 'ambitio'. In it he avoids idealising 
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the heroin tesper and registers his growing alienation from the 

soldiering life he had tested in the campaign, the outooae of which 

serves as the backcloth to the eleg7. 

In 1.10.29-32 Tibullus again demonstrates his reluctance 

to be a soldier as well as a post landing martial suaoess: 

'sic plaoeai vobis: aline sit fortis in aruis 
sternat et adverses Xarte favente duoes 

ut nihi potanti possit ens dicers facts 
miles at in manse, Hagere oasts ssro' 

Here I suspect that Tibullus, while renouncing personal involveasnt 

with soldiering is also reversing the 'Hoasrio' picture of the poet 

who sings of feats of heroism to an audience at a banquet, for here 

he pictures himself the poet oarensing, while the warrior relates his 

own deeds and experiences. 

I propose next to investigate elegy 1.3 which has every 

appearance of being autobiographical and not simply what objectors 

might cite as another poem written tongue in cheek by one who 

exploited his position as a soldier writing verse which is decidedly 

anti-militaristic. The elegy was written on the eye of Rsssalla's 

mission to the Bast. Like the Gallia oaapaign this engagement was 

entered upon after Aetist but cannot be dated with certainty. Patna. 

in his commentary observes a resemblance bstwsia lines 1-3 and lines 

37-9: 

'Ibitis Lsasas . ins as, Msss411a" per mod" 
o utinan senores ipso cohorsque ash 

 s tenet oft aegrea Pbasaoia tom 
(1.3.1-3) 

'nondns oasruleas pines oontsspserst nls 
ifihan. Otis prasbseratqas sine, 

sec ragas imastis rspstens easipeadia terms 
prassest estsrsa navita mewse rate.. ' 

(ibid. 37-40) 

The conclusion drawn by Pntnan is that "it is likely that these two 
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couplets are a generic homily against those litre lfessalla (and his 

poet, too) who for motives of greed or ambition, destroy the 

possibility of the Golden Age" (p. 80). By 'generic' the author 

intimates that Tibullns is not 'sincere' in his criticisms. We shall 

see that 1.3 has every appearance of being an authentic self-revelatory 

account of the feelings of the poet attendant upon the illness which 

incapacitated his and thus prevented his from joining I)lsssalla, and 

hence I feel justified in employing (as nowhere else in q work) a 

psycho-analytic rather than a philological approach to the circumstances 

of an elegy. In psychological term I should can the illness at 

COMM a case of conversion hysteria. I quote from a' r}ý 

Iatroductio%- s"choloACF'(34), «A mit my fNl, for . zxap1s, that his 

work is beyond his and long to rotirr; but he is still far from rotira- 

asat age, and a premature resignation would straiten his mans and 

would also be a oontossion of failure. In those ciscaastances, he may 

develop a timely illness, which will allow his to retire without 

discredit, and which will also excuse any loss of officio ." 
(p. 229). 

The admission in linos 19-20 - 

'o quotiens ingrossus It er sihi tristia disi 
offensum in ports signs dodisso psdiI 

- of having stumbled while embarking on his journey may have been 

4yaptoastic of his condition though he regarded it primarily as an 

ill on. He stumbles because he is unconsciously reluctant to 

undertake this say* nturn one enterprise at its outset. Indeed, in 

lines 16-18 he tells no that he deliberately sought excuses to delay 

his journey: 

'quasreban tardas amine usque saran; 
auf ego stn osusatas ayes ant oaina dire 

Saturni saoraa me tenoisse diem. ' 

me reference to straitened means in the quotation fron the 
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psychological handbook is again peculiarly relevant to the picture of 

Tibullue that we gain from the elegies. The recurrent motif of a 

longing for the land in the elegies away be not only an expression of 

the poet's hope that he might avoid the pressures of a career but 

also longing for retirement from whatever occupation in which he was 

involved. Tibullus was born around 54 B. C. and died a 'iuvenis' 

(according to the epigran of Doffitius ? rsus). In the first chapter 
(35) 

I explained that this term could describe one who was between twenty 

and forty years of age and consequently Tiballus could be described 

as a 'iuvenis' at the age of thirty five years when he died. For 

Tibullus to retire at such an early age would be a confession of 

failure to adapt to the demands of a normal working life and would 

no doubt straiten his means even if, as Horace said of hin, the gods 

had given hin wealth _ 
! pa. 1.4.7). This Horatian statement has been 

seen by many as being at variance with Tibullus' protestations of 

limited resources, and henee a reason for denying that the addressee 

of the Epistle is the elsgist Tiballus. Smith (p. 92) rebuts such a 

denial by maintaining that "the definition of wealth however is 

larg+elyarelative, not to say a subjective, matter. " This is not, 

to apº sind, an entirely satisfactory vyº of resolving the problem. 

I do not think it is generally appreciated that the references to 

reduced circumstances with one exception(36) can be considered as 

boing located in the future. Yäo present tenses in elegy 1.1 are in 

the subjunctive sod and impart a dream-like quality to the picture 

of rural life. It is a dress which I Mould suggest has not yet been 

realised (of. 'hoe adhi aontingat. ' line 49), There is in vpº 

opinion no problem in Horaoe's attributing wealth to Tibnllus which 

 ay well have boom stantial and not simply large in a "relative" 

sense. In the first chapter I maintained that Horace was 

-ýV, , 
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unsympathetic if not antipathetic towards Tibnllns. In informing 

his readers that Tibullus was fairly well to do Horace may have 

sought to expose what he mistakenly considered to be merely a pose 

of the elegist facing economic difficulties; I say mistakenly for if, 

as I have posited, ? iballns was contemplating now sort of premature 

retirement, then retrenchment would become necessary for wealth such 

as he had would have to support his for an indeterminable number of 

years. I suspect that Tib ilea' proposed withdrawal into a country 

existence my have struck his readers as somewhat unconventional in 

one who was quite young even at his death. In Cicero's De Seneotute, 

for example, the enjoyment of the country life is seen as most 

suitable for the retired men, 'Agro bone oulto nihil potent esse nec 

neu uberius neo specie ornatius, ad quest ! rundum non =do non 

retardat, verism etian invitat atque delectat senectus. ' (ibid. 57). 

Cato, moreover, has just expressed a similar thought in giving the 

etymology for the word 'senator' which he explains as being derived 

from 'senex': 'in aaris erant tun senatores, id est sens. ' (ibid. 

56). Ovid also my not simply be reiterating his belief in the 

'rasticitas', that is the sexual innocence of country dwellers when 

in the Rerdia Amoris (169-210) he resos ands country life as a ours 

for passion; he my have in mind the attraction of the city for the 

young and the country for the old whose passions have waned. Tibullus 

not only envisages 'opting out' prematurely but also enjoying the 

advantages of youth in surroundings which readers would be likely to 

squats with retirement, after some sort of service to the state, in 

someone of his standing. 

Elegy 1.3 is, as I have att. pted to show, a poem rhloh 

gives as account of Tibnllus' reluctance to further his career as a 
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member of the 'cohors' of Messalla, and his experience in Corcyra 

has every appearance of being a manifestation of his aversion for 

the expedition. The exact nature of Messalla's mission on this 

occasion is unknown, yet I notice that Tibullus uses the word 'militia' 

to describe it in line 82: 

'illic sit quicumque meos violavit amores 
optavit lentas et mihi militias 

(1.3.81-2) 

Possibly the thought of witnessing conflicts once more proved too 

much for the poet's sensitive nature; in lines 57-66 he imagines 

how after death he will journey to the Elysian fields, but in lines 

67-80 there is a chilling picture of Tartaras, a place which is 

reserved for those who have spoiled the course of his love and 

involved him in campaigns (see lines 81-2 sup. cit. ). The elegy opens 

with an address to Messalla and his entourage (Messalla.... ipse 

cohoreque) and it is difficult to see how they can be exempt from 

the number of those whom he would relegate to the less desirable 

sector of Hades. Though Tibullus seems to have enjoyed a warm 

friendship with Messalla there are elements of irony such as this to 

be found in his work. 

In the same elegy his description of the decline from the 

Golden Age, the reign of Saturn, begins with sen's desire to travel 

with the prospect of gain (of. 'reprens compendia.... externs merce. ' 

lines 39-40). Tibullus' illness was contracted during his journey 

and he may have regarded it as a punishment for taking part in an 

enterprise which was in reality alien to his character and he may be 

throwing part of the blame at the feet of his patron. If I an right 

then lines 35-6 are not without their sting: 

'quarr bene Saturn vivebant rege priusquam 
tellus in longas est patefacta vies. ' 
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The first step on the road to decline is not the building of the 

first ship as often in classical literature (this stage comes late 

in Tibullus' list) but the building of the first road. Now Messalls 

Was renowned in his own day and at least a century afterwards as an 

excellent director of road construction, having restored a considerable 

portion of the Via Latina to serviceable condition and Tibullus 

acknowledges his achievement in 1.7.57-62: 

'nee taceat monumenta viae quern Tuscula tellus 
candidaque antiguo detinet Alba lare. 

namque opibus congesta tuts hic glarea dura 
sternitur, hic apta iungitur arte silex. 

to canit agricola, magna cum venerit urbe 
serus inoffensum rettuleritque oedem. ' 

I would like the reader to compare this passage with the following 

from elegy 1.3 and examine the verbal similarities to which I call 

attention. 

'o quotiens ingressus iter mihi tristia dixi 
offensum in ports signs dediese yedem! ' 

(lines 19-20) 

'at mihi oontingat patrios celebrare Penatee 
reddereque antiguo menstrua tura Lari. 

quam bane Saturno vivebant rege, prius quam 
tellus in longas eat patefacta vies: ' 

(lines 33-6) 

As will be readily noticed lines 35-6 of 1.3, around which my 

discussion is centred, as well as the earlier two couplets, contain 

strong echoes of that part of elegy 1.7 which deals with Messalla's 

restoration of the Via I, atina. 
(37) The dating of these two elegies 

remains a matter of conjecture but I suspect that the events which 

form the background to 1.3 postdate his patron's military operations 

in Gaul and his duties in connection with the road repair programme 

which was financed by proceeds from the former undertaking. 
(38) 

1.3 can thus be seen as a further expression, employing autobiography 

and irony, of his disillusion with the idea of a life given over to 
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'ambitio' and military engagements, a state of mind induced by what 

was maybe his first and final contact with such an existence. 
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E1eRY and Political Recrimination 

Introduction 

As amatory elegy is an essentially subjective genre in 

which the poet has an ideal opportunity to forget about the world 

at large, it would come as no surprise if there were no statements 

of direct relevance to the new regime in Latin elegy. This however 

is not the case. The worlds of love and politics often mingle with- 

in a given elegy. Horace on the otherhand had always been careful to 

keep them quite separate and in view of his somewhat cynical attitude 

to romantic love (39) 
one is led to conclude that he thought that the 

world of love was somewhat trivial when compared with the issues of 

the Augustan state. No doubt Vergil, though not nearly so 

unsympathetic towards the anguish which the emotion can produce, 

came nearer to Horace's way of thinking as he matured. The Eclogues 

clearly show the world of love and politics complementing one another; 

during their composition, as we saw in the first chapter, Vergil had 

much in common with the poetic thought which eventually produced 

Augustan elegy but in the Georgics he assumes a more Epicurean 

attitude of detachment towards 'amor' which he calls 'ignis' and 

'furor'. (40) By the time he came to write the Aeneid he seems to 

have become more Stoical in his Weltanschauung. Aeneas, like 

Hercules, is a victim of 'fatum' who undertakes 'labores' in the 

service of mankind, and when faced with the prospect of a life in 

Carthage as the husband of Dido whose love Aeneas initially 

reciprocated, Vergil makes him abandon it in favour of a political 

mission to establish the Trojans in Italy with the consequence that 

the queen in despair is driven to suicide. The love affair between 
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Antony and Cleopatra was a recent event which would almost certainly 

have been brought to mind by the episode of Dido and Aeneas. Both 

African queens constituted a threat to the political autonomy of 

Rome by exciting the passions of men upon whose actions the fate of 

Rome depended. Indeed, Yergil himself seems to have intended such a 

comparison by employing similar language to describe Dido and Cleopatra. 

There are further parallels between the consorts of the queens which 

encourage such an interpretationý4l) Properties, as we shall discover, 

defends his way of life by comparing himself to Antony who led an 

elegiac life on the grand scale, in order to describe the power of 

by, to which the poet is willing to submit in neglect of other duties. 

Vergil's hero, however, got his priorities right unlike Antony, 

Octavian's political opponent, with whom Properties identifies him- 

self. 'Amor' for Properties is a priority which overrides political 

considerations and this can be said of the elegists in general, for 

while Vergib and Horace diminished the importance of 'amor' and 

enhanced the value of 'labor', that is a devotion to the interests of 

the state, the elegists are at one in pressing the claims of 'amor' 

an opposed to those of 'labor', to the extent that th" latter is 

thought an obstacle to the forayer. In fact the elegists sometimes 

voice open hostility on political matters and criticise the emperor 

himself as the author of trends to which they take exception. This 

is particularly true of his moral legislation which will however be 

treated in my final chapter. Political considerations in this section 

of ipr work will be mainly confined to statements with regard to 

military policy at hoes and abroad which can be seen as an extension 

of that rejection of the soldier's life which, as we have seen, each 

of the elegists advocated. 
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Pro»ertius and the Parthian Question 

F 

Propertins' elegies contain a considerable number of 

allusions to Augustan military policy and the import of his state- 

ments amounts to a condemnation of the motives for Roman military 

intervention abroad, particularly with reference to the Parthian 

question. I will begin my assessment of Propertius' views on the 

subject by looking at elegies 3.4 and 3.5. There is a deliberate 

contrast between Caesar in 3.4 who is described as a 'dens' involved 

in martial exploits (arms dens Caesar dites meditatur ad Indos, line 

1), and 'Amor' in 3.5 who is also called a 'dens' (Pacis Amor deus 

est, paoem veneramur amantes, line 1) whose preoccupation is with 

peace. 3.4 might easily be taken prima facie as a poem expressing 

a genuine hope that the Parthian expedition will prosper (of. 

'assuescent Latio Partha tropaea Iovi. ' line 6). Certain details 

however, force us to question auch an assumption. Pirat of all it 

will be important for my argument to realise that a military campaign 

in the East is associated by Propertius with wealth: 

'Arma deus Caesar dites meditatur ad Indos 
et freta ýtemmiferlindere olasse axis 

ms a viri mercess parat ultina terra triumphos' 
(3.4.1-3) 

In the Augustan poets, Arabia and India and even China are associated 

with a Parthian expedition for it was hoped that these lands might 

be encompassed in the martial thrust eastwards. This policy of 

expansion east-ward was largely prompted by the desire to secure the 

trade routes and amassed riches of the Orient. (42) In elegy 3.13 of 

Propertius there is again mention of the wealth which is found in 

Arabia and India; in that elegy the wealth which returns to Rome 

from the East is seen as instrumental in undermining the moral fabric 
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of Roman society 
(43) 

and I propose that the same thought underlies 

the two elegies under scrutiny. In the following lines from 3.4: 

'ite agite expertae bello date lintea prorae 
et solitum armigeri ducite munus equi 

omina fausta cano. Crassos clademque piate 
ite et Romance consulite historiae: ' 

(lines 7-10) 

- the poet portrays himself as a general, as it were, delivering a 

'contio' before his troops about to go into battle as well as a 

soothsayer pronouncing omens for a war against Parthia to avenge the 

death of Crassus. Elegy 3.5 also refers to Crassus in the concluding 

couplet: 

'exitus hic vitae superest mihi: vos quibus arms 
grata magis, Crassi signs referte domum' 

(lines 47-8) 

but the poet, - just as in the concluding couplet of 3. f viz 

'praeda sit haec illis, quorum meruere laboress 
me sat erit Sacra plaudere posse Via' 

(lines 21-2) 

- makes it clear that he will not give up his way of life in order 

to serve in the campaign. Now 3.5 contains an overt condemnation of 

war undertaken through the hope of material gain: 

'nunc marin in tantum vento iactamur et hostem 
quserimus, atque armis nectimus arms nova 

haud ulla portable opes `oherontis ad undas 
nudus in inferna stulte vehere rata' 

(lines 11-14) 

In the first two couplets of this elegy the poet contrasts a life of 

peace and love with the pursuit of wealth, and in lines 11-14 wealth 

is linked with war which he intimates is undertaken for material 

reasons, warning an imaginary person that we cannot take our gains 

into the next world. Hence when at the opening of 3.4 (see lines 

1-3 quoted above) we are told that the emperor has designs upon 

'dates Indos' and the 'gem®ifernn mare' both of which promise to 
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yield 'magna merces', we are justified, I feel, in the view that 

Propertius is implying that the emperor's reasons for launching the 

campaign are dictated to a large extent by what we must call greed. 

Noteworthy in this respect is Propertius' declaration that he has 

no wish to slake his thirst in prodigal manner by drinking from a 

'gemma dives' (3.5.4), a luxury item which the 'gemmiferum mare' 

(3.1.2), destined to be negotiated in the thrust eastward, would 

supply in abundance. The alternatives then, as Propertius sees them, 

are a life of peace owing allegiance to 'imor', or a life devoted to 

war and the acquisition of 'praeda'. 

I believe that the use of the word 'clades' in both 

elegies is deliberately calculated to alert us to Propertius' think- 

ing with regard to Roman military policy past and present. As I 

have already pointed out, in 3.4 he refers to the defeat suffered 

by Crassus at Carrhae in 53 B. C. when in line 9 he writes 'Crassos 

cladeague plate' and in 3.5 we find him expressing sorrow when 

contemplating the destruction of Corinth: 'nec miser sera paro Glade 

Corinthe tua' (line 6). Now the wealth which flowed into Rome follow- 

ing the sack of Corinth by 1'miue in 146 B. C. aroused in the Romans 

a taste for luxury. Propertius could be intimating that the motive 

for Corinth's destruction was a material one. In 3.4 we are reminded 

how Rome under the generalship of Craseus (whose name must have been 

a by-word for wealth) failed to conquer Parthia, and how Rome herself 

suffered a 'Glades', and since, as we have eeen, the opening couplet 

of this elegy hints at a material motive for the emperor's projected 

campsign, Propertius may be delivering a lecture in morality. In 

other words I interpret Propertius as intimating that Rome 'a 'glades' 

at Carrhae was in fact retribution for the 'olades' inflicted upon 
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Corinth out of greed. 3.5 can also be taken as a hit at Augustus' 

taste for wealth and luxury. (44) Suetonius (A. 70) informs us that 

the emperor's contemporaries used the adjective 'Corinthiarius' to 

describe his love of finery: 'Notatus eat et ut pretiosae supellectilis 

Corinthiorumque praecupidus et aleae indulgens. Nam et proacriptionis 

tempore ad etatuam eius inacriptum eat 

'Pater Argentarius ego Corintharius " 

Making this more plausible is the evidence of elegy 2.16 which is an 

attack upon the wealth (praeda, line 2) brought home from the 

provinces by successful officials (praetor. line 1) and which contains 

the wish that the emperor would live in a more materially modest 

manners 

'atque utinan Rome., nemo esset dives, et ipse 
straminea posset dux habitare casa: ' 

(2.16.19-20) 

The reference to the straw-thatched hut gust be a description of the 

Hut of Romulus on the Capitol 
(45) 

and Propertius is taking the 

emperor to task for identifying himself with Romulus while being 

reluctant to live frugally as Romulus was thought to have done. In 

ay final chapter I will discuss at greater length certain passages 

in Propertius which deal with Romulus and show how the poet in 

criticising certain trends in morality instituted by the apthioal 

founder of Rome is also calling into question the behaviour of the 

emperor, his modern counterpart. The concluding couplet of 3.4s 

'praeda sit haec illie quorum meruere labores 
me sat exit Sacra plaudere posse Via' 

sees the prime aim of the Parthian campaign as being the winning of 

booty - 'praeda' which in line 14 is pictured vividly in Propertius' 

description of Caesar's triumphal car being weighed down with 'spolia'; 

it also emphasises the poet's detachment from the enterprise for he 
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will use the occasion to celebrate a day out with his 'puella' 

as he imagines in lines 15-161 

'inque sinu cares nixue spectare puella 
incipiam et titulis oppida capta legam' 

This erotic element is found in the middle of the description of 

Augustus' future triumph and is not in keeping with the 'gravitas' 

of the occasion. 

In the previous chapter 
(46) I demonstrated how throughout 

Propertius' elegies the corresponding motifs of 'spolia' and 'ossa' 

revealed how closely he identified the pursuit of riches with death 

and destruction. I briefly mentioned 3.12 but here I am involved 

with Propertius' attitude to the Parthian question in particular. 

The opening lines of this elegy are exceptionally strong: 

'Postume, plorantem potuisti linquere Gallam, 
miles et Augusti fortia signs sequi ? 

tantine ulla fait epoliati gloria Parthi, 
ne faceres Galls wilts rogante tua Y' 

(3.12.1-4) 

Augustus is mentioned by name and the rhetorical questions have a 

poignancy which Catullus had exploited to express the feelings of 

Ariadne, and Vergil those of Dido both of whom were abandoned by 

their lovers. Propertius' novelty consists in presenting the plight 

of Galla against a background of a contemporary and politically- 

urgent situation. 
(47) Postumes is not credited with undertaking 

military service out of patriotic feeling but for reasons of personal 

prestige (gloria) and the gain (spolia) to be wrested from a 

vanquished nation. Postuiae may have been a relative of the poet(48) 

but by attributing auch self-interest to his it is difficult to see 

how the elegy can approximate to anything like a compliment. In 

fact the subsequent couplet pronouncing as it does a death curse 
(ei fas est, omnes pariter pereatis avari / et quisquis fido praetulit 
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arme toro: ), serves to confirm the belief that the poet's criticism 

transcends purely generic outcries in view of the fact that the 

subjects of the poem are almost certainly not fictional characters. 

In 2.30b Properties describes the war against Parthia in 

terms of a civil confliet: 

'non taasn imorito! Phrygias nunc ire per undas 
at peter. $yroani litora nova saris, 

apargere at altern ooý nis caede Penatis 
at Terre ad patrios praesia dire Irres" 

(lines 19-22) 

Butler and Barber admit that maybe we are meant to understand civil 

war but it is Ca=ps (ad. loc. cit. ) who offers the satisfactory 

explanation; the poet imagines that some of the Parthian warriors are 

in fact Romans or sons of Romans captured at Carrhae. Horace in 

Odes 3.5.5-9 expressed horror at the thought of Roman citizens marry- 

ing Parthian women and serving in the Parthian aripº, and it is partial- 

ly on grounds of consanguinity that Properties bases his refusal to 

identify himself with the policy of Augustus on the Parthian question 

and in so doing he evokes thoughts of civil war once more. It is in 

elegy 2.7 however in which his dissent is registered most strongly. 

The protest appears in the context of the poet's relief that the 

moral legislation of the emperor has been repealedl 
(49) 

it seems 

that he would have been obliged to marry and father children to help 

in a plan to increase the population, but he is aware of wider 

implications. Any male issue would be a welcome recruit for the 

arq employed in campaigns such as the Parthian one but Properties 

refuses to sire 'canon fodder': 

'ende hihi patriis natos prsebere triumphis? 
callus de nostro sanguine miles erit. ' 

(lines 13-14) 

The strength of this outburst resides in its rejection of state 
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policy affecting both the individual and the welfare of the empire 

at large. The sentiment is totally alien to anything found in 

Horace who prayed for the success of the Parthian War in Odes 3.3. 

42-4: 

'.... stet Capitolium 
fulgens triumphatisque possit 

Roma ferox dare iura Medis. ' 

- and in the Carmen Saeculare solicited divine favour for the success 

of the 'lex marital (lines 17-20) and gave thanks to the gods now 

that the Parthian question had been settled. In Odes 1.35.38-40 

and 1.2.21-2 he had also hoped that Rome would expend her pent up 

agression against the Orient rather than unleash it at home. Like- 

wise Vergil in Georgics 3.30-31 hopes that Augustus will be victorious 

against the Parthians. It is only the elegist in Maecenas' circle 

who is critical (or who openly voices his criticism) of this aspect 

of foreign policy. 

The Propertian View of Actium 

As for Actium, Propertius is no lese harsh in passing 

judgment on this naval battle which was decisive for Octavian in 

gaining political and military supremacy in the Roman world, for the 

Actian victory was in effect the foundation stone upon which the 

'princeps' rebuilt and consolidated the new state. The Perusine War, 

a civil conflict of 41 B. C., must already have left an impression 

upon the poet as a boy and elegies 1.21 and 22 testify to his feel- 

ings of despair caused by that episode; Gallus had escaped death at 

the hand of Octavian's soldiers (per medics ereptum Caesaris enses. 

1.21.7) only to fall victim to brigands. In 1.22, 'discordia' led to 

the 'funeral and 'sepuicra' at Persusia and a 'propinquus' of the 

poet, most probably the same Gallus, 
(50) 

is described as having 
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fallen victim to this military struggle. A decade later, Rome was 

to experience a conflict on a much larger scale namely the Actian 

War waged by Octavian against Antony and Cleopatra. Propertius' 

allusions to Actium in Bk. 2 are comparatively contemporary with 

this battle, the latest dateable historical event in this collection 

belonging to 26 B. C. 
(51) 

For this reason his observations on Actium 

are more consequential. Whereas Vergil and Horace endeavoured to 

make the emperor's opposition at Actium appear barbarous and foreign 

thereby championing the cause of Augustus who represented himself as 

the defender of Roman civilisation against an Oriental 'hostis', 
(52) 

Propertius emphasises the internecine nature of the war when, once 

more, Roman fought against Roman. The key passage in this respect is 

2.15.41-6: 

'qualem si cuncti cuperent deourrere vitam 
et pressi multo membra iacere mero, 

non ferrum crudele, neque esset bellica navis, 
nee nostra Actiaoum verteret ossa mare 

nee totiens propriis circum oppugnata triumphis 
lasse foret crinis solvers Roma suos. ' 

The emperor celebrated the Actian triumph in 29 B. C. with great pomp 

and a quinquennial Actian festival was instituted to commemorate the 

victory. It was strictly illegal for a Roman to hold a triumph 

marking a victory over other Roman citizens, but Propertius refuses 

to gloss over the fact that this is exactly what Augustus did, 

hence he declares that Rome is triumphing over herself (propriis 

..... triumphis. line 45) and portrays the sea off Actium tossing the 

remains of Romans (nostra.... ossa. line 44). (53) 

Propertius has more to say on Actium in elegy 3.11 but his 

comments make it difficult to interpret the poem as patriotic in 

tone. Camps (ad. loc. ) thinks that the erotic element serves only 

as a peg upon which to hang a "patriotic theme". If this is the case, 
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then the erotic element has the unfortunate consequence, as I see 

it, of identifying the poet with the political opposition at Actium 

which he ought to be denigrating if, as a patriotic writer, he is 

supporting the cause of Octavian. The opening lines introduce, by 

way of a rhetorical question, the theme of the elegy. Propertius is 

probably reporting the accusation of an imaginary detractor: 

'quid mirare mean si versat femina vitam 
et trahit addiotum sub sua aura virum 

criminaque ignavi capitis mihi turpia fingis 
quod nequeam fracto rumpere vincla iugo? ' 

(lines 1-4) 

He depicts himself as inextricably in love with a woman and seeks in 

the following lines to excuse himself by reminding us that 

ngrthological heroes had been similarly bound in love. The final 

illustration of the power of woman over man is, however, taken from 

the real world of contemporary events, the influence which Cleopatra 

exerted over Antony (lines 29ff. ). Propertius had already compared 

himself with Antony in elegy 2.161 

'at pudeat Gerte, pudeat! - nisi forte, quod aiunt, 
turpis amor surdie auribus ease solet. 

oerne ducem, modo qui fremitu complerit inani 
Aotia daenatis aequora militibue 

huno infamis amor vereis dare terga carinis 
iussit at extremo quaerere in orbs fugam' 

(lines 356"40) 

-apart from the daring with which Propertius draws the parallel 

between himself and Octavian's opponent at Actium there is the 

implication in lines 39-40 of 2.16 that 'infaais actor', by leading 

Antony away from battle in pursuit of Cleopatra was responsible for 

Augustus' Wiotory. 
(54) In fact in 3.11 Propertius again diminishes 

even more strongly the military achievement of Octavian in the words 

which he attributes to Cleopatra in line 55= 

'Non hoc, Roma, fui tanto tibi cive veranda' 
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where she maintains that with Octavian as her protector, Rome 

should have had no grounds for fear. Of course it was otherwise 

and Horace in Odes 1.37 expressed Rome's sigh of relief that the 

threat which she posed had passed (see below). I think that the 

elegy is not without its irony. Is it really so surprising that a 

man can be enslaved to a woman - 'addictum sub aua iura virum' (line 

2), when a woman felt sufficiently powerful to contemplate enslaving 

the senate - 'addictos in sus regne Patres' (line 32) ?I would 

suggest that the 'iura' which Cleopatra would have dictated in line 

46 recall those which the lover submits to in line 2 and again I 

think Propertius is being deliberately sarcastic when he continues 

to ask what useful purpose it would have served for Rome to have 

broken the might of the Tarquins only to submit to the rule of a 

woman sitting on the Tarpeian Rock pronouncing judgment surrounded 

by the statues and arms of Marius, reminders of days when Rome coped 

with more dire threats: 

'quid nunc Tarquinii fractas iuvat ease secures 
nomine quem simili vita superbe notat 

si mulier patienda fait? cape, Roms, triumphum 
et longam Augusto salve precare diem: ' 

(lines 47-50) 

This trivialising of the emperor's achievement was, as we saw in 

the previous chapter, a prominent feature of elegy 4.6. Octavian 

had hoped to exhibit Cleopatra in his triumph but Propertius thanks 

the gods that this was not to be. A great triumph it would have 

been, a woman led as captive along the Via Sacra, a journey which 

Jugurtha had made when Rome had redoubtable foes (4.6.65-6). " With 

reference to Propertius' use of the word 'Holier' I believe that 

Tränkle (55) 
is correct in regarding this as one of the occasions on 

which the poet employs it in a contemptuous sense; this would 

support the view that Propertius does indeed rate lowly the idea of 
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a woman featuring as a major trophy in a triumph, and is consequently 

declaring that he is singularly unimpressed by the emperor's success. 

In the event Cleopatra took her own life to spare herself 

the humiliation of being paraded in Rome as a spoil of war. Even 

if Octavian had suggested to her that she would be subjected to this 

treatment in the hope that she would commit suicide and do him a 

service, (for he did not have the authority to order the execution 

of a woman 
(56)) 

the motive of the emperor, dictated as it may have 

been through a wish to avoid an embarrassing spectacle would hardly 

have been known to Propertius: "what passed was never known but to 

their two selves; our accounts are merely rhetorical exercises" 

(C. A. H. Vol. 10 pp. 109-10). I think that the poet was more likely 

to regard the appearance of an effigy of Cleopatra in the Actian 

triumph (Dio 51.21; Plut. Ant. 86) as an indication that she would 

have been exhibited if her death had not frustrated what he probably 

understood to be the emperor's original plan. It is generally 

accepted that Horace, while scorning her decadent ways and over- 

weening ambitions in Odes 1.37 (cf. esp, lines 5-16) emphasises that 

by her death she exhibited an almost manly noble resolution (quae 

generosius / perire quaerens nee muliebriter /...... expavit ensem 

..... lines 21-3). This observation on the Ode is made by Nethercut 

(T. A. P. A. 102 1974 p. 421) whose article as a whole supports the view 

that 3.11 is critical of Augustus with regard to Actium. As to why 

Propertius makes Cleopatra less dignified than Horace, I find myself 

in disagreement with the article on this point. Of 3.11 he says 

"Degraded Cleopatra may appear, but she is hardly contemptible as a 

foe. " Later we read "It may even be more a cause for finding the 

triumph ridiculous, if so degraded a woman was the chief prize" 

(p. 442). Surely the triumph would be ridiculous because she either 
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in the poet's opinion and not because of her decadence as Nethercut 

implies; it is after all the power of women over men which is the 

subject of the elegy and Propertius is saying that he can hardly be 

arraignedb eing under the sway of a woman's influence when the 

emperor had to reckon with the power of the female sex. Horace, 

unlike Propertius, asserts that Cleopatra represented a real threat 

to the Roman world: 'antehac nefas depromere Caecubum / cellis aritis, 

dum Capitolio / regina dementia ruins / funus et imperio parabat. ' 

(lines 5-8). In attributing to her a manly resolution Horace is no 

doubt seeking to magnify the stature of Augustus as the conqueror of 

a formidable opponent and likewise Vergil in Aeneid 8.675-728 makes 

Augustus' victory at Actium momentous and his triumph attest, to his 

military capability. Propertius is alone in minimising the extent 

to which she menaced Rome. To pursue this point further, I wish to 

draw attention to the reference to the fate of Pompey in Egypt: 

'tris ubi Pompeio detraxit harem triumphos: 
tollet nullo dies hunt tibi, Roms, notame 

issent Phlegraeo melius tibi tuners Campo, 
vel tua si socero coils daturus eras. ' 

(lines 35-8) 

Propertius feels that Pompey would have been more fortunate had he 

met an earlier fate than that destined to overtake him after his 

defeat at Pharsalus in 49 B. C., the allusion being to his illness at 

Naples in 50 B. C. (see camps on line 37). In line 35 he refers to 

the three triumphs which the general celebrated. His career was 

brought to an end by Augustus' adoptive father in this battle of 49, 

and on his arrival in Egypt he was assassinated by Ptolemy Dionysius 

who sought to win the approval of Pompey's victor. Camps translates 

'colla daturus' (line 38) as bow the neck, but I propose that there 

is the strong hint at the fact that Pompey's head was presented to 

66. 
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Caesar (socero) after his execution. Propertius in my opinion is 

expressing sympathy for the champion of the republican cause, and 

the 'note' of line 36 is the shame which Rome should feel at the 

nature of his demise. Moreover in line 35 Propertius credits Pompey 

with three triumphs which immediately reminds us of Augustus' triple 

triumph which centred upon his Actian victory alluded to in line 49, 

and he also placed Pompey among the military heroes of the republic 

in line 68 for his conduct of the Mithridatic War. We are reminded 

of a republican who was as great as Augustus, and if Cleopatra is in 

the propaganda of the time (see below) to be considered a blemish 

(note. line 44) on the royal house of Macedon, then this incident in 

the career of the leader of the anti-republican faction who was 

succeeded by the emperor, is likewise a cause for Rome's shame (nota. 

line 36). To Egypt both Pompey and Cleopatra had taken flight, but 

whereas the former was a military genius who had proved a dire threat 

to the first Caesar, the latter, as I argued above, hardly stands 

comparison as an adversary of the new Caesar. For these various 

reasons I see Propertius in this elegy as maintaining a critical view 

of the Actian episode, and not simply attempting to adapt elegy to 

serious institutional poetry in the service of the emperor, rather 

the imaginary question about his life in lines 1-4 allows him to 

express his feelings on wider issues. 

Taking store of the strong vein of criticism in Propertius' 

review of Actium I an drawn to the conclusion that in lines 29-49 

which contain uncomplimentary remarks about the opposition of the 

Alexandrian court under Cleopatra, the poet is presenting us with 

a specimen of typical anti-Alexandrian propaganda which he seeks to 

expose by balancing it with his own feelings on the subject which 

help to redress the balance. 
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Finally, in the light of Propertius' comments upon Actium 

in the course of discussing his susceptibility to 'amor' in elegies 

2.16 and 3.11, I am tempted to see an underlying reference to Antony's 

affair with Cleopatra in 2.3.43-4: 

'sine i11am Hesperiis, sive illam ostendet Eois, 
uret et Eoos, uret et Hesperios. ' 

In lines 35-6 he tells us of his earlier surprise that Helen could 

have been the cause of a great conflict between East and West but 

in lines 43.4 he imagines the effect of the beauty of his 'domina' 

which would be similarly capable of stirring passion in these 

quarters. Camps points to the phrasing of Amores 1.15.29 of Ovid 

which speaks in similar tone of the fame of Gallus abroad, implying 

that Propertius and Ovid are echoing a Gallan line. Be that as it 

may, Propertius could also be thinking of the more recent conflict 

in which Cleopatra played a leading role, and identifying his own 

affair with that of Augustus' enemies as he does elsewhere. 

Propertius may be giving a political turn to a Gallan line. 

The Political I*port of Tibullus 1.7 

Political criticism in Propertius is, as we have seen, 

fairly vociferous. I sense its presence in Tibullus, but it is much 

more subdued which is consonant with his retiring nature. I think it 

is fair to conclude that the silence in Tibullus with respect to the 

Augustan achievement speaks largely for itself. Propertius had less 

reason for being grateful for the new system than Vergil and Horace 

who were socially advanced by it. Tibullus had even less reason than 

Propertius, for in addition to coming from a well to do background 

(cf. eques R(omanus): Vlt. Tib. ) he had a patron who was less indebted 

to the Augustan state. I intend to deal now with the two of Tibullus' 

elegies which approximate more than any others to verse dealing with 
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current affairs in Augustan society namely 1.7 and 2.5. I will 

begin with an analysis of 1.7 which treats the theme of Messalla's 

triumph over the Aquitanians held in 27 B. C. Nevertheless, only 

four lines (5-8) actually describe the occasion when Messalla appeared 

as 'triumphator'. The digression, a feature of epyllia, would appear 

to be used here by Tibullus in order to underline the peaceful 

achievements of Messalla. Gaisser (C. P. 66 1971 p. 227) points to 

similarities of language and image to be found in the description 

of Messalla's triumph and the hymn to Osiris; for instance, to the 

'victrices lauros' of Messalla (line 7) corresponds the 'frons 

redimita corymbis' of Osiris (line 45), (of, also the 'mollia serta' 

of Messalla's Genius (line 52)). The'pubes Romana' (line 5) is 

echoed by the 'pubes barbara' (lines 27-8); with 'to canit' (line 27) 

Tibullus introduces the hymn to Osiris just as 'te canit' introduces 

the praise of Messalla's feat of road engineering (line 61) for which 

the 'agricola' is grateful (line 61) just as it is the 'agricola' who 

benefits from the bounty of Osiris-Bscchus (lines 39-40). If 

Tibullus was consciously equating his patron with the Egyptian deity 

as these correspondences seem to demonstrate, then he is surrounding 

Messalls with a nimbus of divinity which is even more evident when 

he describes the Genius of Messalls as consorting with Osiris on his 

birthday (lines 49-54). If Augustus was to be the second Romulus as 

the benefactor of Rome, then it seems as though Messalla is to be the 

new Osiris and in fact in the most recent edition of Tibullus, I 

imagine that Putnam recognises that the poet is honouring his patron 

in this sort of way when he calls Messalla the 'Roman Osiris' who 

conquers and restores (p. 119). Vergil and Horace might extol the 

emperor as a great victor but nowhere does Tibullus refer to his 

military prowess being content to bypass his 'res gestae' in favour 
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of those of Messalla for whom he reserves his divine honours. I 

find it very interesting that Tibullus should have associated the 

two events, the triumph and the birthday in this elegy; it has been 

thought that Meessalla celebrated both on the same day. 
(57) The first 

Roman general to do this was Pompey in the year 61 B. C. and he was 

following what was in fact the practice of oriental and Hellenistic 

kings to make their birthdays public affairs. Weinstock (Divus 

Julius. pp. 206-11) has traced the development of such celebrations 

and believes that Messalls was following the precedent of Pompey. 

Augustus was also to be influenced by this new custom which his 

adoptive father had taken over in 45 B. C.. For his Actian victory, 

the princeps' birthday was made public in 30 B. C. while the birthday 

of Antony was pronounced a 'dies vitiosus'. As Weinstock has 

observed (p. 209), when Horace celebrates Maecenas' birthday it is 

very much a private business (Odes 4.11.17ff. ). By way of contrast 

I would suggest that Tibullus seeks to make the birthday of Messalla 

a much more public celebration, partly by treating it in the context 

of the triumph but also by inviting the presence of the chief deity 

of Egypt. Within the framework of the birthday celebration Tibullus 

voices the thanks of the citizens of Tusculum and Alba for Messalla's 

civilian achievement as well as that of the farmer whose journey from 

the city to the countryside is meide easier. By this means Tibullus 

enhances Nessalla's standing on a political level by describing him 

as celebrating triumph and birthday on the same day as Pompey had 

done and by increasing the significance of his birthday in keeping 

with the monarchical traditions of Egypt and the East which Julius 

Caesar and eventually Augustus also followed. When Tibullus in 

lines 55.6 says: 
'at tibi succrescat proles, quse facts parentis 

augeat et circa stet veneranda serves' 
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he is almost certainly evoking line 26 of Eclogues 4s 'At simul 

heroum laudes et facts parentis / ism legere et quae sit poteris 

cognoscere virtus,.... ' and Putnam's remarks on the correspondence 

are significant for my argument: "the phrase is used by Vergil of 

the epic deeds of a newborn boy's father. The compliment is to 

Messalla's sons. They further enhance the deeds of their father 

and are themselves worthy of admiration. " (p. 125). I would develop 

the commentator's note by proposing that Tibullus is once more invest- 

ing Messalls with aspects of divinity; the soteriological significance 

of this appeal to the 'Messianic' Eclogue would hardly be lost on an 

erudite audience suggesting as it does that it is with Messalla and 

his offspring that the Golden-. Age will dawn. The later work of 

Vergil and Horace contains several passages which represent Augustus' 

mission in terms of a deliverance from troubles such as a divine being 

might undertake. I think that in this elegy Tibullus may be perform- 

ing a service for Messalla along similar lines to that which these 

poets of Maecenas' circle performed for Augustus in praising the 

benefits of his rule and crediting his with a quasi-divine charisma. 

Finally, the favourable prominence which is given to Egypt and its 

chief god in this elegy so soon after Actium is out of tune with the 

official attitude towards the country and its ways. Augustus banned 

the rites and worship of Egyptian deities in Rome in 28 and 21 B. C. 

and to quote the C. A. H. Vol. 10 p. 481) one of the main reasons for 

this move was that "These rites were further discredited as a result 

of the campaign against Cleopatra in which Augustus had rallied in his 

support national sentiment and the old feeling against 'the beastly 

devices of the heathen', dog-headed gods, and the like. " 
(58) 

Osiris 

was represented and worshipped on earth as a white ox which was kept 

at Memphis and so falls into the category of zoomorphic deities 
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denounced by Vergil. Moreover the 'supplioatio' performed on 

Augustus' birthday was made to the divinities Mars, Neptune and 

Apollo to whom he felt himself indebted for his victory at Actium. (59) 

The god whom Tibullus summons in connection with his patron's birthday 

was, on the otherhand, on the wrong side at Actium, being an 

Egyptian deity; Vergil had ranged the Roman gods against those of 

Egypt and Augustus had neglected them in his 'supplicatio'. Tibullus, 

if my view is correct, is first of all interested in the peaceful 

achievements of Messalla and while exalting his patron's political 

standing he ignores their relevance within the context of Augustus' 

generalship and statesmanship. The ease with which Tibullus draws 

the parallel between Messalla and Osiris belies the political 

importance of the comparison. Augustus was wary of accepting divine 

honours himself and cannot have viewed with equanimity their 

attribution to those of lower political standing. In this attempt 

at institutional poetry Tibullus demonstrates how far removed he is 

from being a writer willing to outline and allude to the emperor's 

'res gestae', a point which becomes even more pressing in elegy 2.5. 

I think we can safely conclude that Tibullus did not feel 

sufficiently concerned about the new regime to introduce themes 

relating Messalla's 'res gestae' to the 'Pax Augusta' which his 

patron had, after all helped to create both by his military and 

civilian undertakings. Why we might ask does Tibullus not mention 

the part played by Messalla at Actium fighting for the emperor either 

in this elegy or any other? Having ably commanded the centre of the 

fleet at Actium Octavian was so impressed that he declared that he 

had fought as well for his as he had done against him at Philippi. 

Not even in elegy 2.5 where the god Apollo is conspicuous is there 

any direct reference to Actium and the command which Messalinus' 
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father held; by the time Tibullus wrote these elegies Apollo had 

been received 'intra pomerium' and was in possession of a splendid 

temple on the Palatine, a tribute paid to the deity by Augustus who 

believed that he had been instrumental in securing the victory at 

Actium. The name of the god would have been virtually synonomous 

with Actium when Tibullus was writing yet the poet is silent on the 

subject and so for that matter is the author of the 'Panegyricus'. (60) 

Messalla had, as I pointed out in my first chapter, strong republican 

sympathies which led him to oppose Octavian at Philippi and 

subsequently to espouse the cause of Antony, 
(61) 

Though subsequently 

reconciled with Octavian he was an outspoken admirer of republicanism 

and his resignation from the post of 'praefectus urbis' may have 

been dictated by a feeling that his powers were unconstitutional 

from a republican point of view. 
(62) He withdrew from public life 

retaining only his augurship. His resignation is usually dated to 

the year 26 B. C. and it is reasonable to suppose that it was about 

this time when Tibullus composed 1.7 commemorating the triumph 

celebrated in 27 B. C. The silence in the 'corpus Tibullianum' over 

Messalla's involvement at Actium may be attributed to a waning of 

his enthusiasm for the new regime. His friends would immediately 

sense this and be reluctant to remind him of the active part he 

played in the battle, the success of which permitted Octavian to 

reorganise society along new lines which Messalla, it seems, later 

found not entirely to his approval. 

Irony and 'Levitas' in Tibullus 2.5 

Both elegy 1.7 and 2.5 celebrate attainments on the public 

level. I have explained host 1.7 fails to acknowledge the political 

system in the context of which the triumph took place, and wish to 
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comment similarly upon 2.5 in which irony and humour operate to an 

extent which ought to awaken our suspicions as to whether Tibullus 

was waxing sincerely nationalistic in his treatment of themes popular 

in the official poetry of the day. This elegy was written to honour 

the appointment of Messalinus the son of the poet's patron to the 

board of the XVviri sacris faciundis. The elegy opens with a hymn 

to Apollo the god of prophecy for it is with the supervision of the 

Sibyllini Libri that Messalinue has been entrusted. The description 

of the god could easily be coloured by the impression that Tibullus 

received of the statue of Apollo by Skopas placed in the temple of 

Apollo on the Palatine newly erected by the emperor to the deity 

'ex voto' for his victory over Sextus Pompeius. The emperor also 

had reason for thanks to Apollo for his victory at Actium and this 

would account for the lavish treatment which he afforded the god in 

installing him in the new temple. Tibullus is, however, interested in 

Apollo as the god of prophecy and poetry in lines 1-18 and apart from 

line 5 (ipse triumphali devinotus tempore lauro) and an obscure 

reference to Apollo's song to Jupiter after the expulsion of Saturn 

in lines 9-10 (qualem to memorant Saturno rege fugato / victori laudes 

concinuisse Iovi), there is no other mention of his other aspects. 

These two allusions to the god's role as a punisher refer in the first 

instance to his part in the fight of the Olympians against the Titans 

and the rout of the Gauls at Delphi. (63) The story of Jupiter's 

victory over Saturn and Apollo's song to the victor is at first 

eight extraordinary. I find this particularly so in the light of 

what Tibullus had to say about the two gods in elegy 1.3: 'quam bens 

Saturno vivebant rege, priusquam tellus in longas eat patefacta vies. ' 

(lines 35-6), 'nunc Iove sub domino caedes et vulnera semper, / nunc 

mare, mina leti mille repente viae. ' (lines 49-50). Tibullus makes 
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it clear that he would have preferred to live in the Golden Age of 

Saturn than in the age of Iron in which Jove rules (of. lines 35-48, 

and elsewhere 1.10., 2.3.7lff. ). Are we to believe that he has 

experienced a change of heart? Neither Smith nor Putnam have admitted 

that if Tibullus is speaking favourably of Apollo's behaviour at 

this point then there is an element of contradiction in what the 

poet says. Putnam deserves credit for pointing out that there are 

two sides to this elegy, and cites as one of the manifestations of 

the poet's ambivalent approach to his subject the case of Apollo: 

"Tibullus seems to use the same vocabulary in both a dignified and a 

less lofty manner, as if to warn the reader that such subjects have 

both a serious and a lighter side (or, with some irony, that such 

high themes deserve a certain undercutting). The two sides of Apollo, 

as god of war and poetry, are paralleled in an archetypal Roman myth 

of Mars without his weapons seducing Ilia. " (page 183). I suggest 

that in speaking of Apollo's being party to the exile of Saturn in 

lines 9-10 Tibullus is employing this technique of undercutting. 

Before I pursue the matter further it will have become obvious that 

I must take exception to Putnam's statement that "a Roman would have 

felt an explicit analogy between king Saturn, exiled by Jupiter, and 

Antony defeater by Octavian. " (ibid. ). The rule of Saturn during 

the Golden Age, symbolises, as I have indicated, a period of felicity 

in the imagination of the poet; in the light of this it is most un- 

likely that Tibullus would have so blatantly paid Antony such a 

compliment at the expense of Actian Apollo betraying a patent dislike 

for the new order of Augustus. Iven if, as I mooted above, Messalla 

had gone through a phase of self. -examination with regard to his active 

support for the Augustan state, it would be out of character for 

Tibullus to reflect the feelings of his patron on contemporary issues 
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in such a provocative way. The answer to the problem resides in 

the former of Putnam's observations quoted above in which he holds 

that the elegist is concerned with the two aspects of Apollo as a 

warrior and a poet. I believe that Tibullus is praising Apollo on 

the one hand for his services to poetry but censuring him for his 

history of military involvement,, Actium included. There could also 

be a sting in the reference to the episode when Apollo was on the 

side of Jupiter in lines 9-10 and Tibullus claims that Apollo 

'victors laudes concinuisse Iovi. ' The fact is that at Rome Apollo 

was now the rival of Jupiter as the most important god in the Roman 

pantheon. 
(64) Apollo was eminently qualified to assume the titles 

Triumphator and Prodigialis which Jupiter had previously monopolised. 

Looked at from this angle line 5 is not without its irony; the 

victories which Apollo has won include not only those over the Titans, 

the Gauls, and the opposition at Actium but also one over Jupiter of 

the Capitol in ousting him in the popularity league of Olympian gods 

at Rome. 

Tibullus mocks his essay into the realm of national verse 

on several oocasiona. 
(65) The Sybil for example describes Aeneas as 

the brother of Cupid: 'impiger Aenea, volitantis (rater Amorie' 

(linI 39). Putnam's comment here on Aeneas and his brother is 

apposite: "an elegiac, perhaps slightly ironic touch reminding us 

that the subsequent prophecy cannot be taken completely in the high 

tone, say of Jupiter's words at Aen. 1.257-96. Aeneas (we think of 

Dido or Troy in flames) and his brother both have in common agility" 

Which he follows by noticing an echo of line 36 in line 40; just as 

the 'paella' enamoured of the shepherd sailed (vecta) across the 

Tiber so Aeneas 'brother of Love' is ship borne (vehis ratibus). 

One is reminded of how Ovid ras later to disrespectfully exploit the 
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geneology of Venus and her son Aeneas in the Amores to undercut 

the Aeneas legend which Vergil had exploited in his national epic. 
(66) 

Similarly, just as the 'pueila' is described in line 35 as 'placitura 

magistro', so Ilia, the Vestal virgin who forgot her vows of chastity, 

is described as 'Marti placitura' in line 51 and as Putnam observes 

'furtim' (line 54) shows that the poet is presenting the episode of 

Ilia's seduction as an elegiac situation and "Reference to a 'sacerdos' 

who forgets her vows, however momentous the results, comes amusingly 

in a poem devoted to the initiation of another 'sacerdos' ". (p. 189). 

When Tibullus makes the Sibyl say that she hopes to preserve eternal 

virginity as a measure of her status as a prophetess of truth ('very 

cano: si usque saoras innoxia laurus / vescar, et aeternum sit mihi 

virginitas. ' lines 63.. 4) there is no doubt a certain humorous irony 

in her hopes in this respect when she has just prophesied the 

disgrace of Ilia, and in the concluding couplet of the elegy there is 

surely a humorous ring to the poet's prayer that Apollo's locks may 

remain unshorn and Diana may remain a virgin, especially when the 

vulnerability of 'castitas' has been a feature of the poem. If as 

is widely agreed lines 71-8 are a prophecy of the portents which 

occurred in connection with Julius Caesar's assassination 
(67) then 

Tibullus is showing himself to be only half hearted in his attempt 

to treat his subject in a mood of 'gravitas'. I am indebted to 

Putnam once more for pointing out that the repetition in line 114 of 

the verb 'praemoneo' also found in line 78, "amusingly links Tibullus, 

elegiac lover-poet, with the grand portents accompanying Caesar's 

demise" (p. 194) and that 'sacro' used in an elegiac context in line 

114 takes up 'sacris'in line 81 used with respect to the holy rites 

connected with Apollo. Here I would refer the reader to zq first 

chapter 
(68) 

Where I explained how Tibullus, in claiming that Nemesis 

ýcy4... 
ß 

eiC: 
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was the inspiration of his verse in lines 111-12, was dispensing 

with the idea of Apollo as an inspirer of his song which is another 

touch of disrespectful humour in this elegy in which Apollo is 

especially prominent.. In line 5 Apollo was portrayed as 'devinctus 

lauro' but in line 117 the phrase is appropriated to describe 

Messalinus, and here I take Tibullus to be implying that just as 

Nemesis and not Apollo was the source of his inspiration Messalinus 

also will be a substitute for the god when the poet sings of his 

future triumph. His playful twisting of the term 'vates' into the 

stock currency of elegiac terminology is typical of the approach of 

the poet to the theme of 2.5 as a whole; he may be aware of the 

conventions of vatic inspiration and the themes which it treats, but 

is unwilling to enter into the spirit of the concept in the same way 

as Vergil and Horace. Tibullus may have had Propertius' light-hearted 

treatment of Apollo in mind when in the 'recusatio' 2.1 he denied 

Apolline inspiration for his elegies and gave this role over to 

Cynthia (2.1.3-16). Tibullue had an ideal opportunity in this elegy 

to introduce us to Palatine Apollo the patron god of Augustus and 

tell in passing of Rome's deliverance at Actium, and the heroism of 

Messalla in the same battle, all of which would have fallen naturally 

within the prophecy of the Sibyl. I think it revelatory that 

Tibullus himself prophesies a triumph for Messalinus (lines 115ff. ) 

when again this would have fitted well into the Sybilline prophecy. 

Tibullus in this way demonstrates that in his own private life with 

Nemesis and in his friendship with Messalla's family he wishes to 

preserve a detachment from officialdom on both the political and the 

artistic levels. The humour which is evident throughout demythologises 

the new cult of Apollo and shows that on the artistic level he is 

responsible to himself - Nemesis is his goddess and Tibullus her 
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prophet. Propertius had also dispensed with Apollo as inspirer of 

his elegy and hinted at his disregard for Palatine Apollo in 

partioular. 
(69) 

Tibullus then, apparently shares Propertius' 

scepticism towards the new Dult of Apollo; there is a fundamental 

'levitas' in this Tibullan elegy which argues against it being a 

fora of honage however indirect to the now order, for the humour, 

centred as it is largely around the legends of Aeneas and Apollo the 

hero and god particularly favoured by Augustus, is consequently more 

damaging to the imperial image than to the family of I4sssalla. 

A Political Zoho in Tibullus 1.1 

Beyond the treatment of contemporary events in the two 

elegies I have just dealt with, there is only one other allusion to 

the political background of the poet's life; in elegy 1.1 there is 

what has every appearance of being an autobiographical statement 

concerning the early years of his life when his family, like many 

others, found a substantial part of its estate appropriated by 

Octavian and Antony to be distributed as a reward for their veterans: 

'vos quoque, feliois quondam. anno panperis agri 
onstodes, fortis innere vestra, Laren' 

(lines 19-20) 

- the contention that this historical event is in the poet's mind gains 

validity from a parallel use of diction in Ste} uqýe 1 of Vergil which 

evoked the harsh realities of the proscriptions: 

'impius base tan cults novalia miles habebit, 
barbares has segetes? on quo disaordia owes 
prod=It siserosl hic nos aonseviuns agros. 
insere nano, Jsliboee, piros, pone ordine fites. 
its usae, yuoadan felix peons, its oapellae. 

(lines 70-4) 

- where the 'iipius miles' (line 70) who has been a ossbatant in the 

civil wars has dispossessed the speaker of his lard. The harsh 

reality of such a situation in which ones hoar and land could be 
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indiscriminately handled for sectarian reasons may also, I believe, 

be referred to in elegy 1.3: 

'illo non validus subfit iuga tempore taurus, 
non domito frenos ore momordit equus, 

non domus ulla fores habuit, non fixus in agris 
qui regeret certis finibus arva, lapis. ' 

(lines 41-4) 

Here Tibullus is looking back to the Golden Age which was free from 

the turmoils of contemporary Roman life. The meaning behind the use 

of the verb 'regere' (line 44) is the measuring out of land (cf. 

Putnam ad. loc. cit. ) and the 'lapis' is thus a boundary stone. 

Tibullus in my opinion is calling to mind the days of the confiscations 

just as Propertius did when Horos reminded him how the cruel measuring 

rod deprived him of his ancestral property (abstulit excultas pertica 

tristis opes. 4.1.130). This view is further substantiated by 

Tibullue' use of the words 'fines' and larva' in line 44, boundaries 

and fields which as Putnam remarks (ibid. ) were a feature of Eclogues 

1 which vividly evoked the misery caused by the settlement of the 

veterans. It is significant that the Golden Age in which Tibullus 

set this ideal of a society free from the problems caused by land 

tenure is imagined as having existed in the past. He is not so 

optimistic as 9ergil who in Eclogues 4 saw the day near at hand when 

the problem which beset the Roman state would vanish. There is no 

expression of gratitude for the benefits of the Augustan 'pax'. 

Possibly Tibullue and Propertius found it hard to forgive the author 

of the proscriptions whereas the poets from Mantua and Penusia coming 

from very modelt backgrounds, unlike the elegists, had lost little by 

comparison but gained mich in the way of social advancement and 

material prosperity which was more than adequate recompense. 
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The Military Metaphor as Political 'Neguitia' 

Propertius: 'Amor Armatus' 

'at tu finge elegos, fallax opus: haec tua castra: - 
scribat ut exemplo cetera turba tuo 

militiam Veneris blandis patiere sub armis 
et Veneris pueris utilis hosts eris 

nam tibi victrices quascumque labore parasti 
eludit Palmas una paella tuas. ' 

(4.1.135-40) 

In these three couplets Horos advises Propertius to 

renounce his plan outlined in lines 1-70 of writing verse on national 

themes and to continue instead to write amatory elegy. His description 

of the latter option draws heavily upon words whose primary 

significance is military; 'castra', 'militia', 'arms', 'hostis' and 

'viotrices palmae' all possess this meaning, and their usage in a 

secondary erotic sense has many precedents in the earlier books of 

elegies. I do not propose to systematically catalogue such instances 

which are fairly obvious in themselves but to make an attempt to 

gauge the spirit in which military language is metaphorically applied 

to amatory experience. One of the reasons which can account for the 

development of the metaphor can be found in the fact that the elegiste 

were aesthetically opposed to the epic genre which by tradition had 

as its subject martial exploits often those of a patron whose achieve- 

Rents the poet sought to advertise. By reworking the language of 

'casual which was an epical theme, the elegists emphasised their 

divergence from a tradition in Roman literature which was being 

carried on by Vergil and Varies Rufus to laud the most influential 

of patrons, the emperor himself. In my first chapter I argued that 

by arrogating the machinery of the 'Yates' concept for use in their 

own verse which was totally removed from the type of verse for which 
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the concept had been intended, the elegists treated it in a parodistic 

fashion which accentuated their revolt from true vatic poetry. The 

use of military diction in the context of verse which is opposed to 

the military ideal is, in my opinion, another example of a similar 

process; as a soldiering lover the elegist has no more respect for 

military ideals than he has for serious vatic poetry as a poet- 

priest. Again, as my supervisor has pointed out to me, the same sort 

of technique is employed in elegy 1.14 where after Propertius has 

told the wealthy Tullus that riches cannot compare with the possession 

of true love (lines 1-8) he proceeds to describe the love which he 

prizes in terms of items which make a man rich in the ordinary sense 

of the word (lines 9-12) and in the concluding couplet expresses 

disdain for affluence which holds no attraction for him so long as 

this love is not upset. By adapting the military metaphor to the 

predominant, and for themselves the serious amatory aspect of their 

work, the elegists devalue heroic standards which their work as a 

whole subjects to criticism. The closest modern counterpart to this 

process in real life would be the casual wearing of items of military 

clothing or uniform by those who are of a pacifist persuasion or 

preserve a scepticism towards institutions. The application of 

figurative military language in verses fundamentally opposed to 

military ideals is the poetic equivalent of this attitude and in the 

case of Tibullue may reflect a change of heart towards the campaigns 

with which he had been associated. In the next chapter it will be 

seen that the elegists were to indulge in another form of terminological 

transference in describing free-love relationships in terms applicable 

to marriage and this could not have failed to provoke the vexation of 

the emperor who was seeking to improve morality in general and enforce 

marriage. The elegiac reaction in euch circumstances was to defend 
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what from an official point of view would be accounted an immoral 

way of life unbound by the civil obligations of marriage, by adapting 

the terminology of marital status to describe a non-marital 

relationship. Propertius indulges in this transference in 2.6 in 

which Cynthia is called 'uxor' (line 42) and in 2.7, while expressing 

relief that he has avoided the necessity of marrying, he concludes 

with a profession of loyalty to her which possesses monogamous over- 

tones. (70) it is also in this elegy that he employs the military 

metaphor. Here, when Propertius demonstrates his attitude of non- 

co-operation with the demands of this Augustan legislation which 

endeavoured to raise the birth rate to provide sufficient citizens to 

maintain the military strength of Rome, it is the 'castra puellae' 

(line 15) to which his loyalty is given after he has dismissed the 

'arms' (line 5) and the 'triumphi' (line 13) of the Augustan state. 

Propertius has made a political decision in choosing the 'castra 

puellae' as opposed to the 'arms' of Augustus. We ought therefore to 

seriously consider whether the use of the metaphor might possess a 

political as well as a literary significance. Already in the 

Monobiblos the military metaphor had been employed in a politically 

revealing way for in reply to %llus in elegy 1.6 he had written: 

'non ego sum laudi, non natna idoneua armie 
hand me militiam fats eubire volunt' 

(lines 29-30) 

The 'militia' of the elegist is the endurance of the hardships of 

love referred to in line 23 - 'laborer' such as those to which Horos 

alludes in 4.1.139 (sup. oit. ). The 'aroma' which Propertius finds 

unacceptable in 1.6.29 are those which are the concern of Tallus in 

line 22: 

'eemper et armtae aura fait patriae'. 

i 

Even at this early stage Propertius differentiates between the 
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military camp of those who have the welfare of Rome at heart, and 

the camp of love whose ideals are divorced from such considerations. 

As Baker has stated (Latomus 27 1968) this is the underlying meaning 

of 'extreme nequitia' in line 26 which involves the rejection of 

'arme' which "represent the military service of Rome, but much more 

besides. They represent all the military, political and social 

aspirations expected in young men of Rome at the time. Propertius and 

the other writers of love elegy abandoned these in order to establish 

their pursuit of love as a way of life in itself. " (art. cit., p. 325). 

It is 'nequitia' which I see as a major factor in the use by the 

elegists of the imagery of the 'castra amoris'. 

Baker has omitted from his article any discussion of the 

motif of the triumph which is an important part of the military 

metaphor which is the subject of his article. Galinsky remedies 

this deficiency in an article to which I will refer in due course; 

since the triumph is the culmination of a successful military mission, 

charged with religious and political moment, the reconditioning of 

this institution as an amatory motif must bear examination. 

We must see the use of military language in elegy against 

the background of Augustus' reorganisation of society, in particular 

of the equestrian class to which the elegists belonged. One outward 

manifestation of the emperor's new plan for the modification of the 

'ordo equester', aimed at tailoring it to the needs of the empire, 

was his restoration of the 'transvectio' which had fallen into neglect. 

Formerly held every four years it was now revived on an annual basis. 

By renewing this parade he sought to emphasise the original military 

aspect of the order, and military training became part of the demands 

placed upon it. This emphasis upon military discipline was also 
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directed to the young of the class in the form of the staging of 

the 'Lusus Troiae' and the institution of the 'Juventus'. Military 

service (militia equestris) became a prerequisite for those 'equites' 

who wished to embark upon the 'oursus honorum' for their order. 
(71) 

Therefore by using military metaphors to describe a life-style which 

is opposed to any martial pursuits, the elegists as members of the 

very order in which the emperor was attempting to encourage an 

interest in the army as a career in itself or a means of promotion 

elsewhere, are, I maintain, responding to the new importance which 

Augustus was placing upon military ideals. Indeed, elegy 2.7 of 

Propertius, in which as I indicated above the poet announces his 

allegiance to the 'castra puellae', is most probably a literary 

expression of the same sort of hostility which drove the 'equites' 

as a body to demonstrate against the legislation which forms the 

background of the poem. 
(72) Having been prepared by Propertius in 

the sixth elegy of the Monobiblos to equate amatory 'militia' with 

a rejection of the sort of 'militia' which advances Roman influence 

abroad (vetera oblitis iura refer sociis. line 20) and maintains the 

strength on which it is dependent (armatae cure patriae. line 22), a 

disassociation expressed vividly in the declining of an invitation 

from one who is preoccupied with sustaining this dominion (pare eris 

imperii. line 34) we are, I would suggest, prepared to recall this 

aspect of dissent whenever the imagery is utilised. Apart from the 

phrase 'sumere et arms' in 1.3.16, a textual crux 
(73) 

which 

describes a lover's tactics in terms of a soldier's actions, this 

elegy contains the earliest instances of overt military language in 

either its primary or transferred sense. Its prominence in 1.6, 

where it is employed in both senses and in which Propertius disclaims 

the way of life which it describes in its original sense, is 
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sufficient to remind us of his attitude whenever the military 

metaphor recurs. In short I would suggest that the imagery of the 

'castra amoris' acts as a type of leitmotif in Propertius' elegies, 

registering the incompatibility between the elegistä way of life 

and that of the career orientated servant of Rome. 

In elegies 1.6 and 2.7 the metaphor occurs in the context 

of a political statement of the poet. In elegy 3.5 where he declares 

that he is content with 'dura proelia' waged with his 'domina', its 

appearance in line 2 is also politically meaningful. This derives 

from an internal denunciation of war, in particular that which 

resulted in the destruction of Corinth in 146 B. C. as well as the 

contemporary Parthian war towards which he betrays a spirit of non- 

involvement in the final couplet and also through the anti-heroism of 

the sentiment which reduces Marius and Jugurtha to similar misfortunes 

in Hades. The contemporary aspect of the elegy is not confined to the 

closing lines, for the poem as a whole is linked to the preceding 

composition which has as its setting the political atmosphere of the 

day generated by Rome's desire to avenge the disaster which befell 

Crassus at the hands of the Parthiana. Earlier in this chapter I 

related 3.4 to Propertius' wider views on the Parthian question and 

brought evidence to show that the Parthian campaigns were included in 

his criticism of wars undertaken from a material motive, and how 

Rome's 'clades' in 3.4.9 was retribution for that which she inflicted 

on Corinth described in 3.5.6. That 3.4 is to be paired with 3.5 is 

also suggested by the fact that the opening couplet in which the 

military metaphor occurs, directly evokes the opening couplet of the 

earlier elegy in which Caesar, like Amor in 3.5, is a 'dens'. As a 

'deus', Caesar is involved with 'arm' which he hopes to utilise for 
. 

his designs upon the wealth of the Orient afforded by the 'dates Indi' 
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and the 'gemmiferum mare' (lines 1-2). In 3.5 Amor is also a 'dens' 

but he, like Propertius, is devoted to 'pax' (lines 1-2). Moreover, 

the poets 'proelia dura' (line 2) are waged with his mistress and he 

tells us that he is not motivated through a desire to gain wealth 

(lines 3ff., of. also gemmiferum, 3.4.2. gemma, 3.5.4). In 3.4.15ff. 

Propertius portrays his detachment from a future Roman triumph over 

Parthia, and effectively summarises this feeling in the concluding 

couplet. In the same position in 3.5, Propertius states that those 

who prefer a life devoted to 'arms' may retrieve the standards of 

Crassus but he makes his own position quite clear, for he does not 

wish to be personally involved. This use of 'proelia' in its amatory 

sense in 3.5, finds an earlier parallel in the 'recusatio' 2.1 where, 

after dismissing the 'bells' and 'real of Augustus as themes for his 

verse (lines 25-34) or an account of the vicissitudes of the Trojan 

lineage to which the emperor belongs (line 42) Propertius asserts 

that just as a person's occupation provides the subject matter for 

conversation (lines 43-4) his own amatory exploits provide him with 

thematic material for his compositions: 

'nos contra angusto versantes proelia lecto' (line 45) 

These amatory 'proelia' are surely contrasted with the 'arms' in 

their true sense (line 18) and with the 'bella' and 'reu' referred 

to above and also with the 'vulnera' of the preceding pentameter 

which the soldier is said to recount, and so Properties emphasises 

his lack of sympathy for the military spirit and its achievements by 

describing his amatory experience in terms of a martial conflict. 

In this elegy as well as 3.5 Propertius has in mind the military 

adventures of Augustus. 

Elegy 2.14 like 3.5 employe the metaphor in the context 
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of Augustus' Parthian enterprise. Success with his 'puella' counts 

for more with Propertius than a Roman conquest of Parthia: 

'haec mihi devictis potior victoria Parthis 
haec spolia, haec reges, haec mihi currus erunt. ' 

(2.14.23-4) 

It is the amatory equivalent of a general's victory and its tangible 

reminders among which are reckoned booty, captive kings and a 

triumphal car. Propertius will offer his own takings (exuriae. 

line 28) to Venus, not to Jupiter Capitolinus as would a triumphant 

general. The description of this dedication in lines 25-8 constitutes 

a continuation of the metaphor applied to the career of a military 

triumph. 

I think we can reasonably say that Propertius was obsessed 

with Parthia in particular when he wished to draw the distinction 

between the elegist devoted to peace and love and the soldier whose 

life represented the antithesis of these elegiac pursuits. A further 

example which also embraces the metaphor is afforded by elegy 2.27 

where we are told that military adventurers are kept in a state of 

anxiety as to their eventual fate whereas the lover knows exactly 

how and when he will die: 

'seu pedibus Parthos sequimur seu classe Brittanos, 
et marts et terrae caeca periola vise: 

solus amans novit, quando periturns et a qua 
morte, neque hic Boreae flabra neque arme timet. ' 

(lines 5-"6 and 11-2) 

I have attempted to show how Propertius draws the wider 

issues of his day within the scope of the metaphor. The tension 

between the worlds of 'amor' and 'arms' Was strongly felt by him; 

one has only to read elegies 3.12 and 4.3 to realise this point and 

these poems are typically set within a political situation which 

lured the male protagonists to take part in the Parthian ware to 
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fulfil ambitions which are not entirely honourable and which cause 

misery for their female counterparts. 
(74) A good example of the 

metaphor seasoned with Propertian irony can be found in elegy 3.13 

in the light of his condemnation of avarice as the driving force 

behind the Parthian campaign in 3.12, for in lines 9-10 he exercises 

the military metaphor to explain how the wealth of the Orient, 

portrayed in the preceding four lines, is making an assault upon 

virtue: 

'haeo etiam clausas expugnant arme pudicas, 
quaeque gerunt fastus, Icarioti, tuos' 

This I imagine to be a defensive tactic on Propertius' part, for he 

is surely intimating that his own life-style does not represent a 

threat to morality but rather the influx of precious goods to Rome. 

(of. Nethercut in C. P. §119709 p. 99). In elegy 3.12 he suggested 

that the motive for partaking in the campaign was a material one as 

it commonly is elsewhere in the elegies and his use of the metaphor 

in the passage above reminds no of the 'arme' which obtain the wealth 

and in turn are transmuted into metaphorical 'arms' which lead the 

attack on morality. Politically speaking, Propertius is emphasising 

a belief that the process is a self-defeating one in that military 

policy results in the necessity for moral reform. 
(75) 

The subtle use 

of the metaphor on this occasion scores a point against conventional 

modes of thought, for Propertius is proposing that it is not the 

elegiac modus vivendi which is morally corrosive but the military life. 

Prol)ertius r Triuanhator' 

Baker (art. sup. oit. ) has treated the military metaphor 

from a wide angle describing how Properties uses it to distinguish 

between the duties of a military career and his own 'vita inere'. 
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I have sought to demonstrate how the poet uses it to convey his 

disregard for the Augustan army which was currently being established 

on a professional basis, a programme which required the co-operation 

of the equestrian class, and how this criticism of militarism embraces 

an important aspect of foreign policy namely the Parthian question 

with which he linked the ambitions of the military mentality. I will 

now briefly discuss how Propertiue brought the theme of the triumph 

within the workings of the military metaphor before dealing with 

Tibullus and Ovid and giving an assessment of the complexion of the 

imagery taking into account its appearance in the work of Horace. 

It is essential that we do not allow our familiarity with 

what became a topos in Ovid blunt our sensibility as to the 

originality of the triumph motif in elegy. In the words of Galinsky 

(W. S. N. F. 5 1969) it "was not a literary convention rooted in 

Hellenistic precedent, but the elegiete' individual reaction to a 

Roman institution" (p. 75) which he reminds us was "one of the most 

venerable highly coveted, and awe-inspiring..... the highest honour 

a Roman would ever attain" (p. 76). The greatest highlight of 

Augustus' career had been the momentous triple triumph of 29 B. C. 

but thereafter triumphal celebrations became increasingly rare as he 

took steps to ensure that the prestige of such an event should accrue 

to himself or his immediate circle and as a manifestation of this 

new policy Galinsky cites Augustus' practice of awarding 'ornamenta 

triumphalia' rather than triumphs proper, the celebration of which 

now became the preserve of the heir apparent. In my treatment of 

the Jupiter Feretrius aition in the previous chapter we saw how 

Augustus apparently sought to monopolise military renown in refusing 

Crassus' claim to the 'spolia opima'. His postponement of the 
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triumph of Carrinas to the year following his own triple triumph 

is symptomatic of a similar desire not to have his thunder stolen. 

It became treason for a legate to levy troops or conduct a war 

'iniussu principis', and when soldiers were victorious they hailed 

the emperor 'imperator' for all campaigns took place under his 

auspices. These developments along with greater emphasis upon the 

religious significance of the occasion which included a new procedure 

which brought the 'triumphator' into closer contact with the divinity 

Jupiter Optimas Maximus to whom the celebrant donated his crown of 

laurel, attest to the high value which Augustus placed upon the ritual 

and his dream of triumphal pomp as recorded by Suetonius is a 

revelation in this respect. 
(76) Propertius was fully aware of the 

value of the triumph as a symbol of military and political success 

but he very often prevents our assessing his statements concerning 

the triumphs of Augustus as being written in a congratulatory spirit; 

in 2.1.25ff. he refuses to write about 'civilia busts' - the civil 

wars fought at M, itina, Philippi, Jaulochus and Perasia, the less 

glamorous side of Augustus' 'res gestae' - as well as the Actian 

triumph, and elegy 2.7 presents the poet as unwilling to contribute 

to the success of'Parthi triumphi'(line 13) just as he is reluctant 

in 2.10.7-16 to have the progress of a Parthian campaign and its 

triumphal outcome feature in his verse at present. In 2.15.45 Rome's 

civil wars are described as a series of triumphs celebrated over 

herself and this immediately follows the poet's condemnation of Actium 

which is seen as an example of such an internecine conflict implied 

in his use of the words 'nostra ossa' (line 44). Elegy 3.4 connects 

a Parthian triumph (line 3) with the pursuit of wealth and the 

exercise of military power; his involvement with the undertaking will 

be confined to witnessing its celebration in the company of his 
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'puella', a detachment which is elaborated upon in 3.5 which resumes 

the theme of the incompatibility between the worlds of 'amor' and 

'arme' as I explained earlier. In my appraisal of 3.11 I put forward 

the view that Propertius depreciated the magnitude of Augustus' 

Actian triumph (line 49) by minimising the scale of the threat 

represented by Cleopatra, and reserved him sympathy for Pompey who 

had known triumphs against Rome's enemies but had fallen victim to 

Augustus' adoptive father. 
(77) 

In 4.3 Arethusa prays for a Roman 

triumph over Parthia (lines 67-8) but her motive in doing so is 

dictated by her wish to have Lycotas return safely home and not out 

of any sense of national pride and indeed her husband's spirit of 

military adventure is a source of misery. In 4.6 Propertius thanks 

the gods that Rome was spared the sight of Cleopatra in the Actian 

triumph, a poor spoil by comparison with Jugurtha; Propertius did 

not intend this elegy to be a paean to Augustus upon the successful 

issue of the Actian War but rather a humorous parody of panegyric. 
(78) 

This survey of the triumph these in its proper sense is based chiefly 

upon points which I have already raised in the course of this chapter. 

Towards Augustan triumphs past and future Propertius remained a 

'positive' sceptic, for this institution was the symbolic expression of 

values which played no part in his own philosophy of life. His 

reaction to the institution provoked a political response of dissent. 

In applying the image of the triumph to portray both the power which 

'amor' exerts over his and the success of his career as an elegiac 

poet, I believe that he is further emphasising the distance which he 

feels between the values of his own world and those which operate in 

the world of the institution proper. It is thus an extension of the 

military metaphor and owes its origin to a similar desire to draw a 

contrast between diverging ways of life. That the arrogation of 
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military terminology in descriptions of erotic situations is 

inspired by anti-militaristic sentiment, becomes evident through the 

consistency with ich the process involves criticism of militarism 

while the life devoted to 'smor' and 'pax' is praised. The Augustan 

triumph falls within the scope of Properties' criticism and surely 

the adaptation of the image of the triumph falls into the same 

category and constitutes a travesty of the institution and its 

importance as a political advertisement. 

The most graphic example of the adaptation of triumphal 

imagery occurs in elegy 3.1: 

'quo as Fames legst terra sublimis, at a as 
nets coronatis )isa triumphat equis, 

at meccas in eurru parri veotantur Amores, 
scriptoruaque asas tuba scouts rotas' 

(lines 9.12) 

These lines are, as Galinaky notes, an expression of the self- 

confileace felt by Properties in having secured a victory for the 

elegiac genre though I differ with his and others who feel that 

this success has been moored at the expense of 'iaitatores' in the 

some field of literature (see below). More important for ay line of 

enquiry is his description of the motif as a "usurpation of an epic 

and 'official' cueton for himself" and his observation that the 

'Acores (line 11) fit into the pattern of a real triumph for "the 

male children of a triumphant general would ride with him on his 

chariot. " (art. cit. p. 88),, a good instance, I would add, being the 

appearance of liaroellns (son of Octavia) and Tiberius (son of Livia) 

in the chariot of the emperor in his triumph of 29 D. C. 
(79) 

low 

in lines 7-8 Propsrtias expresses approval for the writer who absolves 

himself from martial there and adheres to the principles represented 

by the 'are tennis' which are opposed to the genre of epic which 
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would accommodate such subjects: 

'a valeat, Phoebum quicumque moratur in armis! 
exactus tenui pumice versus eat' 

In lines 15-16 he is more precise as to the sort of martial theme 

treated by those who follow the annalistic tradition in epic: 

'multi, Roms, tugs laudes annalibus addent, 
qui finem imperii Bactra Futura canent' 

As Camps remarks Bactra stands as a "typical objective in a war 

against the Parthian empire. " (ad. 3.1.16). Elsewhere Propertius 

reveals that he does not share the enthusiasm of supporters of the 

regime who looked forward to a Roman triumph over Parthia, and I 

suggest that he is cleverly manipulating the motif in describing his 

own poetry as deserving higher acclaim than that of those writers 

who, unlike himself, would give enthusiastic coverage in a heroic 

poem to Roman interference in Parthia. The only thing which the 

'scriptorum turba' (line 12) and Propertius have in common is the 

fact that they are writers. Camps puts forward the same view as 

Galinsky in holding that the 'turba' are 'imitatores' so that when 

he comments on the couplet which follows viz. 

'quid frastra missis in me certatis habenis? 
non datur ad Musas currere lata via' 

(lines 13-14) 

- concerning the content of the pentameter he remarks "it seems that 

the rivals are baffled because there is no room to pass" (ad. loc. oit. ). 

The reason as I see it for their difficulty in overtaking lies in their 

practising poetic ideals which are unsuited to the narrow way pursued 

by poets like Propertine who subscribe to the Calliaeohean ideal. 

Propertius is deriving his imagery from the Preface to the Aitia 

(lines 25-6) in which Apollo advises Callimachus to take the narrow 

way rather than the worn broad highway. The 'scriptores' in this 
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elegy have, I propose, been following the broad highway (late via. 

line 14) hence the futility of their attempts (frustra line 13) to 

adjust to the conditions of what Propertius sees as the right road 

to the Muses and poetic victory. They have been practising the wrong 

sort of poetry to secure renown; they are not jumping on the elegiac 

bandwaggon but competing on their own terms and lose. 'Scriptores', 

a somewhat prosaic word, occurs only in this elegy and significantly 

in the previous elegy, a detail apparently overlooked by commentators 

and critics. In 2.344Propertius tells us that although he has 

enjoyed no triumph in the real sense (line 56) he still rules 'mixtas 

inter puellas' (line 57), and he enjoys 'Fama' (line 94) through his 

verse. This elegy as a whole contrasts elegiac and minor amatory 

poetry (Vergil's Eclogues) with epic, a field in which other 

'ecriptores' (line 65) operate. Propertius is anxious to support 

the claims of minor poetry against those of epic which was 

traditionally pre-eminent 
(80) 

and 3.1 can be seen as the triumph 

of the elegist over this major genre, in which 'Fama (line 9) bears 

him aloft. In lines 15-16 of 3.1 immediately after questioning the 

'scriptores', he refers to the epic tradition of Rome which would 

treat the martial conquest of Parthia and he is thinking of this 

genre when in line 7 he frowns on those who introduce 'arcs' into 

their poetry and flourishes before then the doctrine of the 'are 

tenuis' in line 8. This evokes the 'arms' of epic mentioned in line 

63 of 2.34. In these ways 3.1 expands upon ideas found in 2.34 and 

the same tension between elegy and epic is evident. The reference 

in 3.1.7-8 to the inadvisability of involving Apollo with such 

themes was to be developed in 3.3.1-24 where the god warns 

Propertius against adopting them, and there it is specifically a 

'turba' (line 24) which has not out on a sea of epic poetry with whom 

9U_ 
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Apollo compares Propertius' less adventurous love poetry. 
(81) 

Indeed, I think that Propertius may intend us to equate the 'invida 

turba' of line 21 in 3.1 with the 'scriptorum turba' mentioned 

earlier in line 12 of the same elegy. The former hearks back to 

the Callimachean Envy (See Camps' note ad. loc. cit. ). Just as the 

Callimachean ancestor of this 'turba' symbolised a poetic thought 

opposed to Callimachus' aesthetic views, so the Propertian descendant 

represents a poetic outlook opposed to his own. Rothstein (ad. 3.1.12) 

supports his view that the 'turba' are inferior exponents of verse 

similar to that of Propertius, (elegiac counterparts to the 'servum 

pecus' of imitators which Horace rebuked in Epistles 1.19.19) by 

arguing back from Horos' advice in 4.1.135-6 that Propertius should 

abandon his heroic design in favour of continuing with elegy so that 

others may learn poetic composition by his own example: 

'scribat ut exemplo cetera turba tuo. ' 
(line 136) 

Here again, however, there is no reason why we should not regard the 

'turba' in 4.1 as a class of poet who may have been practising poetry 

alien to Horos' (and Propertius) conception of the ideal sort of 

verse. 
(82) 

I imagine that Horos fears that Propertius is about to 

violate his artistic principles and follow the ways of the 'cetera 

turba' when he should be showing then the correct approach to writing 

verse. We should not forget the passages in Callimachus where the 

imagery used to symbolise the grand style to which he is opposed is 

that of well frequented roads or teeming, noisy, or muddy waters. 
(83) 

Even if we cannot conclusively identify the 'turba' in question, we 

can still say of this elegy as a whole that it portrays a symbolic 

triumph of the elegiac genre over the kind of verse which treated of 

triumphs proper, and it can hardly be coincidental that there are 

ý'fp, }ý1ýý 
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allusions in the elegy to the work of Vergil and Horace for whom 

the triumphs of Augustus elicited a congratulatory response. 
(84) 

Propertius emphasises that he is not the one to concentrate on 

military campaigns in his work, in particular that destined against 

Parthia. He is unconcerned with the "Kriegsruhm des Vaterlandes" 

(Rothstein, ad. 3.1.1) but in presenting this disinclination in terms 

which subvert the ideals of martial enterprise by reworking details 

of the august institution which enshrined them, Propertius does 

something more than dismiss the category of verse to which he feels 

they belong. The literary rejection is thus coloured by his antipathy 

for militarism and once more Parthia is the subject of the expression 

of feelings. To this underlying criticism of military ambition he 

has added a graphic parody of the institution which had become 

virtually an imperial prerogative and this renders his censure quite 

forceful. Propertius, after all, could not at this moment have been 

certain that the solution to the Parthian problem would have been 

settled other than by armed intervention under the auspices of the 

emperor. 

In the previous chapter I proposed that elegy 4.8 undercut 

heroic values by drawing upon the military metaphor. Cynthia's 

triumphant chariot ride down the Appian Way (lines 17-18) is the 

counterpart to the Actian triumph and she matches the ferocity of 

the winners of the 'spolia opiaa' (lines 63-6) while her devastating 

effect on the household (lines 53-6) is calculated to remind us of 

the capture of Rome by Tatius. This is yet another way in which 

Propertius intimates that he does not take seriously his essay into 

the realm of national verse nor uphold the values which the various 

institutions embody. The reason for the unusual prominence in this 



elegy of the imagery of the 'castra amoris' and an instance of a 

triumph motif applied to Cynthia's journey to Lanuvium which was 

an erotic escapade (oausa fuit Iuno, sed malte causa Venus. line 16) 

can be attributed to the same desire to depreciate the dubious heroism 

of the 'patriotic' poems. There remain two more examples of the 

triumph motif in Propertius for consideration. I have already 

referred to Propertius' choice in 2.7 to follow the 'castra puellae' 

and his expression of non co-operation with the moral legislation 

which also provoked his hostility to 'patrii triumphi'. In the elegy 

which follows, 
(85) 

Propertius employs the triumph motif in its 

amatory sense; in 2.8.9.10 he compares his former successes in love 

which has now deserted him to the reversals of fortune suffered by 

those who once held power in a way reminiscent of Catullus 51, but 

whereas Catullus had concluded that 'otium' upon which 'amor' 

thrives, was 'molestum' and had the effect of allowing ones substances 

to deteriorate, 
(86) 

Propertius defends the influence which the 

emotion possesses over him. His 'puella' has been attracted by 

another and in desperation he meditates her murder drawing the 

parallel between Achilles' unremitting thirst for vengeance after 

Patroclus had been slain by Hector - all on account of his being 

deprived of Briseis. The elegy concludes with the poet claiming 

that it is not so surprising that he should be enthralled by 'amor' 

to such an extent: 

'inferior aulto cum sin Vol nitre Vol arffis 
mircm, si do se iure triunphat Asor ?' 

Shackleton Bailey (Provertiaaa. p. 76) has put forward the view that 

'iure' (line 40)is not necessarily pleonastic (i. e. with 'airna'. 

of. Cases ad 2.8.40) but nay refer to the concept of the 'iustue 

triuaphus' and Galinsky accepts this latter interpretation citing 

Horace in particular as one who applied it to Augustus: 'ills, seu 

98. 
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Parthos Latio imminentes / egerit iusto domitos triumpho..... ' 

(Odes 1.12.53-4). His conclusion on the appearance of the motif 

in this elegy is that "It is characteristic of Propertius that when 

he wants to summarise the theme of the elegy he uses a graphic Roman 

metaphor, which is relevant to his time and society, rather than 

rgythological exempla" (p. 83). It is this contemporary aspect of the 

imagery which I think is important. The 'iustus triumphus' is the 

highest form of a triumph fulfilling numerous technical qualifications 

and Propertius awards this high distinction to 'Amor' in precise 

terms which immediately reminds us that he is consciously adapting 

the terminology of an institution. 

A further clue as to the spirit in which the triumph motif 

is utilised may be found in the Monobiblos. The sixteenth elegy, 

containing a paraklausithyron delivered in this case by the door 

which narrates the typical song of an 'ezclusus amstor', opens with 

the door's complaint that the behaviour of the 'domina' of the house- 

hold is a bad reflection upon the former grandeur which it had 

witnessed (lines 1-12). The first four lines tell us that it had 

enjoyed the honour of receiving triumphal processions: 

'Quae fueraa aagnis oliz patefacta triumphis, 
ianua Tarpeiae nota pudicitiae; 

cuius inaurati celebrarunt lisina ourrus, 
captorum lacrimis umida supplicibua' 

With reference to the significance of the door and the triumph 

Galinsky comments that "To suit his purpose, Propertius completely 

disregards the details of the actual triumphal procession which 

always came to an end on the Capitol and never proceeded to the house 

of the triumphator. Bat since the triumph was the most enobling 

event in the life of a Roman, Propertius has the 'iancua' partake in 

triumphal glory so as to set the decline of its fortunes into the 
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strongest possible relief" (pp. 80-1). These observations are not 

in my opinion conclusive. First of all, certain tangible reminders 

of a triumph might end up at the home of the 'triumphator'. Butler 

and Barber (p. 177) note that a representation of the triumphal 

chariot may have been located in the vestibulum of the victorious 

general citing Juvenal Satires 7.125-6 as evidence: 'alti / quadriiuges 

in vestibulis'. Moreover, in elegy 1.1 Tibullus speaks of 'hostiles 

eauviae' adorning the entrance to Messalla's house (see Putnam p. 58) 

but even so, Propertius seems to be implying the arrival of the 

procession at the door, and this prompts Galinsky to suggest that the 

poet is disregarding the traditional itinerary of the procession. 

Why does Propertius permit such apparent obscurity regarding the sort 

of building which, while being a dwelling, was also a calling point for 

momentous triumphal processions? Butler and Barber supply a relevant 

detail of information in admitting one interpretation of the adjective 

'Tarpeia' (line 2) which allows us to place the house on the 'mons 

Tarpeius' forming part of the Capitol. In discussing the geography 

of the Capitol in the introduction to 4.4 the commentators have cause 

to refer to Tarpeia, the 'mono Tarpeius', and Jupiter Capitolinus 

but do not associate these names in 1.16. However, in 4.4 29-30 

Propertius makes Jupiter the neighbour of Tarpeia: 'et sua Tarpeia 

residens its flevit ab arce / vulnera vicino non patienda Iovi'. 

and we know that when Tarquin raised the temple to Jupiter Capitolinus, 

the tomb of Tarpeia was demolished to accommodate the new building, 

but her former presence in the vicinity of the god's abode was recorded 

in the term 'none Tarpeius' as a synonymn for the 'aeons Capitolinus' 

(see Butler and Barber P. 343). This permits Enk to construe 'Tarpeia 

pudicitia' as 'pudicitia Capitoline', a reference to the temple of 

Jupiter Capitolinus which also housed the goddesses Juno and Minerva, 
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the former of whom had special regard for the dignity and chaste- 

ness of marriage while the virginity of the latter was proverbial. 

Enk's main evidence that 'Tarpeia' is used loosely in this way is 

taken from Juvenal Satires 6.47: 'Tarpeium limen adore / pronum et 

auratam Iunoni caede iuvencam / si tibi contigerit capitis matrons 

pudici'. In proposing that '? arpeia' would suggest Jupiter rather 

than Juno (citing Juvenal 13.78: Tarpeiaque fulaina, p. 46) 

Shackleton Bailey overlooks the possibility that Propertius is using 

deliberate ambiguity. I favour Enk's elucidation of line 2 but would 

qualify it by emphasising that the temple in question also witnessed 

the culmination of a triumph. 
(87) 

In this waypthe ideas of 'pudicitia' 

and a 'triumphus' introduced in the first four lines, are coherent. 

The same ambiguity embraces the 'ianua' which can be understood as 

the temple door. Palsy's objection that this word is used of domestic 

buildings, whereas 'portal is that applied to religious ones, can be 

met by Propertius' use of the former to describe the door of the 

temple of the Bona Dea in 4.9.62.1neo tulit iratam ianua clause 

sitim'. However, I an not argaing that the building in question is 

a temple rather than a private residence but that Propertius' 

imagination is working on two levels. The 'ianua' on the Capitol 

protected the entrance which received those who sought to honour the 

deities who were guardians of morality as well as the deity upon whom 

a triumph was focused. With this in mind Propertius thinks of a 

'ianua' attached to a secular building possibly on the 'lacer olivus' 

leading up to the Capitol, whose mistress is neglecting those virtues 

of which the more august occupants of the temple are guardians. Such 

a domestic building may once have been the residence of a high rank- 

ing Roman of consular or proconsular rank whose own residence would 

both have witnessed and of his triumphs, and have been close to 
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their destination. 
(88) 

Even at this early stage we discover 

Propertius throwing into opposition the private world of amatory 

experience and the public world of the Roman triumph. The lament of 

the 'exclusus amator' no doubt typifies Propertius' feelings rather 

than the speech of the door which expresses reactionary sentiments 

over the elegiac lifestyle with which it is now besieged. Finally, 

I believe that Propertius indulges in ironical ambiguity in a way 

which discredits the 'ianua' and confirms our suspicion that he does 

not sympathise with this personification but with the 'amator'. I 

refer to the alternative meaning behind the term 'Tarpeia pudicitia'. 

The door, while voicing shook at the immoral behaviour which it now 

witnesses, refers to such 'pudicitia' in connection with the moral 

and civic virtues associated with the cults located in the temple of 

Jupiter on the Capitol - the destination of the triumphs with which 

it was formerly acquainted. Of course, isolated from the context of 

the triumph, 'Tarpeia pudicitia' is no virtue at all, but an evocation 

of the treason of Tarpeia who according to the version of the story 

which Propertius follows in elegy 4.49 was a Vestal Virgin who broke 

her vows of chastity. By this means Propertius lends a hollow ring 

to the door's expression of prudery. The boast of former splendour 

and virtue contains an ironical contradiction; the door's self 

description implies both civic and personal virtues with which it 

has been familiar but both categories are opened to suspicion for a 

'Tarpeian' door would allow an enemy an entrance and easy - triumph 

over the city and involve a violation of good morality whether on the 

part of the door (which is personified) or the occupant of the build- 

ing to whom it may be said to belong. We should perhaps remember 

Propertius' attack on hypocrisy in 2.6.35-6 when he asks what use 

serves to erect temples to 'Pudicitia' when Roman matrons are a 
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moral law unto themselves. The juxtaposition of the social and 

political world of the triumph and the private world of the elegist 

produces a subtle questioning of the merits of the way of life 

reflected by the former, which is the essential active behind the 

triumph motif in its more developed fora. 

Before leaving Propertius, I wish to put the 'feaineus 

triumphus' of Cornelia (4.11.71) within the context of this enquiry. 

In treating of Cornelia in the foregoing chapter, her attitude to 

life and death was observed to be materialistic and vainglorious. In 

applying the motif to Cornelia's career, Properties does not give it 

the amatory significance which he attaches to it elsewhere. Here 

is no mention of surrender to the overwhelming power of 'amor' but 

to her performance as a 'matrons' for which she claim 'laudes' and 

'fama' as part of the reward for her 'facts' (lines 70-1). She seeks 

acknowledgment such as would be accorded to success on a social and 

political level. Camps proposes that 'libera isms' (line 72) refers 

to the reputation afforded through children and I would support this 

view by suggesting that Aropertins may have had ? ibullns' elegy 1.7 

on M oselle's triumph. in mind where the hope is expressed that the 

offspring of the 'triuaphator' will add to the fans already won by 

their father, through their ova achievements. 
(89) 

There is what ear 

be a conscious echo of Tibullus in the Propertian elegy: 

'at tibi saearesoat proles, quas facts parentis 
gjMt et siren stet weneranda senen' 

(Tib. 1.7.35-6) 

'........ ihi ouabs volenti 
soivitur susturio tot mss, facts msis' 

(Prop. 4. li. 69-7a) 

The borrowing of the image of the triuph to illustrate her achieve- 

mat is ooasonnt with the value which she places upon the military 
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tours de force of her ancestors the Scipios and Aemilius Paullus 

and shows that she ranks herself on a similar scale of importance, 

and that her private life is in harmony with the ideals of her 

class and family which has continued to aspire to public distinotion. 
(90) 

This is a reversal of the practice in the elegies whereby the 

transformation of military and triumphal imagery into a figurative 

language serves to portray amatory experience and the art which 

records it while manifesting an aversion for martial enterprise. 

My appraisal of Book 4 put forward the view that Propertius' 

sympathy resided with Cynthia and her fervid spontaneity rather than 

the frigid reserve of the calculating Cornelia; the triumphal career 

and military tactics in their metaphorical sense as applied to 

Cynthia reveal that this transferred use of military terminology was 

being exploited vigorously in the last book in a poem succeeding one 

in which Cynthia is treated with affection. Augustan values are 

questioned in these later elegies and the concluding elegy which 

epitomises many Augustan ideals is no exception. By permitting 

Cornelia to award herself triumphal status Propertius endorses his 

scepticism towards her outlook on life, for even at this late stage 

he was still criticising military ambition which could only be 

satisfied by the triumph, the pinnacle of its success. 

Tibullus 

While such imagery is not so common in Tibnllus' work, 

the prograsme elegy 1.1 contains an example in lines 75-8s 

'hie ego dux milesque bonus: vos, signs tubaeque 
its prooul, cupidis vulnera forte viril, 

ferte et opes$ ego composite seourus acervo 
despiciam dites despioiamque fames. ' 

These lines describe his alienation from the soldiering life and 
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balance the four lines which open the elegy where he describes the 

pursuit of wealth by those who follow such a life. The only strife 

which he intends to encounter is that in which lovers indulge, 

depicted in lines 73-4s 'nunc levis eat tractanda Venus, dum Prangere 

postes / non pudet et rixas inseruisse iuvat. ' The elegy, as I 

maintained when observing the social aspect of Tibullus' elegies in 

the former division of this chapter is most likely to be an expression 

of disillusion with the campaigns which he had witnessed. In this 

case the military metaphor can be seen as underlining his ultimate 

aversion for the armor. Again, in elegy 1.10, his strongest 

vociferation against militarism, he makes use of the metaphor: 

'sed Veneris tune bella calent, scissosque capillos 
femina perfractas conqueriturque fores. ' 

(lines 53-4) 

-and in line 55 the winner of the lovers' fight is called 'victor'. 

Yet even taking into account these two passages, one wonders why such 

exploitation of the metaphor is comparatively rare compared with 

Propertius' work. I suppose this could be largely attributable to 

the actual experience of both poets. Tibullus had savoured the life 

which Propertius could only speculate about and his abandoning of 

the military life was a sufficiently forceful way of manifesting 

his preference. Propertius, on the other hand, needed to voice his 

disapproval in an abstract fashion. Lacking first hand experience 

he could turn to a parodistio and satirical inversion of military 

terminology. Indeed the examples from Tibullus 1.1 and 1.10 may have 

been influenced by Propertius' exploitation of the terminology in 

the Nonobiblos and his second book, if in the latter case we agree 

that individual elegies my have been published separately at a 

'recitatio' or otherwise. 
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Galinsky's appraisal of the triumph theme in Tibullus 

neglects an occurrence of its metaphorical usage in 1.1; the 

relevant passage comprises lines 53-6: 

'te bellare decet terra, Messalla, marique, 
ut domus hostiles praeferat exuviass 

me retinent vinatum formosae vincla puellae, 
et sedeo duras ianitor ante fores. ' 

The first of these couplets is an obvious enough reference to the 

booty which would adorn the fore-court of a victorious general's 

house while the second intimates that the poet has become the 

plunder of 'amor'; as Putnam remarks on 'praeferat 'Ithe house sports 

the booty in front of itself, as if it were leading the triumphal 

procession. (Delia's house, as the next couplet shows, presents 

only Tibullus on the threshold, spoils of another sort. )" (p. 58). 

This variation on the triumph theme, coupled with the military 

metaphors in the elegy, are all the more effective for their appear- 

ing in the context of Tibullus' announcement that he has discovered 

a ratio vitae more in keeping with his character, and such language 

reinforces the rejection of the alternative occupation of which it is 

primarily descriptive. On the relatively few occasions when it 

appears, it is, to a certain degree, more poignant than the instances 

in Propertius' elegies for the reason that Tibullus had an ideal 

opportunity to further himself with a military career which his 

patron was in a position to promote, but opted out of such involve- 

ment as his poetry - which I believe to be largely autobiographical 

- adequately testifies. 

Tibullus successfully ignored the 'arcs' of Augustus while 

he extolled the military triumph of Measalla in a later elegy, 

bestowing on his praises possessing an effulgence worthy of a head 

of state; even so, there is a neglect of 'area' in 1.7 explicable by 
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the poet's dislike of militarism. It is the socio-political status 

of Messalla which Tibullus set out to enhance, as my earlier 

examination of this elegy concluded. There being no pressure to 

write verse in praise of 'arme' there was no need to resort to a 

'recusatio'. In the company of the poets of the circle of Maecenas, 

Propertius felt such a compulsion, and elegy 2.1 gives us an idea of 

the type of verse which may have been expected of him -a heroic 

poem featuring the 'bella' and 'res' of Augustus in which his patron 

would be a major character (lines 25-6 and 35-6). In the case of 

Propertius, pressure was the mother of invention, and the evolution 

of the topoi deriving from the clash of the two incompatible worlds 

which feature in the work of the writer of heroic poetry and of the 

amatory elegist seems to have been accelerated by insistence that 

former world should accommnodate or yield to the values of the latter. 

Hore 

The Odes of Horace span the period during which amatory 

elegy was taken up by Ovid, and the 'castra amoris' is an idea 

found in the lyric poetry of Horace whom I suspect of responding to 

the current trend in elegiac verse. This is rendered more likely 

by the fact that Greek lyric verse which Horace was adapting to 

Italian measures had no tradition of exploiting the idea. 
(91) Such 

imagery in elegy goes hand in hand with statements of aversion to 

militarism which often refer to specific areas of martial intervention 

recent and contemporary and which consequently assume a political 

tone, as well as of a determination to avoid compromise by treating 

martial themes in verse. Horace, on the other hand, did not omit to 

give encomiastic carsrage to the military success of the imperial 

family, especially in the fourth book which opens with an appeal to 
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Venus to spare him her 'bella' and 'signs militias' (4.1.2 and 16). 

Age is no doubt one reason for his request (lines 3-7) another being 

his wish to discharge the undertaking which, Suetonius informs us, 

was suggested by the emperor himself, to celebrate the military 

victories of Drusus and Tiberius over the Rhaeti and Vindelici in 

15 B. C. (Aug. 21). It is hard to resist Page's assessment of this 

work: "... the book is only published to afford a plausible pretext 

for the publication of Odes 4,5,14 and 15: The other Odes, which 

are of a purely lyric character, serve to mask the distinctly 

political purpose of these four, which bear throughout the stamp of 

the official utterance of a Poet-Laureate. " (p. 395). Though the same 

could not be said of the first three books, Horace undoubtedly had 

the welfare of the state and the success of Roman arms at heart in 

these earlier collections, and thus his design in introducing the 

military motif in his amatory verse is hardly calculated to detract 

from his serious work but rather to afford scope for his wit and 

humour. This is the case with Odes 3.26 which draws upon the motif 

and which commentators have interpreted as humourous or satiric. 
(92) 

Whereas Horace is inclined to take his political verse seriously and 

makes light of amatory themes, in elegy the reverse tends to be the 

case. Ovid admittedly writes tongue in cheek exploiting the humour 

of amorous situations which finds more varied expression in the Ars 

Amatoria but his criticisms are most often of a social and political 

nature and mainly attacking the hypocrisy inherent in officially 

approved standards of morality. 
(93) 

Finally I regard it as a sign of Horsoe's reluctance to 

undercut military ideals with too wide a use of the metaphor of the 

'militia amantis', with which he may well be twitting the elegists on 

those rare occasions where we find it, that he avoids using the 
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triumph motif as an additional feature of the concept. In doing 

so may he not have been unwilling to treat the institution flippantly 

even to score a point against the elegists? 

Ovid 

The nation of the 'militia amantis' is strongly evident 

throughout the Amores of Ovid for whom the paradox of contention 

arising out of peaceful pursuits provides an excellent excuse to give 

rein to his wit. The resulting 'faoetiae' are, however, often scored 

at the expense of the establishment. The poet amplifies the allegory 

of the 'castra amorist and at the same time imports into his own work 

the elements of detraction directed towards the influence of 'arms' 

in society which is, as we have seen, a marked feature of Propertius' 

elegies. A good example of this technique is found in Azores 1.2 of 

which about two thirds (lines 19-52) are given over to the triumph of 

'Amor'. The noun 'triumphus' appears four times (lines 25,28,34, 

49) and the corresponding verb once (line 39) as though we were being 

reminded that Ovid is manipulating the circumstances of a real-life 

triumph from which he borrows vivid details such as triumphal garland 

and chariot, captives and floral tributes. He is aware of the 

serious religious significance which attaches to the institution 

proper when he speaks of a 'sacer triumphus' (line 49) but the new 

context in which he modifies this public celebration negates any 

vestige of respectful awe which it enjoyed. It is at least mock- 

religious and is as lacking in reverence as his claim to be a 'pures 

sacerdos' in an elegy succeeding one the impurity of which renders it 

unsuitable for translation in the Loeb edition. The virtues which 

Ovid personifies under the names 'Mons Bona' and Tudor' (line 31) 

possessed a temple and shrine respectively at Rome, the latter being 
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almost certainly an allusion to 'Pudicitia' 
(94) 

and it is against 

these opposing honourable qualities that 'Amor' has secured a 

victory. From an official viewpoint this figurative assault on 

virtue must have appeared as a true reflection on the sort of life 

which amatory elegy projects and for the curtailing of which, in 

actuality, legislation was introduced. In portraying the subversion 

of virtues and their replacement by 'Error' and 'Furor' (line 35) at 

a time when moral rearmament had become governmental policy, and doing 

so by means of a parody of an official ceremony, Ovid manifests the 

political 'nequitia' which I am attempting to circumscribe. The 

final couplet is overtly political in tone: 

'adspice cognati felicia Caesaris arms - 
qua vicit, viotos protegit ille menu. ' 

(lines 51-2) 

Ovid requests 'Amor to follow the example of the leading representative 

of the 'gene Iulia', to whom he is related by common descent from 

Venus, by being lenient to his captive. This is an allusion to the 

clemency which Augustus, following the lead of his adoptive father 

Julius who had made use of the political catchword 'parse civibus' 

during the civil wars, came to pride himself upon, advertising his 

humanity on a series of coins bearing the legend 'ob caves servatos'(95) 

a boast which appears on the Monumentun Ancyranum: 'viotorque omnibus 

v(eniam petentib)us civibus peperoi. ' (Res Gestae 3). Vergil was 

probably attributing this quality to Augustus when in Anchises' speech 

the future mission of Rome is said to involve conquest of the haughty 

but leniency towards the conquered (parcere subiectis. len. 6.853)" 

When Horace in the Carmen Saeculare prays that the emperor may be 

'bellante prior, iacentem / lenis in hostem 1' (lines 51-2) he is 

expressing the same thought, and when Ovid submissively begs to be 

allowed to receive the 'iura' of his conqueror and be granted 'venial 
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and 'pax' (lines 20-1) he is taking up this idea. That Ovid does 

not expect to be treated so, mey, I feel, be the implicit idea in 

his petition, for as Syme points out Augustus' claim to the commodity 

of 'clementia' was somewhat impudent and contradicted even by 

historians favourable to the 'princeps'. The executions of 

Scribonius Curio and Canidius among others should make us wary as to 

the sincereity of what are predominantly partisan statements in 

accounts of the emperor's career. 
(96) 

The aftermath of Perusia which 

led to executions and the sacrifice to the shades of Divus Iuliue of 

three hundred Roman knights and senators is another sidelight on the 

actualities of Octavian's 'res gestae' which he did not care to put 

on record. 
(97) 

The direct reference to the emperor in lines 51-2 

(sup. cit. ) is possibly an indication that the metaphorical aspect of 

the composition - is relying upon a political situation. It appears 

to have been suggested by a couplet in elegy 2.16 of Propertius: 

'Caesaris haec virtue et gloria Caesaris haec eats 
ills, qua vicit, condidit arms menu. ' 

(lines 41-2) 

Propertius has just drawn a parallel between the dominating effect 

exerted by 'amor' on his own life and its influence on Antony the 

rival of the emperor. Now we know that the paramour of Cleopatra 

had considered himself the incarnation of Dionysus when he was still 

on good terms with his wife Octavia and that, in the words of Syme, 

"when Antonius met Cleopatra at Tarsus, it was Aphrodite meeting 

Dionysus for the blessing of Asia. " (pp. 273-4). He even went so far 

as to wear buskins, ivy wreath and to hold in his hand a thyrsus, all 

of which were emblems of the god . 
(98) 

In lines 47-8 I propose that 

Ovid may have the later affair of Octavian's opponent in mind when 

he likens the overwhelming potency of 'amor' to the triumphal progress 

of Dionysus from the East: 
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'talcs erst domita Bacchus Gangetide terra; 
tu gravis alitibus, tigribus alle fuit' 

(lines 47-8) 

The emperor is related to Amor (line 51) but is also a 'cognatus' 

of Dionysus in the sense that he was the brother-in-law of Antony 

who regarded himself the living embodiment of the divinity. Below, 

we shall see that the first two elegies of the Amores contain 

several allusions to the Georgics and I shall explain how I believe 

elegy 1.2 recalls the proem to Bk. 3 of this work dealing with 

Vergil's poetic triumph and the triumphs of Augustus. At this stage 

I wish to draw attention to Vergil's mention of the emperor's 

triumphs, in particular his conquest of the land of the Ganges 

described in 3.26-7 referring to his conflict with the alliance of 

eastern nations, under the leadership of Antony, who were opposed to 

him at Actium. It is possible that Ovid too employs this river name 

in line 47 to represent the domain of Antony, the latter-day Bacchus, 

and that he intends us to remember this Vergilian passage. At this 

level of thought Ovid seems to suggest that even though 'Amor' as 

Antony-Dionysus may have suffered a set-back exercising true 'arms' 

against his relative, his later use of them in the metaphorical, sense 

results in triumphs which are more overwhelming (of. magna..... 

nimiumque potentia regne. 1.1.13). Ovid seems to have taken his cue 

in this elegy from Propertius' description of his poetic triumph in 

elegy 3.1 examined above, and he may also be presenting what are 

concrete illustrations elsewhere in Propertius' work, in more abstract 

terms; hence the ardent entanglement between Antony and Cleopatra and 

its consequences which interested Propertius in 2.16.37-40 and 

3.11.29-58 may be the underlying thought in the Ovidian elegy. 

Ovid asks 'Amor' to spare him such infatuation by exercising Augustan 

'clementia', but he is no doubt aware that his chance of exemption 
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is rare indeed just as though he were begging for political 

'clementia', a rather vain expectation considering the limits within 

which it was granted, and a concession which, ironically, was denied 

him when he suffered exile. 

Wilkinson 
(99) 

asserts that this elegy is typical of the 

shift in mood to be found in the Amores compared with the work of 

his precursors in the genre and that this entails our being 

entertained rather than being moved. One is bound to agree, but we 

must ask ourselves whether the amusement is being afforded at any- 

ones expense. In this elegy it is an official institution which is 

the centre of diversion and the head of state is necessarily and, as 

the final couplet demonstrates, deliberately involved. The following 

chapter will clarify how this Ovidian approach to elegy is centred 

above all around questions of morality, a key issue of Augustus' 

reign at which Ovid pokes fun. The elegy under scrutiny irreverent- 

ly exploits the genealogy of the emperor descended from Venus through 

Aeneas' half brother of 'Amor'. Vergil enhanced Augustus' political 

status by correlating his destiny with that of Venus' son, and his 

divine inheritance serves to legitimise his rule. 
(100) 

The 'arms' 

exercised by Aeneas were later taken up by Augustus to fight the 

enemies of Rome which he sought to establish anew. Ovid commences 

the Amores with a rejection of 'arme' on the orders of a 

representative of the 'gene Asneadum' and in this way emphasises 

the divergency between the aims of Yergilian epic and Ovidian elegy, 

both of which begin with the word 'arcs' but are otherwise dissimilar. 

Ovid's apostrophe to 'Amor' in the context of his figurative triumph 

is a further instance of the differing programme of the two poets; 

in his first elegy Ovid addresses the elegiac Muse - 
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'cingere litorea flaventia tempora aprrto 
Musa, per undenos emodulanda pedes !' 

(lines 29-30) 

Galinaky (pp. 91-2) observes that this is an echo of Georgics 1.28: 

'acoipiat cingena materna tempora myrto' 

Vergil invokes various deities and Octavian, referring to his divine 

lineage stemming from Venue in a passage (lines 24-42) which 

contemplates his future apotheosis. This is one of several examples 
(101) 

where the poet honours the head of state; the Proem to the third book 

clearly show the strength of his commitment to extol the success of 

a great benefactor which was largely achieved through the composition 

of the Aeneid. Ovid's intentions in the Amores are entirely removed 

from such considerations. That he was unsympathetic to a didactic 

poem which impressed upon its audience the benefits of the Augustan 

reformation and affirmed that they had reached even the grass roots 

of Italy is evident in the Are Amstoria which is a parody of the genre 

and which advocates moral laxity in the face of an officially controlled 

drive towards a cleaning up of sexual behaviour. It is in this spirit 

which Ovid all but quotes the Georgics in the couplet referred to 

above. In the subsequent elegy Ovid speaks to 'Amor' again in tones 

deriving from this line of the Georgics: 

'necte comam myrto, maternas iunge columbas. ' 

(1.2.23) 

Ovid frivolously misapplies the terns of Vergil's homage to the 

emperor in addressing them to a deity whose activities were subversive 

in the sphere of morality; Augustus was intolerant of loose behaviour 

in his immediate family 
(102) 

and would hardly be amused by the 

picture of a relative on the divine level creating havoc with his 

plan for moral improvement. One of the reasons adduced by Ovid for 

his banishment is his writing of the Are Amatoria, 
(103) the didactic 
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nature of which is foreshadowed in the Amores (eg. 1.8) and which 

developes a tradition deriving from Tibullus (1.4) and Propertius 

(4.5). The tone of both works is similar in many ways, above all 

in their attempt to shook society out of its staidness; comparing 

them, Wilkinson senses that the "outrageous 'nequitia', the blasphemy 

against conventional sanctities, that we found in the 'Amores' is 

still the salt of the Are Amatoria" (Ovid Recalled. P. 121). The 

elegy under discussion is replete with this Ovidian disrespect which 

includes flippant allusion to Vergil's didactic work which the author 

and his patron read to the emperor, and which had most likely received 

official encouragement. 
(104) 

Another example is found in lines 

13-16: 

'verbera plum ferunt, quam quos iuvat usus aratri, 
detractant pressi dum iuga prima boves 

asper equua dune contuditur ors lupatis 
frena minus setit, quisquis ad arms facit' 

The 'servitium' imposed by 'Amor' (line 18) is likened to the process 

of 'breaking in' of work animals described in Georgics 3.16 ff. (of. 

servitium. line 168). 
(105) 

Ovid was later to evoke the Georgics in 

the 'Ars Amatoria' making light of the triumph as a spectacle afford- 

ing an opportunity for embarking upon a love affair which is further 

evidence that Ovid's exploitation of the institution and the amatory 

motif associated with it is aimed at official quarters; Galineky 

(p. 101) points out that the description of the temple of Venue as 

'facto de marmore templo' (Are AAatoria 1.81) corresponds to the 

'templum de marmore' which Vergil contemplates erecting to honour 

Octavian as a deity in Geor c 3.10ff. Vergil'a temple will have 

a rural setting by the waters of the Päncius (lines 14-15) whereas 

the temple to which Ovid refers (that of Venus Genetrix) has an urban 

setting (line 82). When Ovid adds to his list the triumph as a 
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resort for amatory adventure he makes the knowledgeable lover draw 

a picture of the Euphrates in terms which recall Vergil's description 

of the Mincius. (106) While agreeing with Galinaky that here we are 

witnessing cases of "mocking imitation" he does not emphasise that a 

major theme of the proem to Bk. 3 of the Georgics is the triumphs of 

Octavian and the portrayal of the poet's literary progress the success 

of which is represented as a triumph of sorts; the poet as 'victor' 

(lines 9 and 17) bears 'palmee' (line 12) such as a victorious general 

would carry in a triumph and this conscious parallel between real and 

literary victory leads Malay, for instance, to remark that Vergil 

thought his work a "partner to the marble architectural monuments of 

Octavian and Agrippa and the contemporary 'triumphatores'. " 

(Veraiil_ s Italy. P. 121). Galinsky relates this section of the 

Georgics to the Are Amatoria but by now it will be seen that Ovid 

probably had the Proem in mind when he staged the triumph of 'Amor' 

in Amores 1.2. The triumphs of the emperor and his followers as well 

as the allegorical triumph of Yergil are amusingly shown to be less 

momentous than that of Ovid's conqueror. Vergil refers to Octavian's 

triumph over the land of the Ganges in line 27 by which he means the 

defeat of eastern alliance led by Antony at Actium, and as I proposed 

above, Ovid may have compared the conquest of 'Amor' to the subjugation 

of the land of the Ganges by Bacchus in 1.2.47-8 with Vergil in mind. 

In this case there is the suggestion that the achievement of 'Amor' 

is as great, if not more so, than that of his living relative. Ovid's 

distaste for 'rusticitas' - boorishness and prudery, is almost certain- 

ly one of the reasons for his mocking allusions to the Georgics which 

extolled the simple peasant life. As this same work of Vergil 

contains statements which are politically enthusiastic for the 

emperor's cause, it may be that Ovid is being scurrilous at the 

ý` 
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expense of this element to be found in it. 

Again in Amores 2.12 in which Ovid celebrates his 

conquest over Corinna as the triumphal outcome of his 'militia 

amoris' there is what might easily be a further reference to the 

Georgics overlooked by Galinsky in lines 25-6: 

'Vidi ego pro nivea pugnantes coniuge tauros; 
spectatria animos ipsa iuvenca dabat. ' 

One is reminded of the fighting among the bulls who seek as a mate 

the 'formosa iuvenca' in Geor ce 3.219-28 in an extensive passage 

(lines 209-83) which deals with the effects of 'amor' upon animals 

and humans alike. In this elegy Ovid maintains that the amatory 

triumph is a greater distinction than its military counterpart on 

the grounds that it involves no loss of life: 

'haec eat praecipuo victoria digna triumph 
in qua, quaecumque eat, sanguine praeda caret. ' 

(lines 5-6) 

A triumph proper involved the slaughter of Rome's enemies, it being 

laid down that a certain number be killed as a condition of its 

being awarded, and so Ovid's idea of the triumph involves a reversal 

of the heroic criteria whereby it was governed. I note that the 

hexameter of this couplet contains verbal similarities with a line 

in Properties 4.11 in which Cornelia speaks of a women's triumph: 

'haec eat feminei merces extreme triumphi 
landat ubi emeritus libera fame rogam' 

(lines 71-2) 

The pentameter in each case qualifies the novel concept of triumph 

introduced in the hexameter, both of which begin with a demonstrative 

'haec eat' end with the word 'triumphus' and contain an adjective of 

high degree. Cornelia sees her matronal achievement as the feminine 

equivalent of the male triumph such as her ancestors celebrated and 
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of which she is proud. Her life has complemented male ideals which 

found expression in the triumph whereas Ovid turns such ideals upside 

down. The triumph of the sort of 'amor' depicted by Cornelia leaves 

Ovid cold as I believe it left Propertius. Galinaky makes no comment 

on this couplet but he does make the valid point that in line 16 

Ovid invites the presence of a personified triumph with the words 

'hue ades' which were used by Tibullus to hail the appearance of 

Osiris on the occasion of Messalla's triumph and birthday (1.7.49) 

and which bear similarity with the 'hue age' addressed to Apollo in 

the elegy upon the public appointment of Messallinus (2.5.2). I 

would contest any suggestion that Ovid is making mock of Tibullus; 

the importance of this adaptation, as I see it, is that the poet is 

demonstrating his independence as a poet writing verse which is 

distinctly 'unofficial'. !v earlier treatment of these Tibullan 

elegies put forward the view that they were themselves indicative of 

a remoteness in the verse of Tibullue from the political sentiments 

prevailing in the poetry emanating from the circle of Maecenas. 

Compliments worthy of Augustus are features of verse which success- 

fully avoids relating Messalla's public and private life to the 

fortunes of the emperor. It is such verse which Ovid evokes and 

reminds readers of his long standing friendship with Messalla who 

gave encouragement to his early literary efforts. The case for 

malicious parody of Tibullue is considerably weakened by the fact 

that Ovid was moved to compose a fine elegy upon his death, which 

suggests a close acquaintance between the poets. It is the air of 

detachment from the mainstream of Augustan events and the freedom to 

compose without directions which Ovid conjures up. 

In elegy 2.9, hoping to divert the 'tela' of 'Amor', Ovid 
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tenders political advice to the boy-god pointing out that Roman 

grandeur depended upon an extension of dominion (lines 17-18) and 

that there is a ready field for the conquest of Roman youths whose 

subjection will yield 'magna laus' and a 'triumphus' (line 16). 

The imperial theme which we find expressed so eloquently by Vergil 

Horace and Livy has, with Ovid, become the object of his 'vie comical. 

In keeping with this lack of seriousness towards the wider canvas of 

imperial issues, he expresses in a later elegy of the same book, a 

policy of extolling his own achievements, referring to them in terms 

more applicable to affairs of state: 

'resque domi Bestas at mea bells cano. ' 

(2.18.12) 

By transferring such terms to a personal amatory situation, Ovid 

makes a striking declaration of his steering clear of topics of 

official interest and of the genre which would afford them coverage; 

Macer is writing martial epic, a medium which lends itself to the 

treatment of the 'res gestae' and 'bella' of a triumphant general 

whereas Ovid, while avoiding the subject of 'arms' (line 11), 

attributes to his own work the dignity of the major and its associated 

themes by speaking of it in epic and official tones. Ovid seems to 

be implying that amatory elegy is of equal importance with epic 

whose potential as a vehicle of political propaganda had long been 

recognised and that the private life of one who shuns involvement 

with issues of state bears comparison with the public life of one 

applying himself to such concerns. Macer may be adopting a Greek 

mythical theme but I detect an allusion to the epic of Vergil in 

line 2 when Ovid speaks of arms and men: 

' maue iuratis induis arms viris. ' 

The adjective 'primal' also occurs in the hexameter in which Vergil 
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announces that he will sing of arms and a man (arms virumaue ...... 

qui primus) which lends weight to the probability that Ovid is 

thinking of. Vergil and the Roman epic tradition which embraced 

contemporary topics. It is perhaps not entirely fortuitous that in 

line 12 Ovid uses the verb 'capo' of his treating the subject of 

his own affairs when Vergil uses it in the very line to which Ovid 

alludes in line 2. Here Ovid is reversing the code of epic to 

illustrate his disregard for the 'arms' 'res goatee' and 'bella' of 

others. In Vergil these centred around Aeneas, a model of imperial 

virtue, as well as his descendant Augustus, so that Ovid may, in 

oblique fashion, be showing disrespect for the emperor's achieve- 

ments. Below I shall offer evidence for believing that the follow- 

ing three lines of the elegy contain features in common with Vergil's 

first Eclogue whose background is charged with the immediacy of a 

political situation and which launches into the praises of a major 

public figure -a practice to which Ovid refuses to submit in the 

'Amores' and one which never came naturally to him. These pointers 

to Vergil's verse go unheeded by Galinsky but are in any opinion 

important for a correct understanding of the elegy. When he 

describes 'Amor' in line 18 as triumphing over his attempts to write 

a dramatic work I suspect that he is thinking of the potential of 

the 'fabula praetexta' as a vehicle for political themes rather than 

the type of play to which he eventually turned his talents, 
(107) 

and using the triumph motif in the way I have just outlined. The 

elegy commences with what I interpret as a deliberate evocation of 

the opening of Vergil's first Eclogue. 

The relevant similarities are indicated overleaf: 

..: 
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'Tityre, to patulae reonbaas sub tegaine fagi 
silrestrsa tesni mm« asditaris arena: 
nos patrise finis "t dulois linquisus ar, 'a. 
M patrist loglau: tu, Titjre, lentos in ussbrs 
for osss resoaare doses Aasr71lida silvan. 
........................................... 
aý teuer nostril ab oºilibns iibuet agems. 

ills aft errare boves...... (sco pernisit)' 
8-9) 

'Garnen ad iratu dvm to perdnois `ahillen 
priasgne inrstis induls arcs viris, 

nos, Msoer, ißnava Yeneris oesssans in wt bra 
at tes*r snsxros arandis fran«it Amor. 

se "tandem" disi "disaede" puellae. ' 
( 2.18.1-5) 

Tityrns enjoys the shade and a carefree existence (otia. line 6) 

just as Ovid lingers in a shade which is called slothful (ignawa. 

line 3). In each case the 'umbra' is connected with a divinity. 

Tityrns' tranquil life is made possible by the dispensation of one 

whom he exalts to divine status and whom in the light of the 

political circumstances which surround the Zologue we can reasonably 

regard as representing Octavian. Ovid associates the 'umbra' with 

Venus and it is more than likely that here as elsewhere he is play- 

ing upon the fact that the ancestry of the 'gone Inlia' of the 

emperor steamed from this goddess and is irreverendly intimating 

that the divine aspect of the family manifests itself on more than 

the political level. Ovid internesivos this reference to the Bologaes 

with one to the leneid in line 2 as explained above. Each of these 

Yergilian works contains a fair measure of political panegyric and 

when Ovid asserts that he writes about amatory 'res genteel and 

'bella' and calls such a thews his 'central (line 40) I think that 

it is with this element, as well as the obvious martial character of 

the Geneid and epic in asnertl, that he contrasts his own work. Here 

we have a use of the military motif used not simply to denote anti- 

militaristic sentiments, but to advertise a deliberate avoidance of 

L-. - 
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the species of literature in which the author surrendered his 

talent to congratulating a prominent public figure whose success 

was invariably founded upon victories in the field. Ovid makes it 

clear that he is thinking of Augustus but pays him no compliment by 

hinting that the subjectivity of the private elegiac world means 

more to him than objectifying praises of the epic undertaking of the 

emperor on a public front. In line 12 in particular, Ovid appears as 

an upholder of the 'causa privata' as opposed to the 'causa publica', 

an attitude which he reversed in exile when he professed to be 

solicitous for the progress of Tiberius' campaign against the Germans 

and its triumphal outcome (Trist. 4.2.73-4). 

In the pre-exilio period, Ovid could afford to retreat into 

subjectivism and irreverence towards military endeavour and the 

symbol of its success, and this work is consequently more likely to 

be a reliable guide to his outlook on the subject. The poetry of 

exile turns frequently to the theme of the triumph in its true sense, 

and details of verbal and stylistic resemblance between this later 

serious response to the subject and its earlier frivolous treatment 

such as Galinsky has specified 
(108) 

suggest that Ovid was often at 

pains to atone for the frivolous approach to the subject in his 

amatory verse. This I interpret as a further indication of the 

consciousness with which the poet was undiplomatic in his use of 

the triumph motif and military metaphor in general. 

L 
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Note 8oforeooo" for Chanter ? arte 

1. The word is used in this somewhat more strict sense in the 

article by L. R. Taylor, referred to iaediate]. r below, in 

which the author is concerned with the subject of republican 

and Augustan vriters who held equestrian rank and who refrained 

from politics. 

2. G. Willia», ? raditioe aid OrJ&inlib in Rma Pootr! P. 559. 

3. 'Hi oases versus Galli sent de ipsins translatt carninibus'. 

Servius ad BeloQaes 10.46. F. Skatsoh, Aus Verxils Frähseit 

argues that this sotioe applies to the whole of Gallus' speechi 

"Servius' Bsaerhnsg ist richtig, nur eingesohrYnkt; sie ist 

auszudehnen auf die ganze Reihe der verliebten Klagen den 

Gallus". (. 18). 

if. op. cit. loc. cit. 

5. J. P. Postmets, 2uml2tss ootiass. lppz. A. p. in. 

6. J. P. Postgate op. cit. P. xiz, and critical app. ndiz, p. 212 

and lit. oit. 

?. 'Nazias antes haao aataa a liblditiW. a"aa" onto asasrosodagna 

in labor. patioatiaqio of s*4 I of oorporis ut ooraa of IS 

bsllisis st sivilib s offieiis vtgs. t industrial. 

8. Trim *st igitur adulasesati oos sadatio ad glorim si qua 

ex bolliois rabns oozparari potent in qua nnlti aped miorrs 

tostros sstitsrunt'. 

9. 'qui *as quas diso traaquillitats . xpstaatss a aagotits 

publisis as rsaovsriat ad otioagtia psrlligsriat'. 
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10. Assuming of oomrss that the Callus of 1.21 is one and the 

same parson as the propingnne in 1.22. See note 50 below. 

11. For the equestrian status of Tibnllus see the Pits 'Albius 

Tiballus eques R(omnns), and that of Properties see elegy 

4.1.34 with its reference to the 'aurea bulls' on which see 

Butler and Barber Arovertius. a CMntary. p. xix. With 

regard to the confiscations, see Properties. 4.1.128-29, which 

speaks specifically of the 'psrtios tristis', and Tibullus 

1.1.19ff. and 41ff. where the references to reduced oiromntanaes 

would fit in very well with the effects of confiscation. 

12. Ad Att. 1.17.5; Pro Ghoul. 153; In Rab. Post. 15-17; " 

L. B. Taylor in T. A. P. A. 99 1968 p. 472. 

13. Cf. L. R. Taylor, art. oit. p. 486. 

14. In using the verb 'tonarg' Boron is also probably r. ainding 

Propartins that he has been a literary disciple of Calliarºohna 

who used the Greek equivalent of this verb - oOi V- in 

the hitia (Pfeiffer frag. 1.20) to describe the misguided 

activity of those who write grand epic works. Cf. the use of 

the verb 'intonare' with reference to literary oa positions 

again in connection with Callimsohns, in Prop. 2.1.39-40= 'ood 

neque Phlegrasos Iovis Enoaladique tnmnltus / intonet augusto 

pesters Callinsohus.... I It is, then, possible that Soros is 

referring to life as well as literature in using the word 

'castra' in line 135 as I have suggested. See below, note 1$, 

for Ovid's describing his rejection of a career in terms which 

recall Callinsohns' views on poetry. 
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15. Here in Amore* 1.15, 'Livor edax' appears to be an echo of 

Callimaohus' Hymn (2) to Apollo line 105; 0O6)oS reminds one 

of Bot(AG " ij of the Aetia (Pf. frag. 1.17), the malicious envy 

of Callimaohus' critics. Ovid refers to Callimachus in line 

13. 

16. Horace also uses Jupiter as a pseudon. for Lugnstus; see 

L. P. Wilkinson, Home and his L rio Poetry p. 33 and 

G. W. Williams, The Third Hook of Horsoe's Odes p. 59. For 

examples elsewhere in Ovid see Tristis, 1.5.78; 3.1.38; 3.11.62. 

17. P. Dunlop, The Po. s of Tibn! p. 28. 

18. S. e R. Ste, op. oit., p. 359. 

19. A. it seems to have appeared to Horace in particular, as I 

argued under the heading The Koratian Reaction in q first 

chapter in connection with his theories of poetry and attitude 

to elegiac love. Quintilian's assessment of Aloaeus (10.1.63) 

is probably coloured by a similar attitude of the pragmatic 

Roman mind to the subject of by, in verses 'sed et lusit et 

desoendit in amores, asioribus to en aptior'. Cfe note 1 of 

my Introduation. and note 39 below. 

20. On the 'Luaus Troia' soo R. 8, r, op. oit., p. 445. 

21. Tergil, Zolormes 1.11-14. 

22. Butler and Barber (p. 162) doubt Nether Tallos was actually a 

amber of the retinae of his nnsU (probably L. Voloaoius Tallus 

proconsul of Asia in 30-29 B. C. ) on the grounds that "to ask 

an aide-de-camp to outdo his chief (antsirs secures) is 
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22. (aontn'd) grotesque. " Casips, however, (on 1.6.19) suggests 

that "anteire might mean either that he is to travel to Asia 

ahead of the proconsul or that he will march ahead of hin as 

a member of his suite. " I favour Camps' interpretation; in 

any case the Tullus whom Properties mentions seems to have tried 

to involve his in some official business in the East (see note 

23). 

23. The nature of the business to which Prop. rtius imagines Tallus 

as destined to attend was probably connected with the task of 

restoring the temple offerings which had been confiscated by 

Antony in Asia (of. Ras Gent" 24.1) and generally restore 

order in this province, as is suggested by line 201 I*t voters 

oblitis inra refer sooiis. Sen Butler and Barber (p. 162) 

for further details of the former mission. 

24. For the hostile official view towards astrology see C. I. H. 

Vol. 10 pp. 90; 494; 500; 629; 673" Is doubt two of the reasons 

for this stance wer first of all the fact that the Romans had 

traditionally sought knowledge of the future through prophecy 

(the Sibylline books and Delphi) and also that Augustus' patron 

god Apollo had famed powers in this respect (af. op. oit. p. k73)" 

25. ler_ 4.53; 6.51; 8.151 12.35" 

26. See for azupl. Asors 2.1.2: 'illo 0g0 asquitias Uso posts 

seas. '; Amores 2.17.1-21 'ai gais srit, qui turps patst 

sirs puwllas/illo oorvinoar iudios tvrpis . gol'; AMMI 

2.4.1-21 'non o10 asndosos ausia defender aorss/falsaqus pro 

vitiis arm novsrs asis. 
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27. 'huic tu candentes urro suppons lacertos, 
et regaa Magna* despiciantur op. s'. 

- which my have been written with Propertius 1.14.23-24 in 

mind : 
'quao uihi dim pisoata adorit, non Ulla rorsbor 

regna nl Aloinoi mn*ra d. spiosr.. ' 

28. See A. S. Wilkins, The Bvistlss of Horace, pp. 297-98 (ad In. 

2: 2.46 ). 

29. See F. H. Sandbaoh, et Stoiolb p. 169. 

30. 'furor' (line 1069), 'rabi.. ' (line 1083), 'rabi"a' and 'furor' 

(line 1117). In lines 1119-91 Lnor. tius advises one who wishes 

to break free of his passion to concentrate on the faults of 

his partner to which he has been blind; this is in effect a 

'rrasdium aaoria' and typifies his, attituda that loh is a 

disease which needs to be cured. 

31. F. Skutech advanced these vivo in the books ono T= li 

Troagg t and calIVA, sgt Tomdl. j- 

32. Be* for ezsMple E. Witte in Hems 2 1922 pp. 563-87. Duff, 

(A Literars History of 8oae frame the Origins to the Close of 

the Golden 4n) p. 323 describes the song as "a Luoretian 

account of the universe in Lnorstian phrassolop and'rhytha". 

33. Linos 75-76 of Bo j 6, for o lo, are idontioal to linos 

59-60 of the Cirss. For the debate on the siaaifioanos of the 

psrollols see J.. M. Daft, A Litorsr, History of Rom (Origins 

to Golden di. ), pp. 335-57. 

34. By Knight aid Knight - as* bibli. graphy. 
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35. See Chapter One under the heading Nessalla and Tibullue and 

note 43 of that chapter. 

36. i. e. 1.1.19-20 probably a refirenoe to the oonfiscations - see 

under the heading A Political Zahn in Tiballus 1.1 in this 

chapter. 

37. M. C. J. Pntnan Tibullus. A Cogssntarr p. 79 has noticed the 

correspondence between 'antiquo' in 1.7.58 and the samis word 

in 1.3.34 citing then on1Y, homer, as apples of Tibullus' 

regard for tradition. 

38. Sao R. Ste, op. cit. p. 402. The task of repairing roads ras 

apportioned to those generals who had been awarded triumphs 

after the civil wars and was paid for 'ex asnnbiali pecuniat 

(Suet. lug 301 Dio 53.22). Cf. 'opibus... tads' in Tibullus 

1.7.59. 

39. "His iaagination was excited less often by the eztreaes of 

happiness or despair of lovers than by their self-contradictions, 

illusions, or deceptions. It was, perhaps, the fact that 

lovers suffered so abundantly fras these that jade the subject 

appeal to his beyond any personal involveaent he may have 

known.... Even in a poes (C. 3.7) written ostensibly to coafort 

the lonely Asterle, Horace retains as profoundly ironic a view 

of her sex as he did in describing the variable Pjrihs (C. 1.5)" 

- S. Co agar, The Oder- of Horace. pp. 1k1-42. In 0j2.8 

Cas aaer suggests that in using the words 'Adds quod 19 "a 

prosaic formla unique in the Odes", Horace is recalling 

Lucretius 4.1121-221 "Lucretius is describing the evil endenio 

to all passion, and Horaoe, we realise, is hardly nor, specific". 

4 
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39, (contn'd) (op. oit. p. 150). A 'Lnorsti: n' view of passion is 

evident also in the Georgics of T"rgil (see below) whereas, as 

we have seen, 'fibullns name to have defended his amatory 

ezpsrienoes with Lucretius in mind. 

40. The passage 3.242ff. contains much which is borrowed fror 

Lucretius who discussed the instinct of sex in 4.1037ff. Be* 

for example J. Y. Duff 9 L_ History of Sosse froa the 

Origins to the Close of the Golden rce who describes the 

Georgics as "Permeated 'with Lucretian speculation" (p. 328). 

41. See W. 1. Caps, Virgil Is leneid page 96 and note 2; in Aessid 

4.644 Vergil describes Dido as 'pallida aorta futura' and in 

8.709 Cleopatra is described in almost identical terse - 

'pallenteu Urorte futura'. On paaui95-6 Camps notes that the 

affair between Antony and Cleopatra was too recent for an 

analogy not to be felt between that of Aeneas and Dido$ "the 

glimpses that he (so. Tergil) gives us of the two lovers 

abandoned to their private pleas area and 'forgetful of honour', 

of Aeneas' purple raiment and jewelled sword - these are 

reflections, in lese vivid but more assay terms, of what we 

read of Cleopatra and Antony in Plutarch". (p. 96). 

42. For this association see V. A. Campo$ note on Proportins 919a 

3.4.1, and for the material active for Rome's involv*Mftt In 

the last so* C. A. H. Vol. 10 pp. 249-50 and A. H. H. Jones, 

Awustim P. 50. 

43. Hones foreign polisy pasaissioallp oostribstes to the defeat 

of the do stio Polley on iroralitf, a point rhioh I shall 

develop in the final chapter mador the heading IasslralitZ: 
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43. (oontn'd) Counterindiotabt in e1"6y. 

44.1 suspect thet, being desirous of improving imoralit7, the 

emperor realised that he should appear to the public somewhat 

abstemious sober and frugal, yet in the final chapter I shall 

have occasion to draw attention to the evidence that his morals 

vere not above suspicion. 

45. See Cape' note on Properties elegy 2.16.20, and G. McKay, 

yerErii'a Italy pp. 125,133 and 140. 

46. Under the heading Juaiter Peretriue. 

47. See 1K. Rothotnin, Pros Snztns. Elegien on elegy 3.12; 

of Galle he writes "ein kann nine Tochter den lbhr, re der 

unglucklicb n Lrabisoh"n bp. dition voa Jahrs 25 gsw. s. n sein". 

Butler and Berber, op. cit., evgg at that she ay bays been the 

slat-or of helms Callus, the Prsfsot of Igypt to whoa Rothstein 

refers. There is then the possibility that Propertinr my be 

referring to the Arabian Ixpedition (see C=&. Vol. 10, pp. 

249.52) rather than the Partialen Campaign to *ich Butler and 

Barber (op. cit., p. 293) and Caps (Propsrtius =isgios Book 3 

p. 113) Understand the poet to be alluding. Propertius my be 

contusing then as a result of swing then both as examples of 

aggrtssion motivated by the desire to acquire rieb... 

48. "Postwnus is probsb7y doxtioal with C. Properties Postusus, 

senator and proconsul (of praotoriu rant), asntioned in C. I. L. 

Ti. 1501, an insoription räioh MD ssn (Horns, iv (1870), P. 

370) assigns to the Augustas Allow. " Dntlsr sad Barbar, St 

gl riss of ProssMMU p. 23. 

: fit ¬ý ', ý ýý __ 
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49. The Parthian probles was settled in the years 22-19 B. C., 

therefore the legislation referred to in 2.7 is not that of 

18 B. C. but probably that which was proposed in 28 B. C. on 

which see Butler and Barber, op. oit. p. 202. 

50. This is the generally accepted 'view, see for example Butler 

and Barber, op. cit. p. 186. 

51. That is, the death of Cornelius Callus; see Butler and Barber, 

op. cit. p. xxvi. 

52. See especially Aeneid 8.676ff. and Q 1.37. 

53. See V. R. Ietheront in S. J. P. A. 129 19744, P. 1+13 note 4, where 

after pointing out that it was striotlj illegal for a Raman to 

celebrate a triumph over other Rose aitisens, he suggests 

that Properties "seems to oar dangerously close to hinting 

that such was the case, when he oentrspos. s 'Actia rostra' 

with 'Basra Ti. ' in 2.1.34, making the most pointed reference 

to Ross's venerable past and the am parade in Nhioh Antony 

would have most been brought to mind". (referring to the 

parades which marked the Lotion triumph). 

54. In elegy 3.11 (see below) Properties further depreciates the 

eaperor's victory but here I would point out that at 3.11.49, 

as at 4.6.65, Properties uses the word ', silier' in what is 

surely a sarcastic way and with a contempt which does not 

refloat on her as a person but on the threat she "presented 

to Roman eight. (For a ooateaptnons use of the word 'silier' 

elsewhere in Propsrtius sae Butler and Barber, op. oit., on 

3.24.1 and K. TAnkle, Die Sioraohkunst dos Provers and die 
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54. (oontn'd) Traddition der Lateinischen Diohtersnraohe. p. 121). 

In both cases the poet refers to her in this way within the 

context of an allusion to the momentous achievements of the 

Romans. Propertius would appear to be using the word in a 

way which throws the contempt rather on the Rosans for having 

to reckon seriously with what should have been negligible 

opposition. 

55. See previous note. 

56. For the illegality of such an action see 3yss, op. cit. pp. 

298-99. For his wish to have her appear in his triumph see 

Plutarch lyrI. 78; instead, an effigy of the dead queen was 

displayed at the triumph (id. ibid. 86). For her resolve to 

escape the humiliation of being displayed alive see Pseudo- 

loron on Horace 0d*A 1.37.23 who refers to Livy on this subject, 

and Suetonius Aug. 17= 'Cleopatrae, quas servatas trinapho 

magnopere oupiebat, stun psyllos admovit, qui venennn so 

-virus exugerent, quod psrisse norsa aspidis patabatar'. 

57. See S. Weinstock, Divis Julius. pp. 206-11 and K. P. Saith, 

The Remiss of Albios Tib 11us. p. 35" 

58. See also Dio 53.2. Farther details regarding the official 

attitude towards the relisioss of dippt will be foaad in IW 

discussion of Ovid, Am"& 2.13 in the following chapter under 

the heading 'OOrbites' versus 'Dbortas'. 

59. SM S. Wsinatook, op. oit. p. 209. 

60. In lins. 135-46 the author Spuks optimistically is the met 

general terms of how Spain, Ganl, and the last will be noble to 
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60. (conta'd) resist his might. 

61. His political career is the subject of discussion in the 

first chapter under the heading Msssalla and Tibullna. 

62. Jeroae, ab Abr. 1991: 'inoivilea potostatea oonteetana'; 

see C. A. H. Vol. 109 p. 134-35 and Putna*, Tibu s p. 8. 

63. "The laurel crown on the Apollo of Skopas was evidently meant 

to m West the song of triumph after the fight with the Titans 

to which Tibullus himself alludes in 9-10" - K. P. Smith, 

The Elegies of Llbius Tiballnae p. 446 (cd Tib. 2.5.5)" 

64. See for instance Cil H. Vol. 10 p. 585, and R. Payne, 

The Boman Mriuuhp. 149: "Octavian ... meow to have abandoned 

the worship of Jupiter as the most powerful of the god.; he 

prayed instead to Apollo and Krs. " 

65.1 an indsbtsd to Pntnas vhoss oosrntar on sl«r 2.5 brings 

to our notice those *1 ems at* of mockery which I record blow. 

66. ". g. Amores 1.8. k2; 2.14.17; of* also 3.9.13" 

67. See for instance K. P. Smith, The 8letiee of Albino Tibullue. 

p. 467 (ori 2.5.71-78). 

68. Under the heading 2ha $laeiat as Tatas: `in and Xotiw. 

69. Be* previous hats; I refer to q discussion of Prop rtius 

elegies 2.30 and 31 under that hssdidg. 

70.1 refer to linst 19-20: 

'tu aihi ah plaoost plaoaas tibi, Cynthia, : 
hie grit st patrio nodes plurig alwr: 
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70. (oontn'd) which is in turn r. ainiso. nt of line 23 in elegy 

1.11: 

'tu mihi sold doia, tu Cynthia "& parent®e' 

a line which evokes Androasohe's famous words to her husband 

Hector in Iliad 6.429. I shall have occasion to focus attention 

once more on 2.7.19-20 in q fourth chapter ender the final 

heading, where I investigate in greater depth the monogamous 

overtones in the elegists' descriptions of free love. 

71. Ste C. I. H. Vol. 10, pp. 186ff. p. 231, and L. R. Taylor, in 

T. A. P. A. 211968 p. 481 on the military obligations necessary 

for advanoewnt along th. 'curses honoras'. 

72. For the opposition of the 'equites' to the esperor's coral 

legislation eee C. L. H. Vol. 10 p. 453. 

73. See Butler and Barber op. cit. p. 159 for the diffioulty of 

accepting the reading 'eras' as a seugma with 'osonla'a 

74. See mqr remarks on elegies 3.12 and 4.3 is Chapter 2 under 

the heading Tarosia and Aratbnaa. 

75. This paradox is the subj. ot of rider discussion in oonn. otion 

with further evidence in my final chapter. 

76, The dress in r. oord. d iq 8 . toaiw AM 94.8; G. E. O. liu. kj, 

in w. S. I . P. 3 1969 pp. 76-77 disansass the now procedures 

which the emperor adoptoä in oonnootion with the triumph. 

77. This was apr interpretation of lines 35-38 of . legt' 3.11 which 

I put forward under the heading The Prosrtion Vier of Actium 

in this chapt. r. 
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78. The reader is referred to aq conclusions on this elegy in the 

previous chapter under the heading Aotian Agollo. 

79. Suetonius, Tib 6. 

80. See ny discussion of Propertius 2.34 in the first chapter under 

the heading Provertiue' View of V* =ills Literary Career where 

I argue that Propertius esteemed Virgil 'a minor work, the 

Eclogues, higher than the Geneid. 

81. See my remarks on the use of the vord Itnrba' in these elegies 

under the heading Programms and Motive in Chapter 2. 

82. 'Tarba' occurs in a literary context in 3.3.31 where Propsrtius 

refers to the doves of Vene as 'ass turba' which may be 

deliberately contrasted with the 'turba' of line 24 which, as 

I argued in Chapter 2 (see previous note) may not be restricted 

to the meaning of 'turbulence' (asdio maxima turbo asri eat) 

but also may be intended, as an extension of the Wassersymbolik, 

to refer to the 'throng' of those who have not out on a sea of 

large-scale composition and have got themselves into difficulties. 

Here again then, the word 'turba', the second instance of which 

in elegy 3.3 may be using the doves as a symbol for elegy 

(? ropertius for instance personifies his elegies as the 'parvi 

Acores' who take part in the triumph in 3.1.11 and Paris speaks 

of 'Acores volumes' in livid, gj 16.201) probably 

possesses literary associations and so when the word 'turba' 

occurs in elegy 4.1 we have, I suggest, already been prepared 

to think in testes of the contrast between different types of 

poetry as I have explained. 
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83. See Callimachus MM to Aoollo 105-12: noise of sea and muddy 

waters. Preface to Aitia (Pfeiffer, Frag. 1.25-28): paths 

well worn by carriages and chariots. 

84. Butler and Barber (op. cit. ) compare 3.1.3-4 with Vergilt 

Georgics 2.1751 3.10, and Horace Owe: 3.30.13, and 12181169 

1.19.23. See also Camps on 3.1.9, and 34-35" 

85, For the unifying symmetry of elegy 2.8 which Butler and Barber 

would divide into three separate poems, see Camps' introduction 

to the poem: "This elegy is instructive because it exhibits a 

quantitative symmetry in the disposition of its component parts, 

these component parts being clearly identified in each ease by 

successive changes of the person apostrophised.... " (p. 101). 

86. 'Otina, Catulle, tibi aolest ast; 
otio esnltas niBiUWae aestis. 
otiui et reges pries et beaters 

perdidit urbes' 
(31.13-16) 

Cf. Cicero CUl. 44 'aaores it has delioiae.... quae firniore 

anieo praeditis molest" non Solent esse'. For the same 

thought and connection betwon 'otina' and 'actor' of. Ovid 

8e'edia AMoris 1391 

'otis at tollas, Pori* re Cnpidinis arms, 
aonteaptaegne isoent at sin* inc. faces 

quas plateaus vino sandet, quas populus unda, 
et quas liaosa canna palustris hnno 

tan Fenns otia art; qni fines goseris amorist 
oedit anon rebus: res ague, tutus eris. ' 

87. Later the temple of Nara Ultor (erected in 20 D. C. ) was to 

become the destination of the triumph (Bast. AM 29); 800 

R. Payne, St I p. 149. 
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88. See Paley 'a introduction to this elegy in The Elegies of 

ProDertius. 

89. See K. F. Smith, op. cit. p. 339 on Tibullus elegy 1.7.56 for 

further examples of a similar wish in the verse of others. 

90. See Butler and Barber, op. cit. pp. 378, and 381-84 for the 

careers of her ancestors and also J. P. Hallett, Book IY: 

Prouertius' 8eousatio to Luanatus and Luanstan Ideals p. 166 

who describes how Cornelia describes her private life in very 

formal terse, for ezaaple, she says that her life was 'insignia' 

a word with strong military connotations (see Hallett's note 

39 for this page). 

91. The idea first occurs in Greek tragedy, askes a fleeting 

appearance in Middle Cody and appears in the Alexandrian 

and epigraamiatists such as Possidippus and Meleager; see 

1. ihoaas in G. R. 11 1964 pp. 152-539 who discusses its history 

and final development and fashioning by the Augustan elegists. 

92. Cf. T. B. Pags, Horase. Olen p. 378. "Notice the humorous 

inconsistency betwesa the declaration at the beginning and 

the pra Yer at the soaolusioa". The satiric element is ooaiented 

upon by L. P. Wilkinson, Horte his larrio Poetry p. 50 

who referring to this and other Odos writes: "These are the 

poems of a satirist... " 

93. this tsndonoy in Skid's swstory elegy is discussed at several 

points in aW enquiry in the final chapter dealing with aorslity. 

In particular the reader is referred to the discussion under 

the heading Elks _ Rural ethic where it will be seen 
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93. (contn'd) that Ovid mercilessly made fun of the 'official' 

standards of morality. 

94. After the Roman defeat at Trasimeno, a temple was erected to 

Mons Bona on the Capitol; of. Lim 22.9.10; Ovid, Ft 

6.241-46. In the city there was a temple of Pudicitia patrioia 

in the Foram and of Pudioitia plebeia in the Vitus Longue 

(of. Livy 10.23; Juv. 6.307). Rothstein (op. cit. ad Prop. 

2.6.25-26) has suggested that these were among the temples 

which Augustus restored. 

95. See R. S'me, op. cit. pp. 159-60, and 299 (referring in 

particular to Suet. Jul 75.2 and Yell. Pat. 2.86.2). 

96. See R. Sym., op. cit. pp. 299-300 and especially p. 480. 

97. See R. PVne, The Rorn Triusoh p. 196 and R. Syss, op. oit. 

p. 212. 

98. Yelleins (2.82) gives a picture of Antony as the new Dionysus 

in his account of the triumphal procession in Alexandria in 

34 B. C. In which Octavian's opponent was decked with the emblem 

of this god. M. Grant refers on nnrroas occasions to Antony's 

associations with the god in C1= pp. 171ff., 181f., 

243f., 277f, and 327-28. 

99. L. P. Wilkinson, Ovid 8: a1_ p. 49 

100. For example lid 6.791-941 'Hic vir, hic *at tibi guem 

pro itti saspius sudis, / Augustus Caesar, divi gsuns, auras 

oond. t/sa. oula qui rursus Latio ragnata per arºa / Saturn 

quonda-'. of. the remarks of L, B. Taylor in The Divinity of 
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100. (contn'd) the B Fi error regarding this underlying 

motive for the association of ruler with divinity: "First 

he (ec. Augustus) held a great triumph and then with elaborate 

ceremonies and gases he dedicated the temple of the divinity 

on whom he depended for the legitimization of his power.... 

Then the new temple on the spot where Caesar's body had been 

burned was dedicated to Divas Julius, the newly created god, 

Whom Caesar divi filius had taken as the authorization of 

his power just as Julius himself had taken Venal, the ancient 

goddess-mother of his race. " 

101. See L. P. Wilkinson in G. R. 11 1950 p. 21 for further 

examples. 

102. I refer to his banishment of his daughter Julia for immorality 

in 2 B. C. and similarly of his granddaughter Julia in 8 A. D.; 

for their strict upbringing see Sustonius A. 64. In the 

final chapter I shall argue that their immoral behaviour may 

have been a reaction against such an overprotective and 

restricted upbringipg (see particularly under the heading 

Pretigi and Rsuression). 

103. For examples of similarities between the Vorss and the Are 

Anatoria see for instance note 21 for Chapter Four, comparing 

advice in Amorss 1.8 with that which appears in the later 

work. On the subject of Ovid's banishment sN note 84 for 

Chapter Four. 

104. For this private recital see Donatua, Tit=. 27 (42). 

While the work my not be primarily motivated by a desire on 

the part of Fergil to contribute to the saooess of the state's 
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104. (contn'd) policy on agriculture, it is easy to see how it 

would have been looked on favourably by the emperor; see for 

instance H. J. Rose, A Handbook of Latin Literature, p. 245: 

"Octavian was far too shrewd not to realise that the depopulation 

of the countryside which had already been seen and lamented 

by the elder Gracohus a century earlier was a source of weak- 

ness to Italy and the Empire such as no government could 

afford to neglect". 

105. It is presumably to this section of the Georgias that 

Galinsky refers when he speaks of Ovid's using "Georgio 

examples", (art. cit. p. 92). 

106. Ara. L toria 1.223s 'hic est Euphrates, praecinctus arandine 

fronten'. of. Geo_ s 3.15: 'Ifinoius et tenors praetexit 

harundine ripas'. 

107. The 'Nodes' no doubt gave Ovid the opportunity to explore the 

realms of female psychology and the relations between the 

sexes. For the 'fabala praetsxta' as a vehicle for oonteuporar7 

and political thews see K. Beare, The loaan 8t1s s pp. 41-4$ 

and passim. 

108. G. K. Galinsky, art. ait* pp. 102-07. 
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Introduction 

This final chapter focuses upon evidence to be found in 

amatory elegy of a mood of disaccord and antagonism felt towards 

those reforms of Augustus which more than any others represented an 

incursion of the state into the affairs of its citizens on a personal 

level, namely his plans for moral improvement and religious revival. 

The moral legislation was, in reality, an attempt to increase the 

birth-rate to replenish the depleted ranks of the equestrian and 

senatorial ranks as well as maintain Rom 'a military strength. The 

measures taken to stem the decay of traditional religious practices 

had the advantage of making the moral reforms appear less of a 

political expedient and more of a wider 'aura deorum', and Horace can 

be seen as reflecting what was probably the emperor's wish to appear 

as the possessor of a divine mandate Mhen in Odes 3.6 moral laxity to 

associated with troubles which can only be averted through a rebuild- 

ing of the temples of the gods, an undertaking which Augustus pursued 

on a large scale. Again, in the 'Carmen Seeculare' he petitions the 

gods to favour the new legislation and make prolific the race of 

Romulus(') under whose name the poet is almost certainly thinking of 

the emperor, as he is when in cri 4.5.1-2 Augustus is called the 

'Romulae custos gentle' of divine descent and even a god himself, 

(line 32) under whose rule the exercise of 'son' and 'lox' ensure 

chaste and unpolluted homes (lines 21-2). It is Romulus whoa 

Propertius and Ovid indict as the instigator of immorality in the 

city and I shall suggest that their criticism contains an element of 

rebuke aimed at the latter-day Romulus who was personally involved in 

raising moral standards; Ovid in particular is scornful of the rural 

way of life - typical of the age of Romulus - and the virtues 
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traditionally associated with it, which strongly coloured the 

Augustan ideology. I shall argue that the rural these in Tibullus, 

hoverer, is not to be regarded as a response and contribution to 

the promotion of 'rustic' ideals such as we find in those works of 

Vergil and Horace written in an official vein, and hence not of the 

sort to which Ovid would have taken exception. Ovid's pair of 

elegies on the subject of abortion (Amore* 2.13 and 14) are 

surprising enough in themselves but are even more so in the context 

of the governaaoe of Augustus who is known to have spoken before the 

Senate on the topic of stimulating the birth-rate and devised rewards 

for fathers apart from resorting to the force of law with the same 

end in mind as mentioned above. I shall argue that Ovid is indulg- 

ing in anti Augustan bravado in this unique pair of elegies. 

The life-style of the elegiac 'pulls' is discussed under 

the fourth heading of this chapter where I seek to dean strata that 

it largely reflects social develepasnts which had been gaining 

momentn* under the republic but which were hostile to the Augustan 

ideal of feminine behaviour. 

'fie aabignity which xsies it difficult for us to decide 

in asap instances whether the characters represented in the work of 

the elegists possess single or marital status constitutes what I 

believe to be a third example of phraseological transference such as 

I have dealt with in the case of the 'vates' concept and the military 

metaphor. Such imperspiouity often permits us to construe the 

relationships as adulterous. While an affair of this nature was not 

so serious under the republic, it beoaus a original offence and not 

simply a matter of private concern during Augustus' reign, Whereas 

the elegists could more often than not protest that the situations 
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described were innocent in this respect by maintaining that they 

meant only the innoffensive interpretation to be placed upon the 

ambiguity, there can be little doubt that they aast have been aware 

that they were laying themselves open to the charge of normalising 

or even advocating illicit behaviour. While legislative measures 

set out to define areas of intercourse which the state sought to 

place out of bounds, muoh of the elegiac terminology can be regarded 

as applicable to conduct within this area; distinctions become 

blurred at a time when official policy placed greater emphasis upon 

them in order to delineate the bounds of acceptable behaviour. 

The late republic as well as witnessing a deterioration 

in moral standards saw women become a more dominant force in what 

was essentially a man's world. It is more than likely that in 

portraying the woman in elegy as exercising a large amount of control 

over affairs and imposing 'servitium' upon the 'amator' who sots 

submissively towards his 'doming', the elegists are reflecting to 

some extent this social phenomenon. The male assumes a more passive, 

feminine role and vice versa. Role inversion such as this was at 

odds with Augustan ideals which upheld the traditional patriarchal 

virtue of wives' subservience to their husbands. 

Latin amatory elegy, a literary phenomenon rooted in the 

neoteric movement of the Republic, both benefited and suffered from 

the Augustan political climate in which it bloomed and withered. It 

was a detrimental period for the genre because more than ever the 

law attempted to coerce the 'modus vivendi' which it represented and 

even recommended, a situation which could easily have persuaded 

talented writers to employ their gifts in another direction. Yet the 
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very restrictions which the new regime began to impose upon society 

are, in a paradoxical way, responsible for stimulating its development, 

for vigour was imparted to the genre when Propertius in particular 

began to react to the marriage legislation which no doubt awakened 

his feelings of resentment to the new order which I have discussed 

throughout my investigation. The fact that he did not soft-pedal 

this issue is in itself an indication that his choice of a genre was 

not necessarily a reflection of his neutrality but rather of his un- 

willingness to compromise his personal beliefs. The Augustan reader 

unlike his modern counterpart would almost certainly have been more 

sensitive to a tension in amatory elegy between the licence of the 

elegiac world and the growing constraints within the new Augustan 

society. Catullus living at the end of the Republic pursued an open- 

ly adulterous affair with the wife of L. Caeoilius Metellus Color and 

widely advertised the relationship in a series of poems in which he 

was conscious that now old-fashioned prudes would find it a good 

topic for gossips 

'Tiirasump ma Lesbia, atque aasmas 
rusoresque senus severioruz 
ounes unius aestiseans assin. $ 

(Catullus 5.1-3) 

In Propertius too Me discover a feeling on the part of the poet that 

his attachment to Cynthia will give rise to scandal mongering: 

'ista senes liest accusent conrivia duri: 
nos modo propositne, vita, terasus iter. 

illorna antiquis onerantur legibus aures. ' 
(2.30.13-15) 

The important difference, however, is that Properties asks Cynthia 

to join him in brushing off prudish criticism which by now was 

speaking in official tones, the reference to 'antiquae loges' as 

well as the use of the verb 'aaonso' being most likely a reflection 
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on Augustus' recent attempt to have his plan for the raising of 

moral standards given the force of law (see below). The'senes' on 

this reckoning will be the 'senatores' who, as Dio tells us, complained 

to the emperor about the abandoned conduct of the young and prompted 

him to take action to correct it (54.16). The legislation did not 

come effectively on the statute book until 18 B. C. when by the 

Leges Iulise Ode maritandis ordinibus' and 'de adulteriis ooeroendis' 

property disqualifications were imposed upon celibates and severe 

punishments were meted out for adultery. In Catullus' day there had 

been no legal penalty for adultery but Propertius writes against a 

background which renders his statements provocative. On the subject 

of Cynthia's statue I do not share the confidence of Williams 

(Tradition and Originality in Roman Poetry pp. 529-35) who maintains 

that she was not a 'seretriz' but a married woman like Catullus' 

Lesbia and that the elegist's affair was an adulterous one enacted 

in real life, a situation which is responsible for the dramatic 

tension to be found in an elegy such as Propertius 2.7. Nevertheless 

there are elements in the elegists' descriptions of their amatory 

relationships which can easily give rise to such confusion and which 

continue to elicit diverse opinions on the nature of elegiac 

relationships. I shall argue that the elegists' mistresses are 

represented as free-born women who modelled their behaviour on that 

of the more refined sort of 'meretrix' and that they, like their 

poets, preferred to pursue free-love relationships despite the fact 

that they were both targets of the legislation which sought to impose 

upon them the married state. The description of such relationships 

in terms appropriate to marital owe constitutes the third type of 

terminological transference mentioned above, and gives rise to a 

tension which is generated by the real pressures to conform to a 
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moral standard which surround the circumstances of the elegies 

whether they portray affairs which are fiction or fact. On occasion 

the use of the vocabulary pertaining to the married state admits of 

an ambiguity which could easily mislead the reader to appraise 

certain passages as an incitement to imsorality and which results 

from the free use of such vocabulary in connection with the elegists' 

own free-love relationships; one cannot always be sure whether the 

woman of whom the elegist is enamoured is being asked to deceive a 

lover or a husband. Such a blurring of distinctions increases the 

possibility of the reader's being able to identify with the characters 

depicted in the poems and a spokesman for official interests in the 

sphere of morality might have objected that they appealed to a class 

whose standards of behaviour were under scrutiny. Ovid anticipates 

this objection, and while he regards it as invalid, takes it sufficient- 

ly seriously as to acquit himself of the charge when he defends him- 

self in exiles 

'at matron potent alienis artibus uti, 
quodque trahat, quamris non doceatar, habet... ' 

(ta2.253-4) 

The warning issued in &s Astoria 1.31-2 to virtuous women not to 

model their behaviour after the pattern of the female characters 

whom he is about to portray is in itself evidence that he foresaw 

that he might be charged with inciting potential 'matronae' to lax 

conduct and eventually to adultery (cf. lines 33-4). In retrospect, 

this warning seemed sufficiently important to warrant quotation 

verbatim (Rristia 2.247-50) in defence of the plea that he had not 

represented situations which in real life would constitute an 

infringement of the law. 
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Immorality: Counter-indictment in Elegy. 

We would not be far wrong if after a reading of all three 

elegists we concluded that they found the greatest benefit of the 

Augustan 'pax' to reside in its permitting them to follow the way of 

life which they describe with the minimum of external interference. 

They were to discover that this stability enabled the emperor to 

contemplate reforms which threatened to curtail certain freedoms 

which were favourable to the elegiac life-style. Propertius is 

forthright in his questioning of the right of the state to interfere 

in his private life and like Ovid he hints strongly at the hypocrisy 

which underlies Augustus' plan of improving the 'mores' of citizens. 

Propertius confines his tribute to the success of the emperor's 

'arms' to a recognition of their service in the interests of peace: 

'Caesaris haec virtue et gloria Caesaris haec eat 
ills qua riolt, condidit arme mane. ' 

(2.16.42) 

This reminds us of elegy 2.7 which records Propertius' sense of 

relief at the withdrawal of one of Augustus' lawn dealing with mural 

issues which would have seriously affected his private life, and in 

which, while he acknowledges the military prowess of the princeps, 

he disputes whether his abilities in this direction qualify his or 

give him the right - for I believe this to be the implication - to 

tamper with the personal concerns of others: 

"At magnus Caesar. ' sod magnus Caesar in armies 
deviates, gsntes nil in amore valent. ' 

(2.7.5-6) 

'Amor' is a phenomenon occurring on the personal level whereas the 

'res gestae' of the emperor exist within a national and imperial 

context having little relevance to the life of the individual. Elegy 

2.16 from which the former quotation is taken also contains a comment 
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in lines 19-20 on the discrepancy between the emperor's protestations 

of favouring the simple life and his actual life style. In the 

foregoing chapter I related this couplet to elegy 3.5, which like its 

counterpart 3.4, is set against the background of the Parthian 

campaigns which the poet regards as motivated by greed. 
(2) 

In the 

couplet of 2.16 to which I refer, the 'straminea case' must denote the 

legendary hut of Romulus on the Capitol 
(3) 

and 'ipse dux' is of 

course the emperor. Propertius is saying that if the emperor allows 

himself to be compared with Romulus, indeed as Suetonius informs us 

he almost assumed the name Romulus (quasi et ipsum conditorem urbis. 

Aug-7. cf. Dio 53.16) then he ought to live as frugally as Rome's 

mythical founder. 
(4) 

Moreover, I do not consider it accidental that 

in the elegy which precedes that which rejoices over the repeal of 

the early moral legislation Propertius has some harsh words to say 

about Romulus in connection with moral depravity in the city; elegy 

2.6 accuses Romulus as being the author of sexual immorality and 

civil war among the Romans. The aitiology followed by Ennius in his 

account of the origins of civil war at Rome is the quarrel between 

Romulus and Remus which resulted in the death of the latter. 

Propertius in this elegy discounts the Ennian tradition and accuses 

Romulus of being the originator of war through the rape of the Sabine 

women. Sexual indiscretion had been the cause of the famous conflicts 

in Greek myths 

'his cling ut fans eat, vitiis ad proelia ventum eat, 
his Troiana video funera principiis; 

aspera Centauros eadem dementia iussit 
frangere in adversum pocula Pirithoum. ' 

(2.6.15-18) 

In the succeeding four lines Properties illustrates the saes point 

with the earliest example in' Roman slyths 
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'cur exempla petam Graium ? tu criminis auctor 
nutritus duro Romule lacte lupae 

tu rapers intaotas docuisti impune Sabinas 
per to nunc Romae quidlibet audet Amor' 

(ibid. 19-22) 

Sexual incontinence, encouraged by Romulus, was responsible for a 

hostile act which is seen as the origin of sexual permissiveness at 

Rome in the poet's own day. Propertius in all likelihood is hinting 

to his readers that the emperor's own 'mores' were far from exemplary. 

Octavian's first marriage to Claudia had ended in divorce before it 

was consummated. In 40 B. C. he married Soribonia and became her third 

husband as a political expedient, only to divorce her a year later for 

similar reasons; "marriage and divorce were the public tokens of 

political pacts or feuds" and this also motivated his taking a second 

wife Livia "with unseemly haste"; her husband Claudius Nero agreed 

to a divorce even though she was due to be delivered of a child, and 

the marriage caused the "enrichment of public scandal" (Syme pp. 228-9). 

In reply to Octavian's accusations of his addiction to drink and 

Cleopatra, Antony was able to cite his opponent's intrigues with 

Rufilla, Salvia Titisenia, Terentilla and Tertulla (Suet. Aug. 69). 

The last but one of these ladies is most likely to be the wife of 

Maecenas, Terentia, with whom the emperor is said to have gone to 

Gaul to escape the jibes which were made at Rose about his relation- 

ship with her (Dio 54.19). Propertius' second book spans the years 

28-5 B. C. well within the period covered by Horace's second book of 

Odes one of which (2.12) describes the charms of Terentia which 

doubtless had already attracted the attention of Augustus. Antony 

also threw it in his teeth that without concealment he had conducted 

the wife of an ex-consul from her husband's dining room into the 

bedroom and that when they returned to the table she appeared flushed 
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and dishevelled; friends, he claimed, would arrange assignations for 

him with married women (Suet. loo. cit). The senators whom Dio informs 

us informed the 'princeps' to take positive action to curb immorality 

were not above hinting that he himself had pursued many love affairs 

(54.16). Suetonius (Aum. 71) even relates how Livia was instrumental 

in seeking out maidens so that her husband might indulge a peculiar 

passion. We learn from the same historian that during her marriage 

with Agrippa (21-12 B. C. ) the emperor's daughter Julia was already 

giving a foretaste of the licentious ways for which she was destined 

to be banished in 2 B. C., for she was already trying her wiles on 

Tiberius, her husband's son-in-law and stepson of her father! 'ac 

Iuliam Augusti filiam confestim coaotus est ducere, non sine magno 

angore animi, cum et Agrippinae consuetudine teneretur et Iuliae 

mores improbaret; ut quarr sensisset sui quoque sub priore marito 

appetentem, quod sane etiam vulgo existiaabatur. ' (Suet. Tib. 7). 

Tacitus, moreover, mentions an adulterous liaison between Julia and 

Sempronius Gracohns carried on during her marriage to Agrippa (Annals 

1.53). The imperial horse, then, was not a haven of exemplary 

morality. Lines 25-6 of the elegy: 

'teapla Pudicitiae quid opus etatuisse puellie. 
si cuivia nuptae quidlibet eeee licet ?' 

- are perhaps, as Rothstein (ad 100. ) has proposed, an indication 

that Augustus included the temples of Pudicitia patricia and Padioitia 

plebeia among the eighty-two temples which he renovated (Rog testae 

20.4) and the neglect of this cult recorded by Livy (10.23) may be 

alluded to in lines 35-6: 

'sed non its velavit aranea fanum 
at Bala desertoa oooupet herbs deos. ' 

The sentiment is similar to that in Omi 3.6 (of. eepeciallj the nae 

of the adjective 'i� s' in line 1 and the image of decaying 
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temples in lines 3-4) which is to be viewed within the context of 

this programme of rebuilding undertaken in Augustus' sixth consul- 

ship (28 B. C. ). Both elegy and Ode were probably written between 

28-6 B. C. and Propertius may well be responding to the work of 

Horace though not in a sympathetic spirit, for the elegist has his 

own theory of the causes of moral disintegration which necessitate 

correction (see below). An allusion to a law 'de pudicitia' mentioned 

by Suetonius (Aug. 34) may also underlie the poet's expression of the 

futility of raising monuments to a virtue which has little following 

and the lines 27-34 intervening between these two couplets have, I 

suggest, topical connotations. What is the point, Propertius asks, 

in asking a religion out of moral virtue when the subjects of works 

of art which confront the eyes of the virtuous are an incitement to 

'nequitia' (line 30) and are conducive to a neglect of Rose's divinities? 

Some critics have felt uneasy about lines 35-6 (sup. oit. ) which 

present a vivid and sudden ism" of this neglect and either favour a 

transposition so that they follow on from lines 25-6 (sup. cit. ), thus 

placing side by side references to religious architecture whose 

restoration from a squalid condition is illustrated in two contrasted 

couplets, or like Lachmann, rsgard it unintelligible in the context 

of the elegy as a whole and while doubting whether it is correctly 

located in the manuscripts do not suggest a more suitable position for 

it in the poem. 
(5) 

Paley allows it to remain explaining that the 

templea, such as that of Pudioitia, are deserted -a concomitant vice 

and iaaorality prevail - no yonder (non is srito) the gods are 

neglected and the temples deserted - how therefore (igitur) can he 

keep Cynthia virtuous? If however, restoration of the temples is 

the thought behind line 25 it is easy to see how readers find the 

picture of neglect in lines 35-6 4 little surprising, but most of all 
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I believe it is the sudden transition by Propertius from what at 

first glance is a reference to purely domestic or secular art in 

lines 27-34 which has recommended to some the conjoining of lines 

25-6 with lines 35-6, in that order, for the latter couplet also 

deals with religious matters; indeed Camps suggests that by 'fanum' 

(line 35) Propertius may mean the very 'temple Pudicitiae' (line 25). 

However, the words 'domes' (line 28), 'testa' (line 33) and 'parses' 

(line 34) can refer to public as well as religious buildings such as 

Augustus was erecting and renovating. In Vergil and Ovid for example 

we find 'domes' applied to various types of non-domestic architecture 

including abodes of divinities, and similarly the words 'testa' and 

'parses' can refer to institutional and religious as well as domestic 

buildings. 
(6) 

Even if Propertius is referring to indecent decoration 

in private homes in line 28 we cannot dismiss with certainty the 

possibility that he continues to point out that similar ornament is 

to be found in religious edifices. We know for example that paint- 

ings portraying both Helen and Atalanta naked were on view in a 

temple at Lanuvium (Pliny N. H. 35.17), and similar works were to be 

found in the buildings to which the emperor, his friends and 

lieutenants gave their attention; the famous Helen painted by 

Zeuxis who had engaged five naked widens as models (ut quod in 

quaque laudatissimum esset picture redderet) found a place in the 

portico with which L. Marcius Philippus surrounded the temple of 

Hercules Musarum whose restoration he had undertaken (Pliny ß)id. 

35.64-6); Augustus himself bought the painting of Aphrodite by 

Apelles and exhibited it in the temple of Divas Iulius and filled 

the city with representations of the goddess of love. In the Porticus 

Octaviae which he built and dedicated in the name of his sister were 

placed statues of the goddess by Pheidias, Philiscus and Polyoharmus 
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and also of Cupido, notably that of Praxiteles (id. ibid. 36.15; 22; 

28; 35; 36). With regard to the prominence of this goddess, Strong 

writes: "inspired by a reawakened interest in the Trojan ancestry of 

the Romans, the picture of the loves of bars and Venus recall the 

honour in which the patron gods of the Julian race were held in Rosy". 

(C. A. H. Vol. 10 p. 569). Such prominence given officially to a divinity 

whose own conduct fell far short of the moral ideale which the state 

sought to inculcate in its citizens could not have failed to have 

appeared inconsistent to the thoughtful, and Ovid, as we shall observe 

later, exercises his trenchant wit in his approach to this matter. 

Shackleton Bailey (Proyertiasa p. 72), while avoiding detailed argument 

in defence of the coherence of the Propertian passage under 

consideration, remarks that the poet's decrying of the effect of 

painting on morals has parallels in Homan comedy and that the wealth 

of erotic paintings discovered at Pompeii should remind us of the 

relevance of the protest. Pompeian paintings owe their survival. to 

peculiar circumstances which Roses escaped but they are none the less 

a good guide to the type of decor which adorned Roman buildings and 

in this respect I find that one of these on the them of the 

'Origins of Rose' depicts the rape of Akio Silvia by Kars, a 

crucial episode in Ross's history for from this illicit union were 

born Romulus and Roans. 
(? ) 

By building the Luperoal on the 

Palatine Re ße ae 19) Augustus furnished a sacred grotto where 

sacrifice could be performed as a mmortal of this uoasntons birth 

and around which the fertility cult of the Lupsroalia with its 

licentious ritual was focus". 
(8) 

If a similar painting existed 

in this shrine at Roms then Properties' outburst against the 

corrupting influence of art would have particular point for we can 

appreciate how he fight feel that the state ras being morally 
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pretentious in requiring adherence to a certain code of behaviour 

vhile preaching, as it were, through a visual asdius, a laxity in 

standards of this sort. In bores 3.4 Ovid also mentions the nage 

of Romulus with respect to contemporary 'sores' but not without 

irony for a husband who feels aggrieved at his wife's infidelity is 

described as 'rustions', an adjective which would well suit Romulus 

and his age which had become symbolic of the primitive virtues 

promoted by as antiquarianising outlook favoured by the emperor, the 

'alter Romulus': 

'rusticus eat niains, quer laedit adultera coninnz, 
et notes Tres non satin urbis habet 

in qua Martigenae non saut sine crisine nati 
Re. nlns Iliades Iliadesque Romas' 

(lines 37-x) 

Here, by calling Romulus an inheritor of sin (orisine natty) Ovid 

Teainds the reader of Nors' violation of Ilia (8hss Silvia) which 

was responsible for his birth. Earlier in 1.8 he had likewise 

contrasted the supposed innocence of primitive Horns with the 

realities of oonteaporar, morality, and here owe acre he sites the 

names of central figures in Bora gtholap: 

'forsitan iaundse ? atio rspante Sabinas, 
nelnsrint habilss pluribus some viris; 

nuns ]bra esternis animos eserset in arms, 
at Toms Aeneas regnet in erbe ens. ' 

(lines 39-42) 

In 304 Ovid spotlights Via soandaloas 1sbaviou' of )bra to rboS, 

as well as his son Aaslos, lugasty shoved special regard is *not- 

ing for kin a now taaplo, that of Ihrs Dltor dsdioat. d in 20 D. C. 

to so--aorsto the avsaiiag of Julius, and rlish dominated the now 

äoran. 
(9) 

Hero in 1.8 be also hints at the streak of is erality to 

tie found in the ? ro jaa stook to which ist s, having sequined 

Tones as an aster through adoption ty Julius Caesar, hors a 
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special relation; Julius himself had used the now Tanns Tiotrix as 

a ratoh-vord and dedicated a temple to Tonas ßanatrix honouring the 

goddess as the founder of his family. 

In this wy, Ovid like Propertius, implies that central 

figures in the Augustan ideology are hardly a good advertisement 

for the stricter morality which the esperor was seeking to encourage 

and enforce; Teens had, after all, beoa unfaithful to her husband 

in pursuing affairs with snnerous Sods and Aeneas himself was the 

offspring from her illicit union with a mortal. In naming both 

Nara and Tents in the latter eoaplet Ovid sorely upsets us to 

remember the adultery of the goddess with the god of war, than which, 

as he tells us in the following elegy, no steary was better knova 

aeons the gods (notier in cache fabula alle fait. 1.9.40); it was 

now less a story which Torgil chose to omit from the Aeneid. 

llsreoyer, I think it probable that is speaking of Yars as responsible 

for detaining mss abroad es military service (Mars exterais unineu 

ezeroet in arsiso line 41) Ovid is implying that the Military 

cos itsents of the eapiro are the loves isstsussstaI in fostering 

isesrality; we shall see below that Proper tiu in his diagnosis of 

the causes of anal decay puts forward the sates view on several 

essasio s, ar iag that vows who are married or others who would 

normally be expected to remain faithful to their partners while they 

are serving is the arspr are exposed to temptation while left behind 

in the city. In line 42 Tesss' isriwesso is described as being 

widespread is the city and Ovid could be saying that Mars, whose own 

morals are suspect as I hove just explained, has the sar sort of 

influence abrood; asd is *is"spsst I wwld =Pst that in line 

41 'ssimi' n. y weil refer to amatory passions as mnoh as to martial 
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spirits and 'externs, arm' to story skirmishes and snoountsrs 

with other women (of. Cups ad Prop. 1.3.16; 3.8.29-30; 3.20.20 for 

'area' in an erotic senor). I shall haus no" to say about "lsgios 

1.8 and 3. # under mjr next heading where I shall examine in greater 

depth Ovid's reaction to the idealisation of the life and ways of 

the early Romns which is a . stied feature of verse written in 

official vein and which in may ways spitosises the ethos of the 

Loanstan state. 

In Aaeros 3.8 Ovid is not only irreverent to the cult 

of Romalus, the emperor's mythical protstyps, but also to Julius 

Caesar his father by adoption; Julius os should romembsr, had 

anticipated Augustus in fostering a comparison between himself and 

Raws'a upon is hero. 
(10) 

The post complains that the arssing 

of personal wealth is the overriding concern of contsnporarýº society 

while it is ungenerous towards the writer of slap (tsnsron careen. 

line 2) and speaks asarsfullJ of ak ni#t who has von his 'oonsus' 

through the now systsn of promotion devised by Augustus in connection 

with the troubles which the slssist has to endure as a result. The 

pursuit of riches is sson as a morally corrupting force symbolised 

by a rationalising, of the myth of Jors's appearing before Damao In 

a shover of gold wish Ovid interprets as the god's purchase of the 

nsidos's fav®ars (lines 291-34). In man it is the prelude to an ovor- 

rooniag ambition which strives to attain immortality. Again Ovid 

becomes a rationalist when, as typical osamples of ass's desire to 

stand on a par with the gods, he ou) i. sr, 1-11- instants the 

deification of the drssk Donohue and Resoles, while as Rosas 

parallels he sites the nsrs of Roelus and Julius Caesars 
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'car non at oaelnt, tertia regna, Patin ? 
qua lioet, adfeotas oaelom quogns - temple Qmirinust 

Libor at Alcides at modo Caesar habent. ' 
(lines 50-2) 

Caesar's temple is, of course, that which Augustus dedicated in 

29 B. C.. Ovid is in wq opinion obliquely censuring the emperor as 

one whose aspirations have become similarly segalorniao. He must have 

knownthe passage in the Odes (3.3.9-16) in whieh Horace prophesied 

the apotheosis of Augustus in the same breath with which he had 

spoken of Hercules, Bacchus and Quirinus. It is in the company of 

these gods that we find Julius in the elegy of Ovid who could not 

fail to be aware that a cult of Augustus was spreading rapidly through 

the empire with its altars to his 'genius' and 'narren' 
(11) 

foreboding 

the accuracy of Horace's forecast which would accord the emperor 

equal status with his adoptive father. The elegy is quite daring 

in accusing the 'gene Iulia' of being party to the perverse ambitions 

of mankind which spell its own undoing (see lines 45-6) and shows 

that Ovid was no less eritieal of it than Properties. The evidence 

of the Ars intoria tends to support the view that Ovid's estimation 

of Homealus in the Amorss is a critical one. Again he relates the 

behaviour of lode's founder to the state of contemporary morality, 

but here I detest an extension of the detraction which renders it 

more topical, depending as I propose it does, on an allusion to one 

of the achievements of a amber of the imperial family by means of 

the way in which he reworks soar limes of Properties. In lines 

101-34 of the first book of the Are Vstsria he describes how, as a 

consequence of Resales' example in taking advantage of the occasion 

of a public entertainment to a"nt" by force wives for his Asa, the 

theatre has beoem a place where a lady's modesty is at risks 

'seilieet ex illo sellsasia more theatre 
nuns quoque forswsis insidiosa mannt' (lines 139-4) 
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Ovid commences his tablsan of this incident in Romlns' reign by 

emphasising the look of sophistication in those early days, in 

particular the absence of an elaborat. Ly furnished theatre: 

'prima. sollioitos feoisti, Rosile, lados, 
on= invit videos rapta Sabina viros, 

tune naqne ara ore. . ndebant rela theatro, 
nee fuerant liquido milvi-to rubra orooo. ' 

(lines 101-104) 

In dealing with the question of the programme and motive of 

Propertins' last book in the second chapter I quoted lines 15-16 

of elegy 4.1 which foras part of his description of the primitive 

site of Rome and the simple ways of its inhabitants who lived in an 

age when the luxury of a theatre coaplete with awnings and a saffron 

drenched stage was unknown: 

'nec mimosa cave iosndebaat Yale thestrot 
enla solleanis non clue" o oom. ' 

I shoved that there is good reason for supposing that Properties is 

evoking his earlier elegy 3.18 on the death of liraellus which is 

woven together with theaghts on the vanity of human ambitions. 

Properties asks to what avail were his noble birth, his 'virtue', 

his aother's love or even the awnings which fluttered over the 

crowded theatres 

'aut Modo tan plan lluitantia ZjJJL tom' 
(line 13) 

Both Paley and Campe take the view that Properties was thinking of 

the theatre of Ibroellus in the couplet cited fron elegy 4.1 and we 

can see that Ovid has modelled the latter passage quoted from the 

Ars upon the sane couplet. In elect 3.18.19-20 Properties speaks 

of 'Nagai Iudi', a reference to the asgnifioent gun. celebrated by 

Nireellua as oarale aedile (see Dntlsr and Barber p. 308). low in 

Ovid's version of the rape of the Sabine woman the episode is enacted 
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at 'ludi' (line 101) which take the fors of entertainment in the 

theatre. The fact that 'lndi soaenici' were included in the Maani 

Ludi (i. e. the Ind. i 8omeni) leads me to suspect that Ovid is present- 

ing us with his own aition of these games. After ) roellns' death 

Augustus ordered that a golden statue of his nephew should be borne 

into the theatre during the celebration of the Ludi Ro snt. The 

building was finally completed in 13 D. Q. and dedicated by Augustus 

to the memory of Maroellas, and so we can appreciate how Ovid my 

have regarded the institution as one which had received official 

approval. It follows then, that Ovid my be making light of the 

eaperor's attempts at moral reform in so far as he is affording the 

same sort of opportunity for is oral conduct as his mythical counter- 

part which makes nonsense of his censorial stance towards standards 

of behaviour. 

In Aa3.4. k1-2 (sup. oit. ) Ovid expresses his aware- 

ness of a problea into which Properties had delved more deeply in 

looking for the causes of immorality, namely the consequences of 

military as well as civilian involvement abroad. It is with 

Properties' reflections on this snbjeot to which I tarn now, for 

they show acre clearly how he thought the state was defeating its 

own programs of moral refora, aed will farther help to explain how 

the poet can with justification inveigh against corruption while 

leading a life which he lnsw was not entirely respectable. Paley, 

for instanoe, coa enting on lines 27-36 of elegy 2.6 which I have 

just discussed comments "it is lurions to remark the ideas of 

morality which could induce a Properties so feelingly to bewail the 

depravity of the wogen, unconscious of his own delinquencies" 

(pp. 64-5). If, as I an proposing, Propertius is exposing the 
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hypocrisy of others, the view that he is being curiously inconsistent 

can be debated; in 2.16 Propertius implies that the head of state is 

insincere in his profession of favouring the simple life (see above 

on lines 19-20). The, influx of wealth to Rose fosters promiscuity 

for upon it thrive women who find it profitable to attach themselves 

to rich philanderers, and Properties uses what I take to be a pointed 

example of a magistrate from the pro, nee of Illyriens who has been 

serving the Augustan state abroad. 
(12) 

Properties' thoughts on the 

ills attendant on Roma influence abroad, more specifically with 

respect to Parthia and the last in general, are in keeping with his 

suggestion that moral deey is allied to the pernicious wealth 

derived from foreign quarters. In zF third chapter we saw that this 

was the case in elegies 3. k and 3.5 where the pursuit of wealth and 

the teste for luxury are regarded by the poet as being given an 

impetus by the prospect of increased involvement in the East which 

he believes to be a manifestation of and encouragement to the vice 

of avarice. 
(13) 

Nov in elegy 3,13 the wealth derived from the 

oriental lands, esnsidered by the poets contemporary with Properties 

(la) as areas of espassien to be eesarpassed by a Parthian. oampaign, 

is said to be instrumental in proaetine immorality: 

'bees stiaa clauses espugwnt arms pudioas' 
(line 9) 

That he is thinking of Augustan policy in 3.13 as a sajor factor in 

moral deterioration is, I belie", erde even nor probable by the 

fact that in the previous elegy Properties charges Postusus with 

greed (lines 5-6) for having enlisted as a soldier in the campaign 

of Augustaa (named specifically in line 2) against the Parthians 

(also named in lines 3 and 11), and the them of the morally 

corrosive effect of l XUrious living is oosson to both: 
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'quid fasist rmilo amnita pails ti ors 
OUR sit LUZU Zee Roma sgistra snae ?' 

(3.12.17-18) 

'aorta quidsa tantis causa at manifeste minis: 
luxuries minims libera facts via eat' 

(3.13.3-4) 

In lines 47-8 of elegy 3.13 Properties observes that a further result 

of this extravagant living is that religious praotioss fall into 

disuse: 

'at nano desertis oessant sacraria lnoiss 
anrmt cross viots im pistats oolunt. ' 

In their comment on this couplet Butler and Barber refer ns back to 

elegy 2.6.35-6 (sap. oit. ) where, as we have seen, Propertius 

expresses a similar thought on the disregard which is shown toward 

the shrines of the gods and in returning to this thought the post 

gives us an insight into his views on the themes of wealth, war, 

sorality and religious piety. Be apparently believes that there is 

a nexus of cause and effect between thea, and when he new the state 

initiating measures favoured by the emperor to raise 'oral standards 

and revive interest in religions castor, he wes conscious of the 

hypocrisy underlying this progra s of refor. for it was to a large 

extent necessitated by a short-sighted and mtonlidhtened social 

strategy which itself moved the seeds of moral and spiritual bant- 

r ptoy. Paley thinks that Properties is guilty of false piety in 

railing against imorslity in 2.6 (see above) but the cause of 

immorality for the poet is sorely the restrictive influence which 

lnzary, generated by the workings of Augustus society, has upon the 

ability of the individual to achieve a relationship, which though 

not of a formal nat re, is marked by the feelings of devotion and 

responsibility normally associated with the married state. Propertius 

does not condemn wealth as a factor in the process of coral decline 
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and at the same time argue on behalf of a behavioural norm of which 

the state would approve while conducting his own life quite different- 

ly, for this would be hypocritical. He argues for a free-lore situation 

in his picture of the Golden Age in 3.13.25-37 where the important 

point to note is the fact that wealth is excluded as a determining 

factor in the choice of partners. To wealth he attributes the 

debasement of 'pietas' 'fides' and 'pador' as well as the venality 

of 'iura' and 'loges' (lines 48-50) and perhaps most important of 

all, it destroys natural sexual selection (see below) which Propertius 

believes to be the on" for the troubles mich the state is tackling 

in the wrong way. Against 's, background of legislation in the sphere 

of morals the mention of '1o: ' is line 50 can be seen as an oblique 

reference to the ill conceived intervention of the state whose 

measures are doomed to be frustrated: 'auroa lox sequitur, nor sine 

lege pudor'. Propertius favour. the 'los Spartans' in the following 

elegy which permits sexual freedos such as he admired in the Golden 

Age of elegy 3.13. No" case more wealth affords no advantage in 

the choice of partners; aale and female pursue their occupations 

side by side without the fear of punishrat for contracting adulterous 

liaisons nor is therm any used for chaperons - typical sources of 

trouble which beset the elegist (ef. 2.23.9. ff. ). The thought that 

financial advantage can corrupt the natural processes of selection 

I can trace back to Lucrative whose sea is on the Golden Age have 

conceivably influenced Propertias who is looking at the problem of 

morality rationally in order to raeoseead a our* which does not rely 

on legal oeersion. In Laoretitis 5"1113ff, the philosopher alga's 

that whereas in the past good looks and fine physiques had determined 

success in life, now it is money which carries all before its 
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'posterius res inventast aurumque repertaa 
quoll facile et ralidis et pulchris dempsit honoree; 
divitioria enia sectaa pleruque sequnntur 
quaalibet et fortes et pulohro corpora oreti. ' 

(1113-6) 

Properties needed only to relate success in amatory natters to this 

concept in order to formulate his theory of moral disintegration 

and we find such an example of the way in which riches can pervert 

the natural process in lines 27-8 of the same elegy dealing with 

Spartan life: 

'neo Tyrias vestes errantia lumina fallunt 
eat neque oderatae onra molesta coese. ' 

The use of the verb 'fallo' expresses the idea of how the instincts 

are deceived into an unnatural decision. Before I draw my conclusion 

from these stateasats of Prepertius I wish to stress that in line 21 

he renrks how Spartan society encourages the mingling of the sexes 

and the constant presence of lovers in each others ooapany. This 

should isrdiatslf alert us as to the ooeplaints of Arethuss, and the 

poet's description of the trials of Calla. Both of these wogen suffer 

through being segregated frest their husbands who are intent on seeking 

success in Anaastus' Parthian eaapaign. In the case of Calla, her 

husband is lured away through the hope of enriehrnt as well as 

glory. 
(15) The threat Nhish 'laxuria' represents to morality 

appears again in this elegy though Galls, is as rare as Penelope in 

spurning the 'sseera' of seducers (lines 17-19 and 38). Arsthnsa, 
(16) 

worried that separation will lead to her husband's infidelity puts 

forward a solution shish fags what we my call the Iles Spartans's 

wives ought to be alloyed to aoeo pang their husbands on oaspaians 

abroad: 

'Rossnis utinss patuissent esstra puellis' 
(4.3.15-6) 
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Properties had recognised that protracted military service could 

lead to infidelity as early as elegy 2.9 (see line 29) and I refer 

the reader to my discussion of the Tarpeia elegy in my second 

chapter which skews that as late as his fourth book he was concerned 

with the same problem of the segregation of the sexes; Tarpeia 

belongs to the Vestal order which severely restricted the degree to 

which its virgin servants could associate with the opposite sex and 

this, as I proposed, only served to increase her infatuation which 

had dire consequences for Rome. The evidence then, does not suggest 

that Properties took a simplistic view of the reasons for moral 

decay. Horace for example observes the taste of contemporary society 

for luxury and as he equates this with immoderate and licentious 

behaviour is inclined to seek a remedy by inviting the intervention 

of an agency which will curb these tendencies by the power with which 

it is invested, an appeal which was largely answered by the laws 

dealing with suaptuary natters and asrriage. His work contains 

criticism of the bad effect of wealth on morals but it is invariably 

the enterprising spirit which he ensnares as the origin of the bane 

and does not attribute a orally deleterious influence to the booty 

and wealth scorning from Augustus' military exploits abroad. An 

example of this attitude can be found in Q¢i 3.24 in which he calls 

for restraint to be imposed upon such license by one who will be 

hailed as a saviour of the state; wealth to regarded as the primes 

factor in the problem but it is the ambition of the trader (aeroator 

line 40) which he instanees in connection with the ailment. It iss 

again, a travelling salesman (institor) and a captain of a merchant 

ship (navis Hispsnae asgister) who purshse the adulterous favours of 

the dissipated 'astrons' in Ohs 3.6.29-, 2(of. also loodes 17.20). 

This is after all consonant with his emphasis on the heroic ideal 
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which he uses as a foil to softening of the character and decadence 

to which wealth panders, a somewhat Homeric outlook which despises 

as banausic the activity of the trafficker of merchandise. 

Blau and the Rural Ethic 

As *7 next topic in this enquiry into aspects of amatory 

elegy which speak of non conformity with regard to the pattern of 

morality favoured by the state, I wish to focus attention on the 

way in which Ovid in particular expresses disdain for the sort of 

life which in the official ideology of the time was represented as 

enshrining the moral virtues desirable in the Augustan citizen. One 

of the problems which confronted the emperor was how to invigorate 

an ailing agrarian econosp which bad been damaged over a long period 

of time by foreign and civil war as well as by the proscriptions. 

It was, first of all, desirable to enhance the dignity of agricultural 

pursuits which had lost much of their traditional respectability as 

easier ways to financial reward were opened to the 'nobiles' who 

began to look down upon the virtues of frugality, piety, and moral 

rectitude which tended, novertheless, to survive in the provinces where 

rural life helped to preserve then from the demoralising influence of 

city life. The very class whose political influence could have done 

much to restore respect for the honest toil of husbandry and whose 

enlightened enterprise night have served its interests well, 

considered the traditional virtues to be the mark of a man who was 

boorish, priggish and self righteous. 
(17) It made not only economic 

sense to promote the prosperity of agriculture; it was also a socially 

desirable aim for it is well known that the devastation caused by 

the war with Hannibal resulted in a dispossessed and destitute rural 

population whose discontent caused political upheavals and who were 



easily led by those who promised then security, while these in 

turn might challenge the authority of the state. 
(18) 

For such 

reasons, to quote Syme, "The Jew State of Augustus glorified the 

strong and stubborn peasants of Italy, laboriously winning from the 

cultivation of cereals a meagre subsistence for himself and for a 

numerous virile offspring" (p. 450). säe prose history of I+iry (to 

whoa I shall refer later) and the poetry of Yergil and Horace is full 

of praise for this ideal type; in Book 2 of the Gig, s for example, 

the poet's praise of the land leads to his extolling the virtues of 

the hardy 1 rsi, Sabina, Lignres and Tolsoi (lines 167-74) and like- 

vise an idyll of the buy faieer's yearly round and the chaste life 

of his household developes into praise for the ancient Sabine stock 

in whoa were ingrained the kind of virtues which had laid the 

foundations of Roam greatness (lines 513-4O); in Book 4, the picture 

of the 'Coryoius seaes' vho by toiling over a few sores had achieved 

self-sufficiency and eoatentasat, is a lesson in the way in which 

agriculture teaches resoureefslnoss of character. Just as Tergil 

lamented that asn no longer had rtspert for the plough (ins nullos 

aratro diaaas hones. ß. 1.346-7), se in Odes 2.15 Horace complains 

that work on the land is disdained and that soon there will be few 

arable acres left if private lorry buildings continue to be erected 

at the same rats; the remedy, as he sees it, depends upon a return 

to traditional customs such as pr railed during the reign of Romulus 

and were reowrnsnded by Cato the Censor, rho sore recently had spoken 

out against a growing tide of luxury and immorality which was 

corrupting the 'nobilu', and who affected a rustic pose in life as 

well as his writiage, for he wrote an extensive guide to the methods 

of successful farming. In OAK 3.5 religions decay, moral decline 

and reversals Is battle Are attributed to a lack of the fibre which 
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sustained the Sabines through a laborious life on the land$ 

'sed rastioorus masoala ailitu 
proles, Sabellis docta ligonibus 

vereare glebas et severae 
. atris ad arbitrinz reoisos 

portare festes, vol ubi montina 
autaret wabrae et inga deusret 

bobas fatigatis, aiions 
tempne agens abernte onrra. ' 

(lines 37-44) 

The rigours of such a life which produced little sore than the rar. 

of survival had moulded Roman harms such as Curies and CamillusI 

'hunt et inconptis Curium oapillis 
utileu bollo talit et Camilleu 
eaeva panpertas st avitus apto 

am lare fv u.. ' 
(%a 1.12.41-4) 

Since Ronan annalistic poetry had praised heroes whose lives attested 

to the traditional virtues which had their roots in the way of life 

of a fundamentally agrarian society, we can appreciate why Catullus 

described the work of Tolusius as rustic and unsophisticated: 

'pleni raris at infioetiaraa / annales Tolusi' (36.19-20); here, 

by calling such work 'countrified' the post is expressing dis- 

approbation just as in elegy 4.1 Psopertius compares, to his own 

advantage, his elegies with the work of $anius$ 'Innios hirsute 

oingat ewe dicta corona: / ni folic ez hedera perrigs, Baoohe, 

tua.... ' (lines 61-2). Bearing in sind that in 0 2.15 referred 

to above Cato is called 'intonsxs' (line 11) and that in 0 6,1.12 

to which I have just drawn attention Curium is described as having 

'incozpti sapilli' Properties is almost certainly implying that the 

Annals of innius are sxde in much the saus way as Catalina considered 

the work of Tolusius to bei in both eases the poets are evaluating 

the relative merits of different kinds of verse. In Ovid however, 
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we find that rustic epithets are used not only to imply that a 

certain type of verse is lacking in polish, sophistication and 

urbanity - an amusing instance of which is afforded in Anores 2.4 

where an admirer of the poet claims that the work of Callinachus, 

the paragon of poets who ain for elegance and refinement in their 

verse, is rough and ready compared with the amatory elegies of Ovid: 

'*st, quas Callinaehi prae nestris rustics, dicat / oarnina' (lines 

19-20) - but that it is also the vehicle of a staid, boorish and 

unenlightened morality; in the 2riatia 2.241ff. Ovid defends him- 

self against the charge that the Ars lrtoria has had a morally 

erosive effect on its readers pointing out that the Annals of Ennius 

contain an iaaeral episode but that they are accepted reading. Of 

this epio work Ovid says 'nihil est hirsutius illis' (line 259) and 

the context makes it plain that the epithet possesses overtones which 

indicate that he is using it to describe the moral tenor of the poem. 

He is saying that even a classic which idealised traditional Ronan 

virtues and morality lapsed into the portrayal of immorality but 

without the sort of eritieism to Web his own work has been subjected. 

In support of this view we need gono further than 4j2.4, where 

as I have just asntioned, the epithet 'rustics ' is used in a 

literary sense in lines 19-20, low in limes 10-18 Ovid lists five 

types of fessle in each of which he finds *be=* to which he is 

susceptible. The first two are contrasted, the modest girl on the 

one hand whose unaffected modesty (puler) serves only to inflame his 

passions even acre, and on the other, she who i* forward with the 

favours (procax) and because she is not 'rustic' - 'quia rustics 

non set' (line 19) raises his hopes of conquest. Here the epithet 

is clearly used in the, sense of chaste or virtuous. That it does 

not simply man plain and unrefined is confirmed by Ovid's assigning 
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these qualities to another sort of girl of whom he says in line 18 

'live radix, placita on simplioitate tua'. After he has told us of 

his reaction to the girl who is 'non rustics' he proceeds to give, in 

lines 15-16, his opinion of the girl who is quite the reverse. She 

turns out to be a modern counterpart of the ancient 'rigida Sabina', 

one of the breed praised by Virgil and Horace for resilience of 

character, industry and moral probity, the type described by Alfius 

as a 'pudica mlier..... Sabina gaalis' (Nor. Zvod*s 2.39ff. ), but 

Ovid maintains that she is guilty of deceit for he believes that 

hers is a fake modesty and that she would yield if she acted in 

accordance with her true feelings: 'welle, sod ex alto dississilare 

puto' (line 16). A. the 'lena had earlier observed in 1.8.39-44, 

the ur}sdorned Sabine women of king Rbtius' day any have remained 

faithful to their asnfolk, but in modern Ross immorality is the order 

of the day, and those rho are chaste are simply those who have not 

been asked for their favours; here again she who is 'rustics' is 

really no more virtuous but rather only more inhibited s 

' lsmet fasoae; oasts ist, quern none rogavit - 
out si rasticitas non votat, ipsa rogat. ' 

(lines 43-44) 

As we saw in q diaoassion of 1.8 under the preceding heading, lines 

41-2 cast an embarrassing light on the dibions morality of legendary 

figures with strong associations with the emperor. In the context 

of advice Mhioh constitutes an isoitsasnt to permissiveness the 

allusion is charged with irony, for throughout his reign Augustus 

was intent on improving morality to such an extent that he employed 

the force of law in a sphere rhieh had previously been assigned to 

the *are of aonsors, 
(19) 

and it is even amore pointed for he himself 

affected a pose which was somewhat rustic, living simply and frugally 

as tho*gh to set &a sample to others. 
(2D) That the iauor. l sdvioe 
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is tendered not by Ovid directly but through the persona of a Ilona' 

is hardly a mitigating factor in the poet's favour bearing in mind 

that such advice is the very essence of the Ars oaatoria in which 

Ovid himself is the 'praeoeptor amoris', and where he reiterates 

several instructions which she gives in this elegy. 
() 

Again in 

3.4, where Ovid refers to the imoral circumstances of the birth of 

Romulus and Remus as I explained in the context of the earlier 

discussion of 1.8 referred to above, it is boldly stated that the 

man who takes offence when his wife is unfaithful to his is 'rusticns' 

and unversed in the ways of city life (lines 37-38). In both elegies 

there is a contrast between 'rusticitas', the attribute of the 

morally naive, and the permissiveness which is part of city life. 

If we were in any doubt that Ovid is expressing his own thoughts in 

the forser, we are enlightened in the latter in which he tells the 

'rusticus' that since beauty and chastity are never found in the 

same women he should not expect the beautiful wife whom he has married 

to be chaste but he should rather be willing to surrender his 

exclusive rights to her and give her freedom to associate with other 

men (lines $1-5). The husband is also called 'rigides' (line ") a 

word with which Ovid doseribes the Sebisas whom the deoaitf*l prude 

is said to resemble in 2.4.15.16 (see above). Hare Main he is sure- 

ly suggesting that what is often taken for moral rectitude is in 

fact an adherence to outmoded standards and narrow minded prudery. 

Ovid shares with Propertius the attitude that it is unrealistic to 

expect Romen women to live up to the coral standards of the rustic 

Sabine ! aids which the writers who syapsthised with Augustus' 

campaign for coral. rearsyºnent hold up as worthy of ea Tation. In 

lieU 2.32 Propertius resigns himself to the fact that Cynthia will 

be unfaithful to hin on occasions; one any as well expect to be able 
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to dry up the sea or hold stare in the hand as to inegine that 

Roman women will act otherwise, hence he must have thought that 

official roves to restore the Fold-tins' morality of the Roman's 

rustic ancestors were futile and unreasonable: 

'qui gna. rit Tation nt"rss durosgns Sabina, 
hie po. uit nostra nnpsr in urba pedsa. 

tu pries .t flnotus pot"ris sicoar. wrinos, 
altagns mortali dsligsre astra aana, 

quas facer., ut nostras nolint psooars pwllao. ' 
(lin.. 47-51) 

In elegp 2.19, the 'vita rustiea' affords one means whereby 

Properties can keep Cynthia free from the attentions of rivals (3-4) 

for in the country the influence of Diana is stronger than that of 

Venus. Similarly in the Resedia Loris Ovid advises those who wish 

to cure their passion to undertake country pursuits as one of several 

remedies (lines 169-212). Yet any . lernt of praise for the rastic 

ideals admired by the Augustan state is lacking. Propertius would be 

just as happy were Cynthia boating as the Lnorine Labs or swiasing in 

a lagoon, activities vhieh would preserve her from the unwanted 

(from Properties' point of view) gLunoss of potential lovers which 

would be unavoidable in tourist spots (1.11.9-1k). 

As in lmo e: 2.4, so in 3.8 Ovid once more accuses those 

who affect a latter day 'Sabine morality' of being hypocritical. 

Moreover in the latter elegy they are also charged with being venal$ 

'at nuns, exasquet tot-ese liest illa Sabinas, 
impsnt ut saptas qui dare w4ta potest. ' 

(lines 61-2) 

Yet Li'ry claimed that the harsh and austere discipline of the Sabine 

had rendered then the most incorruptible of peoples 'discipline 

tot= ao tristi veteran 8abinorna quo genera nulluni quondam 

iaoorruptius tuit. ' (1.18. k). '? etrious' is quits a rare adjective 
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in Augustan literature and in using it to describe the Sabines Ovid 

may be responding to its usage in conjunction with the sans people 

in Livy, whose first book of Roman history was published earlier than 

25 B. C. 
(22) 

and who in the preface to the work complained of the 

moral decline of the Romans which had reached such a pitch in his own 

day that they were unable to endure the remedies: 'labente deinde 

paulatin discipline velut desidentis prima, mores segnatur anino, 

deinde ut magis aagisque lapsi sint, tun ire coeperint praecipites, 

donee ad haeo tempera quibus nee vitia nostra neu reasdia pati possusus 

pereentnn eat' (af 9). As the preface was probably written 

between 30 and 23 B. C. it has with reason been proposed by many 

scholars that the author is referring to the moral legislation of 

28 B. C. which miscarried in the face of opposition. 
(23) 

At the oat- 

set of the work Livy states that he is writing about the Roman past 

so that the present generation will, with hindsight, know what sort 

of conduct to emulate or avoid in order to achieve private and 

political well being ilf. 10). We cannot be entirely sure of the 

historian's motive in undertaking the task which he sets himself but 

it would appear that in evoking the greatness of the Romans of old, 

their moral integrity and the dignity of their customs and 

institutions, he has in con with Tergil and Koraoe a desire to 

justify the Augustan state which in may ways was fostering a 

resurgence of the old Rogen spirit partly, it must be admitted, to 

disguise the fact that the system under which it had originally thrived 

had had to be sacrifieed in the interests of political stability. As 

to whether he wrote in response to the promptings of Augustus or 

Maecenas, who would recognise the potential of history as a form of 

propaganda, this too is uncertain, but with regard to the possibility 

of influence emanating from this quarter the words of Rome 
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(Handbook of Latin Literature) are a good gauge of the mood which 

pervades the work: "his own reiterated expressions of delight in the 

work and particularly in the pictures of ancient virtue which it 

involves make it clear that he needed little urging" (p. 297). Livº 

takes refuge, in the past -'' to use his own word - to divert 

his attention from the ills of the present (Praef. 5) but in the 

Are Amatoria Ovid confirms what we may have suspected in reading the 

Amores - that he prefers the age in which he is living and expresses 

distaste for the life style and traditions of old - 'piggy' - for 

which Livy and others including the emperor 
(24) 

had an admiration: 

' ga invent alioes ego as mono denique natna 
gratulor: bass aetas aoribus apta axis. 

non quis no terrae lentwa subduoitur surua, 
leotsgw diverso litore concha vaults 

neo quia deoresoant effosso asssore sontss, 
no* quia oaerulese sole fngantur aquae: 

sed quia cults. adeet, ne* nostros mnsit in annom 
rasticitas, prisois ills sapsrstes avis. ' 

(Ars Vstoris 3.121-28) 

In the final couplet of this quotation Ovid expresses relief that 

'rnstioitas', the primitive life and ways of the ancient Roams 

which had exerted an inflwsnoe upon society until comparatively 

recently, has become virtually extinct and has been replaced by 

'oultns'. In using this latter tern we are to understand his as 

referring to refinement of manners, enlightened thinking and general 

sophistication; he males it quite clear chat he does not wn by it; 

it does not entail as a prerequisite the possession of material 

luxury - gold, pearls, marble effects and buildings on a grandiose 

seal*. at why does he lay sich esWhasis on what it is not? This 

could I think be a bit at Horace whose strictures on these sac 

manifestations of materialism led his to reoos end a return to the 

ways and ideals of the Rosins of old for which Ovid had little regard. 
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In Odes 2.15 we saw how Horace was distressed at the way in which 

extravagant private building developments threatened to swallow up 

the countryside, for this spelled doom for the rural way of life 

favoured by Cato and practised by the subjects of Romulus. Similarly 

in 2.18 the poet is at home, poor but honest, in his rural Sabine 

retreat which he contrasts with the mansions adorned with gold, ivory 

and marble of those whose greed induces them to expel from their plots 

the peasant tenantry; here once more we are rant to feel sympathy and 

respect 1r the ways of the country and the innocent morality which 

they foster. Odes 3.1 closes with a reaffirmation of his preference 

for a modest life in his 'valles Sabina' rather than one in which 

he would be surrounded by luxury and the cares which it bringe, and 

3.24, which is addressed to an audience at large, proclaims that the 

'campestres Scythae' and the 'rigidi Getae', among whom family pride, 

chastity and respect for the marriage bond still survive, lead a 

life superior to that of the contemporary Boman who has been 

corrupted by the very wealth which he pursues relentlessly. Whereas 

the two poets would probably have shared a distaste for the ostentation 

of the materialistic society in which they lived, Ovid, unlike Horace, 

advocates no reactionary solution least of all a return to rustic 

ancestral ways. I find it interesting that in contrasting the 

'simplioitas rudis' of the past with 'aurea Roma' of the present 

in the eight lines which lead directly into the Ovidian passage quoted 

above, the poet singles out lavish civic and religious buildings as 

symbols of the change which wealth, accruing from expire (of. line 

114) has effected. The buildings referred to are those to which 

the emperor had given his personal attention; the temple of 

Palatine Apollo dedicated in 28 B. C. 9 the Curia Julia completed in 

29 B. C. and the temples to Jupiter on the Capitol of which that of 
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the god in his aspect 'Feretrius' ras dedicated in 19 B. C., in 

his aspect 'Tonans' in 22 B. C., and in his role of supreme god of 

the Roman state in 2 B. C. after its destruction by fire in 9 B. C.. 

In referring to the buildings he contrasts their modern impressive 

appearance with what ernst have been the unadorned rustic simplicity 

of their equivalents during the reign of Tatiua; the area occupied 

by the new temple of Apollo was in this early period merely a grazing 

ground for cattle. Nov Horsoe, in advocating a return of 'rustic' 

ideals, had denounced the misuse of wealth for the pursuit of luxury 

and satisfying of selfish ambitions and suggested instead that it 

be used to make resplendent the temples of the gods (of. OAU 2.15. 

17-20; 3.24.45-8; Ski. 2.2.103). Augustus himself undertook the 

restoration of the temples on a grand scale (Res Gestae 20; of. 

rerg. len. 8.716) and of his own efforts is beautifying the city as 

a whole boasted that he had found a city of brick and left it a city 

of marble (9net. l&K. 28), low I suspect Ovid of rejecting both 

aspects of the Horatian plan for moral impronaent for he my Nell be 

implying that the massive rebuilding programs is in itself a 

manifestation of the Materialism of contemporary society and possib- 

ly just as mob a case of personal aggrandisement - an oblique 

comment on the emperor's undertakings - as the private building 

developments of the rich Mhich Hora" was fond of criticising. 

Horace went to the extremes; let sea live in comparative poverty 

and cultivate a primitive rustle morality while allowing no espene 

to be spared on housing the Sods in surronadin , consonant with their 

dignity. Ovid on the other band may be questioning the desirability 

of pursuing these extremes. He dissociates himself from the camp of 

those rho, while admiring 'prises' (Uwe 121), forget that such lavish 

public monuments, in particular those of the gods, wre unknown in the 
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days when Tatius reigned. Rome, newly monusentalised may have taken 

on a gilt appearance (line 113) but the abundance of gold and marble 

affords no grounds for his being thankful for being born into the 

present age (lines 123-6). The grounds are, rather, that he is not 

living in the primitive age extolled by those whose inconsistent 

thinking leads then to lend support to an extravagant decorative 

building programme which would be alien to a truly primitive society. 

It is surely such scepticism towards the new spirit of religious and 

moral revival outwardly expressed by the erection and restoration of 

temples and shrines that allows Ovid to regard the portico of the 

most august temple of then all, that of the emperor's patron deity 

Apollo of the Palatine, as a convenient place to 'pickup' a girl 

(Amores 2.2.3-4). 

In the De Ybdicasine hoist we find Ovid referring 

scornfully once more to the ancient rustic Sabines, exemplars of 

good morality; hers he speaks in his own right and the language, 

echoing as it does the words of the 'lena' in Lore* 1.8, is a 

further indication that her cynical attitude towards the ancestors 

of the Romans was shared by the poets 

'forsitan antique 'Patio sub rege Sabinas 
maluerint, quarr se, rura paterna coll. ' 

(De Med. Faa. lines 11-12) 

'forsitan innundae Tatio regnante Sabine 
noluerint habiles plnribns esse viria. ' 

(Amores 1.8.39-40 ) 

The passage which I have quoted from the De Msdicamins Facisi is 

followed by four lines which depict the typical occupations of the Sabine 

'matrons', including wool-spinning. This, as I shall have occasion 

to discuss under a later heading, was an activity pursued in earnest by 

the elder ladies of the imperial household who made Augustus' house 
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clothes, though we can easily imagine how the younger females - the 

daughter and granddaughter of the emperor - found it an uncongenial 

task; they seen to have had nore in common with the 'toners* puellae' 

whoa Ovid describes as unsuited to the old fashioned ways of their 

mothers (line 17ff. ); Julia the Elder preferred oriental silks 

(Neer. Sit. 2.5.5. ) which are beloved by the mistresses of the 

elegists (of. Prop. 1.2.2; 2.3.15; Tib. 2.3.53-4) and she, like her 

daughter, preferred the 'new morality' which is mirrored in amatory 

elegy. In Vergil's Aen i 8.407-13, Moolspinning is equated with 

chastity just as it is in the texts of numerous inscriptions which 

record the virtues of deceased roasa, 
(25) 

hence I think it is more 

than likely that in describing it as an unsuitable occupation for 

the younger generation of roman Ovid is intimating that chastity 

itself is an outmoded ideal. In lies 12, whsrs it is humorously stated 

that the Sabine dames of old preferred to cultivate their fields 

rather than theaselvss, w" are inevitably reminded of the as=al of 

Y. rgil which contains moh adios on husbandry - 'onitns' of quite 

a different sort. Sohees of the 8eorgios bare been deteoted in this 

and this is 
ý 

poem as well as in the Lores and the Ära Artori(26) 

a good indication that the toralistio antiquarianism of Virgil no 

loss than of Horace is a butt of Ovid on the mann occasions shin he 

shows flippant disrespect towards this trend in Angnstan life and 

letters. 

Perhaps Ovid rsalis d, in the words of Sy, that "the 

whole conception of the Roman past upon which he (so. the parinoops ) 

sought to erect the aoral std spiritul basis of the n State vas in 

large measure imaginary or spario s, the creation 0008610146 Or 

unconscious of patriotic historians or }ablieists who adapted to 

Roman language Greek theories about primitive virtue and about the 

179., 
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social degeneration that comes from wealth and empire. The Italian 

peasant may have been valorous and frugals he was also narrow and 

grasping, brutal and superstitions". (p. 453). 

What then are we to make of Tibnilns' idealisation of the 

countryside and its ways? In Tergil and Horace descriptions of 

country life and the fortitude of the ordinary folk who lead it often 

constitute a homily on Augustan morality and ideals, but is Tibullus 

similarly responding to this tendency to regard the 'vita rustics' 

as embodying virtues worthy of emulation by the Augustan citizen? 

What, moreover, can we reasonably surmise to have been Ovid's attitude 

to country themes in Tibullus' elegies when, as we have just seen, he 

revealed himself as an opponent of 'rusticitas'? First of all I think 

we should take into consideration Amore@ 3.9, the elegiac epicedium 

on the death of Tibullus a poem which in itself demonstrates that 

Ovid had'a good deal of respect for his predecessor with whom he had 

shared a common respect for Messalls as a patron of posts. 
(27) 

Here 

he describes the deceased poet as 'oultus' just as he does in an 

earlier elegy (1.15.28). I have just examined a significant passage 

in which Ovid rejoices that he is living in an age when the enjoyment 

of 'oultus' is possible and 'rnsticitas', that is a life style similar 

to that which existed among the rustic Sabines during the reign of 

Tatius, is virtually extinct. Now 'rustions' as an adjective applied 

to poetry is, as I pointed out with reference to Amores 2.4, just 

as uncomplimentary a tern as it is when it is used to describe a 

person who is boorishly narrow-minded. If Ovid has thought that 

Tibullan elegy manifested the sans sort of 'rustioitas' as he 

personally found distasteful, then it is unlikely that he would have 

'chosen such a word as 'oultus' to describe ? ibullus' poetic artistzy, ' 
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style, or subject matter if only to avoid the charge of applying a 

double standard and striking a note of insincerity in what is a 

serious poem. I believe that the 'rusticitas' which Ovid found 

disagreeable was that exhibited by those of an old fashioned and 

narrow minded outlook on life, particularly with regard to questions 

of morality, as well as that appearing in literature which is overt- 

ly favourable to Augustan ideology and which recomeende, for the 

cause of moral improvement, the simple and supposedly honest ways 

which the country folk were claimed to practise. In my opinion 

Tibullus is not making political capital out of his descriptions of 

country life; as he appears in the elegies he is far removed from 

being an exemplar of Augustan manly and rustic virtues but rather, 

to put it frankly, a drop-out. Of course Horace extolled the 

leisurely pace of life at his retreat in tb Sabine countryside but 

this gift came. to him after six years of friendship with Nseoenas, 

during which time his patron mast have ganged the directions in which 

his poetic talent would be applied, and realised that he could be 

trusted to lend support in his own way to the aims of the new order; 

in fulfilling these expectations Horace can be regarded as having 

earned the advantages which he enjoyed, and similarly Virgil and 

Marius Rufus earned rewards at a time when it was thought that "the 

man of letters can serve his country as well as the soldier and 

statesman". 
(28) 

The Tibullan vision of the countryside has such in 

common with that of Horace when in relaxed mood he can expatiate on 

the chars of life in the Sabin countryside, but on the other hand., 

Horace will just as often, in a political context, speak of the 

rigours of country life which breed self-reliance and hers he differs 

from ? ibullns. For the elegist the 'vita rnstica' represents above 

all a haven from the travails and pressures of a Roman career and a 
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place where the values esteemed in such a career do not operate. 

Unlike Horace, he dreams of a permanent retreat to the country. 

Horace gives his view on those who contemplate exchanging a regular 

occupation in the city for life in the country on a permanent basis 

in Epodes 2 which mocks the mutability of Alfius. The poet may be 

giving a new twist to a stock theme of the oratorical schools, that 

in which the cares of the world are contrasted with the tranquil life 

of the country, 
(29) 

but according to Fränkel "Perhaps Horace also 

drew on contemporary poems which extolled that way of life" 

(Horace. P. 61). The ße4 were published in 30 B. C. and on internal 

grounds Frlnkel (ibid. ) believes that the second in the collection 

is one of the later poems. Nov as it is generally accepted that 

Tibullus' literary career began in earnest o. 31 B. C., 
(30) 

and though 

26 B. C. is a likely date for the publication of the first book of 

elegies, it is possible that he had announced his poetic programme at 

a 'recitatio' by delivering an elegy in which the theme of retreat 

to the country was already present. In any case, with the Alf ins 

Epode in mind, we can appreciate that one of the reasons why Horace 

refers somewhat ironically to the elegist (in the way explained in 

earlier parts of this work) may be attributable to his dislike of 

such extreme plans for evading the pressures of life. In elegy 1.10, 

Tibullus contrasts the military life with country life, and the heroic 

aspect of the former is compared unfavourably with the peaceful ways 

of the latter which ]mors no strife other than the 'Veneris bells' 

(line 53). In Horace however, the countryside is often considered 

the cradle of heroic seals 'which are of service to the state (eg. 

1.12.41-4,3.6.33-44) whereas the rural theme in the Tibullan 

elegies is never politicised in this way. Likewise in the Georgics 

of Vergil political motifs pervade the basic theme of the dignity of 
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labour on the land, for the qualities possessed by the ancestors 

of the Romans who held such toil in respect are considered as a 

major factor in determining loge's rise to greatness and the guarantee 

against internal disorder which the advent of Octavian further serves 

to validate. 
(31) 

Tiballus dream of an essentially pastoral world 

in which he can successfully ignore the wider issues of the Augustan 

state; if "serious political commitment is the leading characteristic 

of Augustan poetry" 
(32) 

then we may rightly conclude that the spirit 

of political Augustanise of this sort was a rare visitant in the 

elegies of Tibullus. As I argued in the previous chapter, such 

political echoes and overtones that can be detected have the effect 

of detracting from the glory of Augustus; nor is the picture of 

primitive rural life in elegy 2.5 - which as we sav, contains a 

strong vein of irony and 'levitas' - necessarily an unequivocal and 

sincere effort on the poet's part in the direction of patriotic 

antiquarianism introduced in connection with the Aeneas legend. 

Putnam in his introduction to the most recent edition of Tibullus 

writes on 2.51 "There was once an ideal, rural Rotes, a Ross of 

Panpipes and amorous shepherds, before Romulus built walls and killed 

Ronne. Once prior to Row's assumption of universal rule, cattle 

cropped her grassy seven hills, a moment in civilisation halted only 

by Aeneas battling with Turnus and Ilia deserting Testa for Mars. 

Tibullus feels no need to eulogise the Rome of Augustus.... " (p. 8). 

To the pastorality of the Tibullan elegies Ovid had little reason to 

take exception for the pastoral vas a type of verse with roots in 

the Alexandrian literary tradition admired bj neoterios and elegists 

alike. Scholars, awning from 8ervius' notice on $al es 10.46 are 

generally agreed that pastoral . tifs were to be found in the elegies 

of Gallns, and Sketsch has shown how aanj passages in Tibullus' first 
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book resemble lines 42-5 of the same Eologue. 
(33) 

That Gallus, 

the acknowledged and respected pioneer of amatory elegy, adopted a 

pastoral theme or was sympathetic to it in the verse of another, 

and that Messalla had written pastoral in Greek on Theocritean lines, 

(Catleia n 9.13-20) are additional factors which uyr have recommended 

such a theme to the Ovid of later years. It is with the idealisation 

of 'rustic' virtues for ideological reasons that Ovid takes issue and 

it is surely for this reason that he loves to stook the Georgics of 

Vergil rather than his Relognes (see note 26). We should not forget 

that Tibullus in common with the other elegists is in search of 

sexual freedom - the opportunity to determine his own 'sores' in 

this sphere. He believes that the gods and the race of sen in the 

Golden Age possessed such freedoms 

'felioss oliM, Veneri am f rtnr apert" 
servire aeternos non paduisse deos' 

(2.3.29-30) 

'o valiant trugrs, no sint sodo rar pu. llaet 
glans slat, at nrisao stirs bibantur aquas. 

glans aluit mere., at psssiR super assrunts 
quid nooait =loom non babuiise satos ? 

tuna quibus sspirabat Amor prasbobst apsrts 
sites in nsbrosa gaudia vales Venus. 

nallns prat sustos, nulls szolusurs dolent. s 
ianuas si fas eat, we prsoor ill* rsdi. ' 

(ibid. linos 67-74) 

Tibullus favours a return to the 'nos prisons' for seasons entir. 1 

opposed to those for which it was advocated in officially inspired 

literature. Whereas, as I have already remarked, the ways of old 

were advocated as a corrective for the declining moral standards in 

contemporary society by those who appear to have given support to 

the emperor's prograase of moral reform, on Tibullus' reckoning the 

opportunities for sexual freedom were even greater in primitive 

society than in his own day. Here the elegist is taking a Lnoretian 
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view of the state of early society, for the philosopher had taught 

(5.925-65) that primitive men feeding on simple fare such as acorns 

(cf. Tib. lines 68-9 sup. oit. ) was prissisouous in his sexual behaviour 

at a time when there was no concept of private property (of. Tib. 1.3. 

43-4). Again in elegy 1.10 Tibullus describes how the 'rustious' 

falls victim to 'lascivas Amor' and wages 'Veneris bells' and is 

censured only because he becomes violent showing himself no better 

than the soldier whose way of life the pose as a whole deplores. 

The rural these in Tibullus is not taken up in order to preach moral 

puritanism and hence Ovid may well have looked favourably upon it, 

for Tibullan 'rusticitas' does not entail a prudish reserve in sexual 

matters. For Tibullus the countryside represents above all the 

possibilities for peace against those of rar. Introducing elegy 1.10 

Putnam writes: "True there is amatory violence even in rustic life 

but, as part of his wish for an apolitical and peaceful existenoe, 

Tibullus shows such activity as symptomatic of fertility and not the 

deadly divisiveness of war spinet rhioh this pose offers a striking 

homily" (p. 146). The commentator rightly speaks of an "apolitical 

existence" for the praise of 'par' in this elegy is not in aD opinion 

necessarily a praise of the 'pss £iguta' which put an end to civil 

strife but the 'pas' which one can hope to enjoy iW opting out of 

the campaigns undertaken in the interests of the Augustan state. 

Tibnilus' complaints about military life refer to oeotemporsry society 

and embrace even the campaigns in which Massalls acted as a lieutenant 

of the emperor, and with *Loh ? ibullus as far as we can aale had to 

some extent been tavolred. 
(34) 

In this way the Tibullan 'pax' can 

be regarded as an erpresaion of aversion to a major aspect of 

Augustan policy - the military commitment necessary to Maintain 

empire. Rooted, as this thought is, in the vision of a tranquil 
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life in the countryside where the peaceful amatory instincts play 

an important part - Cupido, indeed, is said to have been born in 

the country (2.1.67-8) - we can see how different the ? iballan 

'rusticitas' is from that which features in the work of certain 

other Augustan writers where the primitive country life is admired 

for fashioning sturdy yeomen warriors and is conducive to a stricter 

morality. The country them in Tibullus is the vehicle of sentiments 

which are common in the work of his fallow elegists and ought not to 

be presumed to be an expression of patriotic pride in the Italian 

countryside as it so often is in the Georgias of oergil. Tibullus, 

after all, may well be suggesting by numerous echoes of this 

Vergilian work 
(35) 

that one can indulge in 'laudes ruris' which 

are'not sung with political intonations. 

Finally, it is worth mentioning the fact that the thought 

of a country existence as opposed to an urban life is apparently 

'nolestun' for Sulpiaia What can be none desirable than 

the city - 'dulcius erbe quid eat? ' (ibid, line 3). She doubts 

whether a country hoar and cold streams in the Arretine fields can 

be fit for a girl - 'ail villa sit apts pnellae/atgne irretino frigides 

annis agro? ' (ibid. lines 3-4). She would obviously fall far short 

of the Sabine ideal of womanhood held by Horace in patriotic mood. 

Sulpicia says that she feels as she does because she is separated 

fron Cerinthus who is not by her side in the country. In fact in 

another elegy she admits that her views on country life depend on the 

absence or presence of Ceriathns, 

'tune tim, tune plaaeant silvae, sit lux sea, teovn 
arguar ante ipsas oonanbuisse plagas. ' 

(3.9.15-16) 

She is, then, fairly indifferent towards the snbject, and one is led 
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to doubt whether Tibullus even, would have been so enthusiastic 

about the 'vita rustica' and not found it similarly 'solestas' in 

the absence of his desired companion. 

'O; t'bitss' versus 'Ebmrts. ' 

No *lea has provoked so such debate as to the question 

of the status of a feaale elegiac character than 2.7 in the Propsrtian 

oorpus, but one point of certainty which does eawrgge is that the poet 

voices his refusal to produce children: 

'undo sihi patriis natos prsebere triutphis ? 
nullus de nostro sanguine miles erst. 

.... .... .... .... tu iihi Bola plaoese place= tibi, Cynthia, solus$ 
hio Brit et patrio nomine pluris aaor. ' 

(lines 13-14 and 19-20) 

Propertius must have realised that one of the in motives which 

dictated the legislation, the repeal of which gave hin a feeling of 

relief, was the need to encourage a rise in the birth rate so that 

the strength of the army and the efficiency of civil administration 

might be maintained. Such is the import of Augustus' speech reported 

by Dio (56. lff) which even contained the frank observation that it 

was necessary for offspring to fill the ranks of the slain. Accord- 

ing to Su tonius the 'equites' demonstrated their opposition to the 

legislation whereupon Augustus summoned the children of his grand- 

daughter Agrippina and displayed then in the presence of their 

father ßermsnious, on whose knee some were seated, while the remainder 

sat on that of the emperor (Aug. 34). 4 this token he made the air 

of his regulations clear to all, an aim which Propertius obviously 

was unwilling to back personally* the occasion of the speech 

reported by Mo ras a celebration of triumphal gar s, and it was the 
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emperor's response to a public demand by the 'equites' for a repeal 

of the lave on celibacy and ohildnessness. This is probably the 

same incident narrated by Suetonius who tells us that it occurred 

during a public show (publionm speotaculum. loo. oit. ) and it can be 

reasonably assigned to the year of Augustus' sixth consulship held 

in 28 B. C. when according to Tacitus 'potentiae securas, quao 

triusriratu iusserat abolovit deditque iura quis pace et princips 

uteresur'. (An= 3.28). These new arrangements which he initiated 

to replace those of the triumnural period clearly included now 

dealing with morality for the historic cites this revision as an 

attempt by the 'princeps' to control the immorality and lawlessness 

which had escalated during the previous two decades, and then proceeds 

to mention the stricter way of life which it imposed. The year 28-7 

B. C. would be an ideal date for the composition of elegy 2.7 which 

is in effect a political document as well as a poem for it presents 

Prbpertius as reacting with his class to state interference. He may 

have attended the entertainment which turned into a demonstration 

and have heard the emperor address the orova, in which case I. surmise 

that perhaps we ought to interpret line 13 (sup. oit. ) not simply as 

a rhetorical qusstion, but very likely a real question posed to the 

assembled 'equites' which would be in keeping with the tenor of the 

speech as found in Dio, uhish probably contains the gist of the 

emperor's words even if we do not accept it as accurate in every 

particular. The elegy is in its own way symptomatic of a disinclination 

felt by may under the Republic towards marital and parental commitment. 

To cope with this the' censors had been empowered to impose financial 

penalties os celibate men= Valerius Maxims (2.9) refers to a 

censorial door** whisk forbade men to remain single and this agrees 

with Cicero's statement that the censor's task is to prevent celibacy 
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(De Leg. 3). The speech of the censor for 131 B. C. (see below 

for its relevance to the emperor's social plan) is a measure of 

the extent of the problem being an appeal for men to marry and so 

increase the birth rate (Livy Per. 59, Gellius _. 1.6). The 

vehemence of Propertius' poetical protest, coming as it does at a 

politically inopportune moment, suggests that here the voice of 

conscience is audible and that we are not just dealing with a cry of 

horror that the foundations of an elegiac convention which rules out 

domesticity and family life are under threat. 

Also to be appreciated in the context of Augustus' strategy 

for stimulating the birth-rate are a pair of elegies written by Ovid 

(2.13 and 14). the subject of which is unique not only in Roman verse, 

but in the 
(36) 

poetry of any eher age, and one calculated to rouse the 

wrath of the emperor perhaps even more than Propertius' emphatic 

refusal to assume the responsibilities of parenthood. We have just 

seen Augustus showing off the children of Germanicus to impress upon 

his opponents the main purpose behind his legislation. Further 

indications of his solicitude in this respect are to be found in his 

recommending to the populace through an edict the speech of Metellus 

Macedonious, censor in 131 B. C. 9 entitled 'On Increasing the Population' 

in which the author had advocated compulsory marriage (SueteAK08961 

Livy Per. 69); when he made his tours of the provinces of Italy he 

would give cash rewards of one thousand sesteroes for each son or 

daughter whom a citizen could display before him (Suet. ibid. 46) and 

Gellius tells how he raised a monument to a woman who at one birth had 

produced five children (ibid. 10.2). The 'ius trium liberorum', a 

privilege which facilated more rapid promotion in the magistracies 

for fathers of more than two children, was designed with the same end 

in view. That Ovid should have gone ahead with their publication 
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after 18 B. C. when Augustus' moral reforms received the support of 

the full weight of the law, reforms which were later strengthened 

by the lox Papi. Poppaea of 9 A. D. which shows that his zeal in this 

quarter had not abated, is quite remarkable. Even if they were first 

published in the second edition their appearance falls within this 

period of a tightening of control over moral standards. 

I as of the opinion that the elegies reveal Ovid as a 

master of that 'nequitia' with which he delighted in shocking those 

of a puritanical outlook. This however is not the view of everyone. 

An article by watts (A. C. 16 1973 pp" 89-101) argues that Ovid, in 

remonstrating with Corinna for what she has done, is assuming an 

attitude of revulsion with which his contemporaries would have 

sympathised; they are "documents of popular attitudes" (p. 92) which 

regarded abortion as 1. "dangerous", 2. "unnatural" and 3. "a social 

evil". Yet in conclusion he states that the "real centre of interest" 

in these documents is "neither God and salvation, nor society and 

its interests, nor the child and his rights" (p. 101) and in the 

penultimate footnote he writes "Later, in the Ars L atoria, even in 

Book 3 directed to the ladies, Ovid never discusses abortion...... 

Perhaps our two poems in the Aerores had proven generally unacceptable. " 

(note 69 p. 101). Dooarnts which reflect popular attitudes but which 

are generally unacceptable are indeed strange. I think Ovid abandoned 

the them because they were officially unacceptable and I will attempt 

to show how this is so. Ovid's attitude to Corinna's deed is 

asbivalent. Though he expresses anger it is diminished through fear 

for her safety (ire digna asa; sed oadit ire rtn. 2.13.4). H. prays 

to Isis to intercede and spars her life and also entreats Ilithyia 

to be merciful towards her for she is worthy of such aids 
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'lenis ades preaibusque weis fare, Ilithyial 
digna est, qua' inbeas maneris esse tui. ' 

(2.13.21-2) 

In Augustan verse the only other reference I can trace outside 

Ovid's work 
(37) 

to 'Ilithyia' is to be found in the Carmen Saeoulare 

of Horace where she is invoked to prosper the birth of children 

following the enactment of the legislation of 18 E. C. concerning 

marriage: 

'rite maturos aperire partus 
leans, Ilithyla, teere matron 
sire tu Luaina probes vocari 

sou. Genitalia. 

diva, produces suboles patruaque 
prospers deoreta super iugsndis 
feminin prolisque novae feraoi 

lege write. ' 
(lines 13-20) 

In Ovid, the help of the goddess is sought not to ease childbirth 

but to spare the life of one who, while she has committed no criminal 

offence, has acted in a way totally out of keeping with the spirit if 

not the letter of the now legislation. Watts is probably right when 

he points out that "Augustus' legislation favouring fecundity naturally 

was aimed indirectly against abortion". (p. 91). From a Horatian 

point of view and in the CarasA 3aeeulare he is speaking in the 

strongest official tones - Ovid is asking the goddess to perform a 

singularly inappropriate task. Strictly speaking, Ilithyia is the 

Roman equivalent of the Greek Artemis - Bileithyia whose assistance 

was sought by women at childbirth. Horace gives this title to Juno 

Lucina who could similarly ease childbirth though Odes 3.22.1-4 

suggests that he realised that she was in fact Artemis (38) 
for he 

describes Diana as - 
1*01ua castes ne-or mqu., Tirao 
qua. laborgutes utero moll, ýas tar vosata audio adimisque Leto, 

diva triformis. ' 
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I propose that in naming Ilithyia, Ovid intended us to think of the 

role of the goddess in the Carmen Saeoulare. I notice a similar 

wording between the passage quoted above in which Horace describes 

the functions of Diana - Artemis - Eileithyia and Ovid 'a prayer to 

Ilithyia: 

'tuque 1 borantes utero miserata el a 
quarum tarda latens corpora tendit onus' 

(2.13.19-20) 

Allowing for the possibility that both authors are drawing upon a 

common liturgical formnla, Ovid =at have known that his audience 

would draw a comparison between Horace's approach to the goddess and 

his own which was surrounded by circumstances startlingly different. 

Again, Ovid's appeal to Isis and her associate deities 

Osiris, Anubis and Apia is out of harmony with the policy of malign- 

ing oriental cults instigated by Octavian in his propaganda campaign 

against Antony and his Egyptian queen. The latter three are zoo- 

morphic gods represented by a white ox (Onuphis harbouring the soul 

of Osiris), a jackal and a bull respectively, types of divinity which 

Vergil abominates in the Aeneid where they are ranged against the 

traditional gods of the Roman pantheon in the conflict between 

Octavian and Antony at Actium, the victorious outoomm of which is 

portrayed not only as a martial success but also as the vindication 

of Roman oivilisation against the threat of a barbarous foes 

'ounigsnuu deem monstra at latrator Anubis 
contra Ieptuanm it 7ederes eontraque I#Lnervan 
tela tenant. ' 

(8.678-80) 

Snetonins tells how Augustus respected all ancient cults including 

those of foreign origin which bad been long established, but his 

disregard for the more recently imported Egyptian religions is 

evident fron the my in which he refused to honour Apia the bull 
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while on tour in Egypts 'Peregrinarnm caeremoniarun sicut veteres 

ac praeceptas reverentissime coluit, its, ceteras oontemptui habuit 

...... at contra non modo in peragranda Aegypto paulo deflector* ad 

visendum Apin supersedit... ' (mug. 93); Suetonius adds that he praised 

Gains for reusing to honour Jehovah at Jerusalem on a journey through 

Judaea which strongly suggests that in steering clear of Apia in 

Egypt he was activated by religious scruples. Propertius provides 

us with a similar reflection of this policy of denigration in elegy 

3.11, though as I explained in ay previous ohapter, he identifies 

himself with the opposition in a way which suggests that lines 29-49 

are largely an esposf of typical paopsgia 
(39) 

against which he 

counterpoises his own thovahts: 

'soilioet inoesti ssrstrix regina Canopi 
uns Philippeo sanguine adusta nota 

ausa Iovi nostro latrantem opponere Anubim 
at Tiberias Will. oogere ferre eins, 

Roaanasque tubas orepitanti pallor* Bistro. ' 

(lines 39-43) 

In his prayer, Ovid reminds Isis of her beloved Canopus and river 

Nile which in the specimen of Augustan propaganda referred to above 

are denounced, Canopus being described as 'inoestue' by virtue of 

the fact that several of the Ptolemies from whom Cleopatra was 

descended had married their sisters and the Nile is said to have 

menaced the Tiber. Xoreover, Ovid beseeches her 'by thy sistrnas' 

(per tam sistra precor. line il), an oriental instrument which 4. rgil 

contemptuously depicts Cleopatra as using to rouse her forces at 

Aotius: 

'regina in aedits patrio vooat again sistro' 
(Len. 8.696) 

In the Propertian account the 'sistram' is similarly opposed to the 

Roman 'tuba' (3.11. $3 sup. ait. ). The establishment had always viewed 
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the Egyptian gods with suspicion. In the decade between 58-48 B. C. 

for instanoe, their temples in Rome were torn down four times. In 

43 B. C. the triumvirs, no doubt thinking that it would be safer to 

Romanise an alien cult which was growing in popularity, resolved to 

raise a temple to the goddess but this decision was not implemented. 

Augustus banned the worship of Egyptian deities within the pomoerium 

of the city in 28 B. C. and in 21 B. C. this ban was reinforced by 

Agrippa who extended the restricted area to a mile beyond the 

pomoerium. 
(40) 

In his discussion of religious develöpments under 

the eapire, Nock mentions Ovid's prayer to Isis and emphasises that it 

is exceptional for its day, the general unpopularity of the Egyptian 

cults among the educated classes being also mirrored in the art of 

the Augustan age which has a very low instance of subjects from these 

cultss "In the Campana reliefs, belonging to this period, and in 

the stuccos of the Casa Farnesina there are numerous representations 

of scenes relating to the old-established Dionysiac and Eleusinian 

rites, but only very rare representations of Egyptian priestly figures, 

and they need not ran more than the oommuer scenes of Nile life, 

which had then something of the interest which China possessed for 

Europeans of the eighteenth century. Again, Egyptian subjects are 

not ooamon on the popular Arretine pottery". 
(41) 

Tiberius inherited 

his predecessors dislike of the cult going so far as to have the 

image of Isis thrown into the Tiber, her temple destroyed, her priests 

crucified and many of her worshippers exiled. It was only with 

Caligula that the cult gained official approval. The goddess who 

often appears in the elegies of Tibullus, Propertius and Ovid and 

who plays a large part in their lives, albeit obstructive at times, 

was branded with the Augustan seal of disapproval. In order to 
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compound his 'nequitia' in addressing an imposing prayer to rivals 

of Rome's traditional deities I believe that he applies to Osiris, 

the consort of Isis, the epithet 'Pius' (line 12) with which Vergil 

had described his hero Aeneas who embodies those Roman virtues prized 

by promoters of the Augustan renaissance. Aeneas appears in the 

Carmen Saeoulare (line 42) on which as I have just proposed Ovid had 

his eye in composing these elegies but Horace apparently had a low 

opinion of Osiris mentioning his name only once in an oath which he 

attributes to an imposter (Bjm. 1.17.6). In addition I suggest that 

Ovid, noticing that Horace referred in the Carmen Saeculare to the 

'turmae' of Aeneas (line 38) who accompanied his from Troy, decided to 

give 'Pius Osiris' and his consort a 'turma' (line 18), followers in 

the religious sense. The Galli are of course priests of Cybele, but 

Ovid uses the phrase 'Gallica turns' of the priests of Isis and Osiris, 

and here I detect an example of Ovidian wit for 'Gallicus' can also 

mean Trojan, after the river Gallus in Phrygia which in itself explains 

the title of the officiants of the rites of the Phrygian mother 

goddess. 
(42) 

An interesting sidelight is thrown on this view in the 

Cambridge Ancient History where in discussing the conservatism of 

Claudius, Hock observes that the respect shown towards the cult of 

Attie by the elevation of the 'arohigallus' to a dignified priesthood 

in the reign of this emperor is lese remarkable owing to the fact that 

"In the reign of Augustus the *aphasia laid on the Trojan origins in 

general and the Julian family in particular led to an emphasis on 

Cybele, and among the temples which Augustus restored was that of 

the Magna Mater on the Palatine". (Vol. 10 p. 449). Thus I propose 

Ovid describes the unofficial cult of Isis in terms which remind us 

that the 'Trojan cult' favoured by the imperial house is in reality 

an oriental import. That he does so while ignoring traditional and 
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more recently sanctioned cults with the exception of one (i. e. 

Ilithyia) which is introduced in a paradoxical way, suggests to me 

that he is flaunting religious orthodoxy. 

With regard to lines 15-18 of 2.14 I doubt very wach 

whether they constitute a "flattering touch" directed at the emperor 

as Watts ii gins them to be (art. cit. p. 97): 

'Ilia si tumido geainos in ventrs neoasset 
oasurus dominae oonditor Urbis erst; 

si Venus Aeneas gravida terrasset in alvo, 
Caesaribas tellus orbs futura fait. ' 

Ovid points out that if Rhea Silvia and Venus had acted in the same 

way as Corinna then neither Romulus nor the Caesars would have seen 

the light of day. Sorely Ovid knew that the flattery, even if 

genuinely intended, would be regarded by the recipient as misplaced 

in a poem of dubious morality and would have omitted this touch. 

The oircuaetanoes surrounding the birth of Romulus to the Vestal 

virgin Rhea Silvia, were as we saw earlier, not beyond reproach. She 

escaped the fate of latter-day asabers of her order, which would have 

terminated her life as well as her pregnanoy, and could not complain 

on technical grounds when Romulus and his brother were ordered to 

suffer death by exposure, this being after all the prescription of 

Augustus for dealing with the offspring of Julia the Younger and her 

illicit lover (Suet. Aug. 65), (43) 
and a practice to which by virtue 

of his 'patria potestas', a father could resort if he did not wish to 

mintain the legitimate or illegitimate children of his wife (Girard, 

Droit Roaain Vol. 1 pp. 131-4). 

I haue gieren groands for dating elegy 2.13 to 17 B. C. in 

view of the way in 'which Ovid see= to echo the Carson Saeaulare of 

Horace and it is reasonable to suppose that its counterpart 2.14 was 
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composed at roughly the same time and if we remember that Maroellus 

the nephew and destined successor of Augustus had not a tragic and 

much lamented death only a few years earlier in 25 B. C., it is easy 

to see how the thought of a world without Caesars could not have 

flattered the emperor; Ovid is being undiplomatic to say the least. 

I think it possible that an intended topical allusion 

may underlie Ovid's picture of a world bereft of Caesars. I refer 

to the emperor's decision after Actium to execute Caesarion the 

illegitimate son of Julius Caesar and Cleopatra while sparing her 

issue by Antony, for the simple reason, as Tarn puts it, that "the 

world must not hold two Caesars". 
(44) 

In addition Suetonius, 

enumerating the omens of the emperor's future greatness in the days 

before he cams to power, relates how a prodigy announced the imminent 

birth of one destined to become king of Rome in the year of Augustus' 

birth (63 B. C. ) whereupon the Senate resolved that no male child born 

in that year should be reared. A few senators however, whose wives 

were already pregnant, prevented the registration of the decree at 

the Treasury for they harboured the secret hops that they might have 

become the father of this child (ibid. 94). On historian acknowledges 

his source for the tale as Julius Narathus a freedman of the 'princeps' 

(ibid. 79), and a pro-Augustan pamphleteer one of several who counter- 

acted the propaganda of the emperor's enemies and who added a 

miraculous component to their vindication of his cause in order to 

represent his as a forechosen ruler. 
(45) 

This war of words would 

naturally rely upon reaching a wide audience for its effectiveness 

and for that reason we can imagine how Ovid may have learned of this 

somewhat fantastic claim of Narathus. The irony of this fiction 

would readily seggest itself to the poet in the context of these 
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elegies, for the emperor's advent was in effect the signal for the 

government to contemplate the implementation of measures which were 

the opposite in ain to those which Augustus promoted, and which 

would have resulted in the loss ao the world of a Caesar. In treat- 

ing the subject of these elegies Ovid my have been motivated to 

redress the balance of a poem like the Carmen Sasoulsre which was 

weighted entirely in favour of reforms designed to proliferate the 

number of Roasn citizens, and to show that he at least was sceptical 

about the way in which the state was enroaching upon citizens' 

private lives. 

Fr edoz snd $. t, rsssion 

Properties, as I have just explained, was adamantly 

opposed to the idea of his having to assume the responsibilities of 

parenthood, and Ovid affords a surprising description of a practice 

which is symptomatic of a similar reluctance in the case of Corinna 

and other Augustan mothers (the 'puellae' of 2.14.37. cf.! ., -line 2l* 

raraque in hoc aevo *at quas, slit esse parens). Propertius does not 

wish to attach himself to a voaan who will bear his children and 

perfor the traditional duties of a 'astrona' from which we can presume 

that any partner of his voald villingly forego the prospect of mother- 

hood. Such vorn vere the product of a social revolution which had 

been fermenting before the advent of the imperial order. During the 

later Republic women had become increasingly free to determine their 

own lifestyle, and marriage 'sine scan' became correspondingly more 

popular, this arrangement allowing then to retain their own property 

rights and so preserve an independence from their husbands which 

carriage 'in manna' was less likely to afford. This obviously suited 

the sort of woman who did not contemplate a life-long coital to the 
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same husband for it permitted easy divorce Which, incidentally, 

renders less remarkable the fact that 8ulla and Pompey were married 

five times and Ovid thrice. It is, moreover, understandable that it 

would appeal to society women who did not wish to spend their time 

looking after children and draining their resources for their 

maintenance. Polybius had noted a similar trend among the Greeks 

to secure wealth by avoiding the expense of parenthood (36.17) and 

Tacitus refers to the attractions of childlessness which frustrated 

the designs of the Lax Papia Poppsea of 9 A. D. (ß. 3.23). Juvenal's 

scathing remarks about rich woman who avoid pregnancy or resort to 

abortion (Sgt. 6.597-601) probably attest in their own way to the 

same strategy, and Pliny the Elder certainly does when discussing 

the effects caused by the pursuit of wealth (.. H. 14.5). The turning 

point in the story of female emancipation at Rose some to have 

occurred after the conclusion of the war with Hannibal. Social un- 

rest and a relaxation in moral standards following national crises 

have been a feature of the modern era, and a similar phenomenon would 

appear to have followed upon the greatest upheaval which affected 

the Republic. In 195 B. C. the women of Rome demonstrated on nasse 

calling for the repeal of the Lex Oppia which had restricted the 

amount of ornaments which they might possess as well as their use of 

conveyances during wartime. Liar has left us a vivid account of 

their protest 'Their husbands were unable to keep them with- 

in doors and they beset the approaches to the Forum, their numbers 

swelled by an influx of sympathisers from the provincial towns. L. 

Valerius, a tribune, supported their clains, but"a war of words ensued 

between himself and 11. Porcius Cato, who wished the law to stand for 

it was, he said, in keeping with the traditional attitude shown 

towards women by their ancestors who debarred them from business and 
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political life, placing then under the surveillance of their husbands 

guardians and aale relatives. In reply, Yalerius eaphasised that the 

circumstances which had nade it necessary to impose sanctions no 

longer prevailed. His speech bears witness to the inferior status 

of wosen whoa he says live in subservience so long as they have 

kinsmen; this inferior status, he olaiss, they find preferable to 

the relative freedom lieh widowhood and bereavement affords and 

calls upon husbands sad fathers to exercise authority over the worn 

in their care rather than keep then in slavery. While Livy's account 

my not be based upon, a eontesporary record of the debate it accords 

with the inscriptional evidence which oonfires the circumscribed 

sphere of female influence depicted therein., 
( 46) It any be informed 

by attitudes prevalent in the historian's own day which the emperor's 

own outlook on the subject would have helped to reinforce -a point 

to which I will return shortly - and against which we should base 

our appreciation of amatory elegy, especially the thews of the 

'servitium snort. ' which instates the womn in a position of dominance 

over the man. I will be defending the thesis that the elegiac life 

style mirrors the Crowing independesoe of women which had been gain- 

ing momentum under the Republic, a trend which in essence was 

symptomatic of nsns' inability or enrilliognees to assert their 

authority, a passivity out of tame with the spirit of the Avestan 

moral reforms which upheld the concept of 'patria potestas'. The 

repeal of the Lex Oppia was a victory for women but an attempt was 

made by the enactment of the Les 'ooonia of 169 B. C. to rtes their 

growing independence fosaded to a large extent on the peculiar 

property rights to which marriage 'sine eana' entitled these this 

measure, supported by tlhs reactionary Cato, not out to provost women 

fron inheriting legacies of more than 100,000 assos, thus striking at 
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the financial basis of their independence. Gellius relates how 

Cato's speech drew a picture of women giving loans to their husbander, 

and then in fits of anger hounding then with debt collectors! (L. A. 

17.6). The law does not seen to have had auch effect; a father could 

easily bequeath his estate to a 'heres fiduciarius' whom he could 

trust to donate the estate to his daughter as a gift. 
(47) 

A woman 

could even retrieve her dowry frost her husband or his heirs, a 

development highlighted by the case of Licinia who had been married 

to Gaius Gracohus and which illustrates the diminishing rights of 

the male partner in marriage. 
(48) 

The stage was set for some women 

to cone to the fore in society and though they may not take a direct 

part in politics, to satisfy their ambitions through backing the 

careers of men. Of these some of the most famous are Cornelia mother 

of the Gracahi, Praecia the lover of Cethegus, 
(1w) 

Porcia the wife of 

Brutus the tyrannicide, Fausts the wife of C. Ms ius, Servilia the 

mistress of Julius Caesar, Clodia the wife of L. Mstellus Color and 

Falvia wife of Antony, who played an active part in the proscriptions 

during the second triumvirate and through her own energies recruited 

two legions in a bid to relieve Perueis besieged by Oot vian who 

was retaliating against the asnoenmres of Antony's brother whoa she 

was supporting. 
(50) 

'! here was also CJtheris-Yolunnia, a Greek freed- 

woman who became successively the mistress of N. Junius Brutus, 

Antony and then of Gallus whose elegies immortalised his affair with 

her before she left his for another. The career of Cytheris is 

worthy of more attention; she was a freedwoman of Yolunnius Kutrapslus 

(Cic. LdF: 19.26) who had been a hetaira, one of many such Greek 

women who had made their appearance in Roue during the first and 

second centuries B. C. and who were talented danoers, actresses, 

musicians and well versed in Greek and Latin literature. 
(51) 

Such 
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women must have enjoyed a freedom which was the envy of the Roman 

'matron' who was more often than not the victim of a marriage 

arranged in her early 'teens and whose place was by tradition in 

the home. As Luck says "They were such sought after by the fashion- 

able not of young men. No wonder that the more sensitive and 

passionate among the native Roman ladies were envious of the glitter 

and excitements of a different way of life and resented the tedious 

routine of their households". (Latin Love 1l4mr p. 23). Sallust 

(Cat. 25) presents us with a portrait of the Roman 'matron' 

Sempronia, wife of D. Junius Bratus, who had obviously taken advantage 

to the fall of the opportunity for greater independence open to 

women of well to do backgrounds as I have explained above. What is 

remarkable about the description of this lady is the fact that she 

appears to have modelled her behaviour on the liberated hetairai: 

'haeo aulier genera atque forma, praeterea vino liberis satin 

fortunate fuit; litteris Graeois Latinis docta; peallere, saltare 

elegantius quas neoesse set probae; malts alia, qua* instruments 

luxuries aunt. sod ei oariora *super ounia quas deans atque pudioitia 

fait..... veruz ingenium eins hand absurdum: posse versus faoere, 

ioema movers, sermons uti vel modesto, vel molli, vel prooaoi: 

prorsus maltae facetiae multos lepos inerat. ' low Propertius 

attributes similar abilities to Cynthia in the following passages: 

'uni si qua piaost, oults pulls, sat est; 
our tibi praessrtis Phoebus sus oariins dopet 

Aoniaagns libens Calliopes lyraa, 
nnioa wo desit. inenndis gratis verbis, 

onnia quaogns Tinas, gnssqno Minerva probat., 
his tu super iris nostrae gratissiaa vitae, 

taedia dun niseras mint tibi luxuries. ' 
(1.2.26-32) 

'nu nodo purpuroo fallsban stanino soanus 
rursus st Orph. as oarmin., fsssa, lyre*. ' 

(1.3.41.2) 
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'haeo sod forms aei pars set extreme furoris; 
sunt aaiora, quibus, Bass., perire iuvats 

ingenuus color et anltis decus artibus, et quam, 
gaudia sub tacita duoere vests libet. ' 

(1. k. ii-i4) 
'sive lyrae careen digitis peroassit eburnis, 

mirawar, faciles ut presat arte minus. ' 
(2.1.9-10) 

'neo me tam faoiss, quamvis sit candid., oepit 
.... ..... 00006 

quantum quod posito formose saltat Iaooho, 
"git ut evhantes duz Ariadna ohoros 

at quantum, Aeolio cum temptat carmine pleotro 
par Aganippasae ludere Boots lyres 

st one cum antiques committit scripts Corinnas 
carmine, quas quivis, non putat asgaa snis. ' 

(2.3.9 and 17-22) 

'nam ma cum reoitat, diafit se odisss beatoss 
carmina tan sanots nulls paella oolit. ' 

(2.26.25-6 ) 

'est tibi fors potens, aunt castes Palladio srtes' 
(3"p"? ) 

The problem which imosdiately arises from such a comparison of 

feaale sophietioation. is whether the description of Cynthia suggests 

that she is representative of the class to which Cytheris belongs 

or whether she has more in common with $empronia. The use difficulty 

would have arisen in the ease of Lesbia if we had not known that she 

was in fact an aristocrat, the sister of P. Clodins Paleher, 
(52) 

for as Lilja(53) remarks the life-styles of Iwsbia and Lycoris, 

that is Cytheris(54) were snrprisinsly alike. Without going into 

the intricacies of the svidenss for the status of the females to 

whom the elegists addressed their work, it is clear that Propertius 

sots high stars by thoss:: arts which the liberated Roman vomen such 

as Sespronia had ailtirated and which men began to favour in 

preferoaoe to tko sere doasstio sham of the conventional Roma 

'rtroua'. The new foand froodos of the 'matrons' did little, 
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however, to recommend married life. The unfortunate marriage of 

Cicero's brother to the tedious Pomponia, sister of Attious, is 

probably not an isolated instanse of the inevitable outooi of these 

social developasnts which as Syas notes, had their reaction upon asn 

"who, instead of a partner from their own class, preferred alliance 

with a freedvowan, or non at all". (p. 445). they could of course 

also pursue an affair with an unmarried freeborn woasn or 'astrona' 

who eaulated the ways of the freedvoasn. It is Barely freedwomen 

or freeborn women who iatinate the wort of the elegists; the dramatic 

tension in elegy depends upon the path to love being a difficult one 

and this rules out on the out hand the poet serenading the charm of 

a wife and on the other, of a soason prostitute (rretriz). 

It is most unlikely that Cytheris with whoa Cicero dined 

(ý=n" 9.26.2) was a cannon 'sieretrix' registered with the 

'aediles' to ply her trade (of. T&o. l&R. 2.85). Recourse to such women 

by single or married men was not forbidden by Roman law and the 

legislation of Augustus did not alter this situation, and Properties 

could have continued paying visits to Cynthia with impunity if she 

had belonged to this class of woman. While a Ronan could never marry 

a woman 'qua. palan corpora quaestun feoit', he could even after the 

Augustan reforms marry a freedwoman (though not if he were a senator) 

for this was better than no marriage at all. 
(SS) 

The tension in 

elegy 2.7 of Propertius, assuming that Cynthia is unmarried, depends 

on a situation in which both parties are eligible for marriage for 

if she were ineligible to marry by virtue of being a common 

prostitute, the enforced separation to which he refers in lines 1 -4 

would be meaningless if the law permitted his to continue meting 

her wren after he had married elsewhere. It is most likely that 
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Cynthia, enjoying the freedom of which women had become possessed 

had no desire to marry but that Propertius as an 'eques' would have 

felt the pressure upon his to marry elsewhere and then he would be 

in a dangerous position as a wrried mit pursuing an affair with her 

when she herself was eligible for marriage. In a later section of 

this chapter I 81hä11 raise once more the question of the status of 

Cynthia, Delia and Corinna! s, subject which is complicated by the 

fact that the freeborn Roman lady had began to assume the airs of 

the freedwoman as I have mentioned. It is on account of this 

phenomenon that campaigners for moral rearaaaent could criticise 

elegy, for it is woven around a code of behaviour emanating from 

this latter class which is essentially alien to the concept of sarital 

stability which by now was being officially endorsed as the basis 

for the procreation of a new generation destined to sustain empire. 

As well as reflecting the wayward conduct of the sophisticated 

courtesan and its influence. on her fashionable freeborn rival it is 

easy to see how the Genre could be considered to recos end it; I 

would agree with Lilja when she claim that "from a social point of 

view the worn of the Are Amtoria. do not differ considerably from 

the mistresses of the elegists, as that the arterial taken from that 

work can legitimately be compared with that derived from the elegies 

proper. " 
(56) 

With reference to this later work she makes the valid 

point that the purpose of the 
,, 
mammal can hardly be to teach the 

reader to win over and secure the affections of a prostitute and that 

the poet's warning at the sutset of the work advising 'satronae' not 

to heed his countenances is ao doubt a rasure of self-protection 

necessitated by the enforcement of the moral]hgislatioa: which pre- 

dated its publication. Burlier, in the introduction to this chapter 

where I examined acid's retrospective view of this work in exile, I 
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suggested that his quotation of this disclaimer in connection with 

an imagined objection that 'astronae' night praotise the arts which 

he taught, indicates that he was indeed conscious at the ontaet that 

he night ran into trouble. 

Social historians as well as critics of elegy have 

apparently overlooked what spy not simply be a coment by Horace on 

a growing incidence of adultery and moral disintegration but a side- 

light on the freeborn Roman woman's imitation of the Greek hetairsi 

and freedwomen that is, his own views on the accomplishments of the 

elegiac woran which so bewitched Properties: 

'aotus doaeri gaudet Ionioos 
 stura virgo et fingitur artibus; 

ism nano at inoestos asores 
de tow" =editatar nngui; 

sox iwaiores gvaerit adulteros 
inter aariti viva, neque eligit 

oni donut imperaissa raptii 
Baudia lnainibns remotis. "-t 

(-Ofti 3.6.21-28) 

In this Ode, Horaoe fulainates against the abandoned behaviour of the 

Roman girl who, eyen before her aarriage, is well practised in the art 

of danoing, whioh in the words of Page "was an accomplishment rarely 

practised except by slave girls who exhibited their skill for hire 

at banquets and the like. " (Horses. Odes P-330). 
(57) 

It is, hoverer, 

an art in which the emancipated Sespronia and Propertius' Cynthia 

were proficient ('saitare. elegaatins quas probae neoesse eat'. 

Sallust. Cat. 25 and 'q. ntut gaod posito formese, saltat laooho, 

edit ut enhantes duz Ariadna oheros' Prop. 2.3.17-18; see above on 

both these passages). Horses pietares a libertine indulging in 

shameless condnet at a wine party (inter visa. line 26) and it is 

interesting that Cynthia is düioritId as performing when the wine is 

poured out (posito Iaooho. lime-17). Moreover, Horace closely allies 
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the image of the girl practising 'artes' (line 22) with the adulterous 

'gaudia' which she will later afford a lover (line 28); in the 

Propertian passage from elegy 1.4 quoted above to illustrate Cynthia's 

talents, the elegist had likewise spoken, in the same oouplet, of 

the 'artes' and 'Saudia' with which she had captivated his (lines 

13-14). In this Ode, Horace contrasts the present generation with 

the sturdy 'iuventus' (line 33) who warded off Rom In great enemies 

and in this way criticises the effeteness of contemporary youth as 

he does in Odes 3.24.51-8. Now in elegy 2.3 which enumerates 

Cynthia's artistic abilities and beauty, Propertius tells us that 

they have kindled the passions of Raw Is youth - 'nostra inventus' 

(line 39), and after comparing her to Helen says that now he can 

understand the wisdom with 'which Paris acted in seducing Helen (lines 

35-8), an episode which the lyric poet had earlier branded as shase- 

lul, speaking 'with-scorn of this adulterer's serenading admiring 

girls on the lyre (Odes 1.15.9-20). Horace may not be obliquely 

censuring Propertius in particular but he is certainly castigating 

women who seek to attain those graces which are esteemed highly by 

Properties. Me verb 'doeeri' (Wn 3.6.21 sup. cit. ) is after all 

one which suggests the 'paella doota' of sleay. 
(58) 

In Anorem 2.4 

for example, in which Ovid acknowledges his faulty morals (nendosos 

mores. line 1) he tells of his susceptibility to this feminine types 

'give on docta, places rares dotata per antes; 
.... .... .... .... .... 

base q*ia dnlee canit fleotitque faeilliaa voce=, 
osoula cantanti rapta dedisse velis; 

hass queralas habili poronrrit pollice ohordas - 
tam dootas quis non possit amare manna ? 

ills place* gestu nu rosaque braoohia dusit 
et teneran sollt torquet ab arte laths. ' 

(lines 17 and 25-30) 

The pieturs is switch the now as that which Properties draws of his 

ideal woms 
(39) 

n, and here also dancing is an accomplishment which is 
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gratifying. 

The din view which Horace takes of the 'artes' cultivated 

by women seems to be paralleled by the attitude which Augustus 

adopted towards the upbringing of his daughter Julia and his grand- 

daughters. Here, in Suetonius' biography he stands revealed as one 

who sought to inculcate a discipline and domesticity which would not 

have been out of place in an early Republican household. Wool-spinning 

was encouraged and it was strictly forbidden to say or do anything 

which would not make a decent story in the imperial journals 'Filiam. 

et neptis its inetituit ut etian lanifioio assuefaceret vstaretque 

loqui et altere quioquan nisi pTopalam et quod in diurnos aoamentarios 

referetur. ' (Aug. 64). The house clothes which he wore were woven 

and sewn by Livia, Octaria, and again by Julia and the granddaughters: 

'vests non tamers alia quas domestics, usus est, ab sorore et uxore et 

filia neptibusque oonfeeta' (id. ibid. 73). Wool-spinning was an 

occupation which the staid 'matron' had from the earlier days of the 

Republic taken sufficiently seriously as to wish a record of her 

proficiency therein to appear on her gravestone; Claudia, a 'matron' 

of the second century D. C. is described on her epitaph as having 

served her family and spun wool: 'do ust serravit, lanes feoit (I. L. S. 

8W3). The epitaph of a certain Mnrdia tells us that she was the 

equal of any romsec in the following virtues; last but not least of 

which is the ability to spin wools 'probitate, pudicitia, obsequio, 

lanificio. ' (quoted by orelli vn Horaoef Odes 3.12.5). Livy 

attributes this old Ronan virtue to the legendary Lucretia when he 

describes her as 'lanao dedita' (1.57). This activity, encouraged 

in Augustus' housahold, epitomises a world which stands at the 

antipode of that which finds emission in elea and I Would direct 

attention to Horace Odes 3.15 which I regard as drawing a contrast 
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between the two; Chloris is advised to put an and to her 'nequitia' 

(profligacy to which Propertius yields in 1.6.26 and of which Ovid 

boasts e. g. Azores 2.1.2) and 'famosi labores' (lines 2""3) which are 

due to efforts unbecoming for her age, to emulate her daughter Pholoe 

who Baoohante-like invades young mans' homes and is head over heels 

in love with Nothus. As an 'wror' of fiddle-age, Horaae recommends 

that she forget about playing the lyre and busy herself with spinning 

wool instead: 'to lange props nobiles / tonsae T. noerian, non oitharae 

decent' (lines 13-14). Of course Horace writes here in a humorous 

vein exploiting the "interaction of the two onlturee, Greek and Rom n. "(60) 

The characters all have Greek noes; as Williams observes, 8othus, the 

Greek for bastard, is a nave which would suit the son of a slave woman 

and a free man. 
(61) 

I very such doubt whether Horace would have been 

able to maintain a light hearted approach to the subject if the 

characters were not foreign but of true Roman stock. As early as 

Satires 2.2 the rustic self-taught philosopher Ofellus whose homs- 

spun wit is presided ehr b$ the patron goddess of spinning and weaving 

Minerva (abnormis sapiens erassaque Winerva. line 3) - the idea of 

native intelligence and spinning are here combined 
(62) 

- and who is 

the vehicle of Horaoe's discourse (line 2), drew an unfavourable 

comparison between virile Roman field sports and the effeminate Greek 

game of ball and quoit (lines 9-13) 
(63) 

in a way which foreshadows 

the poet's condemnation of the 'insennus peer' who cannot ride a 

horse, fears to join the hunt and is more at hone playing with a hoop 

Greek-style (Ode= 3.24.54-7). Juvenal was to be even more reactionary 

in his tirades against the pervading influence on Roman society of 

the Greeks and orientalt who had filled the city with flute players, 

harpists and girls who loiter around the Circus Nsximas for immoral 

purposes (Sat. 3.58-125) and against Roman woman who ape their ways, 
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particularly those - and here we are reminded of Horace's Chloris - 

whose advanced years render such conduct even more unseemly (Sat. 6. 

185-99). 

Why then do Tibullns in 1.3.85-92 and Propertius in 3.6. 

9-14 describe Delia and Cynthia as spinning and weaving if these 

occupations are more in keeping with the staid domesticity of a 

'matrons' than with the relative sophistication of the elegiac 

mistress? These passages merit consideration at the end of this 

chapter where it will be seen that they constitute a logical extension 

of the process whereby, for reasons which I will enter into, the free- 

love relationship is represented in terms of marriage or at least in 

terms of a more regular relationship in which the elegiac convention 

of the 'serritium amoris' is temporarily suspended. Overall, these 

activities are the exception and not the rule for the elegiac 'donna' 

whose accomplishments are somewhat more exotic than skill in 

'lanifioium', an outmoded chore which Ovid associates with the un- 

cultivated ways of the 'antiquae Sabine' with whom the modern 

'tenerae paellas' haus little in eomeon (De 11sä. älae. limes 11-20). 

Pragmatic Roman oansereatis* had always eyed with suspicion activities 

and habits of thought especially those of peregrine origin which 

were essentially purposeless from a social point of vier; Cato spoke 

out against growing interest in Greek philosophy and culture and 

Scipio Africanus expressed shook on seeing boys and girls of noble 

Roman birth taking lessens in a"dancing school, one of whom was the 

son of a candidate for office and who, as Scipio remarked, performed 

in a way unbecoming ein for an inselont slave (Neoroh. 3 11.3.14). 

The consul of 60 B. 6., L. Afranius, ws reproached with being more 

accomplished in dancing than in statesrnship (Seneca Do Trane. An. 17), 
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and Cicero claimed that no one except a mad man dances when he is 

sober (Pro Mar. 13). 

Of course Horace publioises the dancing ability of 

Terentia 
(6k) 

wife of Maecenas in Odes 2.12, but critics from Bentley 

onwards have observed that her performance is connected with a 

religious ritual associated with the goddess Diana and that the poet 

is not attributing to her a talent common among freedwomen; as 

Williams notes (J. R. S. 12 1962), commentators have since called 

attention to the "delicacy with which Horace avoids suggesting she 

might dance in private. " (p. 37). While Williams does not take the 

view that Horace avoids causing embarrassment to Maecenas by placing 

this accomplishment in a religious contest, he does agree that he is 

diplomatic in the way in which her dancing is placed within the frame- 

work of a Greek poetic convention and is led to doubt whether in 

real life she did show such a talents "Horace following early Greek 

and Hellenistic models, displays his talent as an erotic poet by 

describing an imaginary (Greek) girl who excites his admiration, but 

the poem is to I eoenas. sad, to honour his patron, he makes the 

description (slightly adapted to emphasise constancy and Diana) the 

vehicle of his admiration for Ssrentia. But Tsrentia is not being 

described, she need never have danced, joked, sung, played coy. The 

girl who does all these things is the conventional Greek object of 

endless Greek poems ..... Noman reality is not to be found in this 

description. " (p. 38). In oonolusion, the writer suggests that Horace 

realised that the airs of the hatairai were not entirely acceptable 

to the Ronan with a traditional outlook on life, msking the interest- 

ing observation that "it is significant that when Horace writes (or 

appears to write) most seriously..... he speaks of the pleasure of 
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the country scenery and good wine, but without mentioning hetairai. " 

(p. 42). With this we should compare his assessment of the invitation 

Odes which not infrequently hold forward the promise of licentious 

partiest "it is very significant that where the invitation has an 

element of reality, the details are Roman and sober. " (p. 41). 

Properties, as Williams reminds us, presents his relationship with 

Cynthia as a real one (p. 43) and argues that the elegist is more 

successful than either Horace or Virgil in creating a coherent world 

of ideas, for the latter two cast those of their poems which deal 

with dubious morality in an unmistakably Greek mould. 
(65) 

Williams' 

thoughts are clearly relevant to the point I wish to make about the 

women who are depicted in elegy as captivating the poets with their 

charms, for they move in a real, Roman world, and there is no 

suggestion on the poets' part that the life style which these women 

have adopted, and mich has auch in common with that of the hetairai, 

belongs to a different time and place or that in serious mood they 

would prefer an alternative kind of female companionship. This is 

also true of Ovid whose Corinna is probably a fictional character 

but who nevertheless is portrayed in terms of a Roman 'puella' on the 

lines of the subjects of the elegies of his precursors. Doubtless 

like Horace they knew that such women and their ways looked 

respectability, but unlike his they made no attempt to prevent their 

being personally associated with mistresses who emulated these ways; 

indeed the very realism with which they present their relationships 

encourages their being identified even more strongly with a type of 

woman who was morally suspeot. 

The sspsror, as already mentioned uadsr q previous 

heading in coonsotion with j 2.13 of Ovid, was sr7 m oh a 
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traditionalist in religious matters. His conservatism is also 

evident in his desire to see the racial purity of the Romans preserved 
(cf. Suet. AM. 40) and his attempt to revive the wearing of the toga 

which was now going out of fashion as casual clothing, quoting Vergil 

to lend weight to his pronouncement on the subject. (id. ibid. 40). 

It is seen in his moral attitude which could be ultra-conservative, 

if by a conservative we understand a republican of the old school, 

for whereas under the republic women were allowed to attend 'munera', 

that is public games staged at personal expense by the aediles , 

and watch men perform in all manner of contests, Augustus excluded 

them as spectators at athletic performances, and on one occasion 

contrived to prevent them witnessing a boxing match, no doubt un- 

willing that they should see man in the nude. 
(66) 

It was probably on account of Augustus favouring such a 

conservative approach to life - probably because he felt that if he 

were to preach morality on a public level he most set an example in 

his own household - that the graces which are possessed by the 'cults 

- docta puolla' of elegy do not appear to have played a part in the 

upbringing of the girls of the imperial household. Neither would the 

domestic regime favoured by Livia who "encouraged austerity as well 

as traditional Roman decors in the household over which she presided"(67) 

have been conducive to the cultivation of those arts which were the 

hallmark of the emancipated womn. The repressive atmosphere must 

have bordered on something like the oriental system of purdah; the 

emperor prevented the girls from forming friendships without his 

permission -a policy which led to an incident recorded by Suetonius, 

when after paying a visit to Julia at Baiae, L. 'inicius ras reproved 

by Augustus in a letter which accused his of being bad-mannered in 
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having arrived without an invitations 'eztraneorun quiden costa 

adeo prohibuit, ut L. Tinioio, claro decoroque inveni, soripserit 

quondam "para*adeste fecisse evln, quod filian suss bias salutatun 

venisset. "' (its. 64). P ropertius, as we saw earlier, regarded the 

problem of immorality as being exacerbated by the way in which the 

sexes were segregated in social life. The over-protective concern 

of parents for their daughters, such as I have just pointed to in 

the family life of the emperor, is singled out for criticism by the 

poet: 

'at nostra inasnti vadit oiranndata turba, 
ass di`itu aasasta est insernisse via; 

neo quas, sirrt fasies nso quas sint verbs rogandi 
invenias* oassu sersat actor iter. ' 

(3.14.29-32) 

In an ironic wJ, Propertias' diagnosis of the Dauses of morality 

was largely borne out by the ease of Julia who eventually broke all 

the bonds of : oral restraint. In so doing we can appreciate how 

she may have been reacting against the somewhat confined existence 

which she had experienced daring her iosnative years. Horsoe 

describes the astan hoasohold in religious term in an Ode which 

congratulates the enperer on the education. which he has given Drnsus 

and 2iberius, 
(68) 

aid the high sou ding toms are nest probably 

consonant to a fair degree with reality and applicable to what fron 

Julia's point of vim out have seid a repressive and codified 

domestic existence. Propertius, as I explained in zW second chapter, 

presents us with a classic eza"gle in the story of ? arpeia of the 

dam ersss effect which an artificial isolation from umbers of the 

opposite sex can have upon the behaviour of the person subjected to it. 

? arpeia went esetionelly overboard as we can jagging Julia did when 

she had besoas sufficiently netvre after her arranged rrriags at 
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the age of fourteen to Maroellus the seventeen year old son of 

Octavia which eventually came to an abrupt end with his untimely 

death in his twentieth year in 23 B. C.; natural affection had probab- 

ly played little part in this dynastic match designed to solve the 

question of the imperial succession and her feelings may have been 

straying elsewhere even during her marriage to the emperor's nephew 

just as they did while she was married to her second husband (see 

below). The second marriage was likewise arranged for her, this time 

to a man twice her age - Agrippa, general, statee®an, and right-hand 

man of Augustus who according to Pliny (I 
. E. 35-4) was a somewhat 

rustic and inelegant character whose 'gravitas' doubtless served to 

remind her of her father's overbearing personality. In ay second 

chapter the discussion also turned upon the figure of the 'nupta 

reliota' Arethusa whose husband left her behind in Rome to take part 

in one of Augustus' campaigns, and who fears for his fidelity during 

their separation (4.3.2; 25-6; 69). Galls is in a similar position 

in elegy 3.12 and Properties suggests that she is as exceptional as 

Penelope in resisting the temptations which confront a woman in this 

situation (lines 17-19 and 37-8). The point I wish to make with 

regard to Julia is that during her marriage to Agrippa she would have 

been under a strain of this sort. Her husband was extremely active 

in the service of Augustus and this involved his being away from Rose 

on numerous occasions; for example in 19 B. C. he was in Spain fight- 

ing the Cantabri, in 16-13 B. C. on a mission to the East, and in 13 

B. C. his services were required in Pannonia where revolt threatened 

to break out. We have evidence of what may be such a strain in 

Suetonius (Tib. 7) who relates that while she still owed marital 

fidelity to Agrippa she already had adulterous designs on Tiberius 
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which she managed to disguise from no one. This marriage was no 

less a diplomatic arrangement according to Dio, who states that 

Maecenas had counselled it arguing that Augustus had made Agrippa 

so powerful that he would either have to become his father-in-law or 

else put him to death (54.6). After Agrippa's death a diplomatic 

marriage was once again forced upon her. Now she was expected to 

marry Augustus' stepson Tiberius who had to divorce a wife who was 

carrying his child and whom he dearly loved. 

Ovid reoognised that ooipnlsion brought to bear on what 

are essentially affairs of the heart was no formula for a successful 

match; after stating that the dowry of a wife is quarelling (dos set 

uxoria lites. Ars laatoria 2.155) he says that such altercation should 

have no place in a free-lave relationship for it was embarked on 

voluntarily: 

'non legis iussu leotus venistis in unums 
funsitur in vobis munere legis amor' 

(ibid. lines 157-8) 

While legal constraints are uppermost in Ovid's mind in this couplet, 

indeed he may be referring to the coercive moral legislation of 18 B. C. 9 

we can hardly doubt that the effects of an arranged marriage9of the 

sort that seen to have been the rule in the household of Augustus, 

would have been any less immune from the trouble of which he speaks. 

His first marriage when still almost a child (panne sihi puero. 

Tr. 4.10.69) is likely to have been a match into which his parents 

led hia, and his second marraigge which ended in failure my also have 

been dictated by the wishes of his parents. It is within the context 

of a society in which natural affection was often thwarted by a union 

contrived as a domestic expedient dictated by the desire to secure or 

maintain status and wealth or as a political device invoked for 

dynastic or diplonatio reasons, 
(69) 

that the impact of the appeal 
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in elegy for a free rein to be given to the emotions can be said to 

reside. It reflects and romanticises the ways of women who preferred 

to preserve personal autonomy, nays whieh had found growing favour 

among women of the later days of the Republic who emulated the airs 

of the freedwoman whose social life was in many ways freer and richer. 

In this way amatory elegy is in harmony with the social developments 

which had gained momentum before the establishing of the principate 

but out of tone with the political climate after Actium when Propertius, 

Tibullus and Ovid went ahead with the composition of their amatory 

poetry. The genre is built, as I have suggested, around the world of 

the freedwoman and the freeborn woman who emulated her. This was a 

world in which the concept of marriage was becoming a meaningless one; 

some freeborn women who assimilated the ways of freedwomen sasst have 

come to be virtually indistinguishable from then in many respects, 

especially if they remained unmarried. Those who combined their 

duties as a 'matrona'with the insouciance and comparative licence of 

the freedwoman would inevitably become more tedious to their husbands 

of whom they had become nor, independent as a result of changes in 

the form of marriage and in the law of inheritance as I have already 

explained. This phenomenon is mirrored in elegy which depicts an 

alternative to marriage in a quasi monogamous free-lore relationship 

untroubled by the commitments of fanilf life. Liberation fror the 

responsibilities of the a&rried state gras however an elegiac and not 

an Augustan ideal. 'e'he picture or marriage however Mhioh the eaperor 

conjured up by reading the speech of the censor l+stellus Iboedonius is 

such an unattractive one.: that in an ironic May it son be seen as an 

advertisement for the elegies ideals "Si sins uxore pati possean, 

Quirites, canes ea nolestia oarereuui sod quoniaa its natura tradidit, 

ut nee cum, illis satin oo ýode, nee sine illis ullo aodo vivi possit, 

saluti perpetuae potius quas brevi voluptati oonsulendus eat. " (Gell. 

N. A. 1.6, of. suet. lam. 89). 
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Rol* I* srsiod ood'Siyitiat' 

ID promoting the ideal of marriags, tha state was also 

indirectly advocating a return to the traditional Bowan view of the 

man as the dominant partner in the relationship involved in the 

wider world of business while the wonaa confined herself to domestic 

affairs and sought after his comfort. From the earliest tire 8oaan 

society had been fundamentally srls-orientated; the law governing 

property rights discriminated in favour of man and the fact that a 

vife had to bring a dowry to her husband 'ad fends onera rtrimoaii' 

is an indication that she was not thought his equal and needed to 

make good her acceptance into his 'dons'. the marriage laws also 

favoured the aale party. In his speech 'D* dote' Cato says that a 

 an can put his wife to death fir committing adultery, but that she 

has no redress against him if he acts likewise or behaves indecently: 

'In adulterio uoresi tun si prcheodiss+s, sine iudicio iupune neosres; 

ills te, sive adulterares sive`tu adulterarsrs, digito non auderet 

contingere, neque hi 10.23). Similarly a man 

might divorce his wife but sbi'hüd so`rans of divorcing her husband 

(of. Pint. 8La. 22)'. The ji6onle fe'divoroi could "be relatively 

trivial for thou bid Mss ab o to oast off his vife for vino drink- 

ing or mtboooaing baa! Lovr (iali. Pat. 2'). '! 'ho aalt- bias to aeain 

evident in the law i aioh forbade s 'rums' to marry a fr. born Roman 

but pormittod a "l. ao' %6ý ooa Bors oitison (of. Jiv. i . 6.216). 

It would appear that L Ito himself sab, orib. d to the ideal of r1" 

doainsmoe in marriage. WS 6 tßµ 9iloiti pressed Lia to doll with the 

problet of iU1tty the aap. rsr replied that they overt to mmk. a 

start tbsaisaln" ti aiding orders and instrootions to their vies 

ooneorning their drss Md lb dour is ''"inte and in pmtblio (Dio 54.16)o 
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Again, in an Ode which eloquently defends Augustan' programme of 

moral rsforn, Horaos sites as oos of the manifestations of 'liosntia' 

the wife who doaisssrs her hnsband s 

'nso dotata rsgit virs* 
soniumc use aitids fidit adaltsrs' 

(3.24.19-20) 

Horace uses the Voris $Tir e- aid *seaiaaz' is the asaal Bongo of 

husband and wits, bat as ms shall sss is the Meal Bastion of the 

chapter, tbu words are mashed features is the sl. gists' dsssription 

of terse-love relationships. I refer at this point to the Pusosrses 

for it is also is ol. d/ thut we find the Mesa sttriiatsd with an 

exceptionally powerful. Aatla over the au. It was is itself a 

potential cause of aar*gsaa that the osrrsrsp sf wards relating to 

marital status was dibsosd by the 0l. ii8t8 is this my thus is official 

gKartors hard and fast distirstisas vow now the Ala with regard to 

relations bst+nse the woes, but as aid" Boome of offene would In 

worsted by the way In shish a freeborn las attriistod to his 

female partner as tidally p. warlal istlusN over hivwlt is a 

way rhish wggastsd 'that frs wt a type of slates to har. This 

assesiatiss, rhish liar tla oast of *. aoasspt st the 'ssrvitim 

awsris', is all the gas striking first sf all beesiw it is 1v and 

largo p. osiiar t. ObW3 . osr&W to 11236 tja sl. . t. ' Attiftig 

tom p. $8) is cask srstis V"m there on 1117 t" ias$aasss of 

a is or addsyssiag a mists with a word rssgkiy equivalent to the 

Latin 'deaiaa' 1aä t% datum of loth is a matter of spssulatioa, and 

is Zoasa ssräy MdosdsO *oft= vitboat szosptioa to like misUves of 

a slaws sad arger -a bsl do Not that the power of Iwo ras onkoovi 

in Greek litsraturs or won is ! lautes or '! mease but ohs sates the 

valid point that "too ssassaifAioa of Risman slop upon the liver's 

i, umüs aöasoment and 00. le attitude wes a now tsators..... the 
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slavish pnaisharats of torch, steel and last, to eaphasiso the 

atmosphere of servility, were met used by writers earlier than the 

Roma slegists. " 
(70) 

3seeadll, it derives an arresting significance 

within a sosial ssatsrb, for the elegisto had a station in life far 

above that of slaves, a leint which Lilja raisese ".... the 

ideatifieatioa of a free bona eitissa with a slays testifies in 

itself to an asasing abassaeat...... It is arsiug that freeborn 

Romas tea, and tea sf e~riaa rank at that, should have been 

ready to adopt an attitude to the beloved similar to that of a slave 

to his mistress" (op. cit. pp. It reald I think have been less 

surprising if the slegists bad been writing at a time when their 

order me free frag a direst pressure to face tos responsibilities 

which required than to take the-lead is administrative and ailitarf 

ossalatieas, and indeed, to face the responsibilities of married life; 

a hostile deacastratiN reflects the relustaase of their order to 

asses the doasstis sesaitwoats of=s siags (Soot. An. 349 M. 56.1) 

aid elegy is is too with this serial elirti is singing the }raises 

of Tree-lens, and with,. regard to civic tes}aasibilities the etidease 

supports the view that tho-ol"ists dared the disiaelitatisa of 

their peers for servil« the loyvtaa state. isrs apia, perlaps the 

elegist was eoassions that 3a d+metiag Tirolf to servile states by 

asa s of the apparat-, if the -, 'se itiu' woriw', he esald be credited 

with giving a slanted statement backing up his disaweval of the 

state's erpeetatieas of the osier te,: vidsh-be truly belongod, a point 

which I shall take. ap again later in the light of some evidence of 

the emperor's peliq towards slaws. 

Correlative with this presesr of attribatiag a female 

counterpart with a dwiasesiag"assertiveasss, we fite that the aale 
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assnrs a mors feminine and passive role, hence the aale describes 

his ezperieaeo in torso which belong to that of the fsasle. In 

elegy 1.11.23 Propsrtius speaks of Cynthia as his 'done' and 

'parentos'. On this line, Inch (p. 129) points out that the elegist 

is illustrating his feelings t7 reworking the address of dndreasoho 

to Bontor In the Iliad (6. l#29) in which she Galls her husband her 

father, mother, and brother, sad that hers we have a ease of the "odd 

inversion of the relationship between son and roman" (ibid). 

Hallett (Beret use 6 1973) also draw ow notice to the similar werd. 

of !! sonsssa in 8ophoelos' &a (linos 518f. ) concluding that 

Properties "is assuming the dopeadont, holploss role of those defense- 

lose Mors aal mot the prstoetive one of their spoases. Instead of 

seeking in Cynthia an rgnal with when be can sorry os an adult 

relationship of matual respect, he looks to her for nartarasso and 

protsotioa, rests asd dirsstisa" (p. 123, "to 37). Look also 

maintains that this tread is asaif+ssted is sleº 2.27.13-16 whelts 

Preportius likens his position is Nados to that of Iar$iss Ihsss 

part ho will play to Cystitis's Osphsss is romp t ho jwuraq basic 

towards the lard of t ho living (p. 12$). Jallstt also refers to the 

boast of Propsstits is 2.13.36i rs the post I MOM* his tosotsss 

as bearing as isssriptisa whisk slams that he as %mias ssrvas 

a: meris', a virtoa sell assssiatsi with mown ad resorted on 

 s Brous gravestones whisk rNSri that they remained 'asivirs' (ibido 

p. 111). Propsrtiss utsads the soaps sf this virfiu as it applies 

to hi»elf it 1.19.11-12: 

'illis q iaq is . se, s sr two disar i. nges 
tratSit St tits litre moa5 "or* I 

"ad is 2.15., 6z 

'hei s irs viva, wr niv ' 
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Luck regards this as a variation an the theme of the power exerted 

by the 'domina' over her lover, in that her influence rsrias 

sufficiently great over his that he will still be considered her 

devoted servant when he has quit aortal life. Jevertheless, I think 

it way also be an extension of the elegise aale virtue corresponding 

to the female virtue of reemining 'aaivira'. Whereas women proclaim 

through their epitaphs that they preserved this virtue daring their 

lifetiss, 
(r) 

Proportim is declaring that even is the next world he 

will practise the aale equivalent of the virtue as though to eyhasise 

the feet that he is eonfbrting to a traditionally feainias moral ideal. 

In remaining 'uivira' a worin was exhibiting to as extrem, degree 

her 'fides narita' eves when her husband's death had removed the 

grounds on which she was expected to we sties obedience. This 'fides', 

as L11 ja rewinds as "Was required solely of the rife, and the husband 

was morally free to live as he liked, except that he had to respect 

the chastity of a virgin and of another man's rife" (ep. eit. 1.176). 

The same author ostlainsthat this ende of osadut harnsaisod with 

the interests of the state in using oitisoas for It was the off- 

spring of her marriage, and sot any issos which her husband ht 

have from an alien aeaan er slave, whisk was entitled to the status 

of sitiseaship (Ibid. ), and so by Indulging in this type of role 

inversion we can see that the values of a seeisty favouring rles 

and the state are also iglieitly tamed upside do". 

This partieslas tJ of i*vsrsisa, läla "1hß, sea I* 

regarded as -a ray of s*tal*ia( the t ditiess1 lihaviaar of aua and 

Moment 'but rhils th.. 1Kiai* wp to the astrar sal aast himself 

is a feminine. role aid his psrtMºr is r mrs, msinlia. "we he ay 

be doing a not to give sorrier riots to har, but to n Ix. as an 
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unjust balance as found in society so as to r coasand an equalising 

of the rights of men and women. Hallett (art. oit. pp. 113-14) has 

come to a similar conclusion with regard to the concept of the 

'servitiua amoris' in genoral, arguing that the reason why the word 

'domina' begins to lose its original connotations of powerful and 

absolute rule in the later books of Propertius and Ovid can be 

attributed not only to the enervation of the setaphor as its novelty 

wore off, but also to the fact that overstatement ras no longer 

necessary as it became widely known that the elegiac 'dosing' 

possessed a powerful influence; in the AAMWON (1.10.29-36) as well 

as the Ars laatoria (2.682,727-28) Ovid preposes that lovers should 

derive equal pleasure from their relationship (a view which leads him 

to reject homosexuality in Ihrs Aastoria 2.683.84) and the writer of 

the article believes that he may be seeking, to restore a fairer 

balance in the attitudes of Properties and Tibullus without any direct 

criticism of his predecessors in elegy, reoognising that they had 

gone to one extreme in order to riles points "after the battle had 

been waged and von, Ovid could tone down amatory elegy's pole10ic 

excesses and rethink its assumptions" 

With regard to this view, I think it relevant that in 

Amor* e 1.7, where Ovid tells us that he had raised his hand against 

his 'domina', he makes the plea that he may be shackled (lines 1 and 

28) and vishes that he may have cast himself before her as a suppliant 

(line 61); here he emphasises the fact that if he had treated even 

the treat Boman citizen in similar fashion he voald have merited 

punishment automatioallys 

'an si pulsasest minima de plebe Q, airitee, 
*iscterer - in doatns* ius iihi asius srit4 

(line 29-30), 
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The appellation 'Quiris' directs our thoughts even more effectively 

to the question of the rights of a oitisens "Der Yams.... ist aorjhlt, 

veil so der Mier hiess, der in Tollbesits der staatsbt'gerliohea 

Rechte warp wdhread Rosyºnss politischer und militdriseher Ausdruck 

ist" (Irandt. ad loo. ). On this couplet Dsrsby oonesats "If it was 

a breach of the 'its Quiritoa' for a Bonaa oitisen to strike another, 

it was an even more heinous crime for a slave to strike his owner, 

which is what Ovid has in effect done" (p. 84). Nat the point, as I 

see it, that Ovid is sskiag, is that he has taken advantage of a 

'ins sins' (line 30). In this clop the 'demise' does not appear 

as the haughty character she often is, having been sabjeeted to 

behaviour from Ovid which is mors is keeping with the way a slave- 

motor might treat his slaves or, and I think this more plausible, 

the way in which a husband oeslld treat his wife. Dionysus of 

Haliearsassas for instance reminds us that from the earliest time a 

wife could not take her husband to corm for ill-treatment (#A. 2,25) 

and as I mentioned earlier the husband had sonsidorablp rider rights 

which even ere him the power of life and death over her. psrsbp 

claims that Orid has 'ýhmisroas i laben the stook tore dsolop of laws- 

poetry (servitiaa, domlos) at its face value" (ibid. ). ant if he is 

taking the 'ssrsitiaa amoris' at frei vain, and thinking of hirelf 

as a slave thou he would have no rights, which mss nonsense of his 

asking whether he should be aq mere dams from punishment for having 

harmed his 'doaisa' rather than a oitisea. Ovid does not envisage 

punishment being inflicted b his 'dowin' but asks one of his friends 

(ei quis anions ails. line 2) to administer it. Elegies relationships 

are often described in terms of aoaogaoss ones for reasons *Leh will 

be catered into under final heading. In such officially resognisad 

and encouraged relationships the vale party possessed superior rights 
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as he did in social life in general and Ovid may be affording 

another ezaa<ple of his egalitarian thinking on the subject of the 

actual disparity between the rights enjoyed by sale and fessle. 

Ovid's agile sind, in eD epinion, is using "stock terminology" to argue 

the case for at least a degree of 'servitisa' to be imposed on gales 

to curb the greater license which it gras their privilege to enjoy. 

In *lea 1.5 of 'Finallos, the estrus passivity of the 

post with its corresponding inversion d. Nrrss attention. Hors he 

describes the emotional . moots upon himself of his breaking off 

relations with Delia and pictures hiasalf as being driven lila a top 

into a state of confusion (lifts 3-k). 11motiosal distraction of 

this sort is more commonly a state if mind found asset foals 

characters in the verse of Tirgil and Beraoa= Dide, falls victim to 

a helpless passion and becomes affected by a Dsaohaat. -Bieg 'borer' 

(An., 4.298-303) *il. Maass oigs the promptiap of his head rather 

than his heart (ibid. 395-6) and lrsr aq tendering cynical man to 

on advise r minds hin that in are a tickre and t op-n- stak sort 

(Tarim at antsbila super / iris, ibid.. lints 569-70). Baia, 

than T. rgil nass the imp of the spinning top it Illustrates the 

mental derangement of a raga. As, takes, loan of how sinus on bar- 

Ins that her plans for her "voter's asrriap have been frustrated 

aad who prooseds to isal av a'a revolt (An. ?. 9? aff. ). In . 1. 

1.2.25 ? iWllus seem to 1e Identifying hiaseif mm e eleerly rith 

Tesgil's Dito, Putnam (p. 63) having W U04 bew the phrase 'tote 

Taaor... arba' Parallels Tesiil's tessriptiea of the levesisk sosditiea 

of tho queens 'tstagve ra(atts/uarie ! areas' (As. 4.68-6! ). It is 

not oorpsising that Is Us Oeorgies it is a finale of tie opeeies 

that is nab jest to the greatest 'firer' for we are lotend that 
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the psssionsot narss exceed those of bolls or stallions (sat. Nass 

furor set insignia ogaaM . 3.266); is strong are they that - 

airabils dicta - Nay the rind son sause than to oeaooiry! (ibid. ) 

and is an 1.25 it is to a visas that Romeo attributes, albeit in 

the future, this aahuoa 'furor'; Lydia will be subject to it even 

when past as age *ich readers her attractive to was oar tibi 

flagrans &xor. at libido, / Quas solst natras tartar squarm, 

; sairist sirs. Joe= ule resua (lines 1}15). In Oft& 3.15.8-12, by. 

drives Pholee to ly siege to the boss of young asa like a rating 

Dsoohante and in 3.27 SWropa is so ov. rwbelnsd by passion that she 

neglests filial datier and the peculiarly Romaa virtue of 'pietas' 

(lines 34-6). As for 3ylaris is gjU 1.8 who is ttstrseted by his 

love for Igdia to neglect his aasu parsaits, s äeratian sahelar 

Uslieves that the poet regards hin as the virtu of "a feminize reak- 

nese, as estiea esafirasd by the soasiatis« ir`e of Aabilles. 

dressed is the robes of a pwso" (COMWsr, '- Odle of beorasa. p. 244). 

Horace oooasionallj repeats biassif as redaosi to despair by the 

anguish rhioi passion has ~t upon hinnlf* kt tau ra'r uctrsait7 

of his fsslia s has 1s# the aas 4üolar to sospast that he my voll 

is psrodyir the saffsriaga of tla s] iso pNts (sss pp. 1y0-54). 

slsswhsre the poet is gaiok to point sat to other riles that such an 
(T2) 

all absorbing passion is wid. sirsll.. 

lot only doss Maliaa giv a glide, illnetratios it his 

emotional despair and esuost to wiesWo slavish p sishrät to ateae 

for his oatspokowss, trat in the say elegy he affords author 

eza4le of passivity for in his life-dress of life in the eautry he 

iaasines how Dolls void& take over the reins of responsibility Nhils 

he would is contest to be a rr eipher: 
'ills rsgat aunotos, ills slat awls curses 

at iuvst in tote ve nihil esse dodo. ' 
(lines 29-30) 
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While from early days the 'donna' of a household gras entrusted with 

a large share of responsibility for its aaeagement, Colarlla (Pad. 

12) tolls no that discord vas prorsated because neither party insisted 

on particular rights in this sph. rs, it being a working partnership. 

Moreover, in the previous couplet Tibullus had contemplated charging 

Delia with the perforianos of religious rites. In the words of 

Fotoaa ('lttbullws, p. 103) "Delia will beoosh a central fib in bring- 

Ing the blessing of divinity upon the wines, crops, and flocks over 

which she already presides. " She is part worshipper and part divinity 

(goo Patna on lines 33-4) and the rar ooa sntator names the 

interesting observation that the description of Dolia'5 influence in 

line 29 reflects that whisk Damootas, in Tssgil so= 3.60-1, 

gins of the pour of Jupiter. I believe that the intention of 

Tibullus in this respect may hers also be related to the phenomenon 

of inversion associated with the it.. of the 'ssrvitiu anoris' 

vhich, as stated abon, sought to equalise the status sf the sezss, in 

so far as he may be crediting Delia with a mikado aspect Which t 

tradition only the male possessed through supernatural relationship 

with his ova Genius an tiaras lovler has ebserrsd. 
(n) 

It was natural 

that the aale, with his *loser relationship with the divirs, should 

had the family in their devotions; whoa Cato, is staunch advocate 

of traditional ways, deals with the gcstioa of a woman's reis on a 

homestead (1 
. 143) he rosoarnds that as wife of 00 ovillaust 

who, incidentally, is told to pat her in avs of himself (so to Ustut 

faaite) should set meads in or** dirias'-for the nester of the 

household att uds to tbs raliaiohi obssrranssst '$site dsai s pro 

tots fandlia run diwiw user. ' and he dsssribes the 'patorfaailias' 

paying his raspsots to the 'Lar fa iliaris' on re of to his 

hoarot"ad tzin the city (ibid. 2. l). In Prepsrtius 4.3, religious 
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observances oontrriag orornd the 'Eros' of Axothw 's household 

almost come to a halt since the pastor of the household has lose 

been absent from hoar (l as. 53-4)0 

Under the final headia;, ossoeraed With the way is which 

elegiac relationships are presented as though they were soaogaaous 

ones, I shall look at further ezaaplos of how the former are defined 

in a way which attributes to the female partner a quasi gale status 

by drawing upon vocabulary hitherto reserved mainly for designating 

the ties between awls parties on a seoial and political level. The 

resarks of Ballett (art. eit. ) summarise the essential import of the 

phenomenon of inversion of which I have given a few examples and they 

also have a bearing on this further manifestation of inversion in the 

elegists: "Their redefinition of female and aale roles.... nicely 

exemplifies their arch contrariness and wistful inventiveness is all 

natters; the attractive say in which they depict their relationships 

with worn helps reooa sad their 'vitae novae' to others" (p. 109). 

It is, I believe, this persuasive element which contributes largely 

to the effectiveness of elegy is openly selling into question the 

basis of A stag values by ! Maas of subjecting dabs is the process 

of inversion. 

With regard is Lil3's room** verwred to earner on as 

snrp riaim self- 0baswsst of the slogist vbo asawasss his statu 

and assiuss the 'psrssaa' of a slave Nio endures Ow tommosto involved 

In 96rri*1 a +twias I, I wish to dran attention to *a Isfamation 

Whisk Smstrniw (An. 1,0) given yr moat the sspsrsi's views it the 

bastions Of sitisswiftp and slag w are toll Met he was as: ions 

that the dignity of sitissauhit sheall sot be ahsspsssd tkreodk as 

isdissrisiaats iasrsass is the aaisrs of the oitissa bu y; he won 
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refused the requests of Livia sad Tiberius that their favourites be 

awarded the 'oivitas Besiaaa'. With the saao end in view he took 

steps to see, that it should"bo difficult for a slave to obtain his 

'libsrtas' and beweis a freedra and he expressly ordered that won 

if a slave obtained his 'libartas' thresh aswaissioa, 'oivitas' 

should be denied his if he dad ever give' sause to be pat is irons 

or tortured (so viactad vagaaa tsrtano gais alls, libertatis goners 

oivitatea adipieseretar). Whereas AxWstps sot out to *abuse the 

value of 'lib. rtas', Us olsists are ready to bid farswll to this 

eesswdity ("a Ulm) vhish van an essential qualification for 

'oivitas' and is addition to this they prsolWdo their over boing 

allowed to attain the latter by suffering the punishments which wader 

the sa jsrer's ruling re seated grounds for rsaderiug a eaadidato 

iaeliaibis for such status. I de not läiak that it is uarsalistio to 

suppose that the dovslopat of the ooaeopt of the 'Nrvitiwa aaoris' 

may have boon aoooioratod is part by ttio aow do.. Mts plaosd apoa the 

'ordo ogaustor I to whisk the olo«sts resistor an i1liaaoss to 

rospoad, by whisk I as ', eating *at is assoiss the 'moor' of 

a slave the oloaists were eoasst. W that this wes d esmatitato $ 

syaboiio airo atioa. not oily of sitisoa out" but, of the very 

equestrian states whisk made them. olidibl. for sosrioo is the ospiaq 

of the state; is other words the ooaoopt affords'a NMI rags of 

reminding the rondo r that the rot As asiataiaini a äotashed attitado 

with respect to the now soeioty is üoi he finds himself -a ooaoo? t 

whisk was sivss as igotss to. its elaboration by a serial and 

political awaroaoss. I may an haus for I as not armaist that 

this is the 0017 reason, but I shall NOW refer to a tow lsasaass 

which toad to support_** view that politiai soasidorstioss MY have 

dotortirod, ia part, its wsap. 
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Tibullus o. rtaiuly i parts to hin seeoptssoe of alsvsrjr 

to a 'doiias' a politieal eonnetation in olon 2.4 whon he bids fare. 

voll to the froedoi whisk he had iaharitod: 

'Hie aibi s. rviti'a video desiassq u psrstaas 
iss n4hi, liiuctss ills pat. rus, val.. ' 

(liars 1-2) 

To Putnam, ? ibnllus is stressing "the challenge between a eitisen's 

inherited political freedom and an elepist's amatory slavery" (p. 176). 

However, by calling attention to the hereditary nature of such fr.. don 
4 

the poet could easily be describing the threat which such 'servitius' 

posts to the position is seeiotp aaeorded him by virtuc of his descent 

and the property which has devolved upon his; gym attributes such 

a political some to the word 'Mertes ' when he says that to a 

noble Hosen it signified "the rule of a class and the perpetuation 

of privilege" (p. 155). Lines 53-4 In which he contemplates selling 

off his ancestral seat (sedos avitas) and auctioning his household 

goods, suggest that in contemplating a subsission to 'se vitisz' he 

is indeed thinking in terns not ow of an abrogation of the 'libertae' 

enjoyed by every freeborn Hass trat also of his equestrian status by 

allowing the property qualification, the guarantee of this statu, to 

expire. By presenting the prospect of a metaphorical 'servitian' in 

such a realistic way the social import of the action envisaged slain. 

nor attention. In picturing himself trading in his 'libertas', 

? iballus shows little respect for the emperor's pressasse for the 

revitalisation of the 'erde equester' tldeh had beeoss a smatter of 

urgency due to its depletion during the proscriptions and the need 

for effective sanaaonent of imperial affairs. Hers we should 

reraber that Tibally' fadlp van probably the victim of the pro- 

seriptions 
(") 

and an attitude of s nioin originating fron this 

experience would leave his less solicitous to avoid treating certain 
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aspects of his work in a topical and undipiosrtis May. Proportins 

(1.1.28,2.23.23) also describes the loss of 'libortas' attendant 

upon the sass sort of 'sorvitinn' which 'iballes suffers at the hand 

of his 'doaina'. 'bibsrtas' and 'dosinatio' were of comes political 

catchwords. 
(75) 

Augustus preferred to invoke the fornsr and was 

very sensitive to any saggostion that his rule wes 'based on the 

latter - witness his anxiety after the audience rose to their feet 

at a psblis perforatee when a line containing the word 'deainns', 

spoken by an setor in a air, vas taken as referring to himself; the 

ediot s oh forbade this fora of address to himself by as. bers of the 

public, and even his ern faailf, vas surely dictated not so ash by a 

personal abhorrence of obsequiousness as by annoyanoo at any 

implication that his governanse was a form of 'de. iaatio'. 
(? 6) The 

language of the 'serritinn ansris' assasrs political overtones in 

slop 3.1l whore Propertius describes the enslaving power of lore; 

in the previous ology he expressed a wish that Cynthia retain her 

dominion ever him 'inque reu se" m stoat tow XSM sapat' (line 

18). In 3.11 he desoribss b4 . 1f as ' sib oft twat (line 

2) an oaotional'sloVary which he contrasts with the political slavery 

to which Cleopatra threatened to ssbjtot the Iosaa senate i 

'adt in man nm Tatrote (lime 2). brs 1e ii osatising his 

own emotional subssrrionoo by pointing out that a women wes able to 

threaten the state with political sabordinatio; unlike ttis state, 

Proportius hei beu stable to fare himself of the 'res' and tins. ' 

of a ware. In Ammm 1. '3 in vidsh Ovid slit himself the prey and 

slags of a 'yaolla' (prsaia, lily 1. tibi qai doaortiat, life 5) it 

is noteworthy that be refers to his olasstrisa status (Mostri 

sea aids actor Hues. line 8) and uses the word 'fides' tbrias 

(limes 6,13,16 )1 while he is ostp*sibly pled" his 
. 
loyalty to is 
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'pnslla', esrtaia sritios are sf the opinion that sieh imistsaos 

on the word Lotry. " politiNl mmdorsotroot of tho *t for 2*aemo 

which I entered into is täo forsgoi*g ohaptor. 
(77) 

While I trlirv that the concept of the 'Nrvitiva &Moris' 

is acre sensational in the ray in rhioh it oharaotorisos a draastio 

shift in the states of the ologist and an inversion of traditional 

rile prodomiasnoo, ws sasst not forgot that soy of the terminology 

which it employs had contemporaneously hoes, used in a war of words 

relating to the political sapreoae' of the 'prinoeps'. One critic 

has done so far as to propose that the e. phssis on the servility of 

olle to feosle in a figurative anstory sense oasis more naturally to 

the freeborn Boman who had loeoose aoonstosrd to the idea of the 

emperor as 'doninas'. 
(78) 

While this must raoain a hnpothetioal 

view, it would be less contentious and perhaps . ere plausible to 

suggest that the eleaists developed a concept which relied on a 

toraiaolop rhioh s braosd words Whose swrsot Political application 

could not be lost upon thss, asd that they olaisratod epos them 

regardless. The olsiists' asoipalatisn of the tosiaolop of the 

'Yates' ooneopt, the way in shish they asst ilsto military diction 

to formulate the oos t of the 'silitis saastis', d stratus that 

the sotiw for iorrvwias and rsao ldisa vords and phrases was not 

alten as imos. st on*. Politisal . rsrtesss sash as there or. std 

serve to impress on those ssasitiv. to them that the dmgre. to Aiob 

the *legate remained detached aad wasnthusiastis aisnt Lj atae 

affairs is sstehsd by that to rhish they are essimdtted to the eifest 

of their affsetisa, as thosih they wre shoWia( to VhS. they tralj 

swd their allsais*ss. 

I how* b" eow or wmsrl emoioas to ratios tm üsi 
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status enjoyed during the priseipate by the god Apollo due to his 

elevation in the Ragan pantheon as Axigastas' patron deity. When in 

elegy 2.3 20allos draws upon a mythological 'ezaplus' to explain 

the offset which the 'servitiai awris' has upon those who are 

subjected to it, he treats the story of how Apollo served as a osatherd 

of Adrtu ' sattle, and is so dein« he in partly demonstrating Imm 

the artistic taqwraasdt, typified is the person of the ggod, can be 

reconciled with the idea of bammele 'labor' undertaken is the 

service of 'actor' l trat as in eleg, 2.5, is which Apollo is a major 

character, we saw how ? iballas allowed arty iiesies to intrude 

upon and andereat the serious aspect of the poes, eoasladiag with a 

hnsorons prayer that Phoebus' looks resin unshorn and Diaaa preserve 

her virginity, and in return prosper his amatory vars., me is the 

earlier slop to as even greater exteat, he esersises his wit in 

imagining the god in a most unlikely situation. While Apollo is the 

patron deity of herds, this was an aspect of the god which T. rgil was 

contest to allow the Italian divi*ity Piles to fulfil (e9. ? MI. 5. k5, 

Q. 3.1) having given the 02MIaa pd a sgwhat news nugget 

rating as early as the fourth lelegu. Is elegy 2.3 Apollo is 

devoted VMS lower than his station as tutelary deity of flocks to 

become a asrs herdsman. In the Zologaos, Corydon anticipates any 

aisgiviags which Alexis my haus if he ooro to join his in his 'vita 

ristioa' by arguing that Paris of Trojan legend had at one stage in 

his life led mob an existence (2.61) and speaks of nods in general 

who did likawiso ('di quogso. ' ibid. 60), and in the tasth soleg . 

the post similarly allays any regrets which Callus my have In similar 

oirsrastauss by citing the ease of Adonis Nho had ones boos a 

shepherd (lino 18); members does Y. rgil relate or make specific 

allusion to do story of Apollo's service as a shepherd. Apollo had 
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been accepted by the Romans as early as the third century B. C. as 

the deity presiding over the Lodi Apollinares, and even if Tergil was 

not motivated by any reverential feeling towards a god of the Ronan 

state to omit hin specifically in this eontezt, he was to honour hin 

as the god who save the emperor victory at lotion (Len. 8.704-8) and 

in whose temple the emperor sat to receive tokens of snbssission fron 

the conquered nations (ibid. 720-2). It is appropriately Apollo and 

his sister Diana who usher is the new age in the Caxº ßasoi a of 

Horace, the same god who in tj3.4 had routed the 'Titanic' 

opposition to the emperor. 
(7) Tibullss, howver, t=ests the divine 

pair with a flippant air in elegy 2.5, and in 2.3 we cannot but 

contemplate with aaueasnt the picture of Apollo's sister blushing 

with shams at her brother's condition (line 22). Patnan is certainly 

right in calling it a "conic tale" (p. 169) and bearing in mind the 

fact that Apollo had bp now strong affinities with the 'prinoeps', w 

can feel aura that he would not appreciate such levity in the literary 

treatment of his divine patron (of. snot. Am. 89$ oonponi tan 

aliquid do so nisi at serio at a prssstantissimis offondslatir. ). 

Political Overtones are to 1e fs*M is AJEM 1.2 rhiah 

I discussed in the third chapter eher dealing with the Military 

meta or. 
(80) 

][or* Ovid presents himself as a eaptivs in the triumph 

of 'Amor' who has imposed 'servitiia' zpw him to which he realises 

that it is expedient to subiit (line 18)9and plea" for 'venial out 

'pax', and sati jests himself to the 'iors' of the god. The elegy as a 

whole gives flippant treatment to ! tic triuh these which had been 

approached seriously !a pelitieal angle by the ouloiists of the 

esporor, aad I "for to it at this stop to illustrate the point that 

the vooabalary which is employed in eosaeotion with kq ides in elegy 
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often has the imitable offset of directing our thoughts to issws 

unrelated to aaator7 affairs. Our thinking along current political 

lines in Aimee 1.2 for instanessis warranted and shown to have been 

an approach ressamsndsd by the poet, by the direct reference to the 

emperor and his polisy towards those shot he has ssaquered in the 

concluding couplet. Similarly we inst not allow familiarity with 

the idea of the 'servitiaa s i. s' to blind us to the novelty which 

it must have held for l Stan readers, not only on account of the 

surprising way in whisk traditional sale and fesrle roles are reversed 

at a juncture in whisk the state began to foster tine-honeared 

practices and uphold conventional attitudes towards the behaviour of 

its iitissns, not least in the sphere of aorslity, but also duo is 

the feet that asq of the words which are utilised in defining the 

relationship which such 'sereitiu' involves, possess. political and 

social connotations of which they veers surely son. keenly aware than 

ourselves. 

'rho Igo of Xaritol and Htlatod 2 filkäloo3 aid Its I1ioatioii 

In Satires 3 Jnooal pro moors os the plot girls front 

Syria t 

'Lou priass sue. is liber. dstlnsit Orestes 
ot limgmai st aors et son U10161110 oker4" 
obliquas we Ron pstilis teas soso 
mit "t ad sirstsz iassss westaro piu1Lºs 

(lines 62-5) 

A& historioai oysat is tho first half of tho sooond eoatuz'y 3. C. 

aoooants for the arrival of those girls is Reas - us conquest of 

futioohtis of Syria by too Rosses. ftotsaias dsserib. s this as 

dsasors, s aisiaas and prostitutes (i 27) and Properties speaks 

of then is *lea 2.23: 
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'st goss I phratss st quas sihi . it Orontes, 
sls imprint: nolis furta padioa Lori; ' 

(lines 21-2) 

In this elegy Propsrtins tolls os that "the pursuit of affairs is 

too frustrating and aneonnoos that he now finds ploasaro in sosoon 

prostitutes". (Cups. p. 156). As Camps obsorrss (ibid. ) this ology 

has affinities with Satires 1.2 of Horaoo, tkers Using detailed motifs 

which are shared by both poems. Regarding the carrompondenom Cogs 

writes: 'vhoreas what is dopaaoat4d in Eorass's satire is adiltoryr, 

what is deprecated hers is onotional inolvea nt in a love affair.... 

It is not to In assassd that the 'wir' of lins 20 is a husband in 

the proper sense of the word..... " (ibid. ). I believe that the elegy 

represents a reworking of the traditional thaw 
(81) 

which refloated 

on the troubles Mhioh beset the nun who pursues adulterous affairs, 

and compared then with the anbaarsd and risk free relations which 

scald be had by resort to a oosmisn 'asrstriz'. Hore - and we should 

rsnsnbor that in this . lop Propsrtizs contemplates abandoning a 

relationship with a 'denim' uhioh had been sustosnry for hin, ia 

osohange for more wide ranging act promisors rsintions with woman 

in general (of. lines 1-2f 1)-25) - Prep rtius portrays the free- 

love relationship which he has been pursuing with a mistress 

(possibly Cynthia) as if it had been a no ogusss ow. It is due to 

the fact that Propsrtins in e= with the other ologists often 

describes his affair with a woman (pro cannot be Sartain that the 

'deals' is always Cynthia) in nonopasas toss that in this elegy 

he can east his thoughts on the oo4lioatisns doh it faces in this 

relationship within sieh a traditional thortio framework. The 

frsqusnoq with whisk tossinolop appropriate to descriptions of 

anrital relationships is used by the olosists with refersaos to the 

bonds of affection between themselves and their mistresses has 
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resulted in a certain amount of confusion over the meaning of such 

words as 'wir' and 'ooninnz'; when the eleaists apply these term 

to third parties are we to understand that they intend us to imagine 

the husband of the 'dauiaa' of when the elegist is enamoured, or are 

the words used in a wider sense jut as words pertaining to marriage 

are applied loosely to elegiac relatioaships, and is the 'wir' 

possibly a rival for the favours of the mistress or the one who 

presently enjoys then? In the elegy ender discussion Properties 

describes one of the major difficulties of life with his mistress as 

being the frustration caused by the imminent return of the 'wir' who, 

it would appear, has a prior clam to bar affection: 

'Uo diost '? i100, propsrs ism snrg. rs gnasso: 
infslix, hodis vir maibi rsrs nait. 

(lines 19-20) 

Now in the satira, Koraoo expresses a preference for 'psrabilis Venus 

faoilisque' (lino 119) such as the cos on 'ssrotriz' affords for 

pant (lines 47-8,83-4, of. 101-3), the chief advantage of this 

arrangement residing in the fact that be has no no" to fear the 

return of a 'rir' ( zwe roowrrat., lino 127) and face an 

esbarrassiag and violent seouo. Horace clearly ans a husband in 

using the word 'vie', for the nail subject of the pons, surd up in 

lines 78-9 (domino natroess sootarior.... ), is that adulterous affairs 

are fraught with danger, aid the prospect of the vorn losing part of 

her dowry (lino 131) after being disoonrad with another aua by the 

'vie' loans is is no doubt as to his status. Taking the elegy in 

isolation the reader sight well doduoo that Proportius had been 

pursuing as adsltorous affair and that he is new a ssing a Gems- 

place view on the advantages of liaisons with 'asrstriaos'; the 

hositaaoq and the nut rial dents upon her lover of the wife who 
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deceives her husband are noted in line 120 of Horace 'a poem. and 

similarly the raastoaess, hesitate and greed of the roman who has 

been frustrating Propertius' designs are mentioned in lines 3-4 and 

16-17 of the elegy, fasters vhieh ! tight lead to a deduction along 

these lines. William (? raditioe and Oritialitr is Boman Poetry) 

takes this view and argues that the female is this elegy was a 

married Mesa with Mhos Propsrtius had been conducting an adulterous 

affair (pp. 529-30) and that Cynthia herself and also Tibollus' mistress 

Delia are 'matron"' (pp. 533 and 538). Williams notes that Horace 

deals with the theme that it is better to go with prostitutes than 

fall into adultery to sort the point that the status of the two 

types of women in this elegy fall into the same estsgory as those 

who are contrasted In the satire (pp. 529-30), and that Prorrtiss, 

like Rome* is simpering the a& vantages sf relations with a 'sarstriz' 

rather than an affair with a 'nitrous'. It is important to Isar in 

mind the faut that the patiliostion of the first book of Esrass's 

Satires prsdatss that of Us sesoad book of Propsrtiss' elegies b; 

about four years, a point whisk I ppiasiss bosavss just as vs have 

seas how schoss of Eoraoo's 4tos osew in Propsrtius' work in shish 

the sisaist sosse to be minas rival slain. for the status of . logy 

as a gours, it is possible that is this slop Proper iss is raslsediag 

to the similar thsis of btims 1.2. Villian my have missed what 

is an instaess of Propsrtiaa originality in adapting a traditional 

thsr, an oversight whisk ash do attrilatablo to his taking the 

words 'dir' and 'furta pubes tori' (liess 20 and 22) at fail value, 

whisk aesoQats in part for his view that the Mensa when Properties 

osatsuplates rsssmasing possesses marital status. The originality 

liss, I isliovs, äa the sq is whisk Propartiv suggests that as 

affair with an ss"arriod Mesa The is already the mistress of aaothsr 

0 
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can be just as unnerving as an adulterous affair. Since Propertius 

in elegy 2.6 calls Cynthia his 'uxor' (line 42) and elsewhere 

implies, as I shall demonstrate later, that his relationship with 

her approximates to a marital one, I propose that it is logical for 

the poet to regard a rival instated in the favour of his mistress as 

having a similar sort of right to regard her as an 'uxor', and this 

would cover likewise the use of the word 'rir' in the elegies of 

Tibullus and Ovid which may signify no more than a rival; this 

interpretation of the word is one that is widely accepted, and such 

are the logical grounds on which I suggest it can in part be defended. 

The most striking effect of the elegy, however, and one which has a 

strong bearing on the overall subject of this enquiry, is that the 

impression is conveyed of the poet's having had adulterous relations 

with a married woman and since adultery was soon to become a criminal 

offence punishable by 'relegatio' of the guilty parties 'in diversas 

insulas' with added financial penalties(82) and reforms concerning 

marriage were already being mooted - and, it would appear, temporarily 

implemented (see belaw)' -"H we can appreciate how the treatment of the 

subject of the elegy is provocative against a background of moral reform. 

In exile Ovid became painfully aware too late that even verse which 

contained a disclaimer to the effect that it was not addressed to 

married women (Ars Aaatoria X. 31-4) could be regarded nevertheless 

as not without interest for this very class of woman: 

' "at astrosa potast alienia artibas uti, 
quodque trahat, quaaßs non dooeatur, habet. " 

(ta2.253-54) 

This rhetorical objection sounds like the voice of official *ensure 

just as I suggests the rhatorieal question had an official tone in 

Properties 2.7.13 in an e1. gy in which the pmt asurs an anti- 

establishment stance. 
(83) 

In Tristio 2.447-61# Ovid defends hianlf 
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by explaining that ? ibu]1ns had given advice not dissimilar to the 

sort of teaching found in the Ars Anatoria, paraphrasing sections of 

elegies 1.5 and 1.6 of N. 'ibullus (of. 1.2.15-24) in 'which the poet 

finds that his advice to Delia on how to practise deceit is now being 

used by her against himself. He maintains that his predecessor 

instructed married roars in the vat's of deceiving their husbands 

'sultagae dat furti talis praesepta dooetgns 
qua as1 j possint faller* ab arte Tiros. ' 

(fri_ 2.461-62) 

It is the us* Dir ? ilallas of words such as 'vir' and 'ooninnz' which 

permit Ovid to inp17 that the affair with Delia was adulterous; 

Tibullus shares Delia with a 'vir' who is also doscribsd as the 

'fallaois ooniunz.... pasllao' (1.6.8 and 15), yet in the sans als 

Tibballus suggests that she is not married: 

'sit asdo easta, does, quanvis non vitta ligatos 
inpodiat crises noc stole longs pedes' 

1(1.6.6? -e) 

Similarly in elegy 1.2, libnllus is intent on deceiving the 'ooninnx' 

of Delia (line 41). Ovid is desperately seeking to mitigate the 

hostile official reaction to the 'cares' - that is the Are lasteria 

which was partly responsible for his undoing (Tristia 2.207) 
()- 

and it is in his ova interest to imply that the affair with Delia 

was such an illicit relationship if only to make his owe poetry 

appear less exceptional fron a moral standpoint. '1'äe charge brought 

against the Ars drtoria ras in fact that it taught adultery: 

'arger obsconi doctor adultorii. ' (Tristle, 2.212). 't'hat Ovid can 

construe Tibullus' poetry as voll as that of Properties in this way 

(s t as 2.465), is good reason for supposing that the general reader 

aas aware that auch of the olegists' poetry has adulterous overtones; 

Ovid is referring to well known works and for this reason cannot be 

too far fetched in his asgarnt. The frequent use of the Mords 
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'rir' and 'aoninns' which appear in that I believe are descriptions 

of free love relationships between single partners, an arranaernt 

less serious than an affair in which the wows was already rrried, 

has nevertheless the serious consequence of giving the inpression, in 

those passages for ezaaple where advice is tendered to the reuen on 

how to deceive her 'wir', that the Mogan in being inoited to oomit 

adultery when in fast it is a less serious fors of iasorality that 

is being counselled. The. reader Mould doubtless have ressszbered 

that in one of his elegies Catallns tells os that he had deceived 

Lesbia's 'viz': 'sed furtive dodit airs slanasoula note, / ipsias ex 

ipso dents niri gromio'. (68.145-46) (85) 
and that in another a 

triangular relationship is described in which the 'iir' of Lssbia 

figures ono" awe (83.1). If Lembia is Clodia, and there is good 

evidence to support this identification,, 
(86) 

then the mention of a 

'rin' would be takes an a reference to her husband Q. Xitellus color. 

It is significant that Ovid cues the word 'naritas' which is less 

ambiguous than the words 'wir' and 'eoniux' which ? ibullus and 

Proper tiv prefer. In 2: 19 for example the wsania« of the 

word is too specific to west our crediting Ovid with carrying on 

an adulterous affair with Corinna (line 9)' 

'quid hihi sea faeili, 'quid din Tenons warito' 
(lime 57) 

In this olqw the 'aaritus' (of. list 51) is so oaroloss of his rite's 

bahaTioor that the poet sopxds his su as abettor of his wife's 

affair with hissolt. He is $dlty of as iadittasoaos tov"ds her 

oond*ot siailar to that wish Homo had Stientined is Speaking out 

against coat ors27 
. 
praissiwausss $ 'sad iussa ooraa tos sias eoasoio 

ssrgit aarito' (SM 3.6.29-30). Apiyia AINGS 3.4.25-30,0VIA's 

denims are szoitsd Arther 17 the careful watch which the '=ritual 
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(line 27) keeps ever his partner whose very protectiveness Conerates 

the adulterous interest of others (adultera ears. line 29) and the 

prospect of 'ineoaoessa voluptas' which the poet finds even sore 

attractive because of its illicit nature. Is Ameres 3.8 Ovid 

conplsins that while the meson is free with her favours to those who 

can afford to pay for thee, he on the otherhand, who has no material 

bargaining power, is "Jested by her with the excuse that she fears 

her 'asritns'$ 

'inperst vet oaptae qui dare malts potest; 
as prohibet castes, in me tint ills saritoa. 

si dederin, tots oedet stergne do o! ' 
(lines 62-4) 

Incidentally, the situation is once more akin to that in Odes 3.6 of 

Horace for in both oases the woman who belongs to the 'ssritas' gapes 

a profit out of her infidelities (see Oýtj 3.6.30-2). One of the 

provisions of the Les Julia de adslteriis oeeroendis would, I 

suMst, have strengthened the suspicion of the reader that the 

'rritus' in Lorss 2.19 and 3.8 is a husband and that Ovid's interest 

is adulterous for a husband could nor be convicted for condoning his 

wife's adultery or making profit out of her adventme. (see isst 

C_* vol. 10 p. 446). The ri#nts of a husband over his rife are 

evoked in Amores 1. A where Ovid describes the 'paella' as being 

subject to a 'ias' exercised bb her 'Fir': 'quoll z1hi das fartis, 

inrs ooacta dabis' (line 64). 
(87) 

Ovid is surely being more daring 

than either Tibullns or P roportius is representing his MR assays as 

adulterous in nature. The latter two poets use sarits1 tersdsology 

to enhance the status of their free-love affairs in which, as in 

marriage, fidelity is an important virtae, bnt this serves only to 

sake ssrriage is the true sense an ssseoessary undertaking with 

respect to thsaselves (see below). ft. 'aosiuns' or 'vir' who 
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appears to have a prior claim to the respective woman for when 

Tiballus and Properties compete can be regarded as sowing in this 

saae elegiac world and holes given these apollations because he also 

has the right to expect a quasi marital 'fides' of his partner. Be 

is different again from, the 'dives aoator', ooaaonl7 a professional 

soldier enriched by oa4aigns, the 'ooniux' being so named to 

emphasise the fact that the bold with his partner is based ultimately 

on mutual affection and not pnrohasing power, and we can easily 

understand how Propertias and Tibnllas would regard themselves as the 

'coninaz' or 'vir' of Cynthia and Delia respectively. 'ate exact 

status of the 'rir' who represents an obstacle to the elogist remains 

an aabidnew ene, and fortunately so, for this would have provided 

the poet with a convenient reply to anyone who sight have' chargged 

his with playing the adulterer in his poetry. I cannot pros that 

they deliberately used the words in a provocative way but if modern 

scholars sometimes regard the olosists' mistresses as married women 

and believe that they wire portraying their ova adulterous affairs, 

then the Augustan reader was probably no less aware of this alternative 

way of looking at the affairs and the elegists thearolres could not 

have failed to have realised that such an interpretation was possible. 

they preferred to allow the ambiguity to stand, and from their 

oonteaporaries' point of view this poetic licence (in both senses of 

the word) could not fail to lead to a reflection upon the disparity 

between the was of the elegiac world and the moral ideals of the 

model Augustan world, and the Ovidian use of the word Irritus' 

serves to make this disparity area More Monte since it strikes a 

note of soalisa which encourages a literal reading and renders the 

morality of this aspect of his elegies even more questionable. In 

the ease of Ovid I an led to suspect that he is floating the 'al 
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ideals rhioh, boforo the putiliostioa of the first edition of the 

Anoros soon after 16 B. C., had been endorsed officially by the beiss 

Julias 'de writaadis erdinibas' and 'do adulteriis coorsordis' of 

18 B. C. A. similar intrusion by the Awgnstas state into the sphere 

of morality hei, it would appearp been made a dead* earlier during 

the sixth consulship of the eapror(88) and elegy 2.7 of Properties 

which refers to, the repeal of a law dealing with marriage belongs to 

this earlier period and so also do the elegies soaprisiag Tibullus' 

first book. I aestioa this fast is order to oaphasise that these 

examples of the work of Tiballas and Properties, which as I have just 

explained exploit vocabulary is a way suggestive of is sralitf, are 

also to be appraised within the context of a tightening of aural 

standards is the very area to which that vocabulary pertains; I 

believe that the Augustan reader would have attaished a greater 

significance, than the modern reader to such words aal others which I 

intend to discuss, by virtue of the social olirte prswailiat at the 

time when they were employed. 

Writing on the state of marriage during the last years of 

the Republic, Last states that "in an age when the distinction 

between wedlock and mere eobabitation was fine, aid when it would be 

seriously argued that bigamy was inpossible because a ascend marriage 

was by itself a valid dissolution of the first, the stability of 

the family aas endangered by the threat that aarriags, would be made 

to serge the pleases of the parties rather than the needs of the 

oa maity as a whole". (C 
. 701.10 PAW). This Mae a social ail- 

mat vhioh the error attempted to cows and the writer gives a 

detailed. ezplanation of the seeps and oareer of the legislation 

I 

designed to effect it (pp. 441.56). It is wp contention that this 
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fine distinction is reflected in amatory elegy which can be said to 

have advertised a social problem of particular official concern and 

by giving extended treatrat during a crucial reformatory period to 

a description of relationships which in navy ways represented the 

problem, to have patently disregarded the official signal for its 

resolution. Disregard turns into dissent in an elegy (2.7) imediate- 

ly following upon one in which the elegiac castes of blurring the 

distinction between free-love and monopwq is adopted by Properties 

in referring to his affair with Cynthia (seaper anioa aihi, seuper 

et qjop cris. 2.6.12); hers once more the poet stresses the exclusive 

nature of the claim which they have upon one another, and which 

remind one of the divided allegiance expected of one another by 

married partners (tu aihi sole plases* plaoeau tibi, Cynthia, soles. 

2.7.19). Indeed the couplet in 2.7 which contains what I suggest 

are monogaans overtones rounds off the *lea just as in 2.6 the 

couplet which concludes the *lea contains the clear s sstion that 

his ties with Cynthia are similar to those which exist between 

married partners. These similarly located complete convey the aas 

sort of sentiment. In the ease of 2.7, however, the final couplet tells 

us that Properties has no wish to beoor a father (hie exit of patrio 

nomine pluris asor., line 20, of* lime 14). We can see how Propertius' 

May of looking at his free-love relationship in terns of a quasi- 

marital one can suddenly be exploited to register disinterest and 

antagonism towards a true marital relationship (of. 2.6.41; 2.7.9) 

and the obligations of parenthood, both of which the state was 

anxious to promote. It has been suggested that the final couplet of 

2.6 follows rather abruptly on the previous lines and. Soalipr 

favoured its transposition to follow the final couplet of 2.7. Were 

this *e original position of the couplet then the force of the 
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poet's own suggestion that his relationship approxiaated to one of 

sarriage would be strengthened and render his rejection of the 

institution proper even more remarkable. The overall purpose of the 

process of transferring words connected with marital situations to 

describe elegiac ones is twofold. I have already discussed at 

length the way in which the triumph motif and the military metaphor 

are used in descriptions of the effects of 'actor' on the elegists 

and how by using the vocabulary of asrtialiss in this way the 

elegists reinforce their hostility to military ideals. Moreover I 

explained how by applying the 'vates' concept to their own verse 

which is decidedly unsympathetic toward the heroic ideals and the 

official tenor in which true vatic verse treated then, the elegists 

dissociate themselves fron the tendency towards political panegyric 

found in official verse. Likwise, by describing elegiac relation. 

ships in testes of marriage (further examples of which are investigated 

below) the elegists intimate that for themselves carriage in the 

strict sense, with all its obligations, is a redundant institution. 

Ike other aspect of the motivation behind this process of transference 

derives, I believe, from the elegists' desire to establish the 

elegiac partnership on a plane of equal if not superior importance 

to that on which the state placed marriage in the conrsntieoal sense. 

The elegists' reconditioning of the asst hates' concept had, as 

I argued, a similar and in riwl in both oases an attempt is made to 

secure public recognition, in the former for a lift-style and is the 

latter fora poetic genre, and a credibility denied thou in official 

quarters. 

of $bs oisaists' attitado to asrriaso, Nillimo (J. R. 8. 

ýºý8 1958) alai" that they r*rs prom to despise it Idle at the ssm 

Lias using R. u  . rriaao id. ala to as their optative rsLtisn- 
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ships with their mistresses referring in particular (note 43) to 

Properties 2.7; but I think the view that they looked down upon this 

institution requires qualification. In the case of Propsrtius it 

was only when he personally felt compulsion to merry and produce 

children in the interests of the state that his adverse thoughts on 

the subject were elicited. Elegiac ideals and Rosas marriage ideals 

have much in eo n; we saw under the heading dealing with Romas 

inversion how Propsrtins applied the concept of 'univiria', a 

marriage ideal, to himself and there are many other instances where 

the poet suggests that elegiac and marriage ties have wash in ooron. 

I have already pointed out that Propertins regards himself as a sort 

of husband to Cynthia. Israover in elegy 2.5 he sakes an appeal to 

her through Juso the goddess of marriage (per dosiisao Innonis dulcia 

iura. line 17) and Cynthia eventually appears in $lysius along with 

Andromeda and Hypersnestra 'sine frauds write*' (4.7.63). 

flphesibooa, Evadna, Alcestis and Penelope, all married wenn whose 

loge for their husbands was exceptionally streng, via Prepsrtius' 

admiration (1.15. lSff., 2.6.23) and is 3.12 he chides Postu s for 

neglecting his marriage in the pursuit of military glory and commands 

the chastity of his rife likening her to Penelope (line 38). In 

3.13 the wifely devotion which inspires the oriental wow to saorifioe 

her life in the act of outtoe on the 
. 
funeral wro of her äusba d, 

puts to shame the unfaithful 'p ollas' and 'suptao' (line 23) of 

Rona. In elegy 4,3 whisk treats the wes theme as 3.12, the plight 

of the serried rows rims our snpathp ones nor. though not without 

a ooadoasstion of the oiroaastasoes which "Use the distress. 
(89 

Lilja (p. 230ff. ) as well as other schoUrs, has noticed hoti Properties 

dessriWa asrriag. in 4.3 in torn of elegiac free level lsothusa 

complains about her 'sootes snaras', fears that har husba ds' Map$" 
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will hurt his 'teneros laoertos' and 'iabellis assns', regards his 

pale and thin appearance as evidence of his love for her and is 

ready to endure the hardships which she would face in accompanying 

her husband on his campaigns (lins 23-48). It is surely in so far 

as marriage reflects the ideals of elegies lore that Properties is 

in sympathy with it. In 4.3 and its counterpart 3.11 there is no 

asntion of children and it was probably the prospect of parenthood 

- which the marriage legislation referred to in 2.7 must have sought 

to aalte a civic duty - which Properties fount disconcerting, as well 

as the domestic responsibilities which are not consonant with love of 

a romantic nature. Williams (art. sit. ) has listed nuasrous instances 

of the appearance on epitaphs of the word 'sodas' and 's<ns' with 

which the ideal of srrriago to one husband is expressed (p. 23) and 

also refers to inscriptional evidence to show how the idea of the 

eternity of the bead was a Marriage ideal (pp. 23-5). Vith this 

evidence he compares those passages in which Propertias asos the 

words 'solue' and 'usual to describe his relationship with Cynthia 

which is clearly beisg rep eseat" in 1orm, s of marriage ideals. 

wen the idea of the otossal bend is used to describe his elegiac 

relationship (e, V. 2.6.42; 15.31ff.; 20.15ff. ). LIlja (pp. 172-73) 

refers to passages in liballus' 0l04ie9 shere the poet autos similar 

use of the thought of a love that will last until death in the case 

of Delia and recognises this is a senge s tendency. task 

aieaogaaoas ideas are. to be found in Cat flus who regrets that bosbia 

dens set show an undivided logs for him (otsi M on* oestents 

Catullo. 68.135) while is another elect she is said to have professed 

eternal ls" for hin (amsres...... 
. 109.1-2) - the aoaoaanoas 

overtones of vhieh can be appreciated in too light of a toubstoas on 

which a wife is referred to as 'ooniizz versetual. 
00) 

In werde which 
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are fasoas Catally called his love for Lesbia 'hoc sanctas, wig 

aaioitiae' (109.6) using a tern which is used elsewhere to describe 

a marriage proper - that of Poleis and Shetisz 'nullus aior tali 

ooninnzit f_ aaantes' (64.335); 'aooipiat ooninnz felici fie" 

diva' (iiid. 373). low in elegy 3.20 Propertiv describes a pact of 

fidelity with a Asa, Mhose identity is uncertain, is the following 

Mid i 

'foods= stint ponnnds prine siamaiaqu. iuss 
it wribsnds mihi 1"x in auors novo. ' 

(lines 15-16) 

Goddard (C. B. 2Z 1923) hold that uTbi. s alaost certainly mass a 

legal arrangement" (p. 155) and that it involrsd the wt's legalising 

his status by living with the weaan in question (ahos he talcs to 

be Cynthia) in 'oononbinatns', in order that he Right bind har to 

his and feel more confident that she voald rsnsin faithful to him 

sines his would have a legal claim against her if she sera uefaithfnl. 

The evidence for bolirtise that >advty 1sialio. d 00 itato of 

'oonoubiaatas' - Used 1sinU on Vipiaa and lbrsiaa - is, as Last 

observes, oontroversial"C jH 14) P. 4453 o Indeed Batley and Barber, 

referring to this article which iatorprets in a lesalistis vein the 

career of Prepertins' dealings with Cynthia after the negotiation 

of the troubles described in . logy 2.7, säte that "Goddard's view 

of their subsequent proceedings rests on the seat precarious 

interpretations of Roan law and cannot be seriously considered. " 

(p. 202). Yet patting aside the legalistic speculation -I as not 

convinced by this approach - Goddard makes an interesting cos ent 

on the poetic spirit of elegy 3.20, suggesting that Proportias made 

one more effort "to rouse his enthusiasm for her by a igstioai 

ceremony which would impress the iaWastion. " (p. 155-6) and in the 

sentence preceding my first quotation front the article states fist 
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"There is a whole ceremony desoribedg a sort of poetic marriage... " 

Propertius is not in mW opinion osbarkina in reality upon an 

arrangement resognised by law. The prospect of a new or renewed 

relationship with the promise of mutual fidelity stirs his imagination 

into using the powerful image of a eonsrete contractual relationship. 

The poet who had already regarded Cynthia as his 'szor' (2.6.42) and 

spoken of the 'cars' which mann in fro* los relationships possessed 

over sen (of. 1.9.3; 3.11.2) as well as the 'foedas' which was broken 

when his mistress left his for another (3.9.35), would understand- 

ably be inclined to use legal terms in celebrating a now alliance. 

When Cynthia dictates her 'foxaonla legis' in elegy 4.8.74-M the 

aaaterf conditions which she lays down suggest that it is hardly 

legal redress which she is seeking for the infringement of the 

'foedus' to which she reform in line 21; the pledge was 'taeitaa' 

- based on understanding - and this is surely the essenee of what 

has been called the 'fesdns anatoris*'. If we reflect on how 

Proportias US" strong religious Imagery and sots a high hioratio 

tons in dosoribisa his giber as a poet is elftlos 3.1 end 3.3 it 

booe s easier to ooaprshssä how he orsld conceive of a ftes, love 

relationship is sash forsa torne for shonid we rule out the 

possibility that a 1003L Kuaation aoasusts to a oortais sxtost for 

the use of wneh tor..; after surveying their osaurrsnse in the 

oligists, Lflja (p. 71) o asludes "Ovid Is the Met latorsstod is 

juridical ihr. Prsportiv coming text to hie, boosaso they Lad 

probably rseoind a sera profound legal education than ? iballvs, who 

had concentrated upon military affairs. " I would add that Properties 

and Ovid in particular are using the jargon derived from a training 

shish was a prsliminary for a career is the sornieo of the state to 

rhish the emperor was anxious to attract members of their srdsr, asd 
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Perhaps they realised that its n. m is this now ooatozt would rind 
the reader of their failure to respond in this direction; ooasrnting 

upon the appsaranoo of jsridisal iss . rf in all the olegists - 
? 'iballus for iastanoo used the Nord 'laz' i` 1.6.69 and 2.4.52 is an 

aa. tory ssnao and Ovid «iv. n paps the most striking oza"ls in 

Amr« 2.17.29-4 (in uulibst aooir legen; / to drat asdie ivra 

dodisso foro. )(91) - Hallett (&rthnsa 11973) writes$ "Wo find the 

Augustan oloaºists all defending their looms life as a respectable 

replacement for rank and wealth: libellos at 1.1.5ff., Proportins in 

1.8a and at 2.34.55-58, Ovid petulantly in Aaores 3.8. " (p"115)" 

There is, thou, good reason for doubting a literal interpretation of 

lines 15-16 of *lea 3.20 of Properties (sep. sit. ) which would imply 

that the post had decided to fall in with an arrangement given the 

basking of lax by the emperor in an effort to wirb immsrality$ 

fngastas' new asasnros concerning 'oowwbinatos', if indeed he did 

give it a awe lopl definition, are said to have wdo it as offene 

for a wan to live is this state with a roman if be already had a 

wife and he was apparently aiming at restraining the fickleness of 

nova is giving ra the right of lokal action against partners who 

behaved t rodgeass ly. 
(92) 

If Properties is using in a transferred 

sonne the vocabulary of 'cos tiinates' rather than of aarriage, ho 

can still be regarded as istiwtiag, by applying it to i free-lore 

situation, that this officially emossaaged alternative to carriage is 

is loss undesirable frost his ow point of view than marriage empor. 

Ross, (Sty], * asl 'äradition in Caul] a) has argued that 

smok words as 'fides' 'aaisitia' and 'foodu. ', said b Catsilos to 

dssoriis his ties with bsstiia, are as adaptation of the vocabulary 

of political alliatss. 'at Cataliss in 64095 &M 373 ("ap"oit") 

Used the word 'fosdus' to denote the asrriags oostrast and it 
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certiinly has amatory connotations in Properties 4.8.21 (taoitu* 

foedus. see above) and refers specifically to marriage in Properties 

I. 3.69 where irethusa asks her husband to abide by the 'foedera 

lecti. ' Likewise Ovid uses the word 'foedns' in referring to his 

mm wife, 'socialis asior f= aaritna. I Po . 3.1.73), 

'perpetuoque hihi sociatau foods" lecti. ' (Ibis is). Ross maintains 

that the 'foedns' and 'fides' between the lovers in elegy does not 

possess the political signifisanse which Catullus attached to the 

words in describing his affair with besbia - that "in elegy they 

have been intentionally disassociated from their older technical 

usage, perhaps due to the more general sense in which the words were 

coming to be used, perhaps because the technical Eoaan sense of the 

terms was basically unpoetio. " (p. 94)9 The acre general use of these 

words in ele y night be due, honever, to a change in political 

circuastano. s, for the republic had shot its last bolt at Philippi 

and the vocabulary which had pertained to an order which had been 

overthrown would lose its role aaes(93) in a system in which alliance 

was not sought between equals so mach as between one Nho was superior 

and those who were unequal. 'Fides' and 'fosdns' possess a 

predominantly amatory significance in cleat son, which was also 

found in Catallus (ef. oeniaais an fide consoler osost amore. 64.182) 

and apart from being conscious of the f"t that the olegists were 

using such terms to delineate free-love relationships which they 

preferred to the officially promated institutions to which the taros 

are more strictly applicable, the reader would have been attussd to 

the political sense of the words and reminded no doubt of the passing 

of the old order to which they also applied. On the Catallas 

'snnotse'fosde anioitias' Ross maintains that it cannot refer to 

a metaphorical asrriaas since 'smioitia' is never maximally even 
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associated with the idea of marriage even if 'foedns' does sometimes 

mean marriage; the words "sosst indicate a sphere of meaning common 

to each noon" (p. 82) and the sphere fror which he believes Cattºllus 

is drawing his ideas is that of politics. I have already referred 

however, under the fourth heading of this chapter, to the way in 

which marriage gras exploited for political ends. Dynastic matches 

were ride to solve the question of the imperial succession in 

particular, and the use of marriage for such *ads had been especially 

prevalent during the republic and here I quote Syr : "The 'nobiles' 

were dynasts, their daughters princesses. carriage with a well 

connected heiress therefore became an act of policy and an alliance 

of powers, pore important than a magistracy, more binding than any 

compact of oath or interest. " (p. 12). Properties, I believe, 

expresses an awareness of the political advantages of the marital 

'foadns' in *logy 4.4.60 vhsra Tarpsia offers to reconcile Sabina 

and Roma throes marriage to king Tatire s 'vos slsdlu a palls foodus 

snit, ass. ' I propose that Catuilus, contrary to the opinion of 

Boss, is referring to marriage as wh as any oth. r political 

expedient, and that the 'fesdws' between the ologists and their 

mistresses is similar to the pestle asrriars onvissaod by Catullus 

with Losbia -a 'foolna. aoatoriwa', boing a irio-lore relationship 

to which Catullus attached an importanso squalling that which his 

contemporaries attashad to political alliances and dynastic narriag. s; 

in the case of the olsgists howeve the importance which they place 

upon their own 'foodora asatoria' is matched 1q that which the state 

placed upon the institution of marriage as a civic duty and a umoval 

oorraetivs. When the demists were writing, the political value of 

marriage as a somas to power vould of course be" boon greatly reduced 

duo to the nature of the now power structure which limited Was 
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ambition in this dirsetioa, and this I suspsot of having boom an 

additional meson for the disro«ard for the isstitutioa: which the 

state found sash a blas. 

A further instance of the portrayal of free-love is torts 

of aarriag* occurs in libullw 1.3.83-88: 

'at tu oasts, proaor assoas, sanotigno pudoris 
adsidoat orstos sodula sospor aseas., 

base tibi faboilas reforst pooltaque Income 
doducat puss, staaiaa loop solo. 

at circa gravibas powis adfiza puolla 
psalatis sore fosse mittat opus. ' 

Hera is the words of Putass, Tibullus imagines "Delia as Penelope 

become Roman 'matrons' with all the trappings of enduring fid. lity. " 

(p. 74). Spinning and wearing are of course used bfr the poet to 

sfatiolise the chastity of Delia. They were, bowTSr, oeoapations 

which Ovid attributed to prudes in his criticism of 'suatioitas' in 

life and manners but I gave !D own explanation why Ovid would not 

haus roaardod the rural thous in Tiballns as a manifestation of a 

narrow mindedness or iahiiition in the oloaist or his mistress. 
(94) 

In . logy 1.. 5 for osaaplo the affair with Delia *o has taten another 

lover is described as 'lirtivi fo. lora looti' (lins a)p a union which 

has overtones of marriage (am a 'ioodus aoatoriua') and adultery 

(hence the adjective 'lurtivas') siaoo a 'aoainax' already has 

possession or har (1.2. k1; 1.6.8 and 15); Delia's Ushavionr is not 

above snspisioa and in drsaviag about a sssas in vhioh she is oosnpdod 

in spinning wool, Tiballis is p"boblJ trying to roassus elf 

that she will rsaain faithful to his daring his abnnoo. Likewise 

in *lea 1.5 the pat debate her as a oountry vife (linos 21-30) at 

a mat when she is n lootin« him for a 'dives actor' (lino lr7, of. 

line 60) and thratias to dash his dream. of life with her in a rural 

retreat. Liija gurke that in thin passages (viz. 1.3.85-92 (sup. 
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cit. ) and 1.5.21-34) the idea of the 'servitios anoris' does not 

intrude upon his visions: *In these passages Delia is not called 

a 'doming', the poet's attitude to her being that of a real husband. " 

(p. 82), 
(95) 

Incidentally it is notenorthj that Tibullus never 

imagines himself as being a father is these passages where his 

relationship approximates to one of aarriags, nor olsewhsrs in the 

elegies. As a substitute for marriage it excludes a major - from 

the state's point of vier the most important - objective of the 

institution proper, undertaken traditionally 'fiberorMa quaerentorum. 

omsa. ' 

the word 'doiina', as we saw in y discussion of the 

'servitiua asoris', was a word used in republican literature by a 

slays in referring to his mistress, and never by a husband in refer- 

ring to his wife. The elegists, casting themselves in the role of 

a slave, use it to describe the imperiousness of their ndstresses in 

an amatory sonne, hence it is natural that in stressing the nonoganons 

aspect of their relationship that they should momentarily abandon the 

idea of love as 'serritiun' and the tens connected with it. The 

sue author (pp. 83-4) notices that the convention is not apparent 

in slur 3.6 of Properties where Cynthia is depicted as spinning and 

weaving in the ooapmV of maidservants (lines 9-14, of.? ib. 1.3.83-8 

sup�oit. ). The ideas of the elegiac slavery of love and marriage 

overlap when the elegists use the words 'vincula' and lingual 

denoting the chains and yoke of love which bind than to their 

mistresses. 'Tinoula' is tog to describe the marital bond proper 

in Tiballus 2.2.18 (of. Teste. in 4.59= Innomi e'i vinsla io. slia 

earae) but is used to dente his attaeluast to Delia in 1.1.55, WA 

in 2.4.1-6 he is bound Orono chain to Nemesis in u eleiiae 
'servitina e oris'. Is 1.3 he imagines another falling viotie to 
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love and snbaitting to 'vinonla' (line 90) and in 3.11.13-14 

Sulpicia prays to Venus requesting that she and Cerinthus may both 

be bound in her servier or else that she be freed of her 'vincula'; 

her monogamous way of thinking is evident in her further wish that 

she and her partner ay be bound together for over (lines 15-16)t 

marriage also being a 'sonisnotio nazis et feminae, consortium onnis 

vitae' (Modest. Dg. 23.2.1). Similarly in Propertius 2.15.25-8 the 

poet hopes that a life-tine bond will exist between himself mad his 

mistress the Ilk* of which he illustrates with a picture of dens, 

themselves symbolic of aarriaas, 
(96) 

bound is close eabraoe (. xnplo 

ianetae tibi eint is aaors ooluobae / aasoalus at totaa feaina ooniugina. 

lines 27-28). In 3.11.4 he is criticised for not being able to break 

the 'tincla' and 'in ea' which tie his to his aistress, rhile earlier 

in 2.5 it appears that he had threatened to free himself from the 

yoke imposed on his by Cynthia in re. age for her loose living, bat 

asides a last appeal to her through Juno goddess of marriage, (lines 

14-18). In 3.25.8 he complains that Cynthia is asking the yoke an 

uncomfortable one to bear. Ovid-too employs diction ssWstivs of 

carriage. Per ezaaple, in Amgres 3.11 after rejoicing that he has 

fled his fetters (line 3) his feelings change and he pleads with 

Corinna to spare hin 'per leoti sosialia iur'' (line 45), words 

which recall the deseription of his elm marriage in 3.173 

as 'socialis sear' and the phrase 'sosiaten foeder+e leoti', again 

referring to the Wad between hfaself and his We (thu. 1S)" 

Williams (? r_tion and Oritinslig in Ronan Postre ppp. 

525-46) has attributed the toadonpº aMas scholars to plow a 

Mtaphorioal intorpratatios upon the marital terminology wed DP the 

"logists in oonaootion with their 'pull.. ' to the mistaken view os 
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some scholars that these women were 'aeretrices' or freedwomen 

courtesans for whoa normal marriage was not possible, and argues 

that the 'vir' in elegy is a husband in the striot sense of the word 

citing the case of Lesbia whose 'vir' falls into this category, since 

the evidence suggests that she was married to Q. I1etellns Color. I 

agree with Williams that the 'pusilae' of the elegists are not 

'meretrices' or high class courtesans; elegy 2.16, for example, which 

accuses Cynthia of weighing her lovers' purses does not necessarily 

imply that she was a meretrix; here the poet may be adapting the 

theme of the mercenary mistress common in comedy, while elegy 4.7, 

in which Cynthia reminds Properties how she used to climb out of the 

window to sake love to his at the crossroads, affords no grounds for 

assuming that her status was lower than that of Lesbia who behaved 

in a similar fashion (see Cat. 58). In elegy 2.13.9-12 Propertius 

tells us that he is not just an admirer of a pretty figure or of a 

woman who boasts illustrious ancestors (illustris avos) but of a 

'docta paella'. Moreover, in elegy 3.20.8 he tells us that his 

mistress is distinguished for her ancestry and that one of her fore- 

bears was 'doatas'. Taken in conjunction with the statement in 

Apuleins (Anon,. 10) that Cynthia's true name was Hostia, it is 

reasonable to suppose that she was a respectable descendant of the 

epic poet Hostius who wrote during the latter half of the second 

century B. C. As to the question arising from elegy 2.7 why. Propertins 

could not marry Cynthia, it is often assumed that it was her status 

as a'aeretriz' which made marriage with her impossible, for in marry- 

ing a 'aeretriz' one incurred the charge of 'infania' and this was no 

less the case after the reform made by Augustus; the separation from, 

Cynthia is put down to the fact that Propertinsl, being wider compulsion 

from the new legislation to marry, would have to seek a wife elsewhere. 
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Williams on the other hand believes that the separation which the 

two parties fear is explicable on the grounds that Cynthia was 

already married and that Propertiue was pursuing an adulterous affair 

with her, and that separation was necessary if they were to avoid the 

serious punishment meted out under the new marriage laws (op. cit. p. 

533f. ). The status of Delia and Corinna imp Williams maintains, the 

same as that of Cynthia. Each is (like Lesbia) "a married woman who is 

engaging in an adulterous affair" (op. cit. p. 540). I accept the views 

of Williams on the social status of the elegists' mistresses (i. e. 

that they are freeborn) but I am dubious about the claim that Cynthia 

and Delia were married, even though this approach would considerably 

strengthen mpº argument that the elegists were openly flouting the 

spirit, if not the letter (though see below) of the new legislation. 

I incline to the view of Goddard (art. sup. cit. ) who states that 

"Cynthia was not 'infamis' and the question at issue was not that she 

could not marry, but that she would not. To marry his muse and to 

breed two or three little soldiers for the Parthian ware - well, he 

escaped that fate and was glad of it. " (p. 155). Cynthia and Delia 

were more likely in i opinion to have been free-born, and eligible for 

marriage, and as such their elegiac lovers were still portraying in 

their verse the pursuit of an affair which was punishable under the 

Lex Julia de adulteriis coercendis; greater responsibilities were 

placed upon men in general and it was forbidden to have an affair with 

a free woman not registered as a 'meretrix' with the aedile. 
(97) 

The elegists could not have been ignorant of the effect 

which they would create by using marital terminology to delineate 

their relationships with their 'puellae'. Two millenia later they 

are still liable to be regarded as having immortalised adulterous 
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affairs and the reader of amatory elegy in Augustan Rome, unless he 

knew the biographical circumstances of the poems, was probably no 

less likely to come to the same conclusion. Lacking such information 

in the case of a fictitious affair such as that between Ovid and 

Corinna appears to have been, a conclusion along these lines could 

not be corrected so easily by reference to real life and so Ovid, 

who as I have shown is more specific in his use of marital terminology 

than Propertius and Tibullus, would render himself doubly liable in 

this respect. The offending 'carmen' was of course the Ars Amatoria 

but offence enough could easily have been found in the Amors. Had 

Tibullus and Properties been writing the works for which they are 

famed in 8 A. D., perhaps Ovid would not have been without erudite 

company among the barbarous Getae. 
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Note Referenoae for Charter Four 

1. See Carmen Saeculare lines 17-20 and 45-48. 

2. See ap discussion of these and related elegies under the 

heading Pronertius and the Parthian Question in Chapter Three. 

3. See M. Rothstein, Die Mixgien des Sextus Prooertius, Vol. 1. 

p. 319 (on 2.16.19-20). 

4. The evidence suggests that Augustus wished to be thought of 

as a second Romulus: "Hie wish to be recognised as Ross's 

second founder was no secret; indeed, it was practically 

coeval with his entry into politics. In 43 B. C., when taking 

the auspices for his first consulate, he re-enacted the famous 

augury of Romulus, even managing to produce twelve vultures" 

....... "Suet. Aug. 951 Appian, B. C. 3.94. Li'ry (1.7) and 

Ovid (�F 4.817ff. ), in describing Romulus' augury seem to have 

Augustus' imitation of it in mind. The temple of Quirinns, 

which had Romulus' augury portrayed on the pediment, may have 

been restored by Augustus, thus keeping the analogy between 

the two leaders before the peoples eyes. " (S. Cocager, 

The Odes of Horace. p. 212 and note 98). See also R. Sre 

The Roman Revolution p. 313. 

5. "Hoc distiohon, (so. lines 354) Zgengr-tim hoc looo positni 

intellegi nuilo modo poteet" - Lachmann, quoted by Paley (on. 

2.6.35-6, emphaeie mine). 

6. For 'dome' as the abode of divinities see 9. rg. de_n. 10.101, 

and Ovid Not 4.736; 6.269. In Ysrg. 1_Zq. 6.27 the word refers 
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6. (contn'd) to the Labyrinth and in 6.81 to a sacred grotto. 

For 'paries' referring to a religious edifice of. Cie. Ver. . 
2.4.55 'interiores templi parietes'. For 'teota' as part of 

a 'porticus' see Cie. A_. 4.3.2. In Verg. As}. 6.29 it refers 

to the Labyrinth, while in "n. 6.211 the 'testa Sibyllas' is 

of course the grotto of the Cumsean Sybil. 

7. See C_., Vol. of plates IT 176o. 

8. See Brunt and Moore, Rea Geetae Divi Luauyti p. 61 and Bast. 

Am* 31. 

9. Rea Geatae 21 and 29, Suet. Auf. 21, Dio 55.10.2. 

10. The 'gene Iulia' claimed as an ancestor Prooulus Iulius to 

whoa the dead Romulus appeared in a dream rrrealing that he 

had become a god known by the name of Quirinas (see J. P. V. D. 

Halsdon, Julius Caesar and= p. l), and Julius Caesar 

erected a statue of himself in the temple of Quirinua; see 

R. Sy*., op. cit. pp. 906 and 464, and M. Grant, Cloogatre, p. 161, 

and especially L. R. Taylor, Tha Divi nits of the Ronan 8a. r_or 

pp. 65-66. 

11. See R. Syme, op. cit., pp. 472-73. 

12. Sae W. A. Camps on 2.16.1: "the tars 'praetar' could conceivably 

refer to a provincial office holder of some kind, but the 

Mention of 'faso®s' in line 11 below suggests that a Roman 

magistrate is indeed meant. " 

13. See Chapter Three under the heading Pronertiue and the Perthian 
............ 

tqj where I mats this point with referenos to elegy 

3.4.1-3. For the material motive for Roman involvement in the 
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13. (contn'd) Esst see the historical works cited under note 42 

of Chapter Three. 

14. See for instance Horace Odes 1.12.53-56, Vergil Aea 7.603-6 

and Camps' note on Prop. 3.4.1. 

15. As I explained when I discussed elegy 3.12 under the heading 

referred to in note 13 above. 

16. The plight of Arethusa was discussed at length in Chapter Two 

under the heading Taroeia and Arethusa where I argued that 

Propertius sympathised with the condition of the heroine as 

a victim of Augustan foreign policy. As the wish expressed in 

4.3.5-6 would solve the trouble caused by the segregation of 

the sexes to which Propertius often draws attention, it is 

most likely that he would also have sympathised with her on 

this point. 

17. Here I an drawing upon Syr, op. cit., p. 453. 

18. Cf. Yerg. Gle 1.489-508 Where the poet associates with 

civil strife the dishonour into which agriculture has fallen. L. 

Wilkinson in G. R. ]2 1950 pp. 19.28, deals with the themes 

of war and life on the land in the Georgios - see especially 

p. 22: "the one insistent political motif in the Georgics is 

that swords should be beaten into plonahshares". Syai, op. cit. 

pp* 253-54, askes some pertinent remarks on the effect of war 

on agriculture. 

19. For details see G. V. Williams J. B. S. ? 1962 p. 28, Nho 

emphasises that the emperor's action represented a new 

departure from the traditional approach to restraining ia oralit7. 
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20. Cf. Suet. LW 73. 

21. The advice on false oaths (in lines 83-6) reappears in A . A. 

1.631-36 and 659-62; that on the tell-tale signs of a rival, 
(in lines 95-8) in A. A. 3.593-94, and that on gifts, (in 

lines 101-2) in A. A. 1.433-34" The birthday dodge for obtain- 

ing gifts (in lines 93-4) is also found in A. A. 1.429-30. 

22. Earlier than 25 B. C. 9 for at 1.19.3, Liter refers to the closing 

of the gates of the temple of Janus after Active, stating that 

they have been closed only once since the reign of Nuns, that 

is in 27 B. C., by Augustus after Actium. They were, however, 

closed again in 25 B. C. after a successful campaign in Spain 

and the crushing of the rebellion of the 3alassi by Huren 

in 25 B. C. (see C. A. H. 10, pp. 122 and 135). 

23. So G. W. Villiaae, in J. H. S. jT 1962 p. 3k. 

24. For the emperor's antiquarian interests see for instance 

Suetonius 4 72: 'am (so. praetoria) vero goaanis modioa 

non tam atatnarua tabnlarusque piotaru ornate quas sjstis et 

neaoribus ezoolait rebusque vetustate so raritate notabilibus, 

gvalia aunt Capreis iamanina beluarns feraraaque cobra 

prsegrandia, quas dionntur gigantan ossa et area herons'. 

The old fashioned conserve tisa of Augustus is disoussed below 

under the heading Freedom and Renrsssion. 

25. A typical inscription of this sort can be found in Carming 

B_ chi 63.41 'grsritstem officio st lanifioio prsestitei. ' 

26. See for example E. J. Senne7 in da ý{ pp. 202-49, who 

lists several examples of the influence of the Georgias on 
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26. (coatn'd) Ovid's aastory verse including the Do Msdicamine, 

and T. F. Highan C. B. 48 1934 p. 113 who coaparas Georgics 

1.80 with the De Medicumine 69f. 

27. Cf. Ovid Pont 1.7.27ff.; 2.21; 2.3.73-4 and Tristia 4.4.27-30. 

28. For poetry in the service of the state see V. A. Campe, 

Ve! 5id p. 19 and note 12, also J. P. Y. D. Balsdon, 

Lire and Leisure in AacisntRome pp. 136 and 138. On the 

rewards received by Yergil and Marius Rufus see (yº) Chapter 

One, note 78. 

29. So L. P. Wilkinson, in G. R. U 1930 p. 26. 

30. See for instance J. W. Duff, AL iterar, History of Roas (from 

the Origins to the Close of the Golden Age) p. 404. 

31. Cf. Geor 1.489ff. and 2.459ff. For the political elements 

in the Georgias see L. P. Wilkinson in G. B. U 1950 pp. 19-28. 

32. G. W. Williams, The Third Book of Horaoo's Odes p. 9. 

33. Aus T4rai1_Frähzeit. pp. 12-18; see D. 0. Ross, Baolutromda 

to Auamstan Poetrir. p. 85- 

34. For the extent of his involvement see aq comments in Chapter 

Three under the heading Gallup Tiballus and Poetic Cavitalisation, 

and for the contemporary aspect of his complaints about 

campaigning see elegies 1.10.29-34 and 1.3.81-82. In elegy 

1.10 which begins with a condemnation of the spirit of conquest 

and militarism, in general, we are made directly aware of the 

persona of the poet in lines 29-32 who represents himself as 
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34. (oontn'd) listening unsympathetically to the boasts of a 

hero, and here the work as a whole begins to assume the 

dimension of a personal protest which is reinforced in the 

final couplet with an emphatic 'at noble', which leaves us in 

no doubt that the poet's personal preference is for peace as 

opposed to war. The strength of this protest against the 

heroic ethic should perhaps be compared with the strong tones 

in which Propertius, in elegy 2.7, flatly throws out the idea 

of making a contribution to maintaining the strength of the 

Augustan military machine (see lines 5.6 and 13-14). 

35. One of the great merits of Putnam's ooa®entary on Tibullus is 

that it notes many instances of Vergilian echoes in the work 

of the elegist. 

36. Their uniqueness is mtehed only by their negloot; they do not 

for instance receive attention in G. W. Williaii Tradition and 

t imimlity in Roaanoe^. 

37. Ovid uses it on one other occasion, in Not 9.283 where, 

interestingly, the goddess is said by Alenene to have prevented 

the birth of her child. 

38. See T. S. Page, Horsee. Odes p. 368. 

39" See the ooncluding rýrke under the heading The Pronertian 

View of Aotiu* in Chapter Three. 

40. Dio 53.2; 54.6. Se® also A. H. K. Jones, lam, p. 148. 

41. A. D. Nook, in CAH. Vol. 10 p. 540, and lit. oit.. 
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42. Hence the priests of the Phrygian mother goddess are called 

Galli; see M. Rothstein, op. cit. Vol. 1, p. 301 (on Prop. 2.13. 

48). 

43. The father of the child so exposed being D. Junius Silamas; 

see J. P. V. D. Belsdon, Roman Won. p. 88. 

44. W. W. Tarn, C. A. H. Tol. 10 p. 109, ass also p. 80. 

45. Bee the appendix on the literary authorities for Hosen history 

44 B. C. - A. D. 70 in C. A. H. Vol. 10, p. 869. 

46. 'Donna servavit, lanam feoit' (I. L. S. 8403), an inscription 

of the latter half of the 2nd century B. C., illustrates the 

point succinctly; see the opening renarks of Hallett, in 

Arethusa 6 1973 p. 103, who begins her discussion of the role 

of women in elegy with an assessasnt of what the Rosans had 

long regarded as their place in the family and society, one 

which, by all accounts, appears to have been . generally 

restricted. 

47.9N J. P. V. D. Balldon, bile *Ad Loi. ur in Anoiont Roai 

pp. 127-28. 

48. So* C. A. H. Vol. 10 p. i39. 

49. See Plutarch, Luoullus 7, who tells us that she used her 

social gifts to enter into political intrigues and Syr op. cit. 

pp. 38+-85 on this Moron and others similar to her. 

50.3N 3ym, op. oit., pp. 191 and 208-12 and CoAX. Vol. 10, 

pp. 28-29. 
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51. S. e J. P. V. D. Halsdon, Roman Woasn pp. 224-34. 

52. The evidence for identifying Lesbia with Clodia is discussed 

by C. J. Fordyce, Catullue p. xivff. 

53. The Roman Bleaiats: Attitude to Woman, p. 37. 

54. For the low regard in which women of Cytheris' status were 

held, see for example H. J. Rose, A Handbook of Latin Literature 

p. 150 note 113; in this came her profession as an actress 

(mime) would have been looked down upon, an attitude discussed 

by J. P. T. D. Balldon, Life and leismce in Ancient Hone. 

p. 279ff.: "An actress was classed with prostitutes; ehe was 

'humilis abieotagne persona'" (p. 280 quoting 2g 23.2.44). 

55" 3yms, op. cit., p. 449. 

56. The Roma Blegists' Attitude to Women# p. 42. For an exaMple 

of themstio material oo: omon to both works, see note 21 abon. 

57. Boo also tia oownts of lialsdod is Life and Loianro in 4ioiont 

R, p. 152, on dancing and the disrespect in which it was 

held. 

58. Cf. Propertius 1.7.11; 2.3.21,11.7,13.11. (Tiballus) 3.12.2, 

Ovid Am es 2.4.17; of. 2.11.31; 3.1.27,8.5-7. 

59. Cf* for instance Am"s 2.11.31-2 where Ovid tells Corinna 

that it would have been safer for her to stay at hose, read a 

book, and play the lyre, than to have eabarked on a dangrrona 

journey by sea. 

60. G. W. Williats, The Third Book of Horaos's Odes. p. 97. 
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61. Id. op. oit. ibid. 

62. See the explanatory note on Sat_ 2.2.3 in A. Palmer's 

Horace Satires p. 255. 

63" 'leporeR sectatus equove / lassus ab indoaito volt si Romana 

fatigat / militia adsuetun Graeoari, sou pila reloz, / molliter 

austerum studio fallente laborer, / sen to discus agit, pete 

cedente aers disco. $ Be* Palmer, op. oit. pp. 256-57 on these 

lines. 

64. The reasons for identifying the Licyania of Odes 12 with 

Terentia, the wife of Xaeoenas, are given by Page in Hormoe 

Odes p. 262 (on Odes 2.2.13); the Greek sounding pseudonym 

is a metrical equivalent for the name Terentia who tunst be a 

Roan woman on account of her being described as taking part 

in the festival of Diana. Be* also (my) note 44 for Chapter 

one. 

65. Williams deals in particular with Tergil's second Eclogue and 

Horace's Liguriems Ode (4.10) to demonstrate his point. 

66. On this inoident see J. P. V. D. Halsdon, Life and Leisure 

in Ancient Home pp. 258-59. 

67. J. P. V. D. Baledon, HoaanYo_ pp. 91-92. 

68. Oda 4.4; see the note of T. E. Page (Horace. Odes p. 413) on 

lines 25-8 where he points out that the words 'rite' 'faustis' 

and 'psnetralibus' have religious associations - "religious 

words designedly used to suggest the almost godlike qualities 

of Augustus". 
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69. Syme, op. cit., discusses euch dynastic i rrisges in pp. 421ff. 

and 491ff. 

70. S. Lilja, The RoaBn Bleaists' Attitude to woven, p. 88. The 

remarks about the uniqueness in elegy of the slavish punishments 

are largely a restatement of Copley's observations in T. A. P. A. 

z 1947, p. 299 which the author acknowledges as a source. 

71. Cf. Propertius, 4.11.36; 'in lapide hoc uni nupta feisse legar'. 

72. See The Odes of Horace pp. 239-42 where Cos®sger demonstrates 

that Horace uses the nature metaphor to convey his view that 

it is ! 'stile and illogical to wallow in such painful emotion. 

73" Social tire at Rome in the Ame of Cioerog, pp. 238-40. See 

also H. J. Rose in C. Q. IZ 1923 pp. 57-60 who argues that the 

life force of the 'gone' is represented by the Genius which is 

sheltered by the 'peter families' during his life-time and 

thereafter passes to his successor (of. Horace EM 2.2.187-89). 

74. See for instance Chapter Three under the heading A Politiosi 

Echo in Tibullue 1.1 and M. C. J. Putna4, T'ibailna. a Coarntary. 

P" 3. 

75.8N R. Sys*, op. cit., pp. 154-61,515-19. 

76. The incident is recorded by Suetonius &M. 53" 

77. Chapter Three under the heading Ovid and Social Reealaitranao. 

78. T. Birt, äritik and Harrsuntik p. 54lf, and also L. Jlfonsi, 

Postaº p. 54, referred to by S. Idl js, 'dis Ror $logists' 

Attitud. to WOMIX p. 88. 
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79. I refer the reader to am discussion of Tibullna 2.5 in Chapter 

Three under the heading Irony and 'Letitas' in Tibullus 2.5. 

80. See L. P. Wilkinson, Horace and His Lyric Poetry pp. 70-71. 

81. Discussed by Fränkel. Horace pp. 78-79; "The warning desine 

matrons sectarier had, of course, long been a ooawnplace; it 

seems to have played a part also in one of the early satires 

of Luailius. Horace himself says 'among the piepes of moral 

advioe that I was given by my father there van this ne sequersr 

aoeohas'". 

82. For the details *so C. A. H. Vol. 10, p. 443ff. 

83, See sv discussion of Properties 2.7 under the heading 

'Orbitas' verses 'Ubertas'. 

84. For the circumstances surrounding Ovid's exile see for example 

the work of my supervisor The Tristia: Poetry in lzile in Ovid 

("d. Binne) pp. 151-90. 

85. The reason for taking the woman referred to in these lines to 

be Lssbia, is given by C. J. Fordyce, (Cattullus) as being that 

"beneath all the studied artifice and formal eabellish*ent 

there is intense personal feeling - of friendship for Allies, 

of sorrow for his brother, of low for someone who can only 

be Lesbia". (p" 344). 

86, See note 52. 

87. Ses J. Hereby, Ovids Acores Book is "The use of the word 'iur. ' 

(64) sass s to imply a husband with legally established rights 
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87. (contn'd) rather than just a reigning lover, and the weakness 

of Ovid's position is emphasised by the contrast with 39-44, 

where he was himself threatening, bravely but uselessly, to 

assert his claim to the kisses" (p. 65). 

88. See Butler and Barber, The Elegies of ProDertius, p. 202 and 

the oomsents upon the evidence of Tacitus, JnkR 3.28 and 

Suetoniue, Aud. 34, 

89. See my discussion of elegy 4.9 in Chapter Two under the heeding 

Taroeia and Arethuss. 

90. See G. W. William., J. B. S. 48 1958 p. 25, who refers to this 

inscription (Carnina ZRIA hioa 1571.3). 

91. Cf. the advice given by the 'lens' to Corinne: 'oaptos legibus 

ure tuis: '. (Amok 1.8.70). 

92. So H. H. Goddard, in C. B. 3Z 1923, p. 1541 of. C. A. H. Vol. 10, 

p. 445. 

93. Cf. J. P. Hallett, art. cit. p. 111. 

94. See under the heading Elegy and the Rural Ethic in this 

chapter. 

950 Lilja points out that in 1.5.26 Delia "is said to be the 

'doaina' of a 'yarns', although 'amantis' (25) adds a personal 

touch". Hers, 'dosina' has its usual waning of the mistress 

of a slave. 

96. Cf. Catullna, 68.126, P1itq sH. 10,104. 

97.3N C. A. H. Vol. 10, p. 447. 
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